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Course Companion defnition
The IB  D iploma Programme Course  Companions are  resource  materials  

designed to  support students  throughout their two-year D iploma 

Programme course  o study in a  particular subject.  They will help  

students  gain an understanding o what is  expected rom the  study 

o an IB  D iploma Programme subject while  presenting content in a  

way that illustrates  the  purpose  and aims o the  IB .  They reect the  

philosophy and approach o the  IB  and encourage  a  deep  understanding 

o each subject by making connections to  wider issues  and providing 

opportunities  or critical thinking.

The books  mirror the  IB  philosophy o viewing the  curriculum in terms 

o a  whole-course  approach;  the  use  o a  wide  range  o resources,  

international mindedness,  the  IB  learner profle  and the  IB  D iploma 

Programme core  requirements,  theory o knowledge,  the  extended essay,  

and creativity,  activity,  service  (CAS) .

Each book can be  used in conjunction with other materials  and indeed,  

students  o the  IB  are  required and encouraged to  draw conclusions rom 

a variety o resources.  Suggestions  or additional and urther reading 

are  given in each book and suggestions  or how to  extend research are  

provided.

In addition,  the  Course  Companions  provide  advice  and guidance   

on the  specifc course  assessment requirements  and on academic  

honesty protocol.  They are  distinctive  and authoritative  without  

being prescriptive.

IB mission statement
The International Baccalaureate  aims to  develop  inquiring,  

knowledgable  and caring young people  who help  to  create  a  better and 

more  peaceul world through intercultural understanding and respect.

To  this  end the  IB  works  with schools,  governments  and international 

organizations  to  develop  challenging programmes o international 

education and rigorous  assessment.

These  programmes encourage  students  across  the  world to  become 

active,  compassionate,  and lielong learners  who understand that other 

people,  with their dierences,  can also  be  right.

i i i

        



The IB learner Profle

The aim o all IB  programmes is  to  develop internationally minded people  

who,  recognizing their common humanity and shared guardianship o 

the  planet,  help  to  create  a better and more peaceul world.  IB  learners  

strive  to  be:

Inquirers  They develop their natural curiosity.  They acquire  the  skills  

necessary to  conduct inquiry and research and show independence  in 

learning.  They actively enjoy learning and this  love  o learning will be  

sustained throughout their lives.

Knowledgable  They explore  concepts,  ideas,  and issues  that have  local 

and global signifcance.  In so  doing,  they acquire  in-depth knowledge  

and develop  understanding across  a  broad and balanced range  o 

disciplines.

Thinkers  They exercise  initiative  in applying thinking skills  critically 

and creatively to  recognize  and approach complex problems,  and make 

reasoned,  ethical decisions.

Communicators  They understand and express  ideas  and inormation 

confdently and creatively in more  than one  language  and in a  variety 

o modes  o communication.  They work eectively and willingly in 

collaboration with others.

Principled  They act with integrity and honesty,  with a  strong sense  o 

airness,  justice,  and respect or the  dignity o the  individual,  groups,  

and communities.  They take  responsibility or their own actions and the  

consequences  that accompany them.

Open-minded  They understand and appreciate  their own cultures  

and personal histories,  and are  open to  the  perspectives,  values,  and 

traditions  o other individuals  and communities.  They are  accustomed to  

seeking and evaluating a  range  o points  o view,  and are  willing to  grow 

rom the  experience.

Caring  They show empathy,  compassion,  and respect towards  the  needs 

and eelings  o others.  They have  a  personal commitment to  service,  

and act to  make a positive  dierence  to  the  lives  o others  and to  the  

environment.

Risk-takers  They approach unamiliar situations  and uncertainty 

with courage  and orethought,  and have  the  independence  o spirit to  

explore  new roles,  ideas,  and strategies.  They are  brave  and articulate  in 

deending their belies.

Balanced  They understand the  importance  o intellectual,  physical,  

and emotional balance  to  achieve  personal well-being or themselves  

and others.

Refective  They give  thoughtul consideration to  their own learning and 

experience.  They are  able  to  assess  and understand their strengths  and 

limitations  in order to  support their learning and personal development.

iv

        



A note on academic honesty
It is  o vital importance  to  acknowledge  and 

appropriately credit the  owners  o inormation 

when that inormation is  used in your work.  

Ater all,  owners  o ideas  ( intellectual property)  

have  property rights.  To  have  an authentic piece  

o work,  it must be  based on your individual 

and original ideas  with the  work o others  ully 

acknowledged.  Thereore,  all assignments,  written 

or oral,  completed or assessment must use  your 

own language  and expression.  Where  sources  are  

used or reerred to,  whether in the  orm o direct 

quotation or paraphrase,  such sources  must be  

appropriately acknowledged.

How do I  acknowledge the work of others?
The way that you acknowledge  that you have  used 

the  ideas  o other people  is  through the  use  o 

ootnotes  and bibliographies.

Footnotes  ( placed at the  bottom o a  page)  or 

endnotes  (placed at the  end o a  document)  are  

to  be  provided when you quote  or paraphrase  

rom another document,  or closely summarize  the  

inormation provided in another document.  You do  

not need to  provide  a  ootnote  or inormation that 

is  part o a  body o knowledge.  That is,  defnitions  

do  not need to  be  ootnoted as  they are  part o the  

assumed knowledge.

Bibliographies  should include  a ormal list o  

the  resources  that you used in your work.   The   

listing should include  all resources,  including  

books,  magazines,  newspaper articles,  Internet-

based resources,  CDs  and works  o art.   Formal   

means  that you should use  one  o the  several 

accepted orms o presentation.  You must provide  

ull inormation as  to  how a reader or viewer  

o your work can fnd the  same inormation.   

A bibliography  is  compulsory in the extended essay.

What constitutes misconduct?
Misconduct  is  behaviour that results  in,  or may 

result in,  you or any student gaining an unair 

advantage  in one  or more  assessment component.  

Misconduct includes  plagiarism and collusion.

Plagiarism  is  defned as  the  representation o the  

ideas  or work o another person as  your own.  The  

ollowing are  some o the  ways to  avoid plagiarism:

  Words and ideas o another person used to  

support ones arguments must be  acknowledged.

  Passages  that are  quoted verbatim must 

be  enclosed within quotation marks  and 

acknowledged.

  CD-ROMs,  email messages,  web sites on the  

Internet,  and any other electronic media must be  

treated in the same way as books and journals.

  The sources  o all photographs,  maps,  

illustrations,  computer programs,  data,  graphs,  

audio-visual,  and similar material must be  

acknowledged i they are  not your own work.

  Works o art,  whether music,  flm,  dance,  

theatre  arts,  or visual arts,  and where  the  

creative  use  o a  part o a  work takes  place,  

must be  acknowledged.

Collusion  is  defned as  supporting misconduct by 

another student.  This  includes:

  allowing your work to  be  copied or submitted 

or assessment by another student

  duplicating work or dierent assessment 

components  and/or diploma requirements.

Other forms of misconduct  include  any action 

that gives  you  an unair advantage  or aects  the  

results  o another student.  Examples  include,  

taking unauthorized material into  an examination 

room,  misconduct during an examination,  and 

alsiying a  CAS  record.
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The inormation in this book relates to  key fgures  

or events but is  not prescriptive.  For example,  any 

relevant leader can be  reerred to  in an answer 

on The Cold War: Superpower tensions and rivalries.  

While  the author has chosen well-known world 

leaders and events in this book,  there is  also  

an opportunity to  explore your own regional 

history using the book as a guide to  the necessary 

concepts to  know and to  understand.

The aim o this  book is  to:

  provide  in-depth knowledge  o a  world 

history topic

  introduce  key historical concepts

  develop skills  by providing tasks  and exercises

  introduce  dierent historical perspectives  

related to  key events/personalities.

Yo u r  g u i d e  to  PaPe r  2

Paper 2  is an essay-based examination in which you are expected to answer 

two questions on two dierent topic areas in 90 minutes.  This amounts  

to 45  minutes per question  not much time or answering what can be  

rather broad questions on two dierent subjects.  One o the most critical 

components in succeeding in this examination is good time management.

The best ways to improve your essay-writing skills are to read examples o 

eective,  well-structured essays and to practise writing them yoursel.  In 

addition to timing,  you must understand the skills you need to produce a  

good answer.  Thus,  at the end o each part o this book there will be a skills  

section devoted to a particular part o the essay-writing process:

  The plan

  The introduction

  Body paragraphs

  The conclusion

Content preparation is  up  to  you.

Consequence

Perspectives

Sign icance
Causation

Continu ity

Change

Key concepts

The content in this  book is  linked to  the  six key IB  concepts.

1

            



How to use this book
This  book contains sections  relating to  key aspects  o The Cold War: 

Superpower tensions and rivalries  as  outlined in the  prescribed content 

section o the  IB  syllabus,  or example,  conditions  that contributed to  the  

emergence  o authoritarian leaders  in the  20th century.

You can use  the  book in the  ollowing ways:

  To gain more  detailed knowledge  about a  signifcant event or leader

  To gain insight and understanding o dierent perspectives  

(explanations)  o an historical event

  Use the  exercises  to  increase  your understanding and skills,  

particularly the  skill o analysis  when contributing to  the  ormulation 

o an argument

  Consider the  exam-style  questions  at the  end o each chapter and 

think how you would apply your knowledge  and understanding in 

an essay in response  to  the  question.

As  you work through the  book make sure  you develop  strategies  to  

help you learn,  retaining the  inormation and understanding you have  

acquired.  These  may be  in the  orm o timelines  (where  chronology 

is  important) ,  spider diagrams,  cue  cards  and other methods  to  suit 

your individual learning style.  It is  better to  consolidate  knowledge  

and understanding as  you go  along;  this  will make revision or the  

examination easier.

The content you  are expected  to  cover
There are 1 2  world history topics and the course requires you to study two 

o them.  You should learn about a range o actors in the prescribed content 

relevant to each topic area,  as shown in this table or Topic 1 2 :  The Cold War: 

Superpower tensions and rivalries.

Make sure  you understand all the  terms used under the  heading 

prescribed content  because  these  terms will be  used to  structure  

examination questions.  I you have  a  clear understanding o all these  

terms,  you will get the  ocus o your answers  right and be  able  to  select 

appropriate  examples.  

Topic area Prescribed content

Rivalry,  mistrust and  

accord

  The breakdown o the grand  al l iance and  the emergence o superpower rivalry  in  

Europe and  Asia  (19431949) :  role  o ideology;  ear and  aggression;  economic 

interests;  a  comparison  o the  roles o the  US and  the USSR

  The US,  USSR and  Chinasuperpower relations (19471979) :  containment;  peaceul  

co-existence;  Sino-Soviet and  Sino-US relations;  detente

  Conrontation  and  reconcil iation;  reasons or the end  o the Cold  War (19801991) :  

ideological  chal lenges and  dissent;  economic problems;  arms race

Leaders and  nations   The impact o two leaders,  each  chosen rom a  dierent region,  on  the  course and  

development o the  Cold  War

  The impact o Cold  War tensions on  two countries (excluding the USSR and  the US)

Cold  War crises   Cold War crises case studies: detailed study o any two Cold War crises rom dierent regions:  

examination and comparison o the causes, impact and signifcance o the two crises

2
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  I you are  studying The causes  and eects  o 20th-century wars ,  an 

exam question may ocus on political or economic causes ,  which is  

in the  prescribed content.

  I you are  studying Authoritarian S tates,  you may get a  question 

dealing with the  topic Emergence  o authoritarian states .  When 

the  ocus  is  on the  use  o orce ,  this  relates  to  methods  used to  

establish authoritarian states  in the  prescribed content.

  I you are  studying the  Cold War and the  topic area is  Rivalry,  

mistrust and accord,  you may get a  question that ocuses  on  two 

Cold war crises  each chosen rom a dierent region and their impact 

on the  Cold War ,  as  stated in the  prescribed content.

What the exam paper wil l  look l ike
The will be  24 questions with two questions  set or each o the  twelve  

topics.  There  will be  clear headings  identiying the  topics  and the  

questions  will ocus on dierent aspects  o the  topic as  outlined in the  

prescribed content.

The  questions  will be  open  questions (with no  specifc names or 

events  mentioned) .  This  will allow you to  apply your knowledge  and 

understanding in response  to  the  question set.  Some questions may ask 

you to  reer to  events  or leaders,  each chosen rom a dierent region .

Preparing for Paper 2
Make sure  you understand what the  command terms used in essay 

questions  are  asking you to  do.  The  most common command terms are:

  Compare and contrast   

Identiy similarities and dierences relating to  a specifc actor or event

  Discuss   

Review a range  o arguments

  Evaluate 

Weigh up  strengths  and limitations.  In an essay question this  is  oten 

expressed as   successes  and ailures

  Examine  

Consider an argument or assumption and make a judgment as  to  the  

validity o either

  To what extent 

This  usually reers  to  a quotation or a statement,  inviting you to  agree  

or disagree  with it

3
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Evaluating diferent perspectives

An example  o gratuitous use  o a  historians  perspective  that does  

nothing to  advance  an argument would be:  

According to  Gaddis,  the Long Telegram was written  in  February 1 946.  

However,  i you were  to  extend the  reerence  and evaluate  it,  this  will 

help  you advance  an argument about the  relationship  between the  Long 

Telegram and the  development o the  policy o containment:  

Although Gaddis argued that the Long Telegram was the beginning o the 

ormulation o the policy o containment,  Kennan himsel made a dierent 

argument.  He said that the Soviet system was unsustainable and that the US 

should exploit that 

Perspectives  on the  Cold War can be  very eective  when the  main Cold 

War leaders  are  reerenced:

While Khrushchev later wrote that Fidel asked him to  place missiles in  Cuba,  

Fidel asserted that he asked the Soviets or protection  rom the US,  and did not 

specifcally request nuclear weapons.  Regardless,  the end result was the placement 

o missiles in  Cuba that were identifed by an  American  U2  spy plane in  October 

1 962,  and the resulting Cuban Missile Crisis.

Another,  sometimes  under-used,  perspective  is  that o public opinion:

Although the East German government was convinced o its durability,  hundreds 

o thousands o its citizens demonstrated in  the streets in  1 989,  showing the 

general dissatisaction  with  the regime.

Essay  skil ls
Understanding the  ocus  o a  question is  vital as  this  is  one  o the  skills  

and examiner looks  or.  There  are  usually two or three  focus  words  in  

a  question.

The ocus words  are  identifed in italics  in the  examples  below:

Example 1

Evaluate  the signicance of 

economic actors in  the rise 

to  power of one 20th  century  

authoritarian  leader.

The question is asking about the 

importance of economic issues 

and crises in  the rise to power of 

an  authoritarian leader.

A good answer would be 

expected to include a  range of 

factors (popularity, threat of 

force and weakness of existing 

political  system)  not just 

economic factors, before making 

a judgment on the importance  

of economic factors in the rise to  

power of the chosen leader.

Example 2

The outcome of Civil  war is often  decided 

by  the actions o Foreign powers.  To what 

extent do you  agree with  this statement with  

reference to  two  civil  wars each chosen rom 

diferent regions.

The question  is asking you  to  consider 

whether the end  of civil  wars is usual ly  

decided  by  foreign  powers.  Again  you  should  

consider a  range of factors relevant to  your 

chosen examples.  I t is quite  possible  that the 

statement appl ies to  one of them but not the  

other.

Example 3

Evaluate the social and 

economic challenges  facing 

one newly  independent state  

and  how efectively they  

were dealt with.

The question is asking you  

to do two things  identify  

social  and economic 

problems and then assess 

the success and  failures 

of attempts to solve those 

problems.

The command term tells  you what you have  to  do  and the  ocus  words 

tell you what you have  to  write  about.  Make it clear in your answers  

that you understand both o these  and you will show the  examiner that 

the  demands o the  question are  understood  a phrase  that is  used in 

the  markbands or Paper 2 .

4
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Markbands

Marks Level  descriptor

0 Answers do not reach  a  standard  described  by  the descriptors below.

13 There is l ittle  understanding o the  demands o the question.  The response is poorly  structured  or,  where there 

is a  recognizable essay  structure,  there  is minimal  ocus on  the task.

Little  knowledge o the  world  history  topic is present.

The student identifes examples to  discuss,  but these examples are  actual ly  incorrect,  irrelevant or vague.

The response contains l ittle  or no  critical  analysis.  The response may  consist mostly  o general izations and  

poorly  substantiated  assertions.

46 The response indicates some understanding o the demands o the question.  While  there may  be  an  attempt 

to  ol low a  structured  approach,  the response lacks clarity  and  coherence.

Knowledge o the  world  history  topic is demonstrated,  but lacks accuracy  and  relevance.  There is a  superfcial  

understanding o historical  context.

The student identifes specifc examples to  d iscuss,  but these examples are vague or lack relevance.

There is some l imited  analysis,  but the response is primarily  narrative or descriptive in  nature rather  

than  analytical .

79 The response indicates an understanding o the demands o the question, but these demands are only  partially  

addressed. There is an attempt to ollow a structured approach.

Knowledge o the world  history topic is mostly  accurate and relevant. Events are generally  placed in their  

historical  context.

The examples that the student chooses to discuss are appropriate and relevant. The response makes links and/or 

comparisons (as appropriate to the question) .

The response moves beyond description to include some analysis or critical  commentary, but this is not sustained.

1012 The demands o the question  are  understood  and  addressed.  Responses are general ly  wel l  structured  and  

organized,  a l though there is some repetition  or lack o clarity  in  places.

Knowledge o the  world  history  topic is mostly  accurate and  relevant.  Events are  placed  in  their historical  

context,  and  there is some understanding o historical  concepts.

The examples that the student chooses to  d iscuss are appropriate and  relevant,  and  are  used  to  support the 

analysis/evaluation.  The response makes eective l inks and/or comparisons (as appropriate to  the  question) .

The response contains critical  analysis,  which  is mainly  clear and  coherent.  There is some awareness and  

evaluation  o dierent perspectives.  Most o the main  points are substantiated  and  the response argues to  a  

consistent conclusion.

1315 Responses are clearly  ocused,  showing a  high  degree o awareness o the  demands and  implications o the  

question.  Responses are wel l  structured  and  eectively  organized.

Knowledge o the  world  history  topic is accurate  and  relevant.  Events are placed  in  their historical  context,  

and  there is  a  clear understanding o historical  concepts.

The examples that the student chooses to  d iscuss are appropriate and  relevant,  and  are  used  eectively  to  

support the analysis/evaluation.  The response makes eective l inks and/or comparisons (as appropriate to  

the  question) .

The response contains clear and  coherent critical  analysis.  There is evaluation  o dierent perspectives,  and  

this evaluation  is integrated  eectively  into  the answer.  Al l ,  or nearly  al l ,  o the main  points are  substantiated,  

and  the response argues to  a  consistent conclusion.
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Common weaknesses in  exam answers

Many answers  demonstrate  knowledge  in great detail;  these  answers  

tell the  story but make  little  or no  analytical comment about the  

knowledge  shown.  This  is  a  narrative  answer that will not reach higher 

markbands.

Other answers  consist of statements  which have  some focus on the  

question but with limited or inaccurate  factual evidence;  what examiners  

often describe  as  unsubstantiated assertion.

Here  are  some common examiner comments:

lack of detail inadequate knowledge vague inaccurate generalizations

These  types  of comments  mean that the  answers  do  not contain enough 

evidence  to  answer the  question or support analysis.  This  is  one  of the  

most common weaknesses  in exam answers.

Other comments:

too  much narration  

knowledge is  present but there is  limited focus on  

the question

These  types  of comments  mean that the  candidates  know quite  a  lot but 

are  not using knowledge  to  answer the  particular question.  Answers  do  

not make clear links  to  the  focus of the  question.

Writing good  essays

Good essays  consist of a  combination of three  elements:

Question  focus 

Accurate and
relevant

knowledge

Analysis and
comments on  the
knowledge shown,
l inking  back to
the question  

A good essay structure will ensure that you dont miss out key factors,  keep  

your line of argument clear and your focus on the question at all times.

More information  on  essay skills can  be found in  the Skills sections throughout 

this book.
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 I N TRO D U CT I O N
This  book is  designed to  be  a  companion to  the  study o IB  world  

history topic 1 2 :  The  Cold War:  Superpower tensions  and rivalries   

( 20th century) .  It ollows the  International Baccalaureate  D iploma 

Programme history course  or rst teaching in autumn 201 5  and  

rst examinations in May 201 7.  

The Cold War created a state o tension and indirect confict largely 

between the USA and the USSR rom the end o the Second World War 

until 1 991 .  Superpowers  is  a historical term that reers specically to the  

Cold War and to the USA and the USSR;  it does not reer to superhuman 

strength,  invisibility,  teleportation (although that would be pretty cool! )  or 

to  major powers such as the Peoples  Republic o China,  Great Britain or 

Brazil.  This text,  then,  ocuses on the rivalry between the two superpowers,  

the leaders who aected the development and outcome o the Cold War,  

and how tensions aected global politics and individual countries.  

The  subject has  been broken down into  several components,  the  rst o 

which is  the  prescribed content   the  material that you are  expected 

to  know.  This  has  been categorized as  rivalry,  mistrust and accord and 

divided into:

  The breakdown o the  Grand Alliance  and the  emergence  o 

superpower rivalry in Europe  and Asia ( 1 9431 949) :  role  o 

ideology;  ear and aggression;  economic interests;  a  comparison  

o the  roles  o the  USA and the  USSR

  The USA,  USSR and Chinasuperpower relations  ( 1 9471 979) :  

containment;  peaceul co-existence;  S ino-Soviet and S ino-US  

relations;  dtente

  Conrontation and reconciliation;  reasons or the  end o the  Cold 

War ( 1 9801 991 ) :  ideological challenges  and dissent;  economic 

problems;  arms race

(Source:  IB  History guide)

All o this  material must be  covered,  as  you can be  examined on any 

component o the  content listed above.  Knowledge  o the  dierent dates  

and their signicance  is  important to  the  study o this  time period.  The  

Cold War went through a variety o phases,  depending on numerous  

actors,  so  it cannot be  treated as  a  monolithic entity rom start to  nish.

Equally important is  the understanding that there are dierent perspectives  

on the reasons or superpower behaviour during the Cold War.  When 

Mikhail Gorbachev opened the Soviet archives he allowed or a more  

nuanced study o the Soviet perspective on Cold War events,  and 

contributed to an explosion o Soviet historiography that endured or 

nearly 20  years until the archives were closed in the post-communist era.  

The implications o these actions are important or both the study o history 

and an understanding o how single party regimes unction,  so  the value o 

this should not be underestimated.
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In other areas  o the  world there  has  been a diverse  body o scholarship  

that views the  Cold War not simply as  it relates  to  the  superpowers  but 

also  as  it aected other countries  and peoples.  As  a  result,  the  history 

curriculum includes a  second required component on the effects  of the 

Cold War on two countries  other than the USA and USSR.  To  support 

this,  there  are  three  case  studies  in this  book on diverse  countries  

and how superpower rivalries  aected them.  These  are  exemplars  to  

show how countries  can be  studied but they are  not the  only countries  

that can be  examined.  Any two countries  can be  chosen;  there  is  no  

stipulation that they come rom dierent regions  or political systems and 

thus  teachers  can choose  whichever they think will best enhance  their 

students  understanding o the  Cold War.  For example,  two countries  

in Europe  on dierent sides  o the  Iron Curtain could be  studied,  as  

could two Arican countries  that j oined the  Non-Aligned Movement.  It 

depends  on the  holistic course  o study that a  teacher has  selected.  As  

long as  there  are  sufcient resources  available,  any country aected by 

the  Cold War can be  studied.

The curriculum also  expects  students to  understand the importance o 

leaders  in the development and outcome o the Cold War,  and thus there  

is  another requirement to  study two leaders each rom a dierent region.  

Other than that,  schools  and teachers have the discretion to  choose  

whichever leaders they wish to  study in detail.  In this  text,  the approach 

is  to  provide inormation in chronological narratives that include the role  

o Cold War leaders interspersed with act sheets  on a variety o leaders  

that put the critical inormation in list orm or easy review.  The act sheets  

are  to  be  used in conjunction with the narratives,  where sample essay 

questions ask about the signifcance o certain leaders.

Another way o understanding the  Cold War is  through the  examination 

o crises,  and the  fnal requirement or this  topic is  detailed knowledge  

o two crises,  each from a different region .  A  Cold War Crisis  is  the  turning 

point in a  series  o events  that leads to  a  dangerous  situation in need o 

resolution.  During the  Cold War,  these  crises  were  those  that had the  

potential to  escalate  tensions or even lead to  general war between the  

superpowers.  Thus,  the  Korean War is  not a  crisis,  but North Koreas  

invasion o South Korea is.  The  Korean War itsel can be  studied as  an 

eect o the  crisis.  In this  text there  are  a  number o events  described 

that can be  considered Cold War Crises.  These  include  but are  not 

limited to  the:  

  Berlin B lockade

  Invasion o South Korea by North Korea

  First and Second Taiwan Straits  C rises

  Suez C risis

  Hungarian Revolution

  Berlin C risis

  Cuban Missile  C risis

  Soviet invasion o Aghanistan

  Able  Archer C risis
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To enhance  your understanding o the  Cold War,  this  Course  Companion 

has  a  number o activities  that are  designed to  assist both your 

comprehension o content,  and preparation or the  IB  assessment:

Skills  based on approaches  to  teaching and learning (ATL) :  Each 

chapter o the  text has  an activity that is  connected with one  or two 

skills  identied as  critical to  your study o history.  Included are  research 

activities  where  you work independently;  communication activities  that 

involve  conveying your ideas  orally to  your class,  or in written orm to  

your teacher;  thinking activities  where  you are  asked to  examine ideas  

critically and reach your own,  supported position;  social skills  where  

you interact with your classmates  and/or teacher;  and sel-management 

activities  where  you prepare  or refect on your own.

Source-based skills:  Comprehending and interpreting sources is  an 

important historical skill that historians use all the time.  In this text 

there are a series o exercises designed to help your understanding o the  

documents that you are working with.  Some exercises will ask you to  

explain the meaning in the source,  while others will require comparison o 

dierent sources,  or an examination o the values and limitations o sources.

Discussion points:  Although these  are  designed to  enhance the  theory 

o knowledge (TOK)  experience,  these  can be  used in history class  as  

well.  The questions require  answers  that are  oten ambiguous or moral in 

nature,  rather than simply historical,  which will most likely prompt lively 

discussion and consideration o ideas rom more than one perspective.  

Exam practice:  At the  end o each section you will nd a list o sample  

exam questions.  You can use  these  to  practise  planning,  mapping,  

outlining or even writing a  section o an essay or a  whole  essay.  These  

are  based on the  questions  that will appear on Paper 2   the  world 

history topics  examination  and are  designed to  help  you prepare  or 

the  task o writing an essay on the  Cold War.

Recommended further reading:  At the  end o each part you will nd 

a list o seminal texts  that are  important or the  study o that section.  

These  works  oer more  detailed inormation and dierent analyses  o 

historical events.  They are  intended to  provide  assistance  in both content 

and historiography.  

Paper 2  skills  sections:  These  sections provide  insights  into  how to  

tackle  paper 2  with a  specic emphasis  on essay writing.  Using one   

IB -style  essay question,  examples  are  provided on how to  approach the  

crating o a  history essay.  There  are  sample  responses  and comments  

that highlight the  strengths  o the  student sample,  and there  are  

opportunities  or class  work that can be  done independently or during 

class  time with teacher support.  These  can be  used together or separately.

The Cold War is  a  ascinating subject and many o the  decisions made 

during that era have  proound consequences  or us  today.  In this  

text you will see  the  progression o the  Cold War,  as  the  superpowers  

battle  or power and supremacy.  You will be  presented with actual 

inormation and dierent viewpoints  on that inormation.  Ultimately 

you can come to  your own conclusions,  and i you can do  it in a  

relevant,  supported manner,  you are  doing very well.  It is  also  up  to  you 

to  determine i there  were  winners  and losers  in the  Cold War  and 

whether or not they correspond to  the  main players.
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Global  context
In 1 941  the  Soviet Union,  United Kingdom and 

United States  o America became allies  against 

the  Axis  powers,  and war enveloped the  globe.  

Although the  USA declared war on Japan in late  

1 941 ,  its  actions were  largely limited as  it was in 

the  process  o training its  orces  and mobilizing 

or a  war or which it was unprepared.

The Grand Alliance o these three very dierent 

countries  proved successul in the deeat o the  

Axis  powers.  Britain had been a belligerent power 

since 1 939,  and at one point was the only country 

holding out against Axis aggression.  Through 

orce o will,  radar and assistance rom its  empire  

and the Commonwealth,  it was able  to  hold out 

against the German Lutwae  in the Battle  o 

Britain.  The USA provided material assistance  

through Cash and Carry but remained steadastly 

neutral until attacked in December 1 941 .

The Soviet Union was geographically isolated 

rom the  other two powers  as  it ought on its  

eastern ront against an ominous and menacing 

Axis  orce,  but it had the  dual advantages  o 

resources  and population.  Through attrition,  it 

sapped German strength and morale.

The  USA might have  been slow to  enter the  war 

and mobilize,  but it was a orce  to  be  reckoned 

with once it did.  Not only did it have a large  

population base,  but it was separated rom 

warare  by geography,  thus allowing its  industry 

to  rebound rapidly and provide necessary 

materials.  The Pearl Harbor attack buried US  

ideas  o isolation and the  American people  

were  galvanized into  action.  With it came the  

entrance o the  countries  o Latin America and 

the  Caribbean;  only Brazil and Mexico  provided 

troops,  but all o the  countries  in the  region 

provided resources  to  aid the  Allied war eort,  

urther strengthening its  cause.

The Soviet Union,  Britain and the  USA were  

stalwart allies  in 1 941  due to  a  common enemy,  

but fssures  in this  alliance began to  appear as  

early as  1 942 .  The Allies  were  determined to  

deeat the  Axis  powers,  but beyond that there  

was no  clear agreement on what the  post-war 

world would look like.

1   G ROWTH  O F  T E N S I O N    TH E 
O R I G I N S  O F  TH E  CO LD  WAR , 
1 9 43  1 9 49
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Timeline

1939

1941

NaziSoviet Pact

German invasion  of Poland

British  declaration  of war on  Germany

Lend-Lease Act

Axis army  initiation  of Operation  

Barbarossa  against the USSR

Japanese bomb US naval  base at Pearl  

Harbor,  Hawaii

US declaration  of war on  Japan

 German and  I tal ian  declarations of war  

on  USA

1940
Churchil l  Prime Minster of United  Kingdom

Fall  of France

1942 Battle  of Midway

         



1943Soviet victory  in  Battle  of Stal ingrad

Ital ian  surrender

Mussol ini  deposed

Cairo Conference

Teheran  Conference

1945Yalta  Conference

German surrender

US detonation  of atom bomb

Potsdam Conference

Hiroshima and  Nagasaki

Japanese surrender

1947
Truman Doctrine

Marshal l  Plan

1949

Creation  of NATO

Creation  of FRG and  GDR

Soviet detonation  of atom bomb

Communist victory  in  Chinese Civi l  War

1944
D-Day

Percentages Agreement

1946
Kennans Long Telegram

Churchil l s  I ron  Curtain  speech

1948
Czechoslovak coup

Berl in  Blockade and  Berl in  Airl ift
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1.1  The formation  of the Grand  Al l iance 

Conceptual  understanding

Key  question

 Why was the Grand  Al l iance formed?

Key  concept

 Cause

The beginning of the war
In 1 939,  the  United Kindgdom,  along with France,  declared war on 

Germany ollowing its  invasion o Poland,  and with the  Commonwealth 

countries  o Australia,  Canada,  New Zealand and South Arica soon 

ollowing suit.  This  alliance against Germany initially seemed promising,  

but when the Germans began their westward advances in the  spring 

o 1 940,  it proved much less  so.  The invasion o Denmark and Norway 

began on 9  April 1 940  and was launched largely to  prevent the  British 

rom taking control o Norwegian jords  and ports,  thereby implementing 

a blockade on Germany.  The Danes surrendered almost immediately 

when they recognized the  strength o the  German orces and the  sheer 

number o soldiers  advancing on Denmark.  The Norwegians held out 

longer with the  assistance o the  British navy and French and Polish 

troops,  but they too were  orced to  capitulate  on 28  May 1 940.

At the  same time,  the  Germans were  fghting against Allied orces  in the  

Low Countries  and France.  This  time the  Netherlands  was  also  targeted,  

largely or its  ports.  The  British sent their expeditionary orce  to  fght on 

the  continent,  but once  again combined Allied orces  were  deeated by 

the  Germans and even France  surrendered on 22  June.

The result o these battles  was the collapse o the Chamberlain government 

and British reorganization with the creation o a War Cabinet and Winston 

Churchill as  the wartime prime minister.  Britain and its  Commonwealth 

associates  were  alone  against the  Axis  powers  that now included 

Italy  it joined in June 1 940 ater seeing how quickly the Germans had 

deeated the French.  Until the Battle  o Britain,  the status quo remained,  

with the German Wehrmacht as the dominant military orce and the  

underprepared British holding out against the Axis powers.

Although it stayed neutral and adhered to  an ofcial policy o non-

belligerence,  the  USA was  increasingly pursuing pro-British policies.  

According to  its  Neutrality Acts,  the  USA could not provide  assistance  to  

any belligerents  involved in the  war.  While  this  was intended to  prevent 

the  USA rom becoming embroiled in hostilities  and molliy American 

isolationists,  it treated both aggressor and victim equally and so  members  

o the  US  government sought to  fnd a way around these  policies.  It was  

able  to  do  so  by amending the  Acts  in 1 939  to  include  a provision that 

belligerents  could engage  in trade  with the  USA so  long as  they paid or 
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their purchases  in cash and transported the  materials  themselves.  S ince  

Germany was cash poor,  this  enabled American businesses  to  trade  

with Britain without breaking the  law and the  USA could still prevent 

American-owned ships  rom travelling to  countries  at war.

The cash and carry system,  as  it was  called,  was superseded by the  

Lend-Lease  Act in March 1 941 .  In December 1 940  Churchill inormed 

US  President Roosevelt that B ritish resources  were  stretched thin 

and Britain could no  longer aord to  purchase  supplies.  In response,  

Roosevelt developed a proposal in which the  USA would allow Britain to  

deer payment on supplies  needed or it to  continue its  war eort,  thus  

the  USA would  lend  its  materiel to  B ritain until the  B ritish could pay 

or these  supplies.

The Soviet Union enters the war

The Axis  attack on the  Soviet Union in June 1 941  came as  a  complete  

surprise  to  S talin and led to  the  collaboration o B ritain,  the  USSR and 

the  USA.  Although the  Soviets  had also  invaded and occupied Poland 

in September 1 939,  the  B ritish and French held o declaring war on 

the  USSR,  seeing in it a  potential uture  ally.  Operation Barbarossa 

conrmed that this  had been an opportune choice,  and Britain and its  

empire  now had signicant support.  The  German army was  increasingly 

stretched thin as  it supported other Axis  powers  and ought on multiple  

ronts:  German orces  were  in most o Europe  and North Arica,  either 

as  occupation orces  or engaged in direct confict.  The  attack on the  

USSR meant they had to  ght on yet another ront and it appeared that 

the  Germans had hit critical mass.  While  they dealt serious  blows to  the  

USSR,  their Blitzkrieg  tactics  were  not so  successul in ghting on the  

lengthy SovietAxis  rontier,  and battles  raged well into  the  winter  a  

condition or which Axis  orces  were  unprepared.

With the Soviet Union at war,  the USA extended Lend-Lease assistance to  

it.  Throughout the course o the war,  the USA provided over $501  billion in 

aid  $31  billion went to Britain and $1 1  billion to the Soviet Union.  The  

USA was only neutral in an ocial sense,  and the August 1 941  Atlantic 

Conerence conrmed this.  Churchill and Roosevelt issued a joint declaration 

in which they condemned the actions o Nazi Germany and committed their 

countries to cooperation to bring about its deeat and to respect the sel-

determination o peoples once liberated rom aggressive powers.

In the  meantime,  US  policies  towards  Japan led to  increased tension 

between those  two countries.  Along with France  and Britain,  the  USA 

had been assisting the  Republic o China in its  war against Japan and,  

in an attempt to  halt urther Japanese  expansion,  had stopped the  

shipment o US  war materials  to  Japan,  although it did continue to  

allow the  sale  o petroleum.  In an eort to  deter Japanese  aggression,  

the  US  navy moved its  feet to  Hawaii and ordered an expansion o its  

operations  in the  Philippines   a  US  trust territory at the  time.  When it 

was clear that this  did not serve  its  intended purpose,  the  USA cut o 

petroleum supplies  to  Japan,  along with reezing all Japanese  assets  in 

the  USA.

1   In 201 5  dollars,  this  is  equivalent to  $730  billion total,  $450  billion or B ritain 

and $1 60  billion to  the  Soviet Union.
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US entrance in  war

Japan was already planning attacks  on South-East Asia,  but this  US  

decision accelerated its  plan as  it was determined to  capture  oil reserves  

in the  Dutch East Indies.  However,  the  Japanese  military was  concerned 

that US  intervention would prevent its  success  in this  endeavour.  It 

began to  plan a pre-emptive  strike  on the  US  navy,  so  that it could 

prevail in its  expansion.  Although there  was  constant diplomatic 

engagement between the  two countries,  their positions  were  in complete  

opposition to  one  another and the  possibility o compromise  seemed 

highly unlikely.  Thus,  on 7  December 1 941 ,  Japanese  orces  launched 

a surprise  attack on the  US  feet at Pearl Harbor,  Hawaii,  initiating 

war between the  USA and Japan.  Japans  allies,  Italy and Germany,  

subsequently declared war on the  USA in accordance  with their 

diplomatic agreements.

From this  point orward,  the  USSR,  the  UK and USA were  all at war 

with the  Axis  powers  and they ormed what Churchill called the  Grand 

Alliance.  This  was not a  binding agreement but more  a  statement o the  

situation at the  time:  these  were  the  three  largest countries  engaged in 

war and they had one  common and important objective:  the  deeat o 

the  Axis  powers.  They agreed that Germany proved the  largest threat,  

Japan was second and that Italy was  militarily unimportant and easily 

deeated.

Prior to  the  German invasion o the  USSR,  the  latter had been viewed 

by the  B ritish and Americans  with suspicion and hostility.  Thus,  one  

o the  rst objectives  to  consolidate  this  relationship  was to  improve  

public opinion regarding the  Soviets.  To  that end,  the  American and 

British governments  launched propaganda campaigns  in their countries  

to  gain support or this  coalition.  Hollywood was enlisted to  assist in the  

campaign,  and a number o lms were  produced that were  intended to  

show Soviet dedication to  the  deeat o Nazi Germany.  The  most notable  

o these  came rom director Frank Capras  documentary propaganda 

series  Why We Fight :  in The Battle of Russia  ( 1 943)  the  Soviet army 

is  portrayed as  an eective  ghting orce  that planned the  German 

incursion into  the  USSR as  a  way o deeating its  army.  In trying to  gain 

public support or an alliance  with the  Soviets,  the  Nazi-Soviet Pact was  

not mentioned at all and Soviet leader Stalin was  reinvented as  Uncle  

Joe  or American and British audiences.

Although all three  powers  were  at war in 1 942 ,  Soviet orces  were  being 

decimated through a series  o conrontations in Soviet territory  yet 

the  Soviets  responded over and over with an inexhaustible  source  o 

manpower.  Nonetheless,  S talin saw the  inequity o human contributions 

and,  in an attempt to  molliy him,  in 1 942  Roosevelt pledged to  open a 

second ront to  take  pressure  o the  Soviet orces.  When the  promised 

invasion was  postponed time and again,  S talin accused the  B ritish and 

Americans o deliberately waiting or the  German deeat o the  USSR 

beore  taking action in western Europe.

The British and Americans  were  also  ghting in Asia and North Arica.  

American orces  recovered rom Pearl Harbor ar more  quickly than 

expected.  In the  Asian theatre,  the  battles  were  initially ought using 

aircrat carriers   the  Battle  o the  Coral Sea in May 1 942  was  a  naval 
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battle  in which ships  never engaged in direct conrontation;  instead 

American and Australian fghter pilots  battled the  Japanese  in an aerial 

conrontation.  And in June 1 942 ,  the  USA had its  frst signifcant success  

against the  Japanese  in the  Battle  o Midway.  This  success  marked 

the  beginning o the  US  policy o island hopping:  rather than directly 

attacking the  mainland o Japan,  the  US  navy and marines  ought 

to  recover Japanese  possessions  island by island.  Although this  was  

successul,  it was  a  slow and bloody process.

Ater the  USA and Britain met with success  in North Arica,  deeating 

Axis  orces  in May 1 943 ,  they began an attack on Italy in July o that 

year,  but this  was  not sufcient or S talin.  He  was  insistent that the  other 

members  o the  Grand Alliance  needed to  launch a major oensive  

in north-western Europe.  The  Red Army had deeated the  Axis  orces  

in S talingrad and began a slow march west,  towards Germany.  S talin 

wanted his  allies  to  proceed in a  similar ashion,  putting Germany in a  

vice- like  position,  and would not budge  on involvement in Asia until the  

second ront was  opened.

A
T
L

Research skil ls

In  August 1941,  even  beore it entered  the war,  the USA and  UK created  the 

Atlantic Charter,  a  document that defned  Anglo-American  pol icy  in  the war against 

the Axis powers and  its goals or the post-war world.  In  December 1941,  once 

the Soviet Union  and  the USA had  joined  the war,  the  Grand  Al l iance was ormed.  

These three countries were the dominant Al l ied  powers but the Republic o China,  

several  Commonwealth  countries,  members o the Pan-American  Union  and  

occupied  countries were also  signatories to  the  Declaration  o the  United  Nations.  

As the Al l ied  countries l iberated  Axis-occupied  territories,  more countries joined  

this group,  agreeing to  adhere to  the terms in  the  Declaration.

In  addition  to  subscribing to  the  terms o the Atlantic Charter,  each  country  also  

pledged  to:

  employ its full resources,  military or economic,  against those members of 

the Tripartite Pact and its adherents with  which such government is at war. 

and

  cooperate with  the Governments signatory hereto and not to make a 

separate armistice or peace with  the enemies. 

The Washington  Conerence,  1  January  1942.   

http://avalon.law.yale.edu/wwii/washc014.asp

Choose one o the other countries that signed  the declaration  and  assess the 

extent to  which that country  adhered  to these terms. In  particular,  consider 

whether it used  its ul l  economic and  mil itary  resources against the Tripartite Pact.

Put together a  case in  writing in  which  you  provide an  expl icit response to  the 

question  (whether you  agree to  a  large extent,  to  some extent or to  a  very  l imited  

extent that your chosen  country  used  its ul l  resources)  and  then  provide specifc 

evidence that supports your position.

 United  States Department  of 

Defense Pro-Soviet  propaganda  

poster 
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 The Atlantic Charter

Source:  United  States National  Archives,  Documents related  to  Churchil l  and  FDR  the Atlantic Charter

Above is  the  entire  text of the  Atlantic Charter.  In your own words,  explain the  

meaning of each of the  eight points  and why they were  important to  Churchill 

and Roosevelt in August 1 941 .

Source skil ls
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Casablanca,  January  1943

Roosevelt and Churchill were  not only colleagues but close  riends who 

enjoyed each others  company.  In January 1 943  they met at Casablanca 

to  coordinate  their policies   a relatively simple  process  as  both men had 

similar ideas  on the  outcome o the  war.  The outcome o this  Casablanca 

Conerence was the  advancement o the  idea o unconditional surrender 

to  bring about the  destruction o the  philosophies  in those  countries  

which are  based on conquest and subjugation o other people ,  as  

Roosevelt explained it.  These  concepts  were  the logical progression o the  

Atlantic Charter and the  Declaration o the  United Nations.  Casablanca 

was chosen as  the  venue or the  meeting as  it was in the  Allied-occupied 

sector o North Arica and on a tactical level this  was an expression o 

Anglo-American confdence in deeating the  Axis  orces  in that area.  

Once North Arica was liberated,  Britain and America could ocus on 

opening the  other ront in Europe that they had promised Stalin.

The location o the second ront was a point o contention,  especially 

between Churchill and Stalin.  Churchill advocated an attack on Greece  

and Yugoslavia in a weak-point strategy.  He thought this would lead to  

quick victory and an advance into Europe to  molliy Stalin.  Additionally,  it 

would give British and American orces access to  eastern Europe and could 

limit the Red Armys conquest o that region.  Stalin argued that a Balkans  

oensive would do little  to  divide Axis troops and demanded that his  allies  

fnd another access point that would take pressure o Germanys eastern 

ront.  S ince the Casablanca Conerence included leaders o the Free French 

orces,  it seemed evident that there was an eventual plan or the liberation 

o France.  The question was when that would occur:  Stalin wanted it to  

happen as soon as possible  but he would have to  wait over a year.

In July 1 943  the  Allied invasion o S icily opened S talins  requested 

second ront,  however,  it did little  to  divert Nazi troops  rom the  eastern 

ront.  Although the  Allies  were  making progress  on all ronts,  Soviet 

casualties  continued to  mount and S talin was increasingly insistent that 

B ritish and American orces  launch an invasion o France,  where  Nazi 

orces  were  more  concentrated and thereore  Allied orces  could do  

more  to  weaken the  Nazis  and take  pressure  o the  Soviet orces.  S talin 

was becoming increasingly impatient and convinced that his  allies  were  

deliberately slowing the  process  in order to  weaken the  Red Army.

Conceptual  understanding

Key question

 What were the most important reasons for the breakdown of the Grand All iance?

Key concept

 Change

1.2  The wartime conferences,  19431945
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The Soviets had dispatched the German army at Stalingrad and were on 

the oensive,  slowly marching through their own territory and heading 

through eastern Europe rom the Baltic to  the Black Sea.  With the Japanese  

deeat in the Battle  o Midway,  the US  strategy o island hopping steadily 

achieved the necessary objective o pushing the Japanese island by island to  

Japan itsel.  The attack on Italy resulted in the toppling o Mussolinis ascist 

regime and a request or armistice by Marshall Badoglios government 

in September 1 943.  The Germans rescued Mussolini and established the  

Republic o Sal as a puppet regime,  as Italy plunged into a civil war.  

Meanwhile,  war between the Nazis and Allies ensued,  with the Allies  

advancing slowly north,  deeating Germans and pro-ascist partisan orces.

Allied victory was certain at that point,  but the issues were how long it 

would take and how many more casualties there would be or all members  

o the Grand Alliance.  The leaders o the Allied cause met in Teheran in the  

autumn o 1 943.  With cautious optimism they engaged in their discussions  

about the end o the war and the uture o the post-war world.

This  alliance  was paradoxical,  as  could be  seen very clearly in the  

wartime conerences  that occurred between 1 943  and 1 945 .  On the  

one  hand,  they showed the  willingness  o the  Soviet Union,  the  UK 

and America to  work together but,  on the  other hand,  their diering 

ideas  as  to  how decisions  should be  made and what the  post-war world 

would look like  were  also  exposed.  These  were  not simply dierences  

between the  communist USSR and the  western democracies:  Prime 

Minister Winston Churchills  pragmatism  seen most clearly in the  

Percentages  Agreement  was  completely contrary to  President Franklin 

D  Roosevelts  idealism.

There  were  numerous  conerences  involving those  that US  President 

Roosevelt would call the  Four Policemen:  the  USA,  UK,  USSR and 

China.  According to  Roosevelts  post-war view,  these  our countries  were  

the  main world powers  that supported the  Allies  and that would shape  

post-war policy,  thereby preventing a political vacuum ater the  deeat o 

Germany and Japan.

The Cairo and  Teheran Conferences,  1943

The frst two conerences  o signifcance  occurred in the  autumn o 

1 943 ;  the  USA and UK were  at both;  China participated at Cairo;  and the  

USSR in Teheran.  These  conerences  laid the  oundation or what were  

the  two most important conerences  in terms o establishing a template  

or the  post-war world:  Yalta and Potsdam.

Churchill,  Roosevelt and S talin were  instrumental in hammering out 

the  post-war vision,  although their meeting was  preceded by meetings  

o the  diplomats  and oreign ministers  o their countries.  These  men 

worked together,  each trying to  preserve  their positions  o power 

and urther the  agendas  o their countries.  Their positions  were  not 

dictated simply by ideology,  but also  by domestic concerns  and their 

contributions  to  the  war eort.

O the  so-called B ig Three,  B ritain was  the  declining power o the  group,  

but through Churchills  manoeuvrings,  and as  it had ought against the  

Axis  powers  the  longest,  it still held a  strong position.  Churchill sought 
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a restoration o the  balance  o power insoar as  it would be  possible  ater 

war,  and preservation o the  B ritish Empire,  although this  proved to  be  

an impossible  task.

Although it was  not attacked until well ater B ritain stood alone  against 

Germany,  the  USSR insisted that,  due  to  the  substantial losses  that it had 

sustained,  it deserved compensation in eastern Europe,  including land 

that it had taken rom Poland,  and the  establishment o sympathetic 

regimes  along its  rontiers.  Like  B ritain,  the  Soviets  wanted to  eliminate  

German dominance  on the  European continent and ensure  security or 

itsel against antagonistic powers  to  its  west.

The  primary theatre  or US  military operations  was  Asia and its  battles  

against the  Japanese  resulted in very high casualties  but its  losses  were  

substantially smaller than those  o the  other two members  o the  Grand 

Alliance.  The  American public elt vulnerable  ater the  Pearl Harbor 

attack but the  USA was  largely insulated rom the  war by geography.  

American goals  were  more  ideological in nature  than those  o the  UK 

and USSR.  The  Americans  sought an end to  the  authoritarian regimes  

that it blamed or the  outbreak o war in 1 937  in Asia,  and in 1 939  in 

Europe.  The  USA had provided support to  the  Chinese  nationalists  even 

beore  Pearl Harbor,  and it eared it would be  enmeshed in a  long and 

costly war against the  Japanese.  Thus,  many o the  agreements  that 

Roosevelt ( and later Truman)  made were  based on keeping the  UK and 

USSR in the  war against the  Axis  powers  even ater the  Germans  

were  deeated.

There  was  a  near-constant tension between pragmatic solutions,  the  

realities  o the  war and the  philosophical visions  o the  post-war 

world that,  in  the  end,  proved irreconcilable.  Churchill  and Roosevelt 

opposed S talins  expansionism into  eastern Europe;  Roosevelt opposed 

the  B ritish determination to  regain its  imperial  dominance;  and 

S talin and Churchill  did not understand American anti- imperialist 

pronouncements,  given its  occupation o a  variety o territories  in 

the  Caribbean and Pacifc.  Although American and B ritish aims  were  

closer to  one  another than those  o the  Soviets ,  there  was  limited 

room or compromise.

Cairo:  2226 November 1943

Beore  they went to  Teheran,  Churchill and Roosevelt met with 

Chinese  leader Jiang Jieshi ( or Chiang Kai- shek)  in Cairo  to  discuss  

the  war against Japan and the  uture  o Asia.  The  conerence  was  

designed to  boost sagging Chinese  morale  by inorming Jiang that the  

nationalists  could count on continued fnancial and military support 

rom the  USA and B ritain.  Roosevelt and Churchill identifed China 

as  one  o the  our major post-war powers.  This  was  an articulation o 

the  Four Policemen  the  idea that there  would be  a  dominant power 

in each main region that would be  responsible  or keeping the  peace  

in that area.  The  Chinese  would serve  the  dual purpose  o flling the  

vacuum let by a  deeated Japan and preventing Japan rom engaging 

in renewed aggression in the  region.  Another obj ective  shared by 

Roosevelt and Jiang was  to  have  China oversee  decolonization and 

acilitate  the  onset o a  trusteeship  system in Asia.  Roosevelt wanted 
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Indo-China to  be  granted trusteeship  status;  he  did not want to  return 

it to  France.  Consistent with Wilsonian  ideas,  the  USA wanted to  

keep  not j ust Japanese,  but also  Soviet and B ritish expansion in Asia 

as  limited as  possible.  This  was  not supported by the  UK and was  

eventually dropped as  an American obj ective.

Territorially,  Churchill and Roosevelt agreed that China should regain 

the  Pescadores  Islands,  Taiwan and Manchuria  lands  it previously 

controlled but which had been taken by Japan in the  1 894 S ino-

Japanese  War.  O more  immediacy to  Jiang was  that his  allies  reopen 

the  Burma Road.  Although this  would be  difcult,  attaining this  promise  

was  a  demonstration o the  strength o the  alliance;  agreeing to  reopen 

the  Burma Road was more  important than the  ulfllment o that 

promise.  The  end result was  the  Cairo  Declaration,  in which the  three  

powers  agreed to  common goals:

  to  continue the  war against Japan

  to  insist upon unconditional surrender

  to  remove Japan rom the  lands  it conquered

  to  restore  Japan to  its  1 894 rontiers  (beore  the  S ino-Japanese  War)

  to  agree  to  no  Allied acquisition o land on mainland Asia or in the  

Pacifc islands.

Ater this  meeting,  Jiang returned to  China while  Churchill and 

Roosevelt travelled east to  meet with S talin in Iran.

Wilsonian    pertaining to  the  foreign  

pol icy  of  Woodrow Wilson,  US president 

19131921.
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Teheran:  28  November to  1  December 1943

The Teheran Conerence  is  oten viewed as  the  least important o the  

three  main wartime conerences  o the  B ig Three  because  it lacked the  

clear resolutions  and commitments  o Yalta and Potsdam.  However,  it 

was at Teheran that Churchill,  Roosevelt and S talin discussed the  main 

issues  o concern that were  the  basis  o the  decisions  made at the  later 

conerences.  As  it was  preceded by a  meeting o the  oreign ministers  in 

Moscow,  the  three  leaders  were  well brieed on the  views o each other 

beore  the  conerence  began.

The discussions  were  dominated by coordinating the  next phase  o the  

war.  They solidied plans  or the  Anglo-American invasion o France  

and the  Low Countries,  while  the  Soviets  would launch another eastern 

oensive.  S talin wanted to  secure  a  commitment to  the  invasion but he  

was somewhat conficted;  the  longer he  could delay Anglo-American 

involvement in Europe,  the  greater his  opportunity to  gain more  land 

to  secure  his  rontiers.  On the  other hand,  the  Red Army was exhausted 

and needed military support rom its  allies.

S talin also  agreed that he  would declare  war on Japan ater the  

German deeat,  but asked or compensation in the  orm o the  

acquisition o the  Kurile  Islands  and South Sakhalin Island,  and access  

to  Dairen and Port Arthur on the  Liaotung Peninsula.  Churchill  was 

hesitant to  promise  concessions  or encourage  Soviet aggression in 

East Asia  but Roosevelt elt that Soviet troops  would be  necessary in 

Manchuria  to  expel the  Japanese.

 Jiang Jieshi,  Frankl in  D  Roosevelt  and  Winston  Churchi l l  at  the Cairo  Conference
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The discussions about Japan were  not as  pressing as  those  regarding 

Europe  because  Allied orces  were  still nowhere  near the  Japanese  

mainland.  The  territorial composition o eastern Europe  and Germany 

needed to  be  discussed as  the  Red Army had begun to  the  Nazis  and 

occupied those  lands.  Stalin insisted that the  Soviet Union be  restored to  

its  1 941  borders.  This  would mean that Polands  eastern borders  had to  

be  moved west,  and the  powers  agreed that Poland would then need  

to  be  compensated in the  west by German territory.  It was  in Teheran 

that they decided that the  Oder and Neisse  rivers  would provide  the  new 

Polish rontiers,  although this  was  not ratied until the  August 1 945  

Potsdam Conerence.

The USA and UK agreed that the  Baltic countries  o Estonia,  Latvia 

and Lithuania would become part o USSR i they agreed to  do  so  in 

reerenda,  but S talin insisted that these  votes  had to  be   in accordance  

with the  Soviet constitution,  without international control or oversight 

over the  elections.  It was also  agreed that the  B ig Three  would establish 

an advisory commission to  consider division o Germany.

In addition to  the  territorial considerations,  they addressed the  creation o 

a new international organization to  replace  the  League o Nations.  Part o 

this  discussion centred on Roosevelts  idea o the  Four Policemen.  When 

he  let Teheran,  Roosevelt was under the  impression that Churchill and 

Stalin agreed with this  concept,  but S talin in particular was not interested 

in conceding power to  China in Asia and Churchill was sceptical o any 

policy other than a return to  the  traditional balance o power model.

The Percentages Agreement:  Churchil l  and  Stal in   

in  Moscow
In October 1 944 members  o the  B ritish and Soviet oreign policy 

leadership  met in Moscow to  discuss  the  uture  o eastern Europe.  

O specic concern to  Churchill was  the  uture  o Greece,  a  country 

that was  in the  B ritish sphere  o infuence  but was  under Nazi 

occupation and aced civil confict.  The  Soviets  were  determined 

to  have  a  controlling infuence  in its  neighbours,  Romania and 

Bulgaria,  and so  the  two leaders  tried to  come to  an arrangement 

regarding spheres  o infuence  in south-eastern Europe.

In private conversations,  Churchill and Stalin arrived at what was 

penned on a napkin by Churchill and checked o by Stalin in a sign 

o agreement.  In eect,  they had divided Europe into spheres o 

infuence by percentages,  and Churchill conceded much o eastern 

Europe to the Soviets.  A copy o the napkin shows how the two men 

divided Axis-controlled eastern Europe.  

Although Stalin did not honour the whole agreement,  it demonstrates  

the pragmatism o Churchill and Stalin against the idealism o 

Roosevelt.  US  Ambassador Averell Harriman,  Roosevelts intended 

representative in Moscow,  was not included in the conversation and 

was only inormed o its contents later.

 The Percentages Agreement
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The establishment of the United Nations

O importance  to  all three  members  o the  Grand Alliance  was the  

replacement o the  ailed League o Nations  with a new body o 

international governance.  The  mandate  and composition o what they 

called the  United Nations  was discussed repeatedly in Teheran and 

Moscow,  and in a  number o smaller meetings.  The  British and Soviets  

were  determined to  secure  American participation and insisted that key 

United Nations bodies  be  located in the  USA to  ensure  this.

There  were  a  series  o meetings  held in 1 944 and 1 945  to  determine 

the  structure  and orm o the  new organization;  included in all o these  

meetings  were  representatives  rom the  USA,  USSR,  UK and China.  

All agreed that the  United Nations  needed to  be  an international 

peacekeeping body,  and that it needed to  have  more  authority than the  

League o Nations,  but how to  do  so  was  just as  contentious  in the  1 940s  

as  it had been with the  establishment o the  League.  Another issue  was  

how to  alter decision-making so  that the  inertia o the  League could be  

prevented.  This  led to  discussions o the  idea o veto  power:  the  main 

world powers  would be  given the  right to  unilaterally overturn decisions  

i they elt that they were  unsound.

Four principle  bodies  were  established:

  the  General Assembly,  which could discuss  any issue  o international 

importance

  the  Security Council,  charged with preventing war and limiting 

international confict

  the  International Court o Justice  to  mediate  disputes

  the  Economic and Social Council.

It was  agreed that the  rst meeting o the  United Nations  would be  

held in the  USA in San Francisco  in April 1 945 .  There  is  a  tendency 

to  highlight the  conficts  and competing interests  o the  three  powers;  

what is  oten orgotten is  that these  conerences  were  a  concerted 

attempt o all three  countries  to  continue  the  wartime alliance  in an 

eort to  stabilize  not j ust Europe,  but the  world.  The  USSR,  UK and 

USA all desired post-war stability,  even i or dierent reasons,  and 

wanted to  pursue  common,  mutually agreed upon policies.  The  United 

Nations  was  the  most concrete  example  o this.  Its  charter,  and the  

decision o all the  powers  to  participate  and encourage  the  participation 

o all countries,  show that there  was  a  common goal o post-war 

cooperation and a  desire  to  replace  the  balance  o power model with a  

new model o peacekeeping.  Like  its  predecessor,  the  UN did not have  

an independent military orce,  but member states  agreed to  place  some 

o their armed orces  at the  disposal o the  Security Council i this  was 

seen as  necessary,  and with the  B ig Three  all permanent members  o 

the  Security Council,  along with France  and China,  it  was  elt that this  

would be  done  judiciously.

The idea o governance  by unanimity or consensus  was  deemed 

irrational,  i  not impossible,  due  to  past experience.  The  paternalistic 

attitude  o the  Grand Alliance  towards  other countries  may be  criticized 
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but it  was  certainly understandable;  having seen the  impotence  o the  

League  o Nations  and its  constant paralysis  due  to  the  virtual veto  

power that all  Council members  held,  the  main powers  were  hesitant 

to  grant the  same  privileges  to  all countries.  Instead,  in an amalgam 

o Roosevelts  Four Policemen and the  League,  it  was  decided that in 

matters  o security the  most powerul countries  should have  the  right 

to  prevent action,  and thus  the  fve  permanent members  were  given 

veto  powers.

Forty-fve  nations  were  invited to  the  conerence  in San Francisco.  

Poland did not attend;  it was having difculty organizing its  government 

as  there  were  two strong actions  competing or dominance.  The  charter 

let a  space  or Poland,  however,  so  that it could be  considered an 

original signatory.  The  United Nations  represented 80%  o the  worlds  

population i colonial subjects  were  counted;  in San Francisco  there  were  

850  delegates  and 3 ,500  people  attended the  meeting that created the  

charter.  On 24 October 1 945 ,  the  UN Charter was ratifed and the  United 

Nations  opened in New York.

 Delegates at  the UN  conference in  San  Francisco,  1945
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Yalta,  February 1945

When Churchill,  Roosevelt and S talin met again in the  C rimea,  the  

Allied powers  were  assured o victory in Europe  and the  question was 

when,  not i,  the  Germans would be  deeated.  As  the  negotiations 

were  taking place,  the  western Allies  were  advancing through France  

and Belgium,  approaching the  Rhine,  and the  Soviets  were  in Poland,  

heading to  Berlin.  All three  men agreed that it was imperative  to  draw 

up a plan o action or the  occupation o a  deeated German state.  It 

had already been decided that only unconditional surrender would be  

accepted,  so  the  war reached a period o attrition in which the  Allies  

were  trying to  wear the  Germans down until they were  so  weakened 

that they would surrender.

The  terms regarding Europe  were  inormed by the  Red Armys  

occupation o eastern Europe:  the  Soviet army was  in Poland and 

controlled eastern Germany.  The  Declaration o Freedom or Liberated 

Europe  let the  utures  o Poland and Germany to  be  discussed at a  

later date  but committed the  B ig Three  to  adhering to  democratic 

processes  in the  region;  promoting economic recovery in Europe;  

pursuing anti-Nazi policies;  and helping liberated countries  in 

establishing provisional governments.

In another part o the  conerence  it was agreed that Germany would be  

divided into  our zones,  one  or each o the  main Allied powers:  France  

was now included,  although the  document on the  D ismemberment o 

Germany made it clear that the  French zone would come out o the  

B ritish and American spheres.  There  would be  inter-Allied cooperation 

and consultation but each country would be  responsible  or distinct 

sectors  o Germany,  Berlin,  Austria and Vienna.  The  B ig Three  also  

agreed that Germany had to  pay reparations  in kind that included the  

use  o German labour.  Additionally,  German leadership  was  to  be  put on 

trial or war crimes.

Non-German territories  in central Europe were  to  be  restored as  

independent countries  and were  to  hold ree  elections.  There  were  terms 

specifc to  Yugoslavia,  Italy,  Bulgaria and Romania,  all o which had been 

occupied by the  Nazis  but had been liberated in specifc and distinct ways.

According to  the  agreements  solidifed at Yalta,  Poland lost territory 

in the  east and gained territory in the  west rom Germany.  Poles  were  

expelled rom the  Soviet area,  but they were  given the  right to  resettle  

in the  ormerly German western areas;  the  Germans  there  were  

evicted.  Poland became 20%  smaller.  It  was  also  to  orm a  coalition 

government until  its  political uture  was  determined:  it  was  agreed that 

the  Polish government needed to  be  reorganized to  include  both the  

London Poles,  who  assisted the  Allies  in the  west,  and the  Lublin Poles,  

who  had been in exile  in the  Soviet Union until Polands  liberation.

Lastly,  the  USSR agreed that it would j oin the  war against Japan two to  

three  months  ater German surrender.  In exchange,  its  dominance  over 

Mongolia was confrmed;  the  Soviets  would regain the  Kurile  islands 

and part o Sakhalin Island and would reassert control over Port Arthur 

and the  Manchurian Railway.
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Potsdam, August 1945
The situation was rather dierent when the  members  o the  Grand 

Alliance  met in Germany.  On 1 2  April 1 945 ,  Roosevelt died leaving 

Vice-President Harry S  Truman as  Chie o S tate.  Truman came to  

Potsdam without much knowledge  o American oreign policy or the  

objectives  Roosevelt pursued as  a  result o the  war.  It was telling that 

the  new president had no  oreknowledge  o the  Manhattan Project,  

and the  successul detonation o the  atom bomb in the  New Mexico  

desert in July 1 945  was  more  o a  surprise  to  him than to  S talin,  who 

had spies  relaying inormation to  him.  This  weapon had been developed 

or use  against the  Nazis,  but they had been deeated.  I,  how and when 

it would be  used were  uncertain but that was  not as  important as  the  

technological advantage  it gave  the  USA.

In May 1 945 ,  ater  the  suicide  o Adol Hitler,  the  Germans 

surrendered to  the  Allies  unconditionally.  According to  Yalta,  

Germany and Austria  ( and B erlin and Vienna)  were  divided into  

our occupation zones  and were  under the  martial law o the  USA,  

UK,  France  and the  USSR.  The  main enemy o B ritain and the  Soviet 

Union had been deeated and their  major theatres  o operation were  

now closed.  The  USA was  insistent on continued prosecution o war 

against Japan and wanted confrmation that the  Soviets  would assist 

them.  B ritain was  equally interested in  Asia  as  it  desired the  liberation 

o its  colonies  rom the  Japanese  yoke,  but it  lacked the  frepower 

necessary to  be  a  decisive  actor.  Long the  leading naval power in  the  

world,  the  UK had not developed its  aircrat carriers  as  extensively 

as  the  USA and Japan,  and thus  aced a  distinct disadvantage  in 

manhattan Project  

A secret project o the US government 

to  develop an  atomic weapon between 

1939  and  1946.  Although the fnal  

phases occurred  in  New Mexico,  there 

were numerous acil ities in  the USA  

working towards this goal ,  including 10   

in  Manhattan  (New York City) ,  hence  

the name.

 The Yalta  Conference
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the  Asian theatre.  Aircrat carrier  battles  and island hopping were  

the  primary types  o engagement,  and it  was  largely American and 

Japanese  orces  that did battle .  The  USSR had very limited interest in 

engagement in  Asia  but was  encouraged by the  possibility o regaining 

territory it  lost  in  1 905  in  the  Russo-Japanese  War.

Lastly,  B ritain held elections,  and Churchill  was  replaced by C lement 

Attlee  in the  middle  o the  conerence.  The  US  transition in leadership  

kept the  same  political party in power,  but B ritain saw a  shit in 

parliamentary leadership  rom Conservative  to  Labour.  Attlees  agenda 

was  that o a  Labour government,  and while  there  was  oreign policy 

congruence,  rom Attlees  point o view the  war was  essentially over 

and B ritain needed to  ocus  on domestic aairs.  This  was  complicated 

by the  determination to  keep  the  USA involved in Europe  as  the  

B ritish eared that another bout o US  isolationism could leave  the  

European continent vulnerable  to  Soviet encroachment.  Despite  

B ritains  attempts  to  hold on to  its  empire,  it  had become very clear 

that India was  slipping away and B ritain was  preparing or the  loss  o 

its  most valued colony.

At Potsdam,  S talin was the  only person who had participated in the  

previous  meetings  and he  used this  to  his  strategic advantage.  He  also  

downplayed the  importance  o the  atom bomb,  even though it was  

reported that he  was truly shaken by the  destruction that was  relayed to  

him.  The  USSR had suered tremendous casualties  and Stalin used this  

to  gain concessions  rom the  other two men.  Furthermore,  he  managed 

to  portray the  Soviet army as  strong and,  despite  vast losses,  capable  o 

orce  against Japan.

The  conerence  in  Potsdam did not do  much beyond expanding and 

clariying the  policies  agreed upon at Yalta.  However,  it  was  signifcant 

in  that it  showed the  strain o the  wartime  alliance.  The  USA and 

UK were  trying to  exact guarantees  rom S talin that Poland would 

be  granted ree  elections,  and that sel-determination would be  the  

rule  in  eastern Europe,  but they ound themselves  in  an impossible  

position.  The  Soviet army occupied the  Baltic  countries  and most 

o eastern and southern Europe.  Greece  was  mired in  civil  war and 

Yugoslavia  had liberated itsel rom the  Germans,  but the  rest o the  

region owed its  liberation to  the  USSR.  As  much as  the  UK and USA 

wanted to  insist on Soviet withdrawal,  they could not e j ect the  USSR 

rom the  region.  Thus,  they were  caught in  a  moral dilemma:  B ritain 

had gone  to  war to  protect the  territorial integrity and independence  

o Poland and yet its  ally sought to  impose  its  rule  over Poland j ust as  

the  Nazis  had.  The  Polish government in  exile  in  London was  being 

challenged by a  new action called the  Lublin Poles,  who  took orders  

rom Moscow.  Bulgaria,  Romania,  Yugoslavia  and Hungary were  

frmly in  communist hands.  Only C zechoslovakia  resisted communism 

and established a  multi-party state.  The  USA was  more  inclined to  

accept Soviet domination in eastern Europe  as  it  elt  that it  needed 

Soviet assistance  in  deeating the  Japanese,  and any attempts  at 

preventing the  Soviets  rom establishing control would mean a  delay 

in  the  demobilization o US  troops.  Thus,  compromises  were  reached,  

decisions  were  postponed and the  war against Japan continued or a  

very short time.  Churchi l l ,  Truman  and  Sta l in  at  Potsdam
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Self-management skil ls

What was the outcome o the wartime conerences or each  member o the Grand  

Al l iance? How would  these outcomes afect the post-war world?

Territorial  

gains

Political  gains Ideological  

gains

Efect on  post-

war world

Soviet Union

United  Kingdom

United  Stated  o 

America

On 6  August 1 945 ,  our days  ater  Potsdam concluded,  the  USA took 

the  decisive  action o dropping an atom bomb  on Hiroshima.  When 

the  Japanese  did not immediately surrender,  the  Soviets  invaded and 

occupied areas  o China and Korea in  ulfllment o their agreements.  

On 9  August,  the  USA again dropped an atom bomb,  this  time 

eectively ending the  war.  Now the  issue  o division o occupied Japan 

could begin as  well.

Charter of the United  Nations,  Chapter 7,  

Article  43:

1  All Members  o the  United Nations,  in order to  

contribute  to  the  maintenance  o international 

peace  and security,  undertake  to  make 

available  to  the  Security Council,  on its  call 

and in accordance  with a special agreement 

or agreements,  armed orces,  assistance,  and 

acilities,  including rights  o passage,  necessary 

or the  purpose  o maintaining international 

peace  and security.

2  Such agreement or agreements  shall govern 

the  numbers  and types  o orces,  their degree  

o readiness  and general location,  and the  

nature  o the  acilities  and assistance  to  be  

provided.

3  The  agreement or agreements  shall be  

negotiated as  soon as  possible  on the  initiative  

o the  Security Council.  They shall be  

concluded between the  Security Council and 

Members  or between the  Security Council 

and groups o Members  and shall be  subject 

to  ratifcation by the  signatory states  in 

accordance  with their respective  constitutional 

processes.

Questions

1  What are  the  countries  agreeing to?

2  What is  let to  the  discretion [judgment]  o 

individual countries?

3  How will this  be  implemented?

Source skil ls
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Nuremberg trials and  the de-Nazifcation  proceedings

Al l  of the  Al l ies  agreed  on  the  need  to  put Nazi  war crimina ls  on  tria l ,  

especia l ly  as  news of the  Holocaust came  to  l ight.  Between  1945  and  1949  

there  were  13  separate  tria ls  in  which  Germans were  charged  with  crimes 

aga inst humanity .

Sta l in  and  Churchi l l  both  in i tia l ly  favoured  the  summary  execution  of Nazi  

officers  but th is  was tempered  by  American  leaders who  fel t that tria ls  would  

be  more  effective  as  they  would  require  evidence  that cou ld  then  be  revealed  

to  the  general  publ ic.  After the  Al l ies  had  agreed  to  tria ls,  they  then  had  to  

determine  what form  these  tria ls  would  take  as  there  were  multiple  jud icia l  

forms to  consider.  Th is  led  to  the  creation  of the  I nternational  M i l i tary  Tribunal  

in  August 1945,  which  defined  three  categories  of crimes   crimes against 

peace,  war crimes and  crimes against humanity    and  determined  that 

civi l ians as  wel l  as  mi l i tary  officers cou ld  be  tried .  The  format agreed  upon  

specified  that there  be  prosecuting and  defence  attorneys on  the  Anglo-

American  model  but that decisions be  made  by  a  panel  of judges rather than  

by  a  judge  and  ju ry ,  and  that each  Al l ied  power provide  two  judges   a  main  

judge  and  an  a l ternate.

The  most h igh-profi le  tria ls  were  those  of Nazi  Party  and  government officia ls 

that took place  from  November 1945  to  October 1946.  Twenty-four ind ividuals 

were  named  as  defendants and  a l lowed  to  choose  their own  defence  attorney .  

The  tribunal  found  21  gu i l ty ,  12  of whom were  sentenced  to  death;  a l l  were 

executed  on  16  October 1946  except for Hermann  Gring,  who  committed  

su icide  the  n ight before.  The  remain ing n ine  had  to  serve  prison  sentences 

that varied  from  10  years to  l i fe  imprisonment.

The  remain ing 12  tria ls  were  held  between  1946 and  1949  in  US  mi l i tary  

tribunals  as  the  stra ins  between  the  western  Al l ies  and  the  USSR became 

increasingly  apparent.  These  tria ls  were  specific to  certa in  crimes:  the 

Judges Tria l  focused  on  attorneys and  judges who  created  laws that furthered  

racia l  puri ty  and  genocide,  whereas the  Medica l  Tria l  focused  on  medical  

experimentation  on  prisoners of war.  Of 185  defendants,  12  were  sentenced  to  

death  and  85  were  given  prison  sentences.

There  were  a  number of subsid iary  de-Nazification  proceedings as  wel l .  One 

notable  target of these  was the  fi lm-maker Leni  Riefenstahl  (19022003) .  

She  sought to  d istance  herself from  the  Th ird  Reich,  cla iming that her work 

was artistic,  not pol i tica l ,  and  cla imed  she  d id  not know the  nature  of what she 

termed,  internment camps.  After multiple  appearances in  front of the  tribunal ,  

she  was found  gu i l ty  of being a  Nazi  sympathizer and  propagandist.  Al though 

she  was deta ined  in  American  and  French  camps,  she  never served  prison  

time  for th is  offence,  a l though  the  charge  affected  her reputation  for the  rest 

of her long l i fe.

TOK discussion

Can the death  penalty  be ethical  in  a  

crime against humanity?

 Leni  Riefenstahl
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New tendencies
In 1 945  the  B ritish were  exhausted and fnancially broke  ater fghting 

against the  Axis  powers  or six years.  Both Britain and France  were  

ocused on the  restoration o colonial power in South-East Asia but 

would fnd this  ultimately impossible.  Neither wanted the  expense  o 

the  large  military needed to  reassert themselves  and,  even i they did,  

the  resolve  o the  colonial peoples  was unmatched.  Ater the  prolonged 

battle  against Germany and Italy,  their populations were  unwilling to  

maintain the  large  standing armies  necessary or an empire.

At Potsdam,  the  B ritish and,  to  a  lesser extent,  the  French were  still 

considered great powers,  but it was  increasingly clear that a  new reality 

had emerged out o war.  There  were  two powers  capable  o asserting 

their will globally,  and these  were  the  USA and USSR.  These  two 

became superpowers  due  to  the  power vacuum that existed ater the  

two world wars,  and it was  up  to  them to  use  their powers  to  create  a  

new international order.  However,  they had very dierent objectives  

and conceptions  o the  post-war world.  Once  Germany and Japan were  

deeated,  their sometimes competing interests  were  exposed and the  

situation changed rom one  o wartime collaboration to  post-war rivalry.  

This  was seen most clearly in Germany but it occurred elsewhere  too.

President Truman and his  administration were  unsure  o how they 

should respond to  this.  S talins  expansion into  eastern Europe  and the  

prolieration o communism in those  satellite  states  was  alarming,  but 

it was not part o the  American sphere  o interest and there  was  little  

incentive  or the  USA to  keep  its  military orces  in Europe.  In act,  the  

US  public was  clamouring or demobilization and or American troops  to  

be  sent home.  Once  again,  American non-interventionism appeared to  

be  reasserting itsel and the  USA seemed to  be  ocusing its  policies  much 

more  on the  reconstruction o Japan and a reorientation o its  oreign 

policy towards  the  Americas,  with a  reassertion o the  Good Neighbour 

policy o the  1 930s.  Additionally,  the  USA had come down frmly on the  

side  o anti-colonialism and Truman was  less  than enthusiastic about 

assisting the  B ritish and French in the  restoration o their colonies.  The  

US  position was  clarifed by its  decision to  grant the  Philippines  ull 

independence  in 1 946,  although the  USA would maintain a naval base  

in the  newly independent country.

Conceptual  understanding

Key  question

 Did  superpower rivalry  begin  because of Soviet expansionism?

Key  concept

 Change

1.3  The emergence of superpower rivalry  in  
Europe,  19451949
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Churchill was  alarmed by this;  he  eared that without a  strong US  

presence  on the  European continent it would be  too  easy or the  Soviet 

Union to  expand beyond eastern Europe  and begin to  infuence  Italy 

and even France  through the  communist parties  that were  strong in 

both those  countries.  However,  Churchill was  no  longer in oce,  and 

while  Attlee  was  sympathetic to  Churchills  warnings  he  was  much more  

concerned with domestic problems as  these  were  what had brought 

the  Labour government to  power in 1 945 .  Unable  to  infuence  Attlee,  

Churchill turned his  attentions  to  Truman,  and hoped that he  could 

persuade  the  US  president to  maintain a presence  in Europe.

US  policy towards  the  Soviet Union was denitely aected by anti-

communism but the  Truman administration was unsure  o how to  

proceed.  In particular,  the  US  Treasury did not understand why the  

Soviets  reused to  support the  World Bank and International Monetary 

Fund.  In February 1 946,  George  Kennan,  the  charg  daaires  to  

Ambassador Averell Harriman,  was  asked to  clariy Soviet motives  and 

possible  actions.  The  result was  the  8 ,000-word Long Telegram,  in 

which Kennan explained Soviet oreign policy in ve  separate  parts.  

Kennan was  meticulous  in his  explanations as  he  understood that his  

response  would go  beyond an explanation o why the  Soviets  werent 

engaged in these  international economic organizations  and would 

instead cover the  breadth o Soviet actions  internationally.

According to  Kennan,  Soviet oreign policy was grounded in both 

Marxism-Leninism and historical tsarist oreign policy goals,  and that 

the  two were  not as  contradictory as  they may have  seemed.  The  driving 

orces  were  as  ollows:

  The inherent opposition o communist and capitalist economic 

systems meant that one  would destroy the  other and there  would be  

constant rivalry between the  two systems.

  The Soviets  sought to  use  other Marxists  as  a  ballast against western,  

capitalist expansion.

  Non-communist letists  were  even more  dangerous  than capitalists.

  Soviet oreign policy was  grounded in Russian expansionism,  ear o 

invasion and desires  or a  security belt around the  Russian Empire.

Kennan also  oered his  prescriptions or US  actions regarding the  Soviet 

Union.  The cornerstone o his  recommendations was that the  USA avoid 

direct military conrontation with the USSR.  He counselled that the  

Soviets  were  much more debilitated rom the war than Stalin allowed,  

but that this  made them volatile  and unpredictable,  rather than unwilling 

to  act.  Instead o taking direct,  provocative  action against the  Soviets,  the  

USA were  encouraged to  engage in a policy o positive  propaganda that 

would make capitalism and democracy attractive  to  vulnerable  countries  

and weaken Soviet dominance in Europe through education and positive  

relations.  In his  estimation,  this  could eventually work in the  Soviet 

Union itsel,  but the  key was to  avoid direct military conrontation.

The ollowing month,  in Trumans  home state  o Missouri,  Winston 

Churchill delivered what came to  be  known as  the  Iron Curtain speech.   

In this  speech,  he  attacked the  Soviet Union or exerting its  will over 

the  countries  o eastern Europe  and said that Europe  was now divided 
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into  totalitarian Europe  and ree  Europe,  and that it was  the  duty o ree  

countries  to  prevent the  urther spread o communism into  west Europe.  

Unlike  the  Long Telegram,  this  was  a  public speech and its  contents  

were  immediately known throughout the  world.  This  proved to  be  the  

opening salvo  in the  Cold War.

Shortly thereater,  S talin replied,  making counterclaims against 

Churchills  allegations.  In an interview in Pravda,  S talin likened Britains  

position o dominance  in an English-speaking world to  Nazism and 

accused the  B ritish  and,  by extension,  the  Americans   o having 

similar desires  or world domination.  Both S talin and Churchill ignored 

their collaboration in determining a post-war world,  collaboration 

that in 1 944 led to  the  Percentages  Agreement.  Also,  the  USA and 

UK had conspicuously chosen to  ignore  Soviet annexation o the  

Baltic countries,  even though this  was a  result o the  NaziSoviet Pact.  

Although the  USA never recognized the  Baltics  as  part o the  USSR,  they 

also  never challenged their incorporation.

Both Churchills  speech and S talins  response  must have  alerted 

the  US  government to  the  potential or another confict in Europe.  

Kennans  assessment and advice  were  then given to  Trumans  advisors,  

who ormulated a concrete  and coherent policy based on the  Long 

Telegram.  The  drat,  known as  the  C liordElsey Report ( the  two main 

authors  were  C lark C liord and George  Elsey) ,  was  given to  Truman in 

September 1 946  and proved to  be  the  basis  o the  policy o containment.

The articulation o containment went beyond Kennans  counsel o 

diplomatic and propaganda pressure  and included a strong military 

component as  well.  The USSR had established communist regimes in 

eastern Europe through military occupation;  only Albania and Yugoslavia 

established communist governments o their own accord.  Stalins  

aggressive  positioning made US  policymakers  ear that the  Soviets  would 

be  willing to  use  orce  to  expand their sphere  o infuence but there  was  

also  uncertainty on the  best course  o action.  Added to  this  was the  idea 

that the  USA needed to  maintain superiority to  deter the  Soviets  rom 

taking military action.  American strengths were  in air,  naval and atomic 

power,  and thereore  the  USA should resist land war against the  Red 

Army.  However,  the  USA was geographically ar rom the Soviet Union,  

thus it would need either to  maintain a orce  in Europe or to  establish a  

network o allies  to  provide assistance.  The problem that arose  was that 

western European countries  proved to  be  weak allies  ar more in need o 

assistance than could be  expected rom an equal power.

Truman Doctrine

The post-war situation in Greece  highlighted this  problem.  Just as  

Churchill recognized eastern Europe  as  in the  Soviet sphere,  S talin 

agreed that Greece  would all into  the  B ritish sphere  o infuence  and the  

Soviet Union did not involve  itsel in the  country ater the  Second World 

War.  The  British supported the  restoration o a  constitutional monarchy 

that met with resistance  when it attempted to  re-establish control over 

the  country.  The result was  a  civil war in which Greek communists  were  

battling against the  royalist regime.  Although the  USSR remained outside  

the  confict,  Bulgaria and Yugoslavia,  under communist leadership,  were  
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providing assistance  to  Greek communists.  As  this  war dragged into  its  

second year,  the  economically wrecked British government inormed 

the  USA that it would not be  able  to  continue its  support o the  royalist 

government and that it would be  withdrawing all aid.

Not having been occupied by Soviet orces,  Greece  was seen as  

dierent rom the  other countries.  Additionally,  Turkey was  regarded as  

vulnerable  to  Soviet expansion,  potentially giving the  USSR its  coveted 

access  to  the  Mediterranean and the  increasingly important Middle  

East.  This  orced the  USA to  conront communism and determine what 

its  stance  towards expansion o the  ideology would be.  The  concrete  

result was  the  Truman Doctrine  (March 1 947) ,  which stated that the  

USA would provide  economic and military assistance  to  Greece  and 

Turkey to  prevent the  spread o communism.  In his  speech to  the  US  

Congress,  Truman stated that the  situations  in Greece  and Turkey had 

larger implications  and that i they ell to  communism,  other countries  

in the  region might also  become vulnerable  to  communist aggression.  

To  prevent this  rom happening,  the  USA had a duty to  assist legitimate  

governments  in their ght against communist expansion and he  

requested $400  million ($4.224 billion in 201 5  dollars) .

The US  policy rom this point orward would be to avoid direct military 

confict with the USSR.  Countries already under communist or Soviet 

domination would not be targeted but it was now the moral imperative o 

the USA to prevent the spread o communism to other countries.  This policy 

remained in orce throughout the Cold War,  although its application was  

uneven.  The policy o containment would be implemented through military 

and nancial assistance.  This was not what Kennan originally envisioned,  

but the idea o undermining communism through non-conrontational 

means was used consistently.  The rst instance occurred shortly ater the  

Truman Doctrines requests to Congress were accepted.

The Marshal l  Plan  and  Soviet response

Three months ater the Truman Doctrine,  US  Secretary o State  George  

Marshall proposed providing economic assistance to  European countries  

to  help them rebuild ater the devastation o the Second World War.  The  

Marshall Plan (June 1 947)  and subsequent European Recovery Program 

(ERP)  was oered to  all countries in Europe,  including the Soviet Union 

and its  satellites.  Participating countries would receive grants and loans  

rom the USA to  help rebuild.  The Soviets reused the aid and pressured 

the other eastern European nations to  do so  too.

Truman also  stated that the  USA would oppose  any government or 

organization that was  against European recovery.  S tate  Department 

employees  would be  charged with assisting willing governments  but 

also  with containing the  spread o communism through undermining 

communist parties  throughout Europe.

From Stalins  perspective,  the  Marshall Plan was a  serious  blow to  his  

post-war plans.  For the  USA to  implement the  plan there  would need 

to  be  a  continued American presence  in Europe.  The  USA was  not 

withdrawing rom the  continent,  as  he  hoped.  His  ears  o the  USA,  and 

capitalism,  were  conrmed when Czechoslovakia  in his  estimation,  a  
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key component o Soviet security  expressed interest in participating in 

a  meeting about accepting US  nancial assistance.  Czechoslovak ocials  

were  immediately summoned to  Moscow,  where  they were  instructed to  

reject the  Marshall Plan.  Upon return to  Czechoslovakia,  diplomats  read 

a statement prepared by the  Soviets  that did just that.

Subsequently,  in February 1 948,  the Czechoslovak communists,  with 

the backing o the Soviets,  overthrew the government.  Until the coup,  

Czechoslovakia had had a coalition government that included the largest 

number o democratically elected communists in history,  at 38% ,  and 

President Benes had appointed the communist,  Klement Gottwald,  as prime 

minister.  Although there were more non-communists in the government,  

the communists had control o the police orce and military,  giving them 

disproportionate power that they did not always use with sucient caution.  

By early 1 948,  the communists had alienated a number o sectors in society,  

and it did not seem possible that they could win an election i another were  

held,  thus the non-communists in the government resigned,  hoping to  

engender new elections.  The communists mobilized militias that took to the  

streets and threatened not only to take action,  but to call in the Red Army 

or assistance i these elections were held.  Seeing no alternative and earing 

civil war,  President Benes capitulated to their demands that the Communist 

Party be given power and he himsel resigned in avour o Gottwald.  

This action stunned western Europe and the USA and had numerous  

repercussions.  With regard to the Marshall Plan,  the Czechoslovak coup led 

hesitant US  politicians to grant aid and begin an aggressive implementation 

o the Marshall Plan in countries that accepted the ERP.

Between 1 948  and 1 951 ,  the  USA provided $1 3 .2  billion ($1 20.2  billion 

in 201 5  dollars)  to  1 7  countries  that accepted the  plan.  The rst countries  

to  receive  assistance  rom the  ERP were  Greece  and Turkey;  they 

already had mechanisms in place  to  accept the  assistance  via the  Truman 

Doctrine.  The USA established the  Economic Cooperation Administration 

that worked in tandem with local governments  to  distribute  the  

unds appropriately;  most o the  money was used to  purchase  US-

produced goods  but it also  allowed ERP unds to  be  used or purchasing 

Canadian imports.  Although the aid was  initially used or ood and uel,  

this  expanded to  include  unding or economic development as  the  

economies  improved and was used in reconstruction in both urban and 

rural areas.  To  acilitate  reconstruction,  the  governments  loaned money 

to  local businessmen to  create  and reinvigorate  industry.  The  ERP was 

originally scheduled to  last until 1 953 ,  but the  onset o the  Korean War 

halted US  assistance  in 1 951 .

On an economic level,  Europe had the  astest period o growth in 

modern history during the  ERP phase.  It also  created close  trade relations  

between Marshall Plan countries  and North America that continued or 

decades.  Politically,  the  ERP led to  the  end o austerity measures  and to  

political relaxation in western Europe;  ater a  post-war resurgence,  the  

infuence  and importance o communist parties,  especially in France  and 

Italy,  diminished.
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The  Soviets  responded with  their  own economic programme,  the  

C ouncil  or  Economic Assistance,  or  COMECON,  in  1 949 .  Initially 

its  members  were  limited to  the  USSR,  Poland,  Bulgaria,  Romania,  

Hungary and C zechoslovakia,  but Albania  and East  Germany j o ined 

shortly  thereater  and were  later  ollowed by Mongolia,  Cuba  and 

Vietnam;  other socialist  countries ,  such as  China  and Yugoslavia,  

were  granted observer  or  associate  status.  The  initial  ob j ective  o 

the  COMECON was  to  provide  economic stability  to  the  eastern 

European countries  that were  struggling with  the  loss  o traditional 

markets  in  southern and western Europe.  Many thought that the  

COMECON would drain  the  economies  o  the  other countries  in 

avour o the  USSR,  but this  quickly proved not to  be  the  case .  The  

intention o the  COMECON was  to  coordinate  these  economies  in  a  

mutually  benefcial  manner so  that all  could improve,  based on the  

economic strengths  o each country,  and it  made  intellectual property 

rom one  country available  to  all  under the  principle  o cooperation.  

Even though all  powers  were  said to  be  equal in  decision-making,  

COMECON policies  were  dictated by the  USSR,  which had an 

overwhelming maj ority  o land,  population and resources.

ERP assistance receied 

b  contr

1950 poplation Total  marshall  Plan  

assistance

(illions of dollars)

Austria 6,935,000 677.8

Belgium 8,628,000 364.3

Denmark 4,271,000 273.0

Federal  Republ ic of 

Germany

49,986,000 1390.6

France 41,829,000 2,713.6

Greece 7,566,000 706.7

Iceland 143,000 29.3

Ireland 2,963,000 147.5

I taly 47,105,000 1,508.8

Luxembourg 295,587  195

Netherlands 10,114,000 1,083.5

Norway 3,265,000 255.3

Portugal 8,443,000 51.2

Sweden 7,014,000 107.3

United  Kingdom 50,127,000 3,189.8

 Marshal l  Plan:  Amount  of a id  by  country
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Communication  skil ls

How and  why  Marshal l  Aid  was used

The year is  1948 and  you  are part o a  US delegation  sent to  a  country  o your 

choice to  provide Marshal l  Aid  to  that country.  Reer to  the  table  above or the 

overal l  amount o aid  that you  can  d istribute.

Each  o you  is responsible  or one component o assistance that you  need  to  

consider when al locating money:

  Loans or economic development

  Cash or economic development

  Humanitarian  aid  (ood,  clothing,  uel ,  medicine)

  Civil ian  advisors to  help  with  economic and  humanitarian  assistance

  Publicity  or gaining support o the host country  or Marshal l  Plan  aid

You do not have to  provide precise monetary  amounts,  but should  consider the  

context o the country  that you  have chosen. What should  the priorities be,  given  

the needs o your country? How important are US interests in  the al location  o aid?

Your group should  write  up a  ve-point action  plan  that explains how Marshal l  Aid  

wil l  be  spent and  why.  Then  present it to  the class or discussion.

Once al l  the students in  your class have presented,  consider why  diferent 

countries might have diferent priorities,  taking into account the local  situation  

and  the level  o importance o US interests.

Post-war European  treaties

Once again  the victorious powers o a  world  war convened  

in  Paris to  create treaties regarding the deeated  

countries.  Between July  and  October o 1946,  the  Big Four 

negotiated  with  the deeated  European countries to  reach  

a  settlement.  Since the Axis powers had  surrendered  

unconditional ly,  or the most part they  had  to  accept 

the  terms demanded  o them. The main  tensions were 

between the Al l ied  countries themselves,  and  particularly  

between the USA and  the Soviet Union,  whose objectives 

were directly  in  opposition,  especial ly  over the issue o 

whether or not ree elections should  be  required.

Most o the agreements had  the same common themes:  

reparations;  territorial  adjustments;  el imination  o 

Axis governments as wel l  as ascist organizations and  

activities;  demil itarization;  commitment to  minority  rights;  

war criminals put on  trial ;  and  the general  guarantees o 

undamental  human rights and  reedoms. At the same 

time,  the Al l ies agreed  to  recognize newly  reormed  

governments and  prepare or their integration  into  the 

United  Nations system.

Reparations (uS$) Territorial  adjstments

Bulgaria   70 mil l ion

  45 mil l ion  to  Greece

  25 mil l ion  to  Yugoslavia

  Vardar Macedonia  to  Yugoslavia

  Eastern  Macedonia  and  Thrace to  Greece

  Regained  southern  Dobrudja

Finland   300 mil l ion,  a l l  to  USSR   Accepted  the loss o territory  rom the Winter War  

(19391940)  with  USSR and  also lost Petsamo

Hungary   300 mil l ion

  200 mil l ion  to  USSR

  100 mil l ion  to  Czechoslovakia  

and  Yugoslavia

  Three vil lages to  Czechoslovakia
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Reparations (uS$) Territorial  adjstents

I taly   360 mil l ion

  125  mil l ion  to  Yugoslavia

  105  mil l ion  to  Greece

  100 mil l ion  to  USSR

  25 mil l ion  to  Ethiopia

  5 mil l ion  to  Albania

  All  colonies under trusteeship o UN

  Istria  to  Yugoslavia

  Trieste an  international  city  under UN

  All  islands in  eastern  Adriatic to  Yugoslavia

  Dodecanese Islands to  Greece

  Western  Alps to  France

Romania   300 mil l ion,  a l l  to  USSR   Bessarabia  and  Bukovina  to  USSR

  Southern  Dobrudja  to  Bulgaria

Bulgaria,  Romania  and  Hungary  remained  in  the Soviet 

sphere,  largely  because they  surrendered  to  the  USSR and  

the Red  Army  occupied  the territory  there.  Bulgaria  was 

the only  deeated  power to  gain  territory  as a  result o the  

peace treaties.  There is some dispute over whether or not 

these countries paid  reparations,  however,  they  certainly  

paid  in  the sense that their economies were beholden  to  

the  Soviet Union.

Fin land  has the  d istinction  o being the  only  deeated  

power that repaid  i ts  reparations.  I t had  a  special  status 

in  that i t bordered  the  USSR and  was somewhat in  the  

Soviet sphere  but able  to  maintain  a  separate  identity  

through  a  process sometimes cal led  Fin landization.  Th is 

meant that Fin land  pursued  pol icies that were  in  l ine 

with  Soviet desires and  d id  i ts  best to  prevent confict 

with  the  USSR  a  continuation,  in  some respects,  o 

the  pol icy  that the  Finns had  pursued  with  the  Russian  

Empire  prior to  u l l  independence,  and  with  the  Swedish  

Empire  beore  that.

I ta ly  was rmly  in  the  US  sphere  o infuence;  not 

only  was i t occupied  by  Al l ied  orces but i ts  new 

government and  rst e lections were  supervised  by  

the  USA and  i t became a  major recipient o Marshal l  

Aid .  Rather than  insist on  reparations and  orce  I ta ly  

into  payments i t could  not aord,  the  western  Al l ies 

determined  that I ta ly  would  not a l l  to  communism i 

i t  was rebui l t.  I ts  territoria l  losses were  much  larger 

than  the  other countries due  to  Mediterranean  and  

colonia l  possessions but i t retained  most o i ts  land,  and  

eventual ly  regained  the  city  o Trieste.
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The implications of a  divided Germany
From the  beginning,  the  members  o the  Grand Alliance  all agreed that 

unconditional surrender and occupation o Germany were  critically 

important at the  end o the  war.  The  Allies  were  committed to  erce   

de-Nazication policies that included complete removal o the government,  

aggressive re-education or the entire population,  elimination o the Nazi 

Party and its  aliated groups rom public lie,  and the prosecution o Nazi 

war criminals.  As long as Germany battled against the Allied orces,  there  

was a uniorm commitment to  action that was exemplied through the  

creation o the Allied Control Council (ACC) .

Upon its surrender in May 1 945,  Germany was divided into our zones,  

with the inclusion o France as an occupation power.  The Soviets agreed to  

this so long as the French lands did not reduce the size o the Soviet zone,  

and the other powers complied,  leaving the Soviet Union with control o 

roughly one-third o eastern Germany.  The divisions made sense as the  

powers occupied the areas that they had liberated.  Although the ACC  

was established to ensure that Germany was administered in a consistent 

manner,  clear divisions arose between the Soviet-occupied zone and the rest.

Stalins  key objective  remained the  security o the  USSR and in his  mind 

that necessitated a peaceul Germany in the  Soviet sphere.  Examining 

Germanys  past,  S talin elt that Germany would recover in 1 5  to  20  

years,  despite  the  wartime devastation.  In 1 945  Stalin saw the division 

o Germany as  temporary and in the  best interest o the  USSR.  He  

envisioned the  establishment o Soviet dominance in its  sector through a 

combination o providing humanitarian assistance,  socialist organizations  

and coercion.  He  elt that the  Soviets  could then undermine British 

infuence in the  western sector.  In his  mind this  would be  easy because  

Britain was so  weak ater the  war,  in dire  nancial circumstances,  and 

would be  concentrating on internal aairs.  However,  this  was predicated 

on the  assumption that the  USA would withdraw its  orces  and support 

rom Europe as  it had ater the  First World War.

Although this  was a  logical progression,  it ignored the  contradictions  in 

Soviet policy in East Germany.  Red Army occupation was  particularly 

harsh:  the  Soviets  had suered brutality at the  hands  o the  Nazis  and 

were  eager to  exact revenge,  and this  was  not discouraged by their 

Conceptual  understanding
Key  question

 Why was Germany  such  an  important component of the development of the 

Cold  War?

Key  concept

 Perspective

1.4 The Berl in  Blockade
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military leaders.  In act,  some encouraged these  actions,  seeing it as  

necessary or German subjugation.

Additionally,  the  Potsdam agreement required Germans to  pay 

reparations  to  the  USSR.  Rather than exact money rom the  destroyed 

economy,  the  Allies  confscated all military industry,  state-owned 

industry and Nazi-owned industry.  In East Germany this  was  roughly 

60%  o all industrial activity,  amounting to  nearly $1 00  billion  

( $91 0  billion in 201 5  dollars)  in lost income or the  East Germans.   

The  Red Army dismantled entire  actories  and sent them to  the  USSR so  

that next to  no  heavy industry remained in the  eastern sector.

The eastern sector also ound itsel host to nearly 6  million German reugees  

rom Prussia and Silesia,  which had been reallocated to Poland and the  

USSR.  This not only caused social problems but also produced an economic 

strain on the already impoverished sector.  Also,  in the Teheran Conerence,  

Stalin demanded 4 million German workers be included in the reparations  

and that was endorsed by Churchill and Roosevelt in the Yalta agreements.

One view on this  is  that Stalin expected economic and social hardship to  

spark socialism,  but more pragmatically he needed German resources to  

rearm and to  help  rebuild a Soviet Union that had been wrecked by the  

scorched earth tactics used frst by the Red Army in 1 941  and then by the  

Nazis ater the deeat o Stalingrad in 1 943.  To assist in this,  he  also exacted 

promises that the Soviets  would receive reparations rom the other sectors.

Although Churchill and Roosevelt had been amenable  to  S talins  

demands,  post-war occupation quickly revealed incompatible  approaches  

among the  ACC  members.  The  same goals  remained,  but their 

implementation varied tremendously.  B ritain lacked resources  to  support 

its  sector and were  relying on rationing at home to  assist the  starving 

German population.  The  western powers  increasingly elt that the  key 

to  eliminating the  Nazi presence  would be  through economic assistance,  

hence  the  US  Secretary o S tate  proposed the  Marshall Plan in 1 947.  

Truman was  interested in rebuilding western Europe  and wanted to  ree  

the  USA rom its  commitments  to  the  USSR;  he  was hoping that the  

Soviets  would boycott the  Marshall Plan so  that western Europe  would 

recover.  As  we  have  seen,  S talin was  completely taken aback by this  

approach as  it meant that the  USA was  not withdrawing rom Europe.

Even beore  the  implementation o the  Marshall Plan,  the  American and 

British sectors  were  combined into  one  military zone,  which they called 

bizonia ,  in September 1 947  to  allay B ritish economic distress.  France  

soon allowed its  sector to  be  annexed to  the  area.  The  US ,  French and 

British zones  increasingly cooperated with one  another and eventually 

combined to  orm a unifed government in their sectors.

This  was  not what S talin expected as  it clearly paved the  way or a  

permanent division o Germany.  Soviet ofcials  such as  Litvinov and 

Maisky saw advantages  in keeping Germany divided,  as  they elt it 

would keep  it relatively weak and make the  Soviet buer states  even 

more  eective.  S talin did not agree;  he  hoped to  gain a  unifed German 

state  as  part o his  sphere  and rejected proposals  to  Sovietize  the  eastern 

sector in 1 947.  Soviet control over East Germany was made even more  

difcult by the  division o Berlin:  in the  Soviet enclave  there  were  

occupation orces  rom the  other three  occupying powers.

bizonia   

In  1946, the USA and  Britain  joined  their 

German occupation  zones into one,  

coordinating the administration  and  

economies of previously  divided  areas.
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The Berl in  Blockade,  19481949

The western sector was stabilized by the unied and cooperative  

leadership,  and in February 1 948 the three western powers proposed that 

the ACC  create a new our-power currency.  The Soviets rejected this and it 

was clear that the ACC  was breaking down.  The nal meeting o the ACC  

took place in March 1 948 at the London Conerence,  where the British,  

French and Americans announced plans or a unication o the western 

zones and the establishment o a West German government.  An inuriated 

Soviet delegation walked out and began to  plan or the creation o an 

East German state.  In the meantime,  the western powers announced that 

they were creating a new currency that they would implement not just 

in western Germany but also in West Berlin in June 1 948.  The currency 

confict led directly to  the Berlin B lockade.
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 Divided  Berl in

The Berlin blockade is  considered to  be  the  rst serious crisis  o the  Cold 

War.  Berlin was a  constant source  o annoyance  to  S talin.  The  city was  

divided in our zones,  as  were  Germany,  Austria and Vienna,  but Berlins  

location in the  middle  o the  Soviet sector created a western enclave  

in Soviet-controlled territory.  The  Soviets  spent the  rst 20  years  o 

the  Cold War trying to  resolve  this  situation in their avour,  and in this  

respect the  Berlin B lockade was  only the  rst salvo  in the  Soviet attempt 

to  oust its  ormer allies  rom Berlin.

Beginning on 24 June 1 948,  the  Soviet Union and the  USA stood against 

one  another over the  sovereignty o Berlin.  Although the  western 

zones  announcement o a  united currency and potential or a  united 
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government was  the  catalyst or action,  the  blockade 

was  also  in response  to  the  Marshall Plan,  the  Treaty 

o B russels  ( see  below)  and a report rom the  Party o 

Socialist German Unity (SED)  that it was going to  lose  

the  October elections  in Berlin unless  the  Allies  were  

removed rom the  city.

In April 1 948  the  Soviets  tested the  waters  by rst 

preventing military supplies  rom coming into  West 

Berlin  a  relatively easy task as  West Berlin was  rmly 

in the  Soviet sector.  Rather than pressuring the  western 

Allies  out o Berlin,  it  made  them even more  resolved 

to  maintain control over West B erlin.  S talin then 

attempted to  orce  the  western Allies  out through a 

ull-blown blockade.  The  Soviets  reused to  allow water,  

road or railroad transport through East Germany into  

West Berlin,  thereby preventing the  supply o ood and 

uel rom entering the  city.  His  ocial rationale  was  

that the  western powers  had violated both the  Yalta and 

Potsdam agreements,  as  the  currency unication was  a  

rej ection o the  our-powers  administration o Germany.  

And since  there  was  no  ocial treaty between the  our 

powers  about transportation through the  Soviet sector,  

S talin was  not in violation o international law.

Given the  nuclear monopoly o the  USA,  such an 

action seemed reckless  in the  extreme,  even to  S talins  

own advisors,  who questioned his  decision-making.  In 

response  S talin gave  three  reasons  why he  elt this  was 

the  right course  o action:

1  The USA would not use  nuclear weapons  

over Berlin.

2  The Red Army would be  ordered to  resist any orced 

attempt o the  USA to  end the  blockade through a 

military convoy.

3  I the  USA decided to  launch a ull-fedged attack,  

S talin alone  would determine how to  respond.

The  blockade  initially appeared successul as  West B erlins  2 .5  million 

inhabitants  had only their reserves  to  rely on.  However,  the  Allies  

quickly organized a  response:  on 1  July the  USA and UK began a 

massive  airlit o supplies  that were  dropped over the  city.  Operation 

Vittles ,  as  it  was  called,  supplied the  city with an average  o 1 3 ,000  

tons  o supplies  per day throughout 323  days  o the  airlit.

This  was  not the  only plan o action proposed by the  USA.  There  were  

those  in  the  US  government who  elt  that Soviet aggression had to  be  

matched by US  strength:  they counselled that the  US  military orce  

its  way into  West B erlin via  soldiers  loaded into  railway carriages  and 

sent to  B erlin or  direct conrontation with Soviet orces.  However,  

Truman was  unwilling to  engage  the  Soviets  and instead turned the  

blockade  into  a  public victory o Anglo-American ingenuity over a  

Soviet show o brute  orce  and inhumanity.  There  were  also  those  in 
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the  USA who  elt  that Truman should reer the  matter to  the  United 

Nations.  However,  Truman wanted to  respond directly to  Soviet 

aggression as  he  had been accused o being  sot  on communism 

while  avoiding war.

In hindsight,  the  Berlin Airlit seems like  a  simple  solution that was  

easily implemented.  At the  time,  however,  the  circumstances  in Berlin 

in 1 948  made it dicult.  There  were  only two airelds  in the  western 

sector  Gatow and Tempelho  and they had only one  landing strip  

each.  Although the  Tempelho aireld was  in good condition,  it was 

surrounded by apartment buildings,  meaning that it was  dicult to  land 

when the  weather was  poor.  The  USA had ortied the  landing strip,  

but the  continuous landings  created depressions that required constant 

repairs,  and hundreds  o men were  hired to  keep the  aireld operational.  

The  Americans  began building new airstrips  in July 1 948  to  help  

alleviate  the  stress  on the  initial airstrip.

Although the amount o ood supplies  needed in the  airlit remained 

relatively stable,  the  uel requirement increased dramatically in the  

winter o 1 9481 949  and an additional 6 ,000  tons per day had to  be  

supplied to  the  city.  The weather in November and December made the  

landings especially dicult and oten impossible,  as  there  was very heavy 

cloud cover;  or one week in November no landings could be  made at all 

and the  city had only a weeks  worth o coal let.  In January the weather 

improved and steady landings resumed.  Planes landed approximately 

every three  minutes  and delivered a total o 275 ,000  tons o supplies.

S talin  had correctly assessed the  US  unwillingness  to  use  nuclear 

weapons  or  engage  in  direct military conrontation but he  did not 

anticipate  the  airlit.  On 1 5  April  1 949 ,  the  Allies  enacted the  so-called 

Easter Parade,  in  which they delivered nearly 1 3 , 000  tons  o coal 

in  an unprecedented 1 , 383  fights.  It  was  clear that the  airlit  could 

continue  indenitely,  and the  Soviets  expressed a  willingness  to  lit 

the  blockade.  S talin lited the  blockade 

on land access  to  West B erlin  at  midnight 

on 1 2  May 1 949  and a  B ritish convoy 

immediately drove  through,  arriving in 

West B erlin at  5  am.  The  airlit  continued 

until  3 0  September so  that West B erliners  

would be  suciently provisioned.  In  all,  

the  airlit  delivered 2 , 326 ,406  tons  o 

supplies  on 2 78 ,228  fights  using pilots  

rom the  USA,  UK,  Australia,  C anada,   

New Zealand and South Arica.

The  Berlin B lockade  and its  ailure  marked 

the  consolidation o Europe  into  two  

blocs.  The  Soviet Union had to  recognize  

the  political rights  o West B erlin as  a  

separate  political entity linked not to   

East Germany but to  the  West.  Khrushchev 

would later try to  eliminate  western 

infuence  beore  admitting deeat and 

erecting the  Berlin Wall in 1 961 . Children  watching the arrival  of an  a irl ift  plane carrying food  and  other suppl ies
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Impact and  signifcance:  Creation o the  

Federal  Republic o Germany and the German 

Democratic Republic
The consequences  o the  Berlin blockade went beyond Berlin,  however,  

to  all o Germany.  The  blockade convinced the  Allies  o the  need to  

protect the  western zones,  and the  American,  B ritish and French spheres  

were  fnally merged into  trizonia,  which led to  the  creation o the  

Federal Republic o Germany (FRG)  on 23  May 1 949.  A constitution 

was written and the  frst elections  were  held,  with Konrad Adenauer,  a  

noted member o the  German resistance,  becoming West Germanys  frst 

Chancellor.  S ince  Berlin was  in the  Soviet sphere,  the  West Germans 

named Bonn as  their provisional capital,  showing the  governments  

hope  or eventual reunifcation with East Germany.  West Germany 

agreed to  adhere  to  the  occupation statute  which gave  it sovereignty 

and admitted it into  the  European Recovery Program but stipulated 

that the  Americans,  B ritish and French maintained the  right to  keep 

orces  in the  country and to  uphold the  decisions made regarding 

disarmament,  demilitarization,  reugees,  the  Ruhr and certain sectors  o 

scientifc research.  The  West German government was established as  a  

parliamentary democracy.

Although the  Soviets  issued a  ormal protest that the  creation o a  

separate  state  violated the  Potsdam agreements,  they did little  else.  

Their main orm o counteraction was  the  creation o the  German 

Democratic Republic (GDR)  in October 1 949.  East Germany was  

established as  a  socialist state,  controlled by the  Socialist Unity Party o 

Germany (SED) ,  with the  government organized on the  Soviet model.  

Marxism-Leninism was  integrated into  education,  the  media,  the  arts  

and the  economy.  The  SSD   or S tasi  was  a  secret police  organization 

created to  monitor East German citizens  and ensure  compliance  

through an elaborate  network o agents  and inormers.  Not surprisingly,  

even dedicated socialists  began to  question the  system,  and massive  

emigration took place.

With Germany divided,  there  was  no  clear successor to  Nazi Germany,  

making a peace  treaty impossible.  While  Yalta and Potsdam had guided 

the  terms o German unconditional surrender,  the  Second World War 

ended without a  treaty or deeated Germany.

In  their own words

The longer the blockade continued,  

the more the technical efciency o the 

airlit improved and the more people 

o Germany looked toward the West to  

strengthen  them in  their determination  

to  remain  ree.  Berlin  had become a 

symbol o Americas and the Wests 

dedication  to  the cause o reedom.

Harry  S  Truman,  1955.  Memoirs

Question:

What is  the  message  conveyed 

above?

Source skil ls

Occupied  Austria,  19451955

As early  as 1943,  the Al l ied  powers agreed  that Austria  

would  be seen  as a  subsidiary  state within  the  Third  

Reich  and,  as such,  would  not be  seen  in  the  same l ight 

as Germany  at the end  o the  war.  Although they  agreed  

that Austria  would  be l iberated  and  restored  l ike  other 

occupied  territories,  it was so  thoroughly  Nazifed  that 

the Al l ies agreed  that,  l ike Germany,  i t and  its capital  

Vienna  would  be d ivided  into our sectors and  occupied.  

The occupation  was seen  as temporary  unti l  the  Al l ies 

could  agree upon  a  government or the  country  and  thus it 

remained  divided  until  a  treaty  was signed  in  1955.

In  April  1945,  with  Soviet occupation  orces in  place,  a  

provisional  government was declared;  Austrian  pol itician  

Karl  Renner renounced  the leadership o Adol H itler and  

seceded  rom Nazi  Germany.  He cal led  or ree elections 

and  the re-establ ishment o a  democratic state  on  the 

model  o the  First Austrian  Republic (19191938) .  The 

closest Al l ied  contingent,  the French,  entered  the country  

shortly  thereater,  ol lowed  by  the British  and  American  

troops.  Although the USA objected  to  Renners leadership,  

they  did  not chal lenge it and  he responded  by  appointing 

pro-western  pol iticians to  his cabinet to  smooth  relations 

with  al l  occupying orces.

trizonia   

In  1948, France joined  the Americans 

and  British  in  joint administration  o their 

occupation  zones.
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The treatment o Austrians varied  tremendously  rom 

sector to  sector.  In  the American  sector,  the Austrians 

became recipients o the  Marshal l  Plan  and  they  saw the 

recovery  o industry  there and,  to  a  lesser extent,  in  the 

British  zone.  The Soviets initial ly  expropriated  al l  Austrian  

businesses and  extracted  natural  resources they  deemed 

valuable rom their zone,  and  they  al lowed  the Red  Army  

to  plunder and  engage in  crime,  as they  had  elsewhere in  

occupied  lands.  However,  they  later changed  course and  

tried  to  keep their orces more benevolent,  seeing value in  

maintaining a  capital ist system and  reaping its benefts.  

Unl ike in  eastern  Germany,  col lectivization  and  ul l  

national ization  o industry  and  resources were rejected.

With  the onset o the Berl in  Blockade,  the  Americans,  

earing the Soviets might do the  same thing in  Vienna,  

began  to  stockpile  resources in  its sector.

Austrian  communists petitioned  the USSR to  create a  

separate social ist state l ike that o the GDR but the Soviets 

rejected  the idea,  seeing Austria  as valuable given  its 

location  in  central  Europe.  The western  Al l ies,  rather than  

withdrawing orces,  were earul  o a  Soviet invasion  

similar to  that in  Czechoslovakia  in  1948 and  kept their 

orces in  place.  The onset o the  Korean  War urther 

confrmed  these ears,  so  the western  spheres kept 

mil itary  occupation  in  ul l  orce.

With the death o Stalin  and coming thaw in  superpower 

relations, the issue o Austria  rose up once again. For 

their part,  Austrian politicians recognized the benefts o 

pursuing neutral  policies regarding al l  o the occupation  

orces, especially  ater demilitarization took place in  1953,  

and engaged in  direct negotiations with Moscow in  1955 

in  the hope o bringing an end to occupation. The Austrians 

recognized that they were less desirable to the Soviets than  

the West thought and agreed to cover the cost o Soviet 

occupation in  exchange or neutrality. To the surprise o the  

British, French and Americans, the Soviets acceded and  

agreed to withdraw all  orces by  31  December 1955. Thus, in  

May 1955, US, French, British and Austrian representatives 

signed the Austrian State Treaty, which restored Austria  as 

an independent country  that would  be neutral  in  perpetuity.  

Although it was ree to join the United Nations, it would  stay  

out o al l  other international  agreements.

 American  troops march  in  formation  in  Vienna,  1955
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Creation of NATO

In March 1 948  the  United Kingdom,  France,  B elgium,  the  Netherlands 

and Luxembourg signed the  Treaty o B russels .  Although this  was  

initially ocused on preventing the  spread o communism,  the  treaty 

was  expanded in September 1 948  to  include  a  mutual deence  

agreement.  Araid o Soviet aggression ater  the  B erlin  B lockade,  

Denmark,  Iceland,  Italy and Portugal also  wanted to  j oin,  and they 

requested the  participation o C anada and the  USA in a  North Atlantic 

deence  pact.

For its  part,  the  USA was araid that Soviet actions  might lead to  

European capitulation as  much o Europe  was  still in a  weakened 

state  ater the  war.  The  Truman administration ound that there  was  

bipartisan  support or an AmericanEuropean deence  agreement and 

enlisted the  assistance  o Republican senator Arthur Vandenburg to  

propose  US  membership  in a  deence  pact that subscribed to  the  terms o 

the  Charter o the  United Nations.

It was  difcult to  determine  the  fnal terms o the  treaty due  to  the  

dierent agendas  o the  potential member countries.  For example,  the  

US  Constitution gave  only the  US  Congress  the  right to  declare  war,  but 

the  European countries  were  adamant that the  USA would intervene 

i any o them were  attacked so  they needed to  agree  on terms 

and wording that respected the  desires  o both sides.  Furthermore,  

the  western European countries  wanted military assistance  to  be  

determined in a  series  o bilateral agreements,  while  the  USA wanted 

the  terms or assistance  to  be  based on coordination and commitment to  

the  organization.

In April 1 949  the  1 2  countries  signed the  North Atlantic Treaty,  in 

which they all agreed that an attack on one  would be  considered an 

attack on all,  and that they would coordinate  joint military action in the  

event o such an attack,  with the  specifc exclusion o attacks  in colonial 

territories.  Subsequently,  the  USA created the  Mutual Deense  Assistance  

Program and allocated $1 .4 billion ( 1 27.5  billion in 201 5  dollars)  to  assist 

the  member states  o the  North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) .  

This  was  the  frst peacetime agreement that the  USA joined outside  

the  western hemisphere.  Through NATO,  the  USA remained on the  

European continent,  establishing military bases  in NATO  countries.

The  Soviets  argued that this  was  an aggressive  alliance  directed against 

the  USSR and eastern Europe  and that it violated the  principles  o the  

United Nations.  Trumans  response  was that it was  a  deensive  alliance  

that was  consistent with the  UN covenant as  it was designed to  prevent 

aggression.

The creation o NATO  led to  the  consolidation o two blocs  in Europe.  

Although it was  not created until 1 955 ,  the  Warsaw Pact would be  the  

Soviet response  to  NATO  and would be  a  collective  security agreement 

o its  satellite  states.

bipartisan  

Referring to  the  agreement or 

participation  of two pol itical  parties which  

are usual ly  in  opposition  to  one another.  

The term is usual ly  used  to  explain  

agreements in  the  US legislature.
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The year 1 949  proved to  be  an auspicious  one  in that a  number o 

actors  led to  the  development o the  Cold War.  In addition to  the  events  

in Germany and the  ormation o NATO,  the  Soviet Union successully 

detonated its  own atom bomb,  and the  Chinese  Communist Party 

eectively deeated the  nationalists,  both o which were  seen as  Soviet 

victories.  The  atom bomb placed the  USA and the  USSR at nuclear parity 

and,  by extension,  a  bipolar world was  created in which there  were  now 

two superpowers.  The  Second World War powers  o Japan and Germany 

were  deeated and occupied,  and Britain,  France  and China were  reliant 

on their stronger allies  to  maintain positions  o international power.

The implications of the atom bomb, 19451949
Although Stalin pretended to  be  nonchalant at Trumans  announcement 

in Potsdam,  through the  opening o the  Soviet archives  it was disclosed 

that while  S talins  public statements  showed little  or no  ear o the  US  

nuclear monopoly,  it dominated security discussions  within the  Kremlin.  

The  detonation o the  two bombs in Japan were  seen by him as  a  direct 

threat to  the  USSR.  Ater that,  Soviet scientists  were  pushed to  create  

an atom bomb,  and East German physicists  were  imported and detained 

to  assist them in doing so.  At the  same time,  Soviet espionage  was 

ocused on trying to  obtain details  rom those  involved in the  Manhattan 

Project.  Between these  two endeavours,  S talin hoped to  overcome this  

technological defciency.  It is  generally accepted that the  Soviet scientists  

were  on task to  discover how to  create  the  bomb on their own,  but that 

espionage  accelerated the  process  and brought their work to  ruition two 

years  earlier than otherwise  would have  been the  case.

The  scientists  and personalities  involved in the  Manhattan Project are  

much better known than those  in the  Soviet development o the  bomb.  

However,  scientists  worked tirelessly there  as  well,  trying to  create  a  

Soviet response  to  US  success,  spurred on by reasons similar to  those  o 

the  US-based scientists.  Some were  appalled by Hiroshima and Nagasaki,  

and presciently saw Soviet parity as  a  means  to  prevent uture  uses  o 

the  bomb.  Others  saw it as  proo that Soviet science  was  as  strong and 

innovative  as  American science,  and still others  relished the  challenge  o 

using their discipline  in a  practical manner.  Lastly,  there  were  those  who 

Conceptual  understanding
Key  question

 How did  the  Soviet Union  react to  the detonation  o atom bombs in  Japan   

in  1945?

Key  concept

 Signifcance

1.5  The atom bomb and  Soviet  achievement 
of nuclear parity
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saw this  as  crucial or Soviet national deence,  not necessarily against the  

USA,  but against all o the  western powers.

In the  USA,  leaders  were  trying to  determine i there  was  a  uture  use  

or the  bomb.  The  destruction in Japan was  ar more  extensive  than the  

Americans  thought,  especially the  post-detonation radiation sickness  

that occurred and killed so  many ater the  war.  In June 1 947  a report 

entitled An evaluation o the  atom bomb as  a  military weapon  was  

presented to  the  Joint Chies  o S ta o the  US  military.  In the  report,  

the  authors   all generals  and lieutenant generals  ocused on the  military 

considerations o the  atom bomb  pointed out the  dangerous nature  o 

the  weapon and their reluctance  to  use  it again.  However,  they also  elt 

that,  as  the  Soviets  were  actively trying to  produce  their own weapon,  

it would be  oolish to  abandon the  US  atomic programme.  To  keep  the  

atom bomb as  a  realistic potential weapon,  the  USA would have  to  

continue to  build up  its  air orce  so  as  to  have  a  method o delivery or 

the  weapon i it were  to  be  used again.  The  USA would also  have  to  

maintain superiority in number o weapons,  and so  more  would need 

to  be  created.  Furthermore,  there  was a  need or military bases  close  to  

potential enemies  or ease  o deployment.  All o these  recommendations  

were  carried out by the  Truman administration,  so  rather than seeing 

a diminishment o the  armed orces  in peace  time,  there  was  actually 

an increase.  The  USA continued its  research programme and began to  

stockpile  weapons and necessary resources  as  part o its  nuclear strategy;  

it also  began to  emphasize  science  education in American schools  to  

ensure  a  commitment to  scientifc ingenuity.

All o these  actions  and recommendations  were  known to  S talin and led 

to  urther urgency in the  Soviet atomic programme.  Even though the  

Soviet physicists  and mathematicians  had made substantial headway in 

the  development o a  hydrogen bomb,  S talin knew,  rom the  Americans,  

that atomic technology was  achievable  and pushed the  scientists  in 

that direction.  The  scientists  worked doggedly with the  assistance  o 

inormation that came rom David Greenglass  and Klaus  Fuchs,  two 

agents  who obtained inormation rom the  Manhattan Project.  However,  

only Igor Kurchatov,  the  head o the  Soviet project,  was  privy to  the  

intelligence  reports.  He  used that inormation to  guide  his  team to  the  

correct methods without telling them how he  reached his  decisions.

On 29  August 1 949,  the  Soviets  successully detonated an atom bomb.  

The  USA had used the  desert o New Mexico  or its  test site;  the  USSR 

used Semipalatinsk in Kazakhstan.  In September,  a  US  spy plane  noted 

the  signs  o an atomic detonation and later that month Truman alerted 

the  US  public that the  Soviets  had carried out such an action.

Now that the  USA no  longer held a  nuclear monopoly,  the  relations 

between the  USA and the  USSR,  and the  question o use  o atomic 

weaponry,  had to  be  reconsidered.  Prior to  this,  US  policy was  based on 

the  knowledge  that the  USA had superiority in weaponry but inerior 

manpower.  The  USA retained its  advantage  in terms o the  number o 

atomic weapons it possessed,  but this  was  now beside  the  point.  It no  

longer had an absolute  advantage  in any military aspect against the  

Soviet Red Army.  Some US  military leaders  were  concerned that this  

would give  an advantage  to  the  Red Army,  while  others  questioned this.  
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Any prior US  advantage  had been based on the  assumption that the  USA 

would be  willing to  use  the  atom bomb against the  Soviets,  but this  was  

doubtul,  and S talin said as  much.

As a  result o this  turn o events,  Truman ordered the  development o 

the  hydrogen bomb programme,  as  scientists  had long theorized that 

it would be  even more  powerul than the  atom bomb.  On both sides,  

the  political leaders  saw possession o the  weapons as  necessary but 

insufcient as  a  deterrent or the  other side.  Rather than create  peace,  

as  scientists  on both sides  had hoped,  it led to  an arms race  between the  

USA and the  USSR that became important economically and politically 

in both countries.  Nuclear weapons were  an omnipresent threat in 

both the  USA and the  USSR when considering the  use  o orce  in any 

theatre.  They also  increasingly bound the  superpowers  to  their allies,  

who elt they needed the  protection o the  superpower to  help  prevent 

nuclear weapons rom being used against them.  The  USA shared its  

nuclear technology with some o its  most important allies  but mostly it 

established bases  rom which the  weapons could be  launched.  The  Soviet 

Union quickly ollowed suit.

TOK discussion

Was Trumans decision  to  use the atom 

bombs in  H iroshima and  Nagasaki  

ethical?

Was it moral?

What are  the diferences?

 The detonation  o Joe-1,  the  US code name or the frst  Soviet  atom bomb
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There  are  multiple  approaches  to  looking at the  origins  o the  Cold War.  

In the  immediate  post-Cold War era,  three  main schools  o thought 

were  identied and used by students  in the  western world to  explain the  

beginning o the  confict.

  The orthodox view,  presented in the  late  1 940s and early 1 950s,  

places  the  responsibility o the  Cold War squarely on the  shoulders  o 

Soviet expansionism into  eastern Europe  and sees  the  actions  o the  

USA as  reactive.

  The revisionist perspective  then emerged in academic circles  in 

the  USA and Britain as  a  letist reaction to  the  events  o the  1 960s.  

According to  that viewpoint,  the  Cold War was  an extension o 

historical US  expansionism that could be  seen in the  Maniest 

Destiny concepts  o the  1 9th century and,  once  North America 

was ully occupied,  when the  USA sought to  expand overseas.  

Additionally,  there  was a  historical ear o communism that went 

back to  the  Bolshevik Revolution.  Many revisionist historians place  

the  beginning o the  Cold War with the  US  decision to  use  the  

atom bomb in Japan as  a  means  o intimidating the  Soviets  and as  a  

maniestation o American anti-communism.

  Finally,  the  post-revisionist school was a later response  to  both o the  

previous views and is  somewhat less  consistent in its  approach.  Most 

post-revisionists  reject some o both previous positions,  but there  are  

ew commonalities  in this  school o thought.  However,  there  is  one  

common theme:  that it is  erroneous to  blame one side  or the  other or 

the  Cold War;  rather,  there  are  a variety o conditions that led to  its  

development that include elements o both prior schools  o thought.

There  are  numerous  other views on the  origins  o the  Cold War coming 

rom countries  other than the  USA and Britain.

  The Soviet view was that the  Cold War was  undeniably a  product o 

American aggression.  As  a  capitalist country,  the  USA could not help  

but participate  in imperialism,  which was inherently expansionistic.  

Although the  USA did not ocially colonize  countries,  it created 

economic dependence  in its  client states.

Conceptual  understanding

Key questions

 How did  Wilsonian  ideal ism and  American  exceptional ism contribute to  the 

origins of the  Cold  War?

 What was the role  of the atom bomb in  the origin  of the Cold  War?

Key concept

 Perspective

1.6  The roles of the uSA and  the Soviet 
union  in  the origins of the Cold  War
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  Another view is  that the  Cold War resulted rom the  inability to  solve  

the  German question ater the  Second World War.  In this  view,  the  

dierent attitudes  to  the  post-war status  o Germany led to  confict,  

and only in reconciling their views could the  two powers  come to  

any resolution.

  A post-Cold War view is  that the  Cold War was  not simply due  to  

the  USA and the  USSR,  but that there  were  a  large  number o global 

considerations  and sociocultural developments  that led to  tensions  

between the  two superpowers.

  Conversely,  another post-Cold War view argues  that it was  the  

product o two irreconcilable  ideologies.  The  Soviet Union and the  

USA were  both built on their own orms o idealism and they wanted 

to  spread their ideologies  because  they elt that it was in the  best 

interest o other countries  to  adopt their views and political systems.
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Gathering and  sorting historical  evidence

Origins of the Cold  War
  When did the  Cold War begin?

Below are  four sources  presenting different 

perspectives  on post-war tensions,  all of which 

were  produced in the  immediate  aftermath of 

the  war.

As long as they needed us in  the War and we 

were giving them supplies we had a satisactory 

relationship but now that the War was over they 

were taking an  aggressive attitude and stand on  

political territorial questions that was indeensible.

US Secretary  o State James Byrne,  refecting on   

the  oreign  ministers conerences in  1945

Perhaps catastrophic wars could be avoided i 

it were possible periodically to  redistribute raw 

materials and markets among the respective 

countries in  conormity with  their economic weight 

by means o concerted and peaceul decisions.  

But this is impossible under the present capitalist 

conditions o world economic development.

Joseph Stal in,  Bolshoi  Theatre  speech,  February  1946

I do not believe that Soviet Russia desires war.  

What they desire is the ruits o war and the 

indenite expansion  o their power and doctrines.  

But what we have to  consider here today while 

time remains,  is the permanent prevention o war 

and the establishment o conditions o reedom and 

democracy as rapidly as possible in  all countries.  

Our diculties and dangers will not be removed by 

closing our eyes to  them.  They will not be removed 

by mere waiting to  see what happens; nor will 

they be removed by a policy o appeasement.  What 

is needed is a  settlement,  and the longer this is 

delayed,  the more dicult it will be and the greater 

our dangers will become.  From what I have seen  

o our Russian  riends and allies during the war,  I 

am convinced that there is nothing they admire so  

much as strength,  and there is nothing or which  

they have less respect or than weakness,  especially 

military weakness.

Winston  Churchil l ,  Sinews o Peace speech,  Fulton,  

Missouri,  USA,  March  1946

We may not like what Russia does in  eastern  

Europe.  Her type o land reorm,  industrial 

expropriation  and suppression  o basic liberties 

oends the great majority o the people in  the USA.  

But whether we like it or not the Russians will 

socialize their sphere o infuence just as we try to  

democratize our sphere o infuence   Russian  ideas 

o socio-economic justice are going to  govern  nearly 

a third o the world.  Our ideas o ree enterprise 

will govern  much o the rest.  The two ideas will 

endeavor to  prove which  can  deliver the most 

satisaction  to  the common man in  their respective 

areas o political dominance.

Former Vice President Henry  Wal lace,  speech in   

New York City,  September 1946

1  Summarize  in one  sentence  the  main point of 

each source:  

a Byrne

b Stalin

c Churchill

d Wallace

2  Choose  the  two that you think are  the  most 

similar in content.

a List those  two.

b Give  the  similarities  of content.

3  Choose  the  two that you think are  most 

different in content.

a List those  two.

b Give  the  differences  of content.

4 In your opinion,  which of these  was  the  most 

accurate  in predicting the  course  of the  Cold 

War?  In two to  three  sentences,  explain why.

Source skil ls
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Exam-style  questions
1 .  Discuss  the  reasons  or the  breakdown o the  Grand Alliance  ater 

1 943 .

2 .  To what extent did the  Allies  agree  on the  treatment o the  Axis  

powers?

3 .  Examine the  importance  o economic considerations  in the  origins  o 

the  Cold War up  to  1 951 .

4.  Compare  and contrast the  roles  o the  USA and the  USSR in the  

origins  o the  Cold War.

5 .  Evaluate  the  treatment o two deeated powers,  each chosen rom a 

dierent region,  rom 1 945  to  1 955 .

Further reading
Craig,  Campbell and Radchenko,  Sergey.  2008.  The Atomic Bomb and the 

Origins of the Cold War.  New Haven,  CT:  Yale  University Press.

Gaddis,  John Lewis,  2000.  United States and Origins of the Cold War,   

1 9411 947.  NY:  Columbia University Press.

Lefer,  Melvyn and Painter,  David S .  2005 .  Origins of the Cold War: an  

international history.  Psychology Press.

McCauley,  Martin.  2008.  Origins of the Cold War,  1 9411949.  London:  

Pearson Longman.

Misamble,  Wilson D .  2007.  From Roosevelt to  Truman: Potsdam,  Hiroshima 

and the Cold War.  C ambridge:  Cambridge  University Press.

Schlesinger Jr. ,  Arthur.  1 991 .  Origins of the Cold War.  Irvington reprint 

series.  Ardent Media Incorporated.

Exam-style  questions and  further reading
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Leader:  Jose Stal in

Country:  USSR

Dates in  power:  19291953

Min  eign picie ete  t the C  W

  Security  in  Europe through establ ishment o  

satel l ite  states

  Expansion  o Marxist-Leninist ideology

Pticiptin  in  C  W event

  Wartime conerences:  Tehran,  Yalta,  Potsdam

  Percentages Agreement

  Cominorm

  Berl in  blockade

  Czechoslovak coup

  Soviet-Yugoslav spl it

  Detonation  o atom bomb

  Korean  War (as a  proxy  war)

Efect n  evepment  C  W

Stal ins post-war occupation  o eastern  Europe alarmed 

the United  States and  led  to  the  ormation  o the US pol icy  

o containment.  The 1948 coup in  Czechoslovakia  and  

Berl in  Blockade were seen  as proo o Soviet aggression  

and  the existence o the  Cominorm confrmed  to  

western  powers that Moscow directed  al l  the actions o 

communist countries.

Leader:  Harry  S  Truman

Country:  USA

Dates in  power:  19451953

Min  eign picie ete  t the C  W

  Containment

  Truman Doctrine

  Marshal l  Plan/European Recovery  Program

  NSC 68

Pticiptin  in  C  W event

  Potsdam

  Atom bomb/Hiroshima

  Berl in  airl it

  NATO

  Korean  War

Efect n  evepment  C  W

Harry  Truman presided  over the beginning o the Cold  War,  

and,  with  his commitment to  the  pol icy  o containment,  

establ ished  the US Cold  War position  or the duration  o 

the Cold  War.  Although other administrations developed  

their own interpretations o US-Soviet relations,  

preventing the spread  o communism remained  a  

cornerstone o subsequent US pol icies.  
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Global  context

 CAS E  S TU D Y  1 :   YU GO S LAv I A 

U N D ER  T I TO

The  country o Yugoslavia  is  oten equated 

with Tito  as  it  was  under his  regime  that the  

country seemed to  have  the  most cohesion,  

and it  survived barely a  decade  beyond his  

death.  In the  early stages  o the  Cold War 

he  had critical interactions  with both o the  

superpowers.  Immediately ater the  Second 

World War,  Yugoslavia  appeared to  be  a  loyal 

client state  o Moscow,  causing disturbances  

in the  Adriatic and Balkans  at the  behest o 

S talin,  but the  reality proved to  be  dierent.  

Unlike  other communist countries  in eastern 

Europe,  the  Yugoslavs  themselves  established a 

communist government,  a  distinction that the  

US  did not comprehend.  Ater being shunned 

by the  communist world in 1 948,  Tito  made 

amends  with the  western powers,  leading to  

material improvements  and relative  prosperity 

within Yugoslavia.  Internationally,  he  was  not 

a  western ally but instead became a  leader 

o the  Non-Aligned Movement as  its  oreign 

policy obj ectives  appealed to  him.  Yugoslavia 

benefted rom the  Cold War rivalry using  

USSoviet tensions  to  its  advantage,  a  model 

that was  later ollowed by leaders  such as  

Nasser and Castro.

Timeline

1941

1947

Axis attack and  conquest o Yugoslavia

1945

Creation  o Federal  Peoples Republic o 

Yugoslavia

Deeat o German army  by  Partisans

Partisans l iberate Trieste

Creation  o Free Territory  o Trieste

Truman Doctrine

Formation  o Cominorm

1944 Percentages Agreement

1946

Greek Civi l  War

Yugoslavia  shoots down US planes in  

Yugoslav airspace

1949USA ofers assistance to  Yugoslavia

1948

1951

Yugoslavia  expel led  rom Cominorm

Soviet-Yugoslav Spl it

US economic and  mil itary  aid  to  Yugoslavia
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1980Death  of Tito

1953

1955

1963

Crisis over Trieste

Bandung Conference

Khrushchevs visit to  Yugoslavia

First New Constitution

1954

1961

1974

Division  of Trieste  between I taly  and  

Yugoslavia

Formation  of the  Non-Al igned  Movement

Second  New Constitution

 Yugoslavia  19451990; six federal  republics including the two autonomous provinces in  Serbia
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Yugoslavia under Tito

Conceptual  understanding

Key  questions

 Why did  the Cominorm expel  Yugoslavia  in  1948?

 How did  the  Cold  War beneft Yugoslavia?

Key  concepts

 Change

 Signifcance

Yugoslavia was  created in the  inter-war period ater the  break-up  o the  

Habsburg Empire.  When war broke  out in Europe  in 1 939,  the  kingdom 

tried to  maintain neutrality but its  proximity to  Albania and Greece    

and Italian designs on both countries   made this  impossible.  In 1 941 ,  

Yugoslavia was  invaded by the  Germans who quickly conquered the  

country,  divided much o its  territory among its  allies,  and created the  

puppet state  o C roatia.

Two resistance  groups  were  ormed:  the  royalist and Serbian Chetniks  

and the  communist Partisans  under the  leadership  o Josip  B roz Tito.  

Although they initially collaborated,  the  war quickly changed the  

situation.  The  Partisans had a wider appeal as  they were  not connected 

with a specifc nationality and instead organized the  communities  they 

held into  egalitarian units.  They gained steady,  widespread support and 

were  so  successul against both the  Germans and Chetniks  that in March 

1 945  they created a ederal government with Tito  as  the  Prime Minister.

Although the  western allies  initially supported the  Chetniks,  they 

recognized the  Partisan government at the  end o the  war.  Unlike  other 

communist states  that emerged at the  time,  Yugoslavia had largely 

liberated itsel and had developed communism organically rather than 

having it imposed by the  USSR.  During the  war,  Tito  had created a 

working economy,  army and administrative  system.

The government that was created in the  immediate  post-war period had 

elements  o Soviet-style  governance  but also  allowed or the   

ethnic dierentiation that had created so  much discord in Yugoslavia  

in the  past.  The  country was divided into  six socialist republics:   

Bosnia-Herzegovina,  C roatia,  Macedonia,  Montenegro,  Serbia and 

S lovenia.  In addition,  there  were  two autonomous provinces  within 

Serbia.  Kosovo and Vojvodina were  granted this  status  due  to  the  large  

number o ethnic minorities  in their territories.

Universal surage was granted to all those aged 1 8 and over except or 

ascists and collaborators,  and Constituent Assembly elections were scheduled 

or 1 1  November 1 945.  In the interim,  all accepted non-communist parties  

were absorbed by a Peoples Front,  and only its members could campaign.  

Opposition newspapers were banned and it became increasingly clear that 

only pro-Tito,  pro-communist candidates could participate in the election.  

The elections held were legitimate in the sense that there was no tampering 

with the outcome,  but as only one action was represented,  its not surprising 

that the communists and Tito both won resounding victories.

Chetniks

A Serbian  national ist guerril la  group in  the 

Second  World  War led  by  Draa  Mihalovic.  

They  were initial ly  ormed to  fght 

against the  Axis occupiers and  Croatian  

col laborators but they  then  turned  

their attention  against the communist 

Partisans.

Partisans

In  a  general  sense,  members o an  

irregular army  that is ormed to  oppose 

oreign  intervention.

Specifc to  Yugoslavia,  the communists 

led  by  Tito  that ought against the 

Axis,  col laborators and  eventual ly  the  

Chetniks.
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Relations with  the superpowers to 1948
Throughout the  course  o the  Cold War Yugoslavias  relationship  with 

the  superpowers  was infuenced rst and oremost by Titos  view o 

Yugoslavias  role  in the  world.  He  was a  devoted communist and loyal to  

the  Soviet Union but he  saw himsel as  a  Soviet ally,  not a puppet to  be  

directed rom Moscow.  The  USA mistook his  communism as  subservience  

to  the  Soviets  and did not understand until ater the  Soviet-Yugoslav split 

that Titos  actions were  oten initiated independently.  

At the  end o the  war,  the  Soviets  were  trying to  consolidate  power in 

eastern Europe  which meant they tried to  molliy their allies  in other 

areas  that they saw as  outside  their sphere.  However,  Titos  oreign 

policy decisions oten created potential confict or the  USSR,  leading in 

turn to  tensions  between the  USSR and Yugoslavia.  This  was  especially 

true  regarding the  region o Trieste,  the  Greek C ivil War and the  idea o 

a  Balkan Federation.  Thereore,  Titos  actions in those  areas  ultimately 

contributed to  Yugoslavias  break with the  other communist countries.

Trieste

The rst area o confict that arose  between Yugoslavia and the  West 

was  the  region o the  Julian March,  Venezia Giulia and the  city o 

Trieste.  Trieste  had been an important Habsburg port and was  awarded 

to  Italy in 1 920.  Although it was legally Italian,  the  population was  

mixed,  with most identiying as  either Italian or S lovenian,  but also  

including Croatians  and Greeks.  On 1  May 1 945 ,  the  area was  liberated 

by Yugoslav- led Partisans,  who included Italian and Greek anti- ascists;  

not all were  communists,  but that was not recognized by the  UK or USA.  

The  Partisans  ruled Trieste  or 42  days and organized it along the  lines  

o the  Yugoslav state,  nding support among the working classes  who 

viewed the  egalitarianism and anti-nationalistic stance  appealing.  Among 

the  population,  ethnicity became entwined with ideology so  that people  

identied Italian  with ascist  and Yugoslav  with communist .  

While  this  was not strictly true,  many who suered under Italian 

ascism were  drawn to  the  Yugoslav orm,  while  the  middle  and upper 

classes  rejected Yugoslav rule  as  communist.  The  Allies  were  particularly 

alarmed by calls  or Trieste  to  become the seventh republic o Yugoslavia 

and sent troops  to  the  region to  prevent this  rom happening.

On 9  June  1 945  the  Second New Zealand division arrived at the  city o 

Trieste  and asked the  Yugoslav army to  stand down.  Although unwilling 

to  do  so,  the  Yugoslavs  were  pressured by the  Soviets  and acquiesced,  

withdrawing behind what was  called the  Morgan Line,  and leaving the  

city in the  hands  o the  New Zealanders.  Although Molotov counselled 

that Yugoslavias  retention o the  city would be  useul,  S talin didnt 

want confict with the  Allies  over the  region.  The  area proved to  be  one  

o the  more  contentious  issues  when negotiating peace  with Italy.

The Allies  saw three  options  open to  them:  return Trieste  to  Italy;  

give  it to  Yugoslavia;  or establish the  region as  independent rom both 

countries.  It is  important to  note  that in negotiations  regarding the  

territory the  pro-Yugoslav civilian government was  not invited,  even 

to  give  its  opinion.  What became clear was  that Trieste  was  important 

economically to  both Italy and Yugoslavia and i the  port was  awarded 

to  either country,  the  other would suer.  B ritain and the  USA did not 
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want an important port to  all into  the  hands  

o the  communists.  However,  there  was  also  

an unwillingness  to  reward Italy with Trieste  

ater it had been an Axis  power.  In the  end,  it 

was  decided to  create  a  Free  Territory under a  

governor approved by the  UN Security Council.

The Free Territory o Trieste  was established 1 0  

February 1 947  but the United Nations was having 

diculties agreeing on who should govern.  The  

region was divided into two zones:  the US  and 

British controlled Zone A (Venezia Giulia)  under 

the Allied Military Government,  and Yugoslavia 

had to  withdraw entirely rom the city.  It was 

given its  own Zone B  that included Istria and 

part o the Julian March.  The city itsel was to  be  

internationalized under UN administration and 

would be a ree city with an Italian rontier.

This compromise made ew happy,  especially as in Zone A ascist laws 

were reinstated.  Furthermore,  the United Nations used the 1 921  census to  

justiy the divisions,  and the Slovenes elt they had been underrepresented.  

Additionally,  the Yugoslavs were ar more popular than the USA and 

Britain realized,  and the Allied Military Government was not as welcome as  

they expected.  Tension remained high in the area until the 1 950s.

Greek Civil  War

Yet another source  o confict between the western Allies  and Yugoslavia 

was Greece.  At the  end o the  Second World War its  resistance ell apart 

and turned on each other regarding domestic control;  once again,  on 

the  one side  were  the  Royalists  who received assistance rom the British 

government;  on the  other were  the  communists.  Greece  had three  

communist neighbours  (Albania,  Bulgaria and Yugoslavia) ,  all o whom 

were assisting the  Greek communists  in their war against the  Royalists.  

S talin kept the  USSR out o the  war;  perhaps in a nod to  the  Percentages  

Agreement,  he  accepted that Greece  was in the  western sphere  o 

infuence.  In 1 947,  when Britains  assistance to  the  Royalists  was replaced 

by US  assistance through the Truman Doctrine,  S talin was convinced that 

Greece  was lost.  Tito  was vocal in his  criticism o S talins  lack o assistance  

to  Greek communists  and reused to  silence himsel,  and as  the  tensions  

between Stalin and Tito  grew,  the  Greek communists  reused Yugoslav 

assistance or ear o alienating the  rest o the  Cominorm.  This  decision 

may well have led to  their eventual deeat.  

In the  midst o these  two conficts,  the  Yugoslav air orce  shot down 

two US  planes.  In August 1 946,  on two separate  occasions,  US  planes  

violated Yugoslav airspace  by straying into  the  air above  S lovenia.  The  

USA charged Yugoslavia with acting in violation o the  UN Charter,  but 

Tito  reused to  accept responsibility or the  action,  stating that Yugoslavia 

was  within its  rights  to  act as  it had.  Although there  was  no  crisis  as  a  

result o the  event,  this  gave  Yugoslavia a  negative  image  in the  USA and 

Titos  attitude  was not well received in the  USSR either.  Tito  knew this  

but saw this  as  an opportunity to  demonstrate  to  S talin his  willingness  

and ability to  act independently o the  Soviet Union.

 Meeting of communists in  the  Slovene vi l lage of marje  in  occupied  Trieste
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The concept of a  Balkan  Federation
One last source  o tension was  Titos  idea o establishing a Balkan 

Federation.  S ince  Albania and Bulgaria were  communist and there  

was hope  that Greek communists  would be  victorious in the  C ivil 

War,  Yugoslavia developed an expansionist view that refected both 

communism and historical designs on the  region.  Albania was very 

closely linked to  Yugoslavia already:  the  Albanian Communist Party,  

army and economy were  all controlled by men loyal to  Belgrade  and 

their economies  were  closely linked;  Tito  even considered making 

Albania another republic within Yugoslavia (and giving it Kosovo) .  

Bulgaria and Yugoslavia both claimed portions o Greece  and both 

sought to  expand to  the  Aegean Sea,  hoping to  integrate  relevant 

portions  o Greece  into  their countries.  To  the  three  countries,  the  idea 

o a  Balkan Federation seemed a logical extension o ideological and 

regional solidarity.  

The  USA was  concerned about Yugoslav expansion and opposed the  

idea o a  Balkan Federation,  eeling it would give  the  communists  

even more  strength in eastern Europe.  S talin initially liked it,  thinking 

it would strengthen Soviet control o the  Balkans  but due  to  US  

concerns  he  would not admit it publicly.  As  the  idea seemed to  gain 

more  momentum,  the  USA grew more  alarmed,  leading the  Soviets  to  

believe  they needed to  act.  Thus  on 1 0  February 1 948  the  Yugoslavs  

and Bulgarians  were  summoned to  Moscow so  that S talin could clariy 

his  position.  The  Soviets  wanted the  ederation on their terms so  that 

it would be  subordinate  to  the  USSR.  The  Bulgarians  did not object but 

Yugoslavia withdrew rom the  talks  and stopped all planned integration.  

This  was  not the  result S talin had been hoping or.

Soviet-Yugoslav split,  1948

Stalin was angered by Yugoslavias  unwillingness  to  accept the  status  

o satellite  state.  Furthermore  he  elt that Tito  was too  independent,  

as  witnessed by his  actions  in Trieste,  Greece  and the  Balkans.  In an 

attempt to  rein in the  Yugoslavs,  in March 1 948  the  Communist Party 

o the  Soviet Union criticized the  Yugoslav Communist Party,  seeing it 

The Cominform

To bring all  the communist parties in Europe in  l ine, the Cominform  was created in  

September 1947. In  addition to the pursuit of a  common policy, the organization was 

a reaction to the development of the Marshall  Plan. The Cominform was composed  

of the communist parties of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, France, Poland, Romania,  

Hungary, I taly, Yugoslavia and the USSR and it was envisioned as the successor  

to the Comintern  which the Soviet Union dissolved in  1943 to mollify  its wartime 

allies. The goal  of the Cominform was to place the European communist parties 

under Soviet direction and enforce a  measure of uniformity  in the implementation  

of communism wherever possible. I t was the result of a  meeting called by Stalin  to  

ensure that communist governments would reject Marshall  Plan assistance. Upon  

its creation, it was decided that its headquarters would be located in Belgrade. This 

was hailed as a  display of egalitarianism among the communist parties but in  reality  

Stalin saw this as a  way of keeping a  closer eye on Tito, given his independent streak.  

Comintern

Communist International  was formed  in  

1919  by  the Soviet Union.  As the only  

communist country  at the time,  the Soviet 

Union  was the leader and  d irected  the 

actions of communist parties in  other 

countries.  I t was dissolved  in  1943  so 

that Soviet al l ies would  not worry  that the 

USSR was plotting against them.
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as  deviating rom agreed-upon orms,  and in May 1 948  went so  ar as  to  

reer to  Tito  as  a  heretic.  C learly,  a  showdown was  imminent.

The June 1 948  Cominorm meeting was  scheduled to  take  place  in 

Bucharest,  and Tito  reused to  attend or send a representative.  In its  

absence,  on 28  June 1 948  Yugoslavia was  expelled rom the  Cominorm.  

The  ofcial,  stated reason was  that Yugoslav assistance  to  Greek 

communists  violated Cominorm agreements  but that was  merely 

the  pretext.  In addition to  censuring Tito,  Yugoslavias  expulsion was  

intended as  a  lesson to  other communist countries.

All  Cominorm countries  also  engaged in an economic blockade 

against Yugoslavia.  It  would receive  no  goods  or  credit rom any 

member state.  And in  an attempt at  intimidation,  the  Soviets  amassed 

troops  on the  Hungarian border with Yugoslavia,  poised to  act.  In 

June  1 948  the  Soviets  were  enmeshed in the  B erlin  B lockade  and 

couldnt aord to  divert too  much attention to  Yugoslavia.  S till,  Soviet 

hostility was  apparent and,  by many accounts,  the  USSR was  hoping 

to  overthrow Tito  and install  a  more  pliant leader,  but such plans  

never came  to  ruition.

The expulsion led to  general unrest in Yugoslavia and split the  

Yugoslav Communist Party.  Those  who supported S talin and spoke  out 

against Tito  were  targeted by the  government.  S tate  Security Service  

(UDBA)  orces  arrested Stalinist supporters;  they were  j ailed or sent to  

prison camps.  Through the  use  o the  UDBA,  agents  were  ound and 

neutralized,  and Titos  absolute  rule  was  consolidated.  

Yugoslav foreign relations after the split

Tito  was  determined to  pursue  his  own path or Yugoslavia and did 

not want to  become beholden to  any power,  but Yugoslavia could not 

isolate  itsel.  Unlike  the  USSR or China,  Yugoslavia needed oreign trade  

or the  country to  survive.  What Tito  realized was  that the  Cold War 

presented him with an opportunity.  As  a  shunned communist country,  

he  could use  his  position to  leverage  assistance  rom the  West.  He  was 

never asked to  compromise  his  ideological objectives,  even though 

providing assistance  to  Yugoslavia became a key component o US  Cold 

War strategy.  And as  other leaders  came to  similar conclusions,  they 

ormed a group o developing countries  determined to  assist one  another 

in modernization while  remaining outside  the  Cold War power struggle.  

The  result was  that Tito  became the  sole  European leader afliated with 

the  Non-Aligned Movement.  

Relations with  the USA and  the West

Although Tito  was  suspicious  o the  West,  and o American obj ectives  

in  particular,  he  decided to  seek reconciliation.  While  some  issues,  

such as  Trieste,  were  not resolved until  the  ollowing decade,  the  

Americans  were  happy to  oer  assistance  to  Yugoslavia  once  they 

realized that the  Soviets  would not intervene.  In  1 949  the  USA began 

to  provide  limited assistance,  and in  1 95 1  it  became  an auxiliary 

recipient o Marshall Aid and military assistance.  The  USA was  hoping 

that this  assistance  to  Tito  would give  other countries  in  the  Soviet 
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sphere  sucient impetus  to  ollow his  model and break away,  not 

understanding the  dierent dynamics  in  Soviet dominance  over the  

other eastern European countries.  For Tito ,  assistance  provided him 

with continued autonomy and gave  him the  nancial support needed 

to  develop  the  Yugoslav economy.  

In August 1 953  the  issue  o Trieste  arose  once  again when the  UK and 

USA made the  decision to  cede  Zone A to  the  Italians,  leading to  a  

permanent partition o the  region.  Yugoslavia protested,  and mobilized 

its  orces,  promising to  act i Italian troops  moved into  Trieste,  thus 

prompting a crisis.  The  result was  a  stand-o o Italian and Yugoslav 

troops,  both o whom claimed they had the  legitimate  right to  occupy 

the  region.  Ater a  year o negotiations,  the  London Memorandum 

dissolved the  Free  Territory,  and gave  the  city and most o Zone A to  

Italy while  Yugoslavia retained Zone B  and also  acquired several villages  

that were  considered historically S lovene.  The  issue  was  resolved and 

the  main source  o confict between Yugoslavia and the  West abated.

Ater this,  relations with other western powers  also  improved and,  with 

the  death o S talin,  relations with eastern Europe resumed.  Yugoslavia 

had the  distinction o having major trading partners and positive  relations 

with both sides o the Iron Curtain,  including relations with both East and 

West Germany.  Although there  were some discussions about Yugoslavia 

joining NATO,  Tito  resoundingly reused,  protecting Yugoslav neutrality.

Non-al ignment
The cornerstone o Yugoslavias  oreign policy was  leadership  in the  

Non-Aligned Movement.  Most o the  non-aligned countries  were  ormer 

colonies  in Arica and Asia,  but Tito  ound he  had more  in common with 

them than other powers,  and joining that movement would allow him 

to  travel between the  western and communist worlds  reely.  Although 

its  roots  were  in the  Bandung Conerence,  the  movement was  ormally 

created in Belgrade  in 1 961 .  Membership,  it was  hoped,  prevented 

countries  rom becoming the  pawns o the  major powers  or slipping back 

into  a  colonial relationship  because  the  countries  would reinorce  one  

another.  While  they oten had a majority in the  UN General Assembly,  

they lacked real authority as  the  permanent members  o the  Security 

Council could override  most o the  decisions  they made.

In the  late  1 960s  and 1 970s,  the  agenda o the  Non-Aligned Movement 

shited more  towards economic development;  Yugoslavia did not 

necessarily share  the  same goals  as  other members  because  it was  

more  economically developed due  to  oreign assistance.  However,  Tito  

remained a steadast supporter o the  principles  o non-alignment and 

supported the  organization until his  death in 1 980.

The efect o Khrushchevs regime in  the USSR
Stalins  death in March 1 953  led to wide-ranging changes or the Soviet 

Union both domestically and diplomatically.  Once Khrushchev consolidated 

control o the USSR he initiated rapprochement with a number o 

countries.  Although not yet a stated policy,  Khrushchev was engaging in 

what he termed peaceul coexistence,  and while this policy was designed to  
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deuse the arms race with the USA it also applied to  Yugoslavia.  To display 

the change in Soviet attitudes,  Khrushchev journeyed to Yugoslavia,  ended 

the embargo and re-established relations with Tito.  

Despite  such measures,  Tito  remained somewhat aloo rom the  other 

eastern European countries  in his  commitment to  the  Non-Aligned 

Movement and reusal to  j oin the  Warsaw Pact.  However,  he  engaged 

in trade  relations  with eastern Europe,  putting him in a  unique 

position as  a  communist country that had relations  with all o Europe.  

This  had positive  eects  on both Yugoslavias  image  and its  economy,  

and throughout the  course  o the  Cold War it was  among the  most 

prosperous  o the  communist countries.  

 Tito ( left)  meeting with  the Soviets (Kosygin,  Veselinov and  Khrushchev ( left  to  right) )  in  

Moscow, 1962

Efect o the Cold  War on Yugoslavian internal  
afairs until  the death o Tito (1945  1980)
When the  Republic was  ounded,  its  constitution was  modelled on the  

USSRs  and its  economic policies  were  based on trade  relationships  

and assistance  rom eastern Europe  and the  USSR.  The  split meant 

that Yugoslavia had to  rethink its  economic organization,  leading to  

less  centralized control that was  assisted by grants  and loans  rom the  

West.  Its  constitution was  revised and rewritten several times,  each 

time increasing personal reedoms and giving greater attention to  the  

nationalities  issues.  

Domestic afairs 19451948

The frst action o the  Constituent Assembly was to  depose  the  monarchy 

and create  the  Federal Peoples  Republic o Yugoslavia.  The  1 946  
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Constitution was modelled on the  Soviet Unions  1 936  Constitution,  and 

while  the  Communist Party was  not mentioned by name,  it was  clear 

that the  Party would be  responsible  or interpreting the  constitution.  This  

was articulated as  revolutionary statism,  meaning that the  dictatorship  

o proletariat was carried out by the  Yugoslav Communist Party in the  

name o the  workers.

The  new state  was popular among much o the  population but it also  

relied on the  S tate  Security Administration (OZNA rom 1 9441 946  

and then the  UDBA)  to  fnd,  try and convict wartime Axis  collaborators  

and political opponents  o the  communists.  In the  early stages  o the  

Republic roughly 350  000  people  were  exiled or these  reasons.  

The  economic structure  was also  initially modelled ater the  Soviet 

centralized system even though Tito  recognized that dramatic changes 

to  the  economic system could not be  made until the  post-war situation 

stabilized.  In 1 945  and 1 946  economic survival depended largely on 

United Nations relie which gave  the  country $400  million in goods  such 

as  ood,  clothing and tools  to  enable  recovery.  

Once  the  situation stabilized somewhat,  in 1 947  Yugoslavia attempted 

a Five-Year Plan intended to  place  most o the  economy under 

government direction via the  Federal Planning Commission.  All 

means  o production and oreign trade  belonged to  the  state  through 

the  economic organization.  Mining,  industry,  banking,  insurance  and 

transportation all became the  domain o the  state,  and 80%  o these  

enterprises  came rom expropriated property.  

Through the  Basic Law o S tate  Economic Enterprises,  an agency was  

established which dictated production targets  and to  which all actories  

reported.  This  law also  stated that trade  unions  only had advisory status.  

As  a  result,  there  was little  incentive  or workers  or managers  to  propose  

new initiatives;  the  industrial sector was inefcient due  to  this  top-down 

approach to  economic development.  Even though Five-Year Plan targets  

were  not met,  industry rapidly expanded and by the  1 950s  all industries  

but oil exceeded their pre-war levels  o production,  and non-agricultural 

employment opportunities  increased 75% .

As part o centralizing the  economy Yugoslavia attempted collectivization 

at the  behest o the  Soviets,  who wanted to  import grain rom its  satellite  

states.  Land or collectivization came rom property that the  government 

expropriated rom collaborators  and Axis  nationals  and 2  million acres  

(792  000  hectares)  o land was redistributed to  263  000  peasants  and  

72  cooperatives.  The  government did not nationalize  Yugoslav-owned 

land or homes as  it didnt want to  destabilize  the  countryside  too  much 

and the  Law on Agrarian Reorm included an article  which stated 

that the   land belongs  to  those  who cultivate  it .  In land distribution 

individual arms were  to  be  between 50  and 85  acres  (20  and 35  

hectares)  so  that amilies  had enough land to  thrive,  but the  lower limit 

pointed to  the  problem o rural overpopulation.  The  collectives  were  not 

orcibly implemented although there  were  incentives  to  enlarge  these  

ater 1 951 .  There  were  still too  many people  living o the  land than it 
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could sustain and the  government needed to  implement policies  that 

would encourage  people  to  leave  the  countryside.  

Ultimately the  Five-Year Plan ailed,  however,  because  it assumed Soviet 

assistance  and trade  with the  Soviet Union and eastern Europe.  The  

ocus  on industrial development was an appropriate  move but urther 

increases  were  impossible  in the  changed circumstances.  When the  

Plan ended in 1 952 ,  it had created the  oundation or uture  growth but 

Yugoslavia was  sorely lacking in consumer goods,  just like  the  rest o the  

communist world at the  time.  

Post-1948 pol icies

Although the  loss  o C ominorm trade  and assistance  was 

initially  a  problem or  the  Yugoslav economy,  it  also  reed it  rom 

Soviet  economic doctrines.  At any rate ,  Tito  did not want to  be  

dependent on  Soviet  goods  and trade,  so  this  accelerated the  pace  

o economic autonomy or  Yugoslavia  j ust  as  it  s lowed the  push or 

collectivization.  

During the  war,  peoples  councils  existed in Partisan-held areas  that 

provided economic and administrative  support to  the  resistance  

movement,  and Tito  quickly recognized that these  could be  used 

by the  government to  create  a  third way between communism 

and capitalism.  S imilar workers  councils  were  established in key 

industries  and while  their power to  act unilaterally was limited,  the  

idea o worker sel-management,  as  it was  called,  tapped into  the  

pioneering spirit o developing a state  rom its  beginnings;  the  Yugoslav 

youth enthusiastically j oined vast inrastructure  projects  and brought 

Yugoslavia to  pre-war levels  by the  1 950s.  Massive  housing projects  

created new domiciles  in emerging industrial areas  and education 

and health systems expanded.  Between 1 952  and 1 959  the  country 

experienced 1 3%  annual growth in industrial production,  but the  

government consistently ran at a  decit.  While  centralization  and US  

assistance   had been the  keys to  success,  by 1 960  the  country needed 

new invigoration and the  key seemed to  be  de-nationalization (or 

decentralization)  o industry.  

This  coincided with the  creation o a  new constitution that somewhat 

separated the  government rom the  Communist Party.  The  schism 

within the  Communist Party had led to  its  dissolution and recreation 

as  the  League o Communists  but it still retained considerable  control.  

The  1 963  Constitution was  an attempt to  shit this  while  giving more  

personal reedoms and human rights  to  the  population.  For the  

economy,  decentralization allowed small private  businesses  and the  

creation o market socialism  a  system whereby the  workers  owned 

their rms and shared in the  prots  they generated.  

Although Yugoslavia experienced high infation and unemployment in 

the late  1 960s,  the shit to  market socialism continued growth and as  the  

population shited rom rural to  urban,  literacy and lie  expectancy soared.  

The reedom to  work abroad and a fourishing tourist industry that drew 
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rom all o Europe helped the economy,  and Yugoslavias  quality o lie  

was comparable  to  western Europe rather than the communist world,  but 

the economic problems were prompting action rom Tito.

The 1 970s  saw a resurgence  o repression along with yet another 

constitution which sought decentralization and devolution o 

responsibility to  the  republics,  while  retaining central control over the  

economy  a  near- impossible  proposition.  Tito  dominated politics  well 

into  his  80s,  however,  in 1 980  he  succumbed to  gangrene and died three  

days  short o his  88th birthday.  His  uneral is  considered to  be  the  largest 

state  uneral in history due  to  the  number o international heads o state  

and unctionaries  present.  

Yugoslavia after Tito

Like  most authoritarian leaders ,  Tito  let  no  successor  and thus  he  

was  succeeded by collective  communist  leadership.  Tito  possessed 

a  legitimacy that none  o his  successors  did,  as  the  S econd World 

War liberator  o the  country,  and there  were  no  leaders  who  were  

respected by all  the  nationalities .  Yugoslavia  continued to  rely  on US  

assistance,  which was  increasingly necessary due  to  crippling debt.  

While  it  was  a  successul  host  o  the  1 984  O lympics  the  conditions  

in  Yugoslavia  continued to  worsen throughout the  1 980s,  along 

with  increased tensions  among the  nationalities .  The  collapse  o 

Yugoslavia  coincided with  the  end o the  Cold War as  Yugoslavia  lost 

its  strategic  advantage  as  the  bridge  between East  and West,  and the  

USA no  longer saw support or  Yugoslavia  as  advantageous,  aecting 

its  economy.  Furthermore,  communist  ideology was  questioned in 

the  country as  the  system collapsed around it,  leaving it  and Albania 

as  the  two  remaining European communist  countries .  In  D ecember 

1 990  S lovenia  held a  reerendum in  which 85%  o the  e lectorate  

voted or  secession,  beginning the  lengthy process  o  the  break-up  o 

Yugoslavia  that was  punctuated by riots ,  violence,  war and genocide.  

D issolution o Yugoslavia  was  complete  in  1 992  with the  creation 

o fve  successor  states :  B osnia-Herzegovina,  C roatia,  Macedonia,  

S lovenia  and Serbia  and Montenegro,  which were  united until  2 006 .  

Kosovo  declared its  independence  in  2 008  although Serbia  still 

considers  it  an  autonomous  region within its  territory  the  same 

status  as  Voj vodina.
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Communication  skil ls

 Topic 12: The Cold War has a section entitled Leaders and  

nations with the requirement that you must study the impact 

o Cold War tensions on two countries (excluding the USSR and  

the US). Yugoslavia is one such country and you might be 

asked to urther your understanding o Yugoslavia  or another 

country  by writing an independent research paper.  

To  do so you  must develop a  clearly  ocused  topic that 

is relevant to  the themes o the Cold  War.  Most students 

have certain  subjects that they  general ly  nd  interesting,  

such  as womens issues;  education;  conduct o war;  

rel igious and  economic pol icies.  Once you  identiy  this,  

you  are on  your way.

When creating your research  question  you  need  to  ask 

yoursel the ol lowing:

1 Are there clear parameters  names,  dates,  places? 

(I not,  you  may  wish  to  add  them in.)

2 Have I  ound  books with  a  ti tle  that is  similar to  my  

research  question? ( I  so,  the  question  might be  

too  broad.)

3  Is  there  enough inormation  available  on  this subject? 

(I not,  the subject may  be  too  obscure.)

4 Are al l  my  sources internet sources? (I  so,  you  need  

to  investigate those sources to  ensure that they  are  

appropriate historical  sources.)

5 Does the question  lend  itsel to  analysis? (I  not,  you  

might produce a  research  paper that has excel lent 

detai l  but lacks explanations that wil l  urther your 

understanding o the  subject.)

Keeping those questions in  mind,  choose a  subject that 

interests you,  ormulate a  research  question  and  do  

some preliminary  research online or in  the l ibrary  (about 

30 minutes should  suce or this assignment) .  Then, write  

out responses to the ve questions above; yes and  no are  

sucient.  Once you  have done so write  a  23  sentence 

refection  on  whether or not you  think that you  have 

developed  an  appropriate research question.  I  you  think 

you  have, include a  sentence on  how you  could  rework or 

ne tune the question  to make it even better.  I  you  have 

not,  explain  how you  can go about making it appropriate.

Exam-style questions
1 .  Discuss  the  impact of Cold War tensions  on Yugoslavia from 1 945   

to  1 980.

2 .  Evaluate  the  impact of Cold War tensions on Yugoslavias  foreign 

policy from 1 945  to  1 980.
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Planning an  essay

Question

Discuss  the  impact o one  country in either Europe  or Asia on the  

emergence  o superpower rivalry between 1 943  and 1 949.

Analysis

How much time should you spend on planning your essay beore  

you start?  When you only have  90  minutes  to  ormulate  two essays  

it is  dicult to  justiy taking time to  orm an argument,  but this  is  

a  necessary step  that you should consider as  part o the  essay.  Five  

minutes  spent at the  beginning on listing actors  relevant to  the  question 

will yield you success  later on.  You will also  have  a  list o notes  to  reer 

to  later i you get stuck  and you can cross  items o the  list as  you use  

them (or choose  not to  use  them) .

There  are  no  superfuous words in an essay question and to  answer it 

properly you need to  make sure  that you understand the  question you 

are  asked.  The  rst step  is  to  break the  question down and analyse  what 

each part o it means.  In this  example  the  key words  are  as  ollows:

  Discuss:  This  means  that you should look at a  range  o arguments  

relevant to  the  rest o the  question

  One country in either Europe or  Asia:  You must limit yoursel 

to  one  country in one  o these  continents  (knowledge  o the  IB s  

regions is  critical here,  but luckily its  on the  cover o the  exam,  in 

case  you orget)

  The emergence of superpower rivalry:  the  origins  o the  confict 

between the  US  and Soviet Union

  1943  and 1949:  The  questions  time rame ranges  rom the  confict 

over opening a second ront in Europe  or the  Teheran Conerence,  to  

the  Berlin Airlit,  NATO,  the  victory o the  communists  in Asia,  and 

the  division o Germany.  It includes a  number o events  in between,  

such as  Yalta,  Potsdam,  the  dropping o the  atom bomb,  the  Truman 

Doctrine,  the  Marshall Plan,  and the  coup in Czechoslovakia.

Once  you break the  question down,  you realize  that Germany appears  

a  lot in the  time rame,  so  you decide  that this  is  the  one  country  

you are  going to  use  as  your example.  Then you need to  determine the  

events  you are  going to  use  to  demonstrate  how Germany aected the  

emergence  o the  confict between the  USSR and the  US .  To  do  this,  you 

make a list o events  that concern Germany:

  Yalta and Potsdam

  Division o Germany as  an occupied country

  Nuremberg trials

  Creation o B izonia 
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  Currency crisis

  Marshall Plan

  NATO

  Berlin B lockade

  Berlin Airlift

  Division of Germany into  two political units

This  list shows that you have  more  than enough information to  

formulate  an answer,  so  you need to  determine what you will focus  on.  

You decide  on the  following idea:  Confict over Germany was a decisive actor 

in  the emergence o superpower rivalry,  so  you are  going to  centre  your essay 

around that concept.

Now you can start writing.

Class practice

1  Choose  one  of the  exam-style  questions from this  chapter.

2  Identify the  different components  of the  essay and write  down,  in 

your own words,  what you think the  question is  asking you to  do.

3  List the  events  that will help  you answer the  question.

4 Come up  with a response  to  the  question.

5  Put it away until the  next class.

6  In the  next class,  reread it and see  if it makes  sense.
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Global  context 
From 1 945  to  1 949  Asia  was  the  source  o 

tension between the  Soviet Union and the  

United S tates  o America,  although it  was  not 

as  obvious  as  it  was  in Europe.  It  was  only 

when Chinese  communists  won the  Chinese  

C ivil  War that western powers  became alarmed 

at the  cracks  in the  power structure  that had 

been created during the  Second World War.  

From that point on Asia  was  also  a  hot spot in 

Cold War tensions.  From 1 949  to  1 962  the  Cold 

War revealed itsel as  no  longer a  European 

aair but instead it  claried the  ideological 

and power struggle  between the  USA and the  

Soviet Union.  This  struggle  did not involve  

direct confict;  in some  respects  nuclear parity 

made  that so  dangerous  that neither side  was  

willing to  engage  with the  other directly.  As  

decolonization occurred,  the  developing world 

was  brought into  the  confict,  as  were  countries  

in the  Americas.  

The USA and the USSR were clearly the most 

powerul countries  in the world but this did not 

make them omnipotent,  and in act their conficts  

gave power to  newly emerging states.  This  could 

be  seen in varying degrees in Korea,  Egypt and 

Cuba,  where so-called lesser powers were able  to  

use the Cold War to  their advantage.  The newly 

emerging states  also presented a new alternative   

rather than join one sphere or another,  they 

ormed their own coalition that attempted to  

remain outside the superpower struggle  by 

orming the Non-Aligned Movement.  

The  United Nations was trying to  establish itsel 

as  a  legitimate  orce  and the  creation o the  

peacekeeping orces  assisted it in this,  but it 

oten ound it was unable  to  act.  The  permanent 

members  o the  Security Council wielded 

sucient power to  block any actions they 

deemed in confict with their own interests.

2  GLO B AL  S PRE AD  O F  TH E  
C O LD  WAR ,  1 9 45  1 9 6 4

Timeline

1949

1952

1954

Soviet detonation  o atom bomb 

Communists win  the Chinese Civil  War

Treaty  o San  Francisco ocial ly  ends war 

between Al l ies and  Japan

First Taiwan Strait Crisis

1950
US document NSC 68  is publ ished

North  Korea  invades South  Korea

1953

Death  o Stal in

Eisenhower takes oce as US President

Permanent ceasefre and  end  o  

Korean  War

1955
Bandung Conerence o Arican  and   

Asian  States
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1956

1959

1961

Khrushchevs Secret Speech

Hungarian  Revolution

Suez Crisis

Castro  takes power in  Cuba

Kennedy  takes ofce as US President

Bay  o Pigs

Berl in  Wal l  erected

1958

1960

1962

Berl in  Crisis begins

Second  Taiwan Strait Crisis

Congo Crisis

Cuban Missile  Crisis
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 World  a l l iances 1959

NATO countries

Communist countries

Non-al igned

NATO a l l ies

Soviet cl ient states

colonies of US a l l ies

         



2.1  Emergence of superpower rivalry  in  Asia,  
19451949

Conceptual  understanding
Key question

 What interests d id  the USA and  the USSR have in  Asia?

Key concepts

 Change

 Continuity

The Soviet Union,  the USA and East Asia  during 

the Second World  War 
The British and Soviets  were  ar less  concerned about the  war in Asia 

than the  USA.  Not surprisingly the  USA enlisted the  support o the  

Chinese  leader Jiang Jieshi ( also  known as  Chiang Kai-shek) ,  but the  

country was  in a  weakened state  ater years  o Japanese  occupation and 

intermittent civil war against the  communists.  S talin managed to  use  

US  ears  o a  prolonged war against Japan to  gain concessions in Asia in 

the  wartime conerences.  To  ensure  Soviet participation in what most 

expected to  be  a  lengthy and costly battle  to  deeat Japan,  Roosevelt 

made promises  to  grant concessions to  the  USSR that included:  the  

cession o South Sakhalin and the  Kurile  islands  to  the  USSR;  lease  

rights  to  Port Arthur and Dairen;  Outer Mongolia would remain in 

the  Soviet sphere;  and there  would be  the  creation o a  S ino-Soviet 

commission to  build a  railway.  Even in early 1 945  these  seemed like  

reasonable  concessions in exchange or a  guarantee  that the   

Soviets  would join the  war in Japan three  months ater a  German 

unconditional surrender.  

Roosevelt did not live  to  see  the  German surrender but Truman,  his  

successor,  witnessed the  Soviet treatment o its  areas  o occupation 

and eared the  spread o such occupation to  Asia;  Truman wanted 

to  keep  S talin out o the  Far East as  much as  possible.  This  position 

was made possible  in July 1 945  when the  USA knew it could use  its  

atomic bomb to  hasten Japans  surrender.  It is  signifcant that S talin 

was not a  signatory to  the  Potsdam Declaration to  Japan,  calling on 

the  government to  surrender immediately and unconditionally or ace  

prompt and utter destruction.  This  declaration,  signed by Truman,  

Attlee  and Jiang,  was  published and broadcast simultaneously on 26  July 

1 945 ,  in English,  but there  was  no  direct communication with the  

Japanese  government.  When there  was  no  response  to  the  Declaration,  

the  decision to  drop  the  atom bomb was made.  

On 1 4 August 1 945 ,  ater two bombs were  dropped on Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki,  and the  Soviets  declared war on Japan and invaded 

Manchuria,  the  Japanese  surrendered unconditionally.  US  General 
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Douglas  MacArthur received the  ormal surrender o Emperor Hirohito  

on 2  September and became the  Supreme Commander o Allied Powers,  

overseeing Japan with dictatorial powers.  The  Americans instructed the  

Japanese  to  surrender to  the  Chinese  nationalist orces  in China south 

o Manchuria,  and to  Korea south o the  38th parallel.  The  remaining 

Japanese  were  to  surrender to  Soviet orces.  

The US  military was the sole  occupier o Japan itsel,  while  Korea 

(previously a Japanese satellite)  was divided and occupied by US  and 

Soviet orces.  Indo-China was also  divided,  with Chinese occupation orces  

in the north and British occupation orces in the south.  This  would soon 

prove to  be  impossible  as  British and Chinese orces were stretched too  

thin,  and the Allies actually relied on Japanese troops still in Indo-China 

to  maintain the peace in an already turbulent region.  

Once  Japan was  deeated,  the  dreaded power vacuum in East Asia 

appeared.  Neither the  B ritish nor the  nationalists  were  able  to  reassert 

themselves.  With the  wars  end,  B ritain aced its  own colonial wars  or 

independence  and the  Chinese  ound themselves  once  again embroiled 

in civil war.  The  rapid demobilization o US  orces  was  quickly reversed 

as  troops  needed to  be  returned to  Asia.  

The Allied Council,  composed o China,  Britain,  the USSR and the USA,  

was supposed to  determine how the occupation would proceed,  but 

MacArthur had nal decision-making authority.  Japan was squarely in 

the US  sphere o infuence,  and its  political system,  economy and military 

were all reconstructed to  American specications.  Democracy was imposed 

on Japan,  as  were demilitarization,  the prosecution o war criminals and 

economic reorms to  destroy the Japanese corporations seen as  partly 

responsible  or the expansionist policies  that led to  the Second World War.  

As the USA was extending its infuence in Japan,  it was also ormulating the  

policy o containment.  This policy was developed in reaction to the events  

in Europe but was soon applied to all areas o US  interest,  which meant East 

Asia.  The Soviets reacted by maintaining their orces in North Korea.  

 Japanese Emperor Hirohito  with  

US General  Douglas MacArthur in  

the  US embassy  in  Tokyo,  1945

Class discussion

How do you  think the atomic bomb 

aected  the d ivision  o Asia  into  spheres 

o infuence ater the Second  World  War?
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Conceptual  understanding
Key question

 How did  communist Chinas victory  in  the Civi l  War afect  

superpower relations?

Key concepts

 Consequence

 Signicance

2.2  Communist  success in  China  and  its 

relations with  the USSR and  the USA,  

19461949

The Second World  War and  Chinese Civil  War,  

19371949
When the  Second S ino-Japanese  War began China was  in the  midst 

o civil war.  The  government in power was  led by Jiang Jieshi,  who 

assumed leadership  o the  Guomindang,  or Nationalist Party,  in 1 926.  

Against the  nationalists  were  the  members  o the  Chinese  Communist 

Party (CCP) .  In an attempt to  deeat the  regional warlords that 

controlled China,  the  nationalists  and CCP had an uneasy alliance,  

along with the  Soviet Union,  but it broke  down ater they achieved 

success.  The  nationalist government then sought to  destroy the  CCP 

by eliminating as  many o its  members  as  it could.  The  CCP fed the  

Nationalist Army and ound a haven in the  Yanan Province.

When the  Japanese  invaded China in July 1 937,  the  CCP and 

nationalists  responded by establishing a United Front.  According to  

their agreement,  the  CCP stopped its  revolutionary activities  and placed 

its  army under the  nationalists,  and the  Red Army became the  8th 

army.  In exchange,  the  nationalists  allowed the  CCP to  establish liaison 

oces  in several cities  and publish the  New China Daily  paper.  They 

agreed to  j oint representation on an advisory board.  There  was some 

initial enthusiasm or this  partnership  and or cooperation to  deeat 

the  Japanese,  plus  Japanese  bombings  led to  a  strength o resolve  and 

nationalism similar to  that seen in B ritain during the  B litz several years  

later.  However,  the  Japanese  outmatched the  nationalist orces  on the  

coast and the  nationalist government fed inland,  eventually settling  

in Chongqing.  

However,  the United Front disintegrated,  and had allen apart completely by 

1 941 .  With the nationalists isolated in the interior,  the CCP was let virtually 

untouched and used the war as a time to build its support.  In 1 937 Party 

membership numbered 40 000 and the Red Army was 92  000;  by 1 945  those   

numbers had grown to 1 .2  million and 91 0 000.  Additionally,  the CCP had 
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gained a reputation or being moral while the nationalists were seen as  

corrupt,  and the CCP co-opted the peasantry while the nationalists alienated 

most o the population.

From the  beginning o the  Japanese  invasions  the  USA had supported 

the  nationalists  by providing unding,  and once  the  USA joined the  war 

eort in December 1 941  they transported assistance  over the  Himalayas  

using the  Flying Tigers .  The  nationalists  were  very popular in the  USA,  

seen by the  general public as  combating Japanese  aggression,  and Jiangs  

wie,  Soong May-ling,  made several goodwill tours  o the  USA to  rally 

American support behind the  Chinese.  

Many Americans  supported the  nationalists  as  they thought o them 

as  representing American ideals  and a commitment to  democracy but 

this  showed a lack o understanding o the  situation in China.  Foreign 

service  ofcers  and military ofcials  that spent time in China had a 

very dierent picture  o the  nationalists  and had a positive  view o the  

Chinese  communists;  they also  had a more  realistic picture  o what was 

happening in China.

In reality,  both the  CCP and nationalists  were  fghting a two-ront war,  

engaged in fghting the  Japanese and each other.  The nationalists  were ar 

more corrupt and they oten spent money received rom the USA in their 

battle  against the  communists,  rather than the Japanese.  Most Americans 

in China knew that civil war was looming and that it would become a 

reality ater the  Japanese  were  deeated,  and they were  unsure o the  

outcome.

The Soviets  had cooperated with the  nationalists  in the  past,  and as  the  

war against Japan drew to  a  close  they came to  an agreement in which 

the  USSR recognized the  nationalist government and agreed to  stop  

assisting the  CCP.  In exchange,  the  nationalists  recognized Mongolian 

independence  and accepted the  Soviet acquisition o ex-Tsarist lands,  

mostly situated along the  railway lines.  Additionally,  S talin promised to  

withdraw rom China three  months ater the  deeat o Japan.

US  attitudes  towards  the  CCP were  based on the  assumption that it 

was  a  Moscow puppet,  but that was  ar rom the  case.  The  relationship  

between CCP leader Mao Zedong and Stalin was  tense  as  their views 

on communism were  divergent.  S talin elt that Chinese  communists  

should be  subservient to  the  Soviet Union whereas  Mao elt that the  

two countries  should be  on equal ooting;  the  S ino-Soviet Treaty urther 

increased their antipathy towards  one  another.

Ater the  Soviet declaration o war on 8  August 1 945 ,  the  Red Army 

launched a massive  invasion o Manchuria.  Soviet troops numbering 

1 .5  million engaged in battle  against the  1  million Japanese  soldiers  that 

ormed the  last line  o deence  or the  Japanese.  The  Soviets  were  the  

clear victors  and 700  000  Japanese  soldiers  surrendered.  The  Soviets  

confscated Japanese  weapons and distributed them among CCP orces  

to  assist them.  

In August 1 945 ,  ater Japans  surrender,  Jiang and Mao met and 

once again expressed commitments  to  cooperate  but at the  same time 

both continued to  pursue  their own agendas.  Both the  nationalists  

and CCP headed to  northern China and Manchuria to  liberate  the  

Flying Tigers

The frst American  volunteer group o the 

Chinese Air Force was comprised  o US 

pilots rom al l  branches o the  mil itary  

who served  in  China  19411942 under 

Claire  Lee Chennault.

 Soong May-l ing,  better known  as Madame 

J iang Jieshi  was very  popular in  America  and  

helped  the  national ists  gain  support  among 

the  US publ ic
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territories.  As  usual,  the  nationalists  took control o the  city whereas  

the  CCP controlled the  countryside.  Although nationalist gains  were  in 

strategically signicant areas,  the  CCP gained the  support o the  peasants.

Feeling that civil war was  imminent,  the  USA sent both troops  and 

advisors  to  China.  Fity-three  thousand Marines  were  sent to  Beij ing 

to  protect the  city,  and in December 1 945  Truman sent General George  

Marshall to  mediate  between the  communists  and nationalists  in the  

hope  o creating a  coalition government.  Although he  had no  means 

o infuencing the  communists,  he  could grant or withhold aid to  the  

nationalists.  He  made progress  and relations  seemed conciliatory when 

he  let China to  address  Congress  to  negotiate  loans  or the  government.  

In his  absence,  talks  broke  down.

When the  Chinese  C ivil War began again in 1 946  the  USA provided the  

nationalists  with assistance  against the  communists  but Marshall was 

clear that the  USA would not provide  troop  support,  and he  withdrew 

the  marines.  China received $500  million under the  auspices  o the  

United Nations but it was  distributed to  the  nationalist zone.  The  USA 

also  sold $900  million worth o military equipment to  the  nationalists  or 

$1 75  million.  

There  was some question about whether China was  necessary or US  

security interests,  but as  early as  1 946  the  Democrats  were  araid o 

being charged as  sot  on communism and thus  made the  decision 

to  support Jiang.  The  Soviet Union withdrew rom Manchuria on 

the  arrival o Chinese  communist orces,  giving them a stronghold in 

northern China that they could use.  

In October 1 949,  ater a  protracted war o starts  and stops,  the  CCP 

deeated the  nationalists  and orced them to  leave  mainland China.  

Over 2  million nationalists  fed to  Taiwan where  they established their 

government.  Despite  victory on the  mainland,  the  USA and other 

western powers  reused to  recognize  the  Peoples  Republic o China and 

denied it a  place  in the  United Nations.  Instead the  Republic o China,  

or Taiwan,  was  recognized as  the  legitimate  government and retained its  

position on the  Security Council while  the  PRC  was recognized by only 

a  handul o countries,  most o whom were  Soviet satellites.  To  protest 

against this  decision,  the  Soviet Union boycotted the  UN,  an action that 

ultimately led to  the  lone  authorization o orce  by the  UN during the  

Cold War.  

The  USA mistakenly thought that the  PRC  and Soviet Union were  in 

complete  agreement as  both adhered to  the  principles  o Marxism-

Leninism.  It made the  assumption that a  gain or Mao was  a  gain or 

the  USSR whereas  S talin saw Mao as  too  independent and grounded in 

peasant,  rather than proletarian,  revolution.  The  Truman administration 

was unaware  o this  and China was  considered  lost ;  it represented 

a ailure  to  contain the  spread o communism.  To  counter this,  the  

USA supported the  Republic o China and continued to  support the  

nationalists;  Taiwan already possessed a solid inrastructure  and so  

received assistance  to  develop its  industry.  In early 1 950  the  USA 

identied Taiwan and Japan as  being within its  sphere  o infuence  and 

necessary to  its  anti-communist objectives,  but much o the  rest o Asia 

was not yet determined.  This  changed dramatically in June 1 950,  when 

North Korea invaded the  south.  

A
T
L

Communication  skil ls

Work in  a  group o our,  with  each  student 

in  the group taking one o our positions:  

  National ist China

  Communist China

  USSR

  USA

Present to  the rest o the group your 

position  regarding the breakdown o 

relations ater the Second  World  War,  and  

how it afected  your position  in  the region.

 A sculpture of workers,  peasants and  sold iers 

at  the Mausoleum of Mao Zedong,  Tiananmen  

Square,  Beij ing,  China
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2.3  north  Korea  ivasio  of  

South  Korea,  1950

Conceptual  understanding

Key  questions

 To what extent was the outbreak o the  Korean  War due to  Cold  War tensions?

 Why did  the Chinese become involved  but not the  Soviets?

 What was the impact o the Korean  War on  the development o the Cold  War?

Key  concepts

 Cause

 Signifcance

 Perspective

The Korean War was the  frst proxy war o the  Cold War.  When the  

USA took advantage  o the  Soviet boycott o the  United Nations and 

implemented a UN police  action,  it intervened directly in the  war 

between the  North and South Korean governments.  It is  now known 

that the  Soviets  were  involved in the  war,  but both sides  studiously 

denied their involvement to  prevent the  war rom escalating.  Even 

though there  was  short- lived consideration o nuclear war,  it was  against 

the  Peoples  Republic o China and was not supported by US  political 

leadership.  Nuclear parity served as  a  deterrent to  direct conrontation.  

The division of Korea,  19451948
In the  1 940s  the  geographical ocus  o the  Cold War was  Europe  and 

the  military ocus  was on nuclear weapons and technology.  The  year 

1 950  saw a change  to  both o these  as  the  world ocused on Asia and 

the  resumption o limited,  conventional warare  with the  onset o the  

Korean War.  The  Japanese  had annexed Korea in 1 91 0  and so  the   

issue  that arose  with Japans  surrender was  how to  administer this   

once  independent country.  In the  Potsdam Declaration its  reedom  

and independence  were  promised but what shape  this  would take   

was  unclear.  

Korea was  an area o Russian interest dating back to  the  1 9th century 

and the  Japanese  expelled Russia rom Korea in 1 904.  In their search 

or a  warm-water port,  the  Russians  and later the  Soviets  saw this  as  a  

desirable  area;  when resources  were  ound it made Korea even more  so.  

Although Stalin did little  concerning Korea during the  course  o the  war,  

Soviet troops entered north-eastern Korea on 1 2  August 1 945 .  

Roosevelt envisioned a trusteeship  o Korea,  supervised by the  United 

Nations,  and gained a verbal agreement to  this  at Teheran.  In his  

vision,  this  trusteeship  would last or 40  years  to  give  the  Koreans  an 
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opportunity to  develop  beore  the  country became ully independent.  

Ocials  in the  S tate  Department elt that Soviet expansion needed to  

be  considered and checked,  however,  and when Roosevelt died Truman 

inherited an administration with split oreign policy.  Consistent with 

S tate  Department recommendations,  ater the  Japanese  surrender the  

USA was  determined to  claim part o Korea to  stop  Soviet expansion 

into  the  entire  peninsula,  by dividing Korea at the  38th parallel and 

occupying the  southern part.  The  US  military was  opposed to  the  

decision as  it did not see  Korea as  being within its  sphere  o infuence,  

and it recognized the  historical interest o the  Soviets  in the  peninsula 

and wanted to  prevent confict.  

Nonetheless,  policymakers  prevailed and US  orces  occupied the  

southern part o the  country.  Somewhat surprisingly,  S talin acquiesced 

and instructed Soviet orces  to  halt at the  38th parallel.  The  reasons or 

this  are  not entirely clear but it seemed to  be  a  combination o earing 

the  large  number o US  orces  in the  region,  the  US  use  o the  atom 

bomb in Japan,  and ear that Truman might broker an agreement with 

the  Japanese  in Korea that could prolong Soviet ghting.  

North o the  38th parallel,  the  Soviets  established a military occupation 

orce  but they gave  the  Koreans autonomy.  Ater the  collapse  o the  

Japanese  army,  the  Koreans  established Peoples  Committees  that 

consisted o communists  and nationalists  who organized the  distribution 

o land and ood,  and occupied the  ew remaining Japanese  industries.  

These  committees  were  instrumental in the  Soviet occupation o the  

country.  Among the  socialists  there  were  several contenders  or leader 

o the  newly liberated country.  One o the  main Korean communist 

leaders,  Pak Han-yang,  was  in southern Korea trying to  establish 

government control there;  he  was  pro-Soviet but distant rom the  

political machinations.  Instead,  the  guerrilla leader,  Kim Il-Sung 

emerged as  a  key communist leader but he  was  a  strong nationalist 

who sought to  expel oreign infuence  in Korea.  He  had spent part 

o the  war in Moscow and worked with the  Soviets  and the  Chinese  

communists.  From 1 945  to  1 948  the  main concern o the  North Koreans  

was rebuilding their country as  the  Japanese  had destroyed most o their 

inrastructure  when feeing.  They also  implemented land reorm,  ending 

a longstanding eudal system.

In the  south,  the  USA was  suspicious  o the  motives  o the  Peoples  

Committees  and instead removed them rom government positions.  

Instead,  it supported Syngman Rhee,  the  American-educated president 

o the  Korean government in exile  rom 1 91 9  and kept in place  the  

Japanese  ramework.  Both o these  decisions alienated the  South 

Koreans.  The  government structure  advocated by the  USA was,  in the  

minds  o many Koreans,  a  continuation o colonial subjugation,  and 

Rhee  proved to  be  a  brutal authoritarian ruler who reused to  work 

with the  National Assembly that was  created in the  south.  Even though 

Truman was  uncomortable  with Rhees  brutality,  the  USA kept him in 

power as  ballast against communist expansion.  This  was the  model the  

USA continued to  ollow or the  duration o the  Cold War that helped 

make the  USA unpopular abroad:  the  support o dictatorships  on the  

basis  o their anti-communism.
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During the  occupation years  1 9451 948,  both the  Soviets  and Americans  

experienced uprisings  in their respective  zones.  In 1 945  the  Soviets  were  

conronted with riots  due  to  shortages  o rice  and raw materials.  In 1 946,  

the  USA blamed riots  in the  south on communist agitators  and sought 

to  suppress  all letist organizations there.  Neither power thought that 

occupation was  benefcial and both sought to  withdraw their orces  as  

soon as  possible.  

The  tensions in the  country were  intensiying and,  with civil war in 

China,  the  USA and Soviet Union alike  were  earul o civil war in 

Korea.  In August 1 947  Truman proposed elections or all Koreans.  The  

Soviets  were  hoping to  establish a  unifed Korea that was  pro-Soviet and 

thus  rej ected this  suggestion;  the  North Korean population was  8  million 

and there  were  20  million South Koreans,  making communist deeat 

a  near certainty.  S talin proposed that both the  USA and Soviet Union 

withdraw their orces  in 1 948,  but Truman rejected this  suggestion and 

reerred the  matter to  the  United Nations.

In November 1 947  the  UN created the  Temporary Commission on 

Korea to  supervise  the  process  o unifcation and selection o a  new 

government.  It  suggested that supervised elections  be  held no  later 

than March 1 948,  and required that UN representatives  be  admitted 

to  Korea to  observe  the  transition.  The  Soviets  reused to  grant entry 

to  the  representatives,  so  in  February 1 948  the  UN decided to  proceed 

with its  plan in the  south.  The  US  wanted to  withdraw its  fnancial 

and military support o South Korea and thus  supported this  decision.  

Thereore,  in May 1 948,  the  UN supervised ree  elections  by secret 

ballot and Rhee  was  elected President o the  Republic o Korea.  The  UN 

recognized this  country as  its  newest member and the  USA made  plans 

to  withdraw its  orces.

North Korea soon ollowed suit;  in September 1 948  the  Democratic 

Peoples  Republic o Korea was ormed under the  leadership  o Kim.  

S talin withdrew his  own orces  in December 1 948,  even beore  the  USA 

had the  opportunity to  do  so  in the  south.  North Korea maintained close  

links with the  Soviets,  largely in the  economic sector,  and this  created a 

relatively stable  regime.  

By the  end o 1 948,  thereore,  Korea was  politically divided and it 

was  highly unlikely that unifcation would ever occur peaceully.  

The  withdrawal o occupation orces,  desired by all the  governments  

involved,  made civil war ever more  probable.

Causes of the North Korean invasion of  

South Korea,  1950
Prior  to  the  opening o  the  Soviet  archives,  there  was  a  western 

misperception that the  Korean War was  a  product  o Soviet 

aggression,  but in  actuality  it  was  the  North  Koreans  themselves  who 

were  responsible .  Kim was  determined to  uniy the  peninsula  as  a  

communist  country.  However,  North Korea  was  not a  s trong enough 

military power to  act  alone.  It  needed Soviet  military and fnancial 

assistance,  thus  Kim began to  press  S talin  to  agree  to  an  invasion 
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o the  south in  early  1 949 .  Although the  army o the  Democratic 

Peoples  Republic  o Korea  (DPRK)  outnumbered the  South Korean 

( 1 35  000  to  98  000) ,  they lacked the  weaponry needed to  conduct 

modern warare.  At this  point,  S talin  reused,  unsure  o the  US  

position regarding Korea,  but  ollowing the  Soviets  successully 

detonating their  rst  atom bomb  and the  communist  success  in 

China,  S talin  began to  rethink his  position.  

The  south also  bore  responsibility.  Rhee  had similar aspirations,  but 

South Korea was  also  unable  to  act alone;  it needed US  assistance  i it 

were  to  launch a successul invasion o the  north.  Additionally,  Rhee  

wanted the  USA to  remain in Korea as  protection against communist 

China and the  Soviet orces.  However,  the  USA was  less  willing,  earing 

that providing the  assistance  needed would provoke war and could 

result in confict with the  USSR.  

While  the  USA might not have  put Korea  in  its  sphere  o infuence,   

its  policies  e lsewhere  might have  led S talin  to  ear US  intervention in 

the  event o an invasion rom the  north.  In  April,  the  USA issued  

NSC  68 ,  which argued or a  large  stockpile  o weapons  and expansion 

o conventional orces .  In  the  ace  o   S oviet  possession o atomic 

capabilities ,  the  threat o  nuclear  war  was  no  longer  a  deterrent.  The  

document argued that the  Soviets  were  determined to  expand in 

both  Europe  and Asia  and that  the  USA had to  prepare  or  potential 

armed conlict.  

There  were  other considerations.  For example,  Truman wanted to  

end the  occupation o Japan.  From 1 946  to  1 949  the  USA provided 

$2  billion to  rebuild the  economy,  which many saw as  a  way to  prevent 

communist expansion into  the  country.  With the  nationalist deeat,  US  

ears  o Japanese  vulnerability were  intensied and it tried to  create  

conditions  that would contain communism within Asia.  

The  US  policy was  ambivalent:  it  elt  it  had an obligation to  engender 

democracy and stability but it  eared Rhees  open hostility and 

aggressive  attitude  towards  North Korea.  The  USA oered $1 50  

million or economic assistance  and education purposes  in  the  

hopes  o stabilizing the  country and promoting support or  Rhees  

government,  but reused to  provide  Rhee  with the  armaments  he  

requested.  In  January 1 950  the  US  Secretary o S tate  Dean Acheson 

spoke  to  the  National Press  C lub.  He  gave  what is  known as  the  

Pacic Perimeter Speech,  explaining that the  US  deence  perimeter in 

Asia  included the  Aleutian Islands  in  Alaska,  the  newly independent 

Philippines,  Japan and Okinawa  with no  mention o Korea.  Both 

the  US  withdrawal o troops  rom South Korea in  June  1 949  and the  

Soviet intelligence  that the  USA was  wary o its  support or  Rhee  

infuenced S talins  decision-making when approached by Kim.

Kim argued that the  south would welcome his  rule  and would willingly 

become part o the  DPRK.  In addition to  petitioning S talin,  he  also  went 

to  Mao,  who agreed with Kims  judgment that the  country could only 

be  united through military action.  Without US  assistance  the  South 

Korean army was weak and poorly armed.  S ince  the  USA had excluded 

Korea rom its  sphere  o infuence  in the  Pacic Perimeter Speech,  S talin 

nSC 68

A secret document produced  by  the 

American  National  Security  Council  

issued  in  Apri l  1950.  I t stated  that the  

US needed  to  maintain  substantial  armed  

forces so  that it could  prevent Soviet 

expansion.
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came to  believe  that the  USA would not intervene i Kim were  indeed 

to  attempt to  uniy the  country by orce  and thus  in April 1 950  he  

authorized Kims  plan to  invade  the  south.

On 25  June 1 950,  North Korean orces  invaded the  south,  taking the  

South Korean government and army by surprise.  By the  27  June the  

North Korean army controlled most o the  peninsula,  including the  

southern capital o Seoul.

Consequences:  US response and United   

Nations actions

The United States  was truly surprised and shaken by this  attack,  and 

immediately reerred the  matter to  the  United Nations  or action.  In a  

series  o swit and decisive  resolutions,  the  UN agreed to  take  military 

action against the  invading North Korean orces.  This  was  made possible  

only because  the  USSR had been boycotting the  UN over its  reusal 

to  recognize  the  Peoples  Republic o China as  the  legitimate  Chinese  

government.  The  resolution passed 9  to  0  and the  UN agreed to  send 

orces.  Fiteen countries  agreed to  send troops to  deend South Korea 

but the  majority o oreign troops were  American.  US  troops  stationed in 

Japan were  dispatched to  Korea.

The USA was  hesitant about this  move;  Acheson worried that the  

invasion o South Korea was  a  S talin- initiated action intended to  distract 

the  worlds  attention (and military)  away rom Europe  as  a  means o 

exerting Soviet infuence.  The  UN leadership  ensured US  commitment to  

the  action by giving the  leadership  o the  police  action to  US  military and 

civilian ocials.  

The  UN orces  were  led by US  General Douglas  MacArthur who 

developed a  risky but ultimately successul p lan.  Rather than s imply 

battling the  North  Koreans  in  the  toehold that the  South held in 

Pusan,  the  UN armies  launched an amphibious  attack at  the  port  o 

Inchon,  near Seoul.  The  North Koreans  were  surprised by this  tactic,  

and quickly lost  ground to  the  UN orces.  Not only did they lose  their 

control over the  south,  but the  UN orces  chased the  North  Korean 

armies  all  the  way up  to  the  Yalu  River,  the  Korean border with 

China  by October 1 950.

At the  moment the  UN orces  crossed the  38th parallel,  the  issue  o 

the  nature  o the  war was  hotly debated.  For those  who were  strict 

adherents  to  the  policy o containment,  it was  argued that UN orces  

should not have  gone beyond the  South Korean border.  Furthermore,  

General MacArthur was  contemplating an attack on the  Chinese  army 

as  a  preemptive  measure,  and in an attempt to  undermine the  newly 

established communist regime there.  Truman and Acheson both argued 

against this  and stated very clearly that it was  not the  objective  o the  

USA to  attack mainland China.  
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Consequence of Chinese involvement
In the midst o this debate,  and during a period 

in which the USA was congratulating itsel or a  

rapid victory,  Chinese volunteers crossed the Yalu  

River and launched a counter-attack against the  

US  orces.  In October 1 950 Kim wrote to Stalin 

begging or military assistance to prevent the UN 

orces rom crossing the 38th parallel.  Unwilling 

to engage in direct conrontation with the USA,  

Stalin instead requested that the Chinese send in 

orces to assist the North Koreans.  The Chinese  

communist army had been ghting almost 

continuously or decades and the CCP did not 

want to mobilize them yet again.  They were also  

reluctant to engage American orces because they 

were poorly armed and unprepared or another 

war.  In the end,  however,  Mao agreed and made 

plans to assist the North Koreans.

The Communist Volunteer Army Corps  was  

created in October 1 950  and 300  000  soliders  

were  mobilized;  some ought with the  North 

Koreans and battled UN orces  while  the  rest 

were  sent to  the  S ino-Korean border,  awaiting 

instructions.  Their surprise  attack was very 

eective  and once again the  UN orces were  

driven south,  out o DPRK territory and back to  

the  South.  However,  in January 1 951  the UN 

orces  recovered their technological advantage  

and the  Chinese  army was orced to  retreat.  

Although the  UN orces  had technological 

superiority,  the  North Korean and Chinese  

orces  had numerical superiority.  In an attempt 

to  prove  their strength and assure  a  privileged 

position in the  communist world,  Chinese  leader 

Mao Zedong provided unlimited numbers  o 

volunteers  to  deeat the  UN orces.  MacArthur 

went so  ar as  to  suggest the  use  o nuclear 

weapons against the  Chinese,  something that Truman was adamantly 

against.  The  ear o the  use  o nuclear weapons was  that the  USSR would 

retaliate  using its  nuclear weapons,  most likely in Europe.  MacArthur 

was extremely vocal in his  criticisms o government decisions  despite  

an order to  restrict public comments.  He  argued that direct attacks  on 

mainland China was  the  best course  to  end the  war quickly.  Due  to  the  

public nature  o this  confict,  MacArthur was relieved o his  command in 

April 1 951  and replaced by General Matthew Ridgway.  
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Meanwhile,  the  battle  lines  had stabilized near the  38th parallel,  not ar 

rom the  initial border between North and South Korea.  The  USA and 

UN decided that they would not advance  into  North Korean territory 

again,  and ceasere  was  called to  discuss  terms or ending the  confict.

From 1 951  to 1 953,  the two sides were engaged in sporadic battles while  

ceaseres were declared,  terms or armistice discussed and talks broke down.  

The main issue o confict between the two sides was that o repatriation 

o prisoners o war.  While the USA and UN orces argued or voluntary 

returns,  the Chinese would only agree i a majority o North Korean and 

Chinese orces would return voluntarily and this did not happen.  The war 

turned into a lengthy,  costly stalemate or both sides,  with the Korean 

populations in the north and south suering the heaviest casualties.

Behind the scenes,  and conspicuously absent rom all discussions and 

ocial participation,  was the USSR.  Although it is  now known that Soviet 

pilots did engage US  aircrat in battle,  this  was kept secret by both sides,  

and the ocial position o the USSR was one o neutrality.  It seemed airly 

clear,  however,  that Stalin was unwilling to  accept a communist deeat in 

Korea and this  urther complicated the armistice  talks.  Thus,  the death o 

Stalin in March 1 953  was o critical import to  the end o the Korean War.

With Stalins death,  a power struggle ensued in the Soviet leadership,  and 

Korea was not seen as critical to  Soviet power and infuence by those who 

succeeded Stalin.  The USA was governed by a new President,  Dwight 

Eisenhower,  whose election was partially based on withdrawal rom Korea.  

Thus,  in 1 953,  the two superpowers were governed by men who did 

not see Korea as being in their interest.  On 27  July 1 953,  the UN,  North 

Korean and Chinese orces signed a ceasere and agreed to  the division o 

Korea near its  pre-war borders;  only South Korea reused to  sign.

Impact of the North Korean invasion of South Korea
Korea was  the  rst major war in the  Cold War and its  signicance  or all 

sides  is  great.  O paramount importance  was  the  decision made by the  

nuclear powers  to  keep  wars  limited,  and to  not directly engage  against 

one  another in any ocial,  legal capacity.  The  Soviet decision to  remain 

neutral  at least ocially  refected this  determination.  

The  USA questioned but ultimately stood by its  policy o containment 

and saw the  Korean War as  a  success  in this  regard.  E isenhower kept 

troops in South Korea and expanded Achesons  deence  perimeter.  

The  Korean War convinced the  Americans  that the  communist world 

was  working in concert towards  global domination and took actions  

to  prevent it.  Devastating to  the  Soviets  was  the  rearmament o West 

Germany and an indication o its  inevitable  NATO  membership.  The  USA 

also  intensied its  espionage  networks  in eastern Europe,  developing the  

C IA into  an agency o covert operations.
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A
T
L Research skil ls

After the Korean  War,  Kim I l -Sung adopted  

the pol icy  of Juche,  roughly  translated  

as self-rel iance.  Why  was this pol icy  

implemented  in  the 1950s and  to  what 

extent was North  Korea  self-rel iant?

Research  the pol icies of Juche and  write  a  

1000-word  response to  these questions.  

Be sure  to  use proper referencing forms.

In  their own words:  Kim Il -Sung

The time has come when we Korean people have to unite our strength to  

build a new,  democratic Korea.  People from all strata should display patriotic 

enthusiasm and turn out to build a new Korea.  To contribute positively to  

the work of building the state,  let those with strength give strength,  let those 

with knowledge give knowledge,  let those with money give money,  and let all 

people who truly love their country,  their nation and democracy unite closely 

and build an independent and sovereign democratic state.

Victory  speech in  Pyongyang,  14 October 1945

To what extent is  this  statement consistent with North Koreas  

activities  after 1 950?

Source skil ls

Communist unity was  not nearly as  assured as  the  USA thought but 

both the  Soviets  and Chinese  felt they needed to  show a united front 

to  the  non-communist world.  The  relationship  between Mao and S talin 

had been uneasy but S talin was  the  elder statesman and Mao respected 

that.  S talins  death heightened the  tension between the  two communist 

powers  and in less  than a decade  they would split.

When the North Koreans refused to  allow United Nations supervisors in 

to  oversee elections for a united Korea,  it seemed that once again the idea 

of an international organization that could govern and supervise sovereign 

states was impossible.  The invasion proved to  be  a litmus test of its  member 

states  willingness to act in support of its  decision-making.  When the USA 

called for military support for South Korea to stop North Korean forces  

from advancing further its  allies responded in full force;  a majority of the  

UN member states agreed to support the police action in some way and 

1 5  countries agreed to send troops to  support the South Koreans.  The  

strength of commitment,  however,  was tempered by the Soviet boycott and 

the refusal of its  client states to  send forces.  Even when the Soviets rejoined 

the Security Council they used their veto power numerous times to  block 

UN actions in Korea.  Thus,  the Korean War demonstrated the weakness  

of the UN system:  either superpower had the ability to  block resolutions  

that went against their national interests,  and their allies and satellites  

demonstrated unquestioned support for the countries they relied upon.  

North and South Korea remained divided and hostile  towards one another.  

North Koreas  brand of communism and nationalism,  christened Juche  

persevered but the country remained impoverished and underdeveloped.  

South Korea went through a series of governments that included six 

republics and two coups but was an economic success and thrived.  
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2.4 origis f the n-Aliged  mveet

Conceptual  understanding

Key  question

 Why did  the newly  emerging countries in  Africa  and  Asia  try  to  create an  

alternative to  al ly ing with  either the USSR or the USA?

Key  concept

 Causation

Ater the  Korean War the  Soviets  appeared to  have  gained power 
appreciably since  the  resolution o the  Berlin B lockade in May 1 949.  
The  Chinese  were  seen as  subservient to  Moscow and thereore  in its  
sphere,  along with the  loyal and dependent North Korea.  For the  USA,  
each communist victory would be  perceived as  the  diminishment o its  
potential sphere  o infuence  and the  world was  seen as  ar rom static.

Throughout the war new countries were emerging as decolonization 
gained momentum.  The USA saw itsel as  the deault protector o the new 
states.  From the US  perspective,  it had championed decolonization as early 
as the Paris  Peace Conerence o 1 91 9  and,  as  a ormer colony itsel,  was  
the natural leader o new states.  From the perspective o the new states,  
there were advantages to this protection,  most o which were nancial.  
Seeing the infux o capital into western European states,  Japan and South 
Korea,  they were somewhat disposed to  placing themselves into the US  
sphere,  yet they had reservations in doing so,  earing that they might 
replace direct colonial intervention with US  economic imperialism.  This  
ear was particularly highlighted by US  actions in Iran and later Guatemala.  

In 1 951  Iran nationalized oil and demanded that the  British troops  
protecting oil wells  withdraw.  Britain was still recovering rom the Second 
World War and in no  position to  take action.  Iran was historically in both 
British and Russian (or Soviet)  spheres o infuence and the  USA eared 
that the withdrawal o British troops could result in Soviet expansion into  
the area,  threatening petroleum interests  there and in the  Middle  East 
more generally.  Not surprisingly,  the USA encouraged opposition to  the  
Iranian Prime Minister and indirectly assisted in his  overthrow.  

Another successul covert operation o the  C IA took place  in Guatemala 
where  the  USA helped overthrow the  democratically elected Jacobo  
rbenz in 1 954.  His  government included communist party members  but 
more  disturbing to  Americans was  his  nationalization o untilled lands,  
many o which were  the  property o the  United Fruit Company (UFCO) .  
Following the  colonial pattern o vertical integration,  UFCO  owned 
not just the  land,  but the  railway systems,  utilities  and even the  homes 
where  many Guatemalans lived,  and the  conditions o the  workers  
were  deplorable.  To  und social initiatives  rbenz took unused lands 
and planned to  compensate  the  owners  o the  land using the  declared 
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tax value  o the  land as  basis  or payment.  Just when the  Guatemalan 

government reused to  reverse  the  decision or pay exorbitant 

compensation,  it was discovered that the  Czechoslovak government 

was  sending an arms shipment to  Guatemala,  most likely or deensive  

purposes.  The  USA used this,  and the  communists  in the  government,  to  

justiy its  assistance  in a  coup  that installed a  pro-US  leader.  The  situation 

in Guatemala was completely unstable  except or UFCO,  which regained 

the  land it temporarily lost and saw the repeal o pro- labour legislation 

implemented to  assist struggling agricultural workers.  The  USA was not 

always the  riend to  democratic states  it seemed.

These  two examples  o US  aggression  albeit in covert ways  highlighted 

the  importance o having allies.  The newly emerging states  had similar 

goals  and vulnerabilities  and with those  commonalities  in mind,  the  

Bandung Conerence o April 1 955  was convened with 29  countries  

j oining orces  to  create  a new bloc distinct rom East and West.  The result 

was the creation o the  Non-Aligned Movement  a group o mostly 

Asian and Arican nations that were  committed to  resisting colonialism 

in all orms and to  promoting cooperation.  This  movement was critical 

o UN voting patterns and used its  power to  infuence decisions in 

the  General Assembly,  although it had little  weight in the  much more  

infuential Security Council.  

Concurrent with the  establishment o the  Non-Aligned Movement was  

the  Soviet decision to  court the  developing world.  While  the  Soviets  

lacked the  liquidity o the  USA,  they possessed arms and were  willing 

to  broker arms agreements  with the  developing world,  either directly 

or through their satellite  states,  as  in Guatemala.  And in much o the  

developing world the  new leaders  were  Marxists,  or leaders  who sought 

to  impose  social welare  through authoritarianism  many o them  

rose  through the  ranks  o their military beore  assuming power.   

Non-alignment,  then,  was unsurprisingly characterized by both idealism 

and pragmatism.  The  idealism was  easily viewed by the  Bandung 

Conerence  and subsequent Belgrade  Conerence  ( 1 961 ) ,  rom which 

the  principles  o the  Non-Aligned Movement were  developed:  

1  Respect or undamental human rights  and the  objectives  and 

principles  o the  Charter o the  United Nations.  

2  Respect or the  sovereignty and territorial integrity o all nations.  

3  Recognition o the  equality among all races  and o the  equality 

among all nations,  regardless  o size.  

4 Non-intervention or non-intererence  in the  internal aairs  o 

another country.  

5  Respect or the  right o every nation to  deend itsel in conormity 

with the  Charter o the  United Nations.  

6  Rerain rom aggression or use  o orce  against the  territorial integrity 

or political independence  o any country.  

7  Peaceul solution to  all international conficts  in conormity with the  

Charter o the  United Nations.  

8 Promotion o mutual interests  and o cooperation.  

9  Respect or justice  and o international obligations.
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The  pragmatism was  increasingly evident in their 

actions.  The  non-aligned countries  recognized that,  

despite  individual weaknesses,  they also  had power over 

the  superpowers  which courted them in an attempt to  

remain on the  avourable  side  o the  balance  o power.  

Paradoxically,  the  USA and Soviet Union became 

beholden to  non-aligned countries,  rather than the  

reverse.  Rather than accept the  passive  nature  inherent 

in neutrality,  the  non-aligned countries  were  active  

and vocal,  oten expressing their opinions  in the  UN 

General Assembly,  but rarely condemning actions  o the  

superpowers  or ear o losing potential support.  

One o the primary leaders o this  movement was Gamal 

Abdel Nasser who became the leader o Egypt in 1 954.  

Pursuing a strongly anti-colonial policy,  he sought to  

remove western infuence not just rom Egypt but rom all 

o the Middle East and North Arica.  He was seen as  the  

ather o Arab nationalism,  a secular,  transnational idea in 

which all Arab countries  would be  united in some degree  

due to  a common language and heritage.  Pan-Arabism 

as it is  called,  put Nasser in confict with France,  due to  

Egyptian support o Algerian independence movements;  

Britain,  due to  the desire  to  eject the British rom the  

Suez Canal and their traditional position o privilege in 

Egypt;  and the USA,  due to  his  willingness to  accept Soviet 

assistance,  his  reusal to  recognize the state o Israel and 

his  support o Palestinian organizations.  

A
T
L

Communication  skil ls

Choose a  country  that participated  in  the Non-Al ignment Movement and  discuss 

the extent to  which  that country  pursued  non-al ignment,  and  the extent to  which  

it was al l ied  with  one o the superpowers.

Present your ndings to  your class in  a  multimedia  presentation  that includes 

no  more than  eight sl ides which  include only  graphics,  quotations and  bul leted  

evidence.

Presentations should  include:

  name o the country  and,  i relevant,  date  o its independence

  when it joined  the Non-Al ignment Movement

  what advantages there were or the country  in  being a  member o the  

Non-Al ignment Movement

  whether or not there was a  relationship with  the PRC,  USA or USSR

  any  key  events in  which  it was involved

  the efect o the  end  o the Cold  War on  this country.

 Nasser,  Nehru  and  Tito  in  1956 at  a  meeting of 25  neutral  

countries in  Bi juni  (Croatia)
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US presidential  support  in  diplomacy

During the Cold  War,  there  were a  series o summit 

meetings between the heads o state  o the  USSR and  

USA.  Stal in,  Khrushchev and  Brezhnev were largely  the 

architects o Soviet oreign  pol icy  but American  presidents 

were oten  guided  by  trusted  advisors:  the Secretary  o 

State,  Secretary  o Deence and  National  Security  Advisor.  

The men who l led  these roles were oten  as important 

as the  president himsel in  determining US oreign  pol icy,  

and  thus historians covering the Cold  War oten  assume 

their readers know exactly  who these men are.  Although 

the National  Security  Council  was created  in  1947,  the  

rst National  Security  Advisor was appointed  in  1951.   

16  men served  as National  Security  Advisor but not al l  

were notable or their oreign  pol icy  contributions.  

Preset Secretary  f State Secretary  f defece nata  Securty  Asr

Harry  Truman Edward  R Stettinius,  Jr.  (1945) Henry  L Stimson (1945) N/A

James F Byrnes (19451947) Robert Patterson  (19451947)

George C Marshal l   

(19471949)

Kenneth  Royal l  (1947)

Dean G  Acheson (19491953) James Forrestal l  (19471949)

Louis Johnson (19491950)

George C Marshal l  (19501951)

Robert A Lovett (19511953)

Dwight  

Eisenhower

John Foster Dul les  

(19531959)

Charles E Wilson  (19531957) Robert Cutler (19531955)

Christian  Herter (19591961) Neil  McElroy  (19571959) Dil lon  Anderson  (19551956)

Thomas Gates (19591961) Wil l iam H  Jackson (19561957)

Robert Cutler (19571958)

Gordon  Gray  (19581961)

John Kennedy Dean Rusk (19611963) Robert McNamara  (19611963) McGeorge Bundy  (19611963)
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2.5  Te hungarian  uprising

Conceptual  understanding
Key  question

 Why was the Soviet Union wil l ing to al low changes in  Poland but not in  Hungary?

Key  concept

 Continuity

The death of S talin put into  place  a  chain of events  that ultimately led 

to  the  Hungarian uprising in 1 956.  Khrushchevs  secret speech  had 

the  unintended consequence  of dividing the  communist world into  two 

sections   those  that rejected his  call to  end the  cult of personality ,  

and those  who saw it as  a  release  that would allow progressive  change.  

The  most extreme case  of this  was  in Hungary where  the  once-socialist 

government renounced its  connections  to  the  Warsaw Pact and the  

socialist system.  

The Secret Speech,  reactions in  the communist 

world  and successful  attempts to bring about 

change within  the Second World
When Stalin died in March 1 953 ,  the  result was  transformative  in both 

the  USSR and abroad.  The  western powers  waited to  see  the  result of 

the  power struggle  after his  death,  unsure  of the  level of continuity of 

S talinist policies.  The  shift was  faster than western analysts  expected 

as  no  clear leader emerged in 1 953 ;  Lavrenti Beria was  the  favoured 

successor due  to  his  position as  head of the  secret police  but that made 

him a threat to  other Soviet leaders  and,  charged with treason,  he  was  

swiftly executed by potential victims  the  victors  of the  struggle.  By 

1 956,  Khrushchev had emerged as  leader,  but his  leadership  lacked the  

absolute  authority Stalin had and he  needed the  acquiescence  of other 

members  of the  Communist Party leadership.  

At this  time,  the  USSR loosened some of the  government controls  over 

the  private  lives  of its  citizenry.  This  was seen as  encouraging by western 

leaders  and dissenters  within the  communist world,  but communist 

leaders  outside  of the  USSR,  many of whom owed their position of 

power to  the  USSR and the  Communist Party power structure,  were  

highly critical of this.  Most notably,  Mao considered Khrushchevs  

attacks on S talins  regime as  a  personal affront,  as  this  could also  be  

interpreted as  an attack on his  form of leadership  in China.  This  began a 

strain in S ino-Soviet relations that would worsen throughout the  1 950s.

The  implementation of communist control in eastern Europe  had 

damaged the  economy and social structure  in most countries  as  
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Soviet policies  o collectivization,  removal o local industry and 

indoctrination led to  oppression in all acets  o public lie.  Additionally,  

East Germany was  suering an early brain drain as  the  implementation 

o a  communist regime  led many East Germans  to  Berlin where  they 

crossed into  West Germany,  accepting reugee  status  and poverty over 

lie  under socialism.  The  situation in B erlin that resulted in the  all o 

the  B erlin Wall had not yet escalated but the  problems  were  there.  

The  death o S talin echoed through eastern Europe  in a  variety o ways.  

Bulgaria,  East Germany and Romania remained steadastly committed 

to  perpetuating S talinist regimes.  The  other two countries  were  frmly in 

Soviet territory but Khrushchev elt that he  needed to  reinorce  the  East 

German regime under Walter Ulbricht as  it was the  most vulnerable  to  

western advances.  It was  ar behind West Germany in post-war recovery,  

and Berlin was  a  constant reminder o this.  S talins  policies  o removing 

German actories  had let it beret while  West Germany had been 

rebuilt through the  European Recovery Program.  In June 1 953  there  

was a  workers  revolt that ultimately necessitated a change  in policy.  

Soviet leadership  expected the  intellectuals  and ormer upper classes  

to  revolt,  but was  shaken when the  proletariat they were  committed to  

rebelled against socialist policies   and not or the  last time.  To  correct 

the  situation,  Khrushchev committed massive  fnancial assistance  to  

East Germany.  Ulbrichts  loyalty to  the  Soviet Union was  rewarded by 

an assertion o continued Soviet support.  Even beore  the  Secret Speech 

had been delivered,  the  death o S talin had led to  a  challenge  o the  

system on the  part o the  public o a  country that hosted nearly a  hal 

million Soviet troops and abutted NATO  territory.

In February 1 956,  in an attempt to  urther distance himsel rom Stalin,  

Khrushchev gave his  amous Secret Speech entitled On the personality 

cult and its consequences,  which was also reerred to as his de-Stalinization 

speech.  In it,  Khrushchev condemned Stalins  actions against the people o 

the Soviet Union,  careully avoiding condemnation o events that would 

have implicated him and his peers.  Even so,  the speech had a mixed 

reception.  Mao Zedong,  himsel subject to  a personality cult,  criticized the  

speech and accused Khrushchev o revisionism.  Other leaders who relied 

on their own charisma or individual power or base o support to  keep the  

communists  in power did the same,  notably Enver Hoxha in Albania and 

Kim Il-Sung in North Korea.  However,  other leaders in the communist 

sphere were encouraged by the speech and subsequent actions that they 

saw in the USSR ater its  delivery.  The year 1 955  brought reconciliation 

with Tito  and an acceptance o his  position as  a confrmed communist 

who remained outside the Warsaw Pact.  This  unintentionally led others  

to  the conclusion that their countries  might even be able  to  remove 

themselves rom the Warsaw Pact.

In June 1 956  the Polish city o Poznan  experienced riots that led to a  

number o civilian deaths ater workers protested against the working 

conditions and wages o the time.  Prior to  the Second World War,  Poland 

had been an industrial power on par with Italy with important coal and 

iron resources;  at 30  million it also had a substantial population.  Nazi and 

Soviet occupation had ruined its industry and the imposition o Soviet 

economic organization was not working.  The Polish rejected collectivization 

o agriculture and were reeling rom their weakened economic state and 

revsosm  

A pejorative term that conveys the 

intention  o redefning Marxist thought in  

a  less than  revolutionary  manner.
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lack o real income.  The Soviets sought to repress Polish nationalism and,  

perhaps even more damaging,  the role o the Roman Catholic Church.  

Through multiple occupations  Habsburg,  Prussian,  German,  Russian,  

Nazi,  Soviet  the Poles had remained ercely nationalistic and Catholic.  

The imposition o communism was seen as yet another threat to Polish 

identity and the public rebelled against the regime.

In an attempt to  alleviate  tension,  in October 1 956  the  Polish communists  

requested the  recall o Wladyslaw Gomulka as  First Secretary,  a  party 

member who had been purged and rehabilitated by the  Soviets,  and the  

dismissal o Marshal Rokossovsky,  the  Soviet- imposed Deence Minister.  

The Polish Communist Party also  asserted that it was pursuing its  own 

specic national road to  socialism.  This  was especially threatening to  the  

Soviets:  Polish nationalism had been a constant headache or Russia and 

then the  USSR.  It provoked the  typical reaction to  send in its  military,  

and so  Soviet troops were  dispatched.  

In  the  ace  o potential  confict,  the  Polish Communist  Party 

calmly inormed Khrushchev that Poland was  rmly committed 

to  the  Warsaw Pact and would maintain  socialism as  the  orm o 

government,  only in  a  manner that was  complementary to  Polish 

history and culture.  With  that promise ,  the  s ituation changed and 

S talin  recalled Soviet  troops.  Poland remained a  buer  against 

western expansion and stated a  commitment to  the  communist 

world.  The  Soviets  were  mollied and crisis  abated.

Impact:  the Hungarian Revolution and   

Soviet intervention
The strongest challenge to  the  communist system came in Hungary.  

Having seen the  Poles  successully challenge the established system and 

eect changes or their country,  the  Hungarians were  emboldened to  

act themselves.  The result proved to  be  disastrous or reasons that were  

apparent yet muddied at same the time:  on the  one hand,  the  Hungarians 

threatened Soviet security;  on the  other,  the US  policy o containment did 

not mean direct,  overt US  support or the revolutionaries  in Hungary   

a  nuance clearly missed by the  revolutionaries  and even Americans.  

Further complicating the  issue was the  Suez Crisis,  which drew global 

attention towards the  Middle  East and away rom Hungary.  

On 23  October 1 956  ( the day ater Gomulka was ormally recognized by 

Khrushchev as  First Secretary) ,  Hungarian students began the revolution 

with demonstrations.  Ater seeing the reorms that Poles  managed to  

gain,  the students provided their own list o demands that went much 

urther than the Polish ones.  In addition to  reedoms and civil rights,  

they demanded the departure o Soviet troops rom Hungary1,  and the  

return o the leadership o Imre Nagy,  a reorm communist who had 

been expelled rom the Party,  and later rehabilitated despite  publicly 

challenging the Soviet prerogative to  intervene in neighbouring countries.  

1   Soviet troops  had been stationed in Hungary since  1 945 ,  ostensibly to  provide  

them with direct transit to  their occupying orces  in Austria,  but even ater 

Austrias  declared neutrality and the  departure  o Soviet orces  rom Austria  

in 1 955 ,  Soviet troops  remained in Hungary.
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The demonstrations almost immediately turned into  a  ull-blown 

revolution;  on the  very next day,  Soviet tanks  stationed in Budapest 

were  set alight and government buildings  were  seized.  Nagy was  named 

Prime Minister but to  the  dismay o the  public he  called or support o 

the  Communist Party,  rather than revolution.  At that point,  he  was  still 

a  communist,  albeit a  reorm-minded one.

The  Poles  modifed their brand o communism to  the  taste  and 

traditions  o the  population,  and it  seemed as  i  the  Hungarians  were  

about to  do  so.  The  Soviets  seemed to  be  accepting the  idea o a  

nationalist  communism or Hungary and withdrew the  Soviet tanks  

rom Budapest.  Rather than paciy the  Hungarians,  this  acceptance  

only incited them and they increased their demands.  Hungary,  they 

argued,  was  a  sovereign state  that should be  allowed to  determine  its  

own political uture,  and as  such,  it  should be  allowed to  be  a   

multi-party state,  withdraw rom the  Warsaw Pact,  and e j ect all  

oreign orces  rom its  soil.  

The  American reaction was difcult to  read;  most ofcials  in the  US  

government remained silent;  ater all,  it was  highly unlikely that the  

USA would send troops in to  support the  nascent democratic state  

and threaten Soviet security,  and President E isenhower said as  much.  

However,  US  Secretary o S tate  Dulles  gave  a  speech in which he  

pledged US  assistance  to  any country that broke  with the  Soviets,  

regardless  o the  political system they adopted.  

Furthermore,  the  spirit o democracy was  heartily supported in the  

exhortations  o Hungarians  most consistent access  to  the  USA:  Radio  

Free  Europe.  Unortunately,  RFE  was  (and remains)  an independent 

radio  station unded by the  US  government but not directed by the  

government.  This  gave  the  Hungarians  the  illusion that US  help  would 

be  orthcoming,  and that the  world supported their attempt to  break ree  

rom the  Soviet sphere.  

For a  brie moment the  Hungarians  experienced the  resurgence  

o democracy.  Political parties  ormed quickly,  reedom o the  

press  abounded,  political dissidents  were  released rom prison and 

revolutionaries  appeared to  have  won in the  struggle  against the  

Hungarian communists.  

Nagy began the  revolution as  a  communist seeking reorm but he  was  

quickly caught up  in the  spirit o the  movement,  and by the  end o the  

revolution,  he  was  advocating democracy and neutrality.  This  proved to  

be  atal both or him and or the  revolution.  On 30  October he  abolished 

the  one-party state,  and on 1  November,  he  announced that Hungary 

would be  neutral and appealed to  the  UN to  recognize  its  neutrality,  an 

appeal which remained orever unanswered.

On the  day that the  UN voted to  send emergency orces  to  end the  Suez 

C risis,  the  issue  o Hungary was also  raised.  The  UN voted that the  Soviet 

Union should remove its  troops  rom Hungary,  but it was a  resolution 

without teeth;  there  was  no  mechanism to  enorce  this  decision and the  

Soviet Union vetoed the  decision.  The  General Assembly attempted a 

similar resolution,  to  apply moral pressure  i nothing else,  and it passed 
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by an overwhelming majority.  Unlike  the  Suez C risis,  this  did not have  

universal support  the  Warsaw Pact countries  voted against the  measure  

and a number o non-aligned countries  ( including all Middle  Eastern 

countries)  abstained.  

On 4  November 1 95 6 ,  the  revolution  was  crushed.  S oviet  troops 

already in  Hungary began a  brutal  attack on  the  revolutionaries  

who  were  inexperienced and ineective  against  the  Red Army.  The  

C ommunist  Party  was  re installed as  the  only  legal  party  in  Hungary 

and Jnos  Kdr  made  the  head o  the  government.  Nagy sought 

reuge  in  the  Yugoslav embassy,  but  he  was  later  captured and 

deported.  He  was  put  on  trial  and executed or  his  actions  against 

the  communist  government.  As  the  tide  turned,  it  is  e stimated that 

2 00000  Hungarians  led  the  repression  o the  returning  Soviet  orces  

and Hungarian communists ,  which  in  a  population  o  9  million  is  a  

very  s igniicant amount.  Many went to  Austria,  where  the  borders  

were  quickly  closing.

Signifcance 

The  revolution was  a  b loody aair:  2 0  000  Hungarians  were  killed 

against  1 5 00  Soviet  deaths.  B ut,  it  conirmed Soviet  dominance  over 

their  sate llite  s tates .  Along with  Poland,  Hungary le t  Khrushchev 

with  a  sense  o  vulnerability.  Polands  leadership ,  however,  had 

been  provided by  Gomulka,  a  leader  Khrushchev knew and trusted;  

Nagy was  not  so  lucky.  The  Soviets  demonstrated that  they could 

to lerate  dierences  within  the  socialist  world   it  was  threats  to  

S oviet  security  and deection rom socialist  ideology that  could not 

be  to lerated.

From this  point onwards  Khrushchevs  oreign policy was conficted.  

He  would not tolerate  deviation rom the  socialist line  and he  was  

determined to  check perceived US  expansion,  earing that the  USA 

would make gains  at the  Soviet expense.  However,  he  also  remained 

committed to  the  policy o peaceul coexistence,  determined to  divert 

military resources  to  domestic spending to  advance  socialism within 

the  USSR.  Although he  wanted to  concentrate  on domestic aairs,  

he  appreciated the  need or diplomacy and was  ar more  active  in 

international aairs  than S talin ever had been.  

The  shine  o socialism was  urther tarnished despite  this  Soviet success.  

The  USSR was  much weaker than it let on,  and it elt threatened by 

any potential loss.  Relations  with China were  strained and it has  been 

noted that the  only revolutionary activity in the  developed world 

was  occurring in the  Soviet sphere.  It was  increasingly evident that 

communism was imposed,  not desired,  in the  countries  actually in the  

Soviet sphere.

US  inactivity has  been questioned since  the  Revolution and it did not 

recognize  the  Soviet weaknesses.  Rather than reassuring the  Soviets  

by stating that it would not intervene in the  Soviet sphere,  it seemed 
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to  have  the  opposite  eect o emboldening the  Soviets  to  take  action,  

knowing the  USA would not respond.  Dulles  responded to  criticisms 

by stating that there  was  no  basis  or assistance  and the  USA had no  

commitment to  the  communist states,  a  bleak statement that led to  

much criticism both in and outside  o the  USA.

US  action was consistent with the policy o containment,  which sought 

to  prevent the spread o communism but it was inconsistent with 

Eisenhowers bold claim o rollback.  Without that and the action he took in 

Guatemala,  it could have been argued that US  policy ollowed a coherent 

course.  Rollback challenged US  motivations;  developing countries were  

less likely to  see the USA as the idealistic supporter they envisioned and 

instead they approached the USA warily,  uncertain o its  objectives.  This  

position was urther confrmed by the US  response to  the Suez Crisis.

rollback  

An  American  foreign  pol icy  implemented  

under President Eisenhower which  

marked  a  change in  the  pol icy  of 

containment.  Rather than  preventing 

further communist expansion,  the 

objective was to  force regime change 

in  the  communist world  through covert 

operations and  support to  insurgents.

A
T
L

Thinking skil ls

 Hungarians in  front  of the  National  Theatre  in  Blaha  Lujza  Square,  Budapest  in  1956.  

Demonstrators pul led  the  statue of Stal in  to  the  ground  at  Dozsa  Gyorgy  on   

23  October and  hauled  it  by  tractor to Blaha  Lujza  where it  was later smashed to pieces.

What does this photo tel l  you  about the reasons for the Hungarian  uprising?
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In  their own words:  Extract from Khrushchevs 

speech on  the cult  of personality

Comrades,  we must abolish  the cult o the 

individual decisively,  once and or all; we must 

draw the proper conclusions concerning both  

ideological-theoretical and practical work.

It is necessary or this purpose:

First,  in  a  Bolshevik manner to  condemn and 

to  eradicate the cult o the individual as alien  to  

Marxism-Leninism and not consonant with  the 

principles o party leadership and the norms o 

party lie,  and to  ght inexorably all attempts at 

bringing back this practice in  one orm or another.

To return  to  and actually practice in  all our 

ideological work,  the most important theses o 

Marxist-Leninist science about the people as the 

creator o history and as the creator o all material 

and spiritual good o humanity,  about the decisive 

role o the Marxist party in  the revolutionary ght 

or the transormation  o society,  about the victory 

o communism.

In  this connection  we will be orced to  do  much 

work in  order to  examine critically rom  the 

Marxist-Leninist viewpoint and to  correct the 

widely spread erroneous views connected with  

the cult o the individual in  the sphere o history,  

philosophy,  economy,  and o other sciences,  as well 

as in  the literature and the ne arts.  It is  especially 

necessary that in  the immediate uture we compile 

a  serious textbook o the history o our party which  

will be edited in  accordance with  scientic Marxist 

objectivism,  a  textbook o the history o Soviet 

society,  a  book pertaining to  the events o the civil 

war and the great patriotic war.

Secondly,  to  continue systematically and consistently 

the work done by the partys central committee 

during the last years,  a  work characterized by 

minute observation  in  all party organizations,  rom 

the bottom to  the top,  o the Leninist principles o  

party-leadership,  characterized,  above all,  by 

the main  principle o collective leadership,  

characterized by the observation  o the norms o 

party lie described in  the statutes o our party,  

and,  nally,  characterized by the wide practice o 

criticism and sel-criticism.

Thirdly,  to  restore completely the Leninist principles 

o Soviet Socialist democracy,  expressed in  the 

constitution  o the Soviet Union,  to  ght willulness 

o individuals abusing their power.  The evil caused 

by acts violating revolutionary Socialist legality 

which have accumulated during a long time as a  

result o the negative infuence o the cult o the 

individual has to  be completely corrected.

Comrades,  the 20th  Congress o the Communist 

Party o the Soviet Union  has maniested with  a 

new strength  the unshakable unity o our party,  

its cohesiveness around the central committee,  

its resolute will to  accomplish  the great task 

o building communism.  And the act that we 

present in  all the ramications the basic problems 

o overcoming the cult o the individual which  is 

alien  to  Marxism-Leninism,  as well as the problem 

o liquidating its  burdensome consequences,  is  an  

evidence o the great moral and political strength  

o our party.  

We are absolutely certain  that our party,  armed 

with  the historical resolutions o the 20th  Congress,  

will lead the Soviet people along the Leninist path   

to  new successes,  to  new victories.  

Long live the victorious banner o our party-Leninism.

Congressional  Record:  Proceedings and  Debates of the 

84th  Congress,  2nd  Session  (22  May  195611  June 

1956) ,  C11,  Part 7  (4 June 1956) ,  pp.  93899403  

Questions

1  What was Khrushchevs  intention when he  

delivered this  speech?

2  How was  this  extract used by Party members  

in Poland and Hungary?

3  Why would Mao oppose  this  speech?

Source skil ls
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Conceptual  understanding

Key questions

 Why did  both  the USA and  the USSR oppose British  and  French  reactions  

to  national ization  in  1956?

 How did  Nassers role  in  the Suez Crisis afect the role  o the   

Non-Al igned  Movement? 

Key concepts

 Causation

 Signicance

2.6  The Suez Crisis

With the Suez Crisis  the Cold War moved to  the Middle East.  The Egyptian 

decision to  nationalize  the Suez Canal inuriated the British and French 

who were in the midst o losing their empires through decolonization.  

The USA and Soviet Union were not initially inclined to  act but the Israeli 

invasion o Egypt changed their courses.  Serving a mediating role,  the  

United Nations intervened to  separate the belligerents and implement a  

ceasere,  thereby preventing the crisis  rom escalating.

As  in the  Korean War,  the  events  o 1 956  show very clearly that Europe  

no  longer took precedence  in international aairs.  As  revolutions  

threatened the  Soviet regimes  in eastern Europe,  other countries,  while  

somewhat sympathetic,  did nothing to  assist these  countries  in their 

attempts  at liberalization.  Illustrative  o this  is  that,  in the  autumn o 

1 956,  the  world was  ocused on the  events  o the  Middle  East rather 

than the  revolution unolding in Hungary.  The  Suez C risis  showed the  

importance  o that region,  and more  generally,  o the  emerging  

Non-Aligned Movement.  As  decolonization continued,  both the   

western and Soviet sectors  sought to  extend infuence  in those  areas  

aected;  Egypt was not the  start or the  end o this  trend but its  relations 

with the  superpowers  refected the  ability o smaller states  to  use  Cold 

War rivalry to  achieve  their own objectives.

The  Suez C risis  was  the  result o a  number o actors,  but ultimately 

it can be  traced back to  the  decline  o B ritain and France  as  colonial 

powers.  Western historians  usually begin examining the  crisis  with the  

US  decision to  renege  on promised unding or the  Aswan High Dam 

project,  but this  ignores  the  complexity o the  situation in Egypt in 1 956.  

In reality,  among participants  in the  crisis  itsel Israel,  the  USA and 

the  Soviet Union were  the  least involved in causing the  crisis;  instead,  

Anglo-French actions  and those  o Egyptian leader Gamal Abdel Nasser 

bore  most o the  responsibility in causing this  crisis.

Causes

From his  earliest  days  Nasser  was  an Egyptian nationalist  who 

desired the  expulsion o the  B ritish  and o the  Egyptian royal amily 

which he  rightly perceived as  corrupt and e litist.  D espite  initial 
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re j ection rom the  military due  to  an  impoverished background 

and lack o connections,  Nasser  rose  to  the  rank o colonel in  the  

Egyptian army.  Although he  was  well  spoken and charismatic,  Nasser 

lacked the  authority  o rank and thus  enlisted the  assistance  o 

General Muhammad Naguib  to  overthrow King Farouk in  July 1 95 2  

through a  b loodless  coup.  Naguib  may have  been the  ocial  head o 

government but it  was  generally  accepted that Nasser  had the  support 

o most o the  ocer  corps,  and so  Naguibs  aspirations  or  democracy 

were  thwarted and he  was  ousted in  1 954,  despite  widespread 

popularity  among the  Egyptian public.

Once  ocially in power,  Nasser began his  programme  a  combination 

o Arab  nationalism and ambitious  social policies  designed to  modernize  

Egypt.  Nasser was an avowed Arab nationalist and there  were  two core  

components  to  his  view:  a  strong anti- Israel stance  and anti-colonialism.  

As  an ocer he  participated in the  ailed war against Israel in 1 948   

and saw the  eradication o the  Israeli state  as  a  core  component o  

Pan-Arabism.  He  saw himsel as  the  potential leader o all Middle  

Eastern states,  not just Egypt,  and used anti- Israeli rhetoric as  a  cohesive  

orce.  To  his  annoyance,  B ritish military orces  remained in Egypt and he  

identied the  Suez Canal as  the  principal reason or this.  Nasser elt that 

he  needed a stronger military so  that he  could eectively challenge  both 

Israel and the  B ritish.

Economic and social reorms were  necessary to  improve  the  lives  o the  

majority o Egyptians.  Both were  intended to  replace  the  power o the  

elites  with a  better standard o living or all.  To  acilitate  this,  Nasser 

elt that religion needed to  be  removed rom public lie  and infuence,  

thus  he  saw secularism as  essential to  achieving equality.  From personal 

experience  he  also  strove  to  introduce  parity in education so  that all 

Egyptian children had access  to  education.  Prior to  the  1 952  revolution 

6%  o the  population owned 65%  o the  land and controlled the  most 

ertile,  productive  lands.  He  established a maximum or land ownership  

and redistributed the  land to  peasants.  He  also  reserved the  right to  

nationalize  businesses  and by 1 962  the  government controlled over 

50%  o business  in the  country.  However,  this  was  not enough and he  

elt that the  Nile  River needed to  be  controlled to  improve  the  national 

economy.  However,  this  would only be  possible  through rebuilding a 

modern dam on the  site  o an existing one  built at Aswan  800  km 

south o Cairo   but the  project was costly and the  Egyptian government 

did not have  the  unding.  

Initially,  unding was  oered by both the  USA and B ritain  in  1 95 5 .  

Almost 90%  o the  unding was  to  come  rom the  USA but the  

idea  came  rom B ritish  Foreign S ecretary Anthony Eden,  who  saw 

economic assistance  as  a  way to  preserve  western control  o the  

region.  In  the  USA,  John Foster  Dulles  hoped that these  economic 

ties  would make  Egypt more  amenable  to  improving  relations  with 

Israel.  Rather than becoming more  agreeable ,  Nasser  perceived that 

he  was  valuable  to  the  western countries  and continued to  pursue  his  

own independent policies  that did not  conorm to  e ither  s ide  o  the  

East-West ideological divide.
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In May 1 956  Nasser withdrew recognition o nationalist China or 

that o the  Peoples  Republic o China,  a  deliberate  aront to  the  USA,  

which was  strongly pro-Taiwan.  At the  same time the  Soviets  sent their 

oreign minister to  Egypt to  broker fnancial and military agreements  

with Nasser.  These  events,  coupled with an arms agreement concluded 

between Egypt and Czechoslovakia in September 1 955 ,  proved to  be  

too  much to  bear or the  USA and in June 1 956  Dulles  inormed the  

Egyptian ambassador that the  dam was  too  expensive  and too  risky,  and 

thereore  the  USA was  withdrawing its  unding.

The Soviets  were  oering assistance,  but Nasser wanted to  keep  his  

options  open.  The  solution to  fnancial and nationalistic aspirations  

was available  to  him right in his  own country:  the  Suez Canal.  The  

British military presence  in Egypt was  supposed to  end according to  a  

1 936  treaty but 80  000  troops  remained to  protect the  Canal.  Both the  

B ritish and Egyptians  recognized that the  orce  was  not large  enough to  

challenge  Egyptian opposition but the  B ritish remained confdent that 

the  Egyptians  would not challenge  their authority.  That confdence  was  

clearly in error as  on 26  July 1 946  Nasser nationalized the  Suez Canal.  

The Crisis:  initiation of hostilities and  

nuclear blackmail  

The  B ritish approached the  French,  sensing that they would fnd 

sympathy as  it  was  generally assumed that Nasser was  assisting 

Algerian rebels  in  a  war o independence  against the  French.  Also,  

French citizens  were  shareholders  or the  Canal along with the  B ritish 

government,  and nationalization limited the  oil  supply to  Europe,  

which went through the  Canal.  The  French were  equally outraged and 

both countries  demanded a  return o the  Canal but Nasser reused.  

The  B ritish and French still  wanted a  return o what they saw as  their 

territory but knew that they could not act openly.  They enlisted the  

assistance  o the  Israelis  who  were  more  than willing to  make  a  

pre-emptive  strike  against a  hostile  neighbour whose  leader constantly 

called or their countrys  annihilation.  

On 26  October 1 956  the  Israeli army invaded the  S inai Peninsula and 

occupied the  territory.  The  plan  denied by all  three  governments  

at that time   was  that the  Israelis  would secure  the  Canal and then 

B ritish and French navies  would come in to  restore  peace  and reoccupy 

the  Canal.  Two  days  later,  B ritish and French orces  arrived to  reinorce  

Israeli  successes  and retake  the  Canal.  The  three  governments  thought 

they would have  US  oil to  assist them against a  Middle  Eastern 

embargo,  but they were  surprised that President E isenhower reused 

to  provide  them with petroleum,  a  move  that ultimately led to  their 

withdrawal.  

The  matter was  almost immediately reerred to  the  UN,  which issued a 

proposal or the  withdrawal o oreign troops  rom Egypt.  The  problem 

in the  UN at the  time was  that the  ambassadors  were  also  trying to  

come to  an agreement regarding the  revolution in Hungary and Nagys  

appeals  or assistance.  The  Suez C risis,  however,  was  seen as  more  

immediately important to  more  countries  as  so  much o the  worlds  
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oil was  transported through the  Suez Canal.  The  USA had clearly 

stated that it opposed any military action being taken in the  region 

and had counselled France  and Britain against taking action ater the  

nationalization o the  Suez Canal.  

The  Soviet Union thought that these  US  statements  were  posturing and 

that it was  covertly supporting its  allies,  even as  mounting evidence  rom 

oreign embassies  demonstrated that the  USA had no  oreknowledge  

o the  attack and that it was  indeed displeased with its  allies.  At the  

time,  Khrushchev was  ocused on the  revolution in Hungary and while  

the  Anglo-French-Israeli attack on Egypt took him by o guard he  

saw an opportunity to  make a bold stance  in support o Nasser and the  

cause  o Pan-Arabism.  In what is  now sometimes  called his  nuclear 

blu  the  USSR notied the  aggressors  that there  would be  Soviet 

military retaliation against them or their actions in Egypt.  At the  same 

time,  Moscow called on the  USA to  work with it by sending a j oint 

peacekeeping mission to  the  Middle  East.

The  USA position remained unclear.  The  USSR and the  USA both shared 

a strong opposition to  colonialism but little  else;  the  USA supported 

Israel and had rejected Nasser when the  USSR was embracing Nasser 

and providing promises  o nancial assistance.  First,  E isenhower issued 

a warning to  the  Soviets  against reckless  suggestions  o nuclear war.  

However,  it also  threatened unilateral economic sanctions  against 

France,  Israel and Britain i they did not withdraw their orces  and 

blocked the  International Monetary Fund rom providing the  B ritish 

with emergency loans.  The  result was nearly immediate:  on 7  November 

the  B ritish began the  withdrawal o their orces  and the  French were  

compelled to  do  so  as  well since  theirs  were  under B ritish command.  The  

Israelis  held out a  bit longer,  but they nally withdrew their orces  in 

March 1 957  under international pressure.

The USA also  chose  to  go  through the  United Nations  but bypassed the  

Security Council so  that the  B ritish and French would not have  veto  

power.  For the  rst time,  an emergency session o the  General Assembly 

was  called and on 2  November a  resolution that demanded immediate  

withdrawal o all orces  passed 64 to  5 ,  with Soviet support.  The  

Canadian delegation,  led by Lester B  Pearson,  had suggested creating an 

international emergency orce  to  go  to  Egypt and enorce  the  ceasere.  

On 4 November 1 956,  the  UN resolved to  send an emergency orce  to  

the  Middle  East to  help  stabilize  the  situation until Israeli and Egyptian 

troops withdrew.  This  action created the  B lue  Helmets,  UN orces  that 

are  dispatched to  confict areas  to  help  keep  the  peace.  The  role  these  

orces  would play was  unclear;  they were  not to  be  active  belligerents  as  

UN orces  had been in the  Korean War,  and they were  to  march under 

the  fag o the  UN,  rather than o individual countries.

Signifcance o the Suez Crisis

The signicance  o the  Suez C risis  was as  varied and complex as  its  

causes.  Most clearly,  the  Suez C risis  led to  a  shit in the  role  o the  

United Nations.  Now the  UN had a template  or sending troops  and 

would continue to  do  so  in uture  crises.  In 1 956,  the  B lue  Helmets  

came rom the  middle  powers   B razil,  Canada,  Colombia,  Denmark,  
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Finland,  India,  Indonesia,  Norway,  Poland,  Sweden and Yugoslavia  as  

they were  seen as  having oreign policies  supportive  o UN initiatives  

rst and oremost.  In the  Suez C risis  they evacuated the  confict areas,  

separated Egyptian and Israeli orces,  and remained in occupation to  

check that the  ceasere  lines  were  being observed by both sides.  The  

precedent or peacekeeping was  set.

However,  a  sad lesson was  learned by the  Hungarian revolutionaries,  

and another eect o the  crisis  was that the  world turned its  attention 

away rom the  events  in eastern Europe.  As  the  UN passed resolutions  

in support o Egypt,  those  regarding Hungary languished.  There  was  also  

the  uncomortable  truth that Egypt,  in the  Middle  East,  with proximity 

to  Israel and oil- rich countries,  and with a population o 22  million,  was  

more  signicant to  world aairs.  Hungary had 7  million people  and was  

geographically in the  Soviet sphere;  it was  unrealistic to  expect other 

powers  to  intervene.

For the  B ritish and French,  they were  orced to  recognize  that their 

infuence  had signicantly weakened.  Their colonies  continued to  

slip  away rom them.  They did maintain some economic and social 

infuence  but their diplomatic infuence  paled in comparison to  the  USA 

and the  USSR.  For the  B ritish,  this  meant even closer ties  to  the  USA.  

With the  exception o the  Falklands  (or Malvinas)  War in 1 982 ,  B ritish 

military action has  come only with USA support.  The  French chose  to  

align themselves  closer to  the  continental countries  through the  Treaty 

o Rome and the  ormation o the  European Common Market.  They 

also  made themselves  militarily autonomous,  leaving NATOs  military 

command in 1 966  and developing their own independent nuclear 

programme.

Khrushchev elt that his  ultimatum to  the  aggressors  was  one  o 

his  crowning glories  and that he  was  responsible  or the  Anglo-

French-Israeli withdrawal.  He  was  very impressed by Nasser and his  

revolutionary tendencies  were  infamed by Pan-Arabism.  His  view was  

that the  B ritish and French only acted because  they thought Soviet 

attention was  diverted by the  Hungarian revolution and the  nuclear 

ultimatum was  duly heeded;  the  USSR was nally getting the  respect it 

deserved.  The  Soviets  also  responded by rushing into  the  Middle  East,  

hoping to  ll the  void let by the  B ritish,  alarming the  USA and leading 

to  shits  in its  policies.

The  Suez C risis  was  the  last time the  USA took action against Israel,  

seeing Israel as  its  most consistent and loyal ally in the  region.  In an 

attempt to  gain infuence  in the  region,  the  E isenhower Doctrine  was 

created which stated that the  USA would provide  assistance  to  Middle  

Eastern countries  to  prevent the  spread o communism and Soviet 

infuence  in the  area.  The  Middle  Eastern countries  were  not so  easily 

led by this  assistance.  Nasser showed the  developing world that they 

were  not reliant on the  superpowers  and could use  their own positions  

in the  bipolar struggle  to  their advantage   not simply at the  behest 

o the  USA and the  USSR.  Authoritarian leaders  also  learned that 

supporting anti-communism could cover a  multitude  o sins  in the  

minds  o US  policymakers,  leading the  USA to  establish alliances  with 

some o the  most ruthless  dictators  in the  developing world.
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In  their own  words:  Speech by  President 

Nasser of the United  Arab Republic,   

15  September 1956

In  these days and in  such  circumstances Egypt 

has resolved to  show the world that when small 

nations decide to  preserve their sovereignty,  they 

will do that all right and that when these small 

nations are ully determined to  deend their rights 

and maintain  their dignity,  they will undoubtedly 

succeed in  achieving their ends 

I am speaking in  the name o every Egyptian  Arab 

and in  the name o all ree countries and o all those 

who believe in  liberty and are ready to  deend it.  I 

am speaking in  the name o principles proclaimed 

by these countries in  the Atlantic Charter.  But they 

are now violating these principles and it has become 

our lot to  shoulder the responsibility o reafrming 

and establishing them anew 

We have tried by all possible means to  cooperate 

with  those countries which claim to  assist smaller 

nations and which  promised to  collaborate with  

us but they demanded their ees in  advance.  This 

we reused so  they started to  fght with  us.  They 

said they will pay toward building the High  Dam 

and then  they withdrew their oer and cast doubts 

on  the Egyptian  economy.  Are we to  declaim our 

sovereign  right? Egypt insists her sovereignty must 

remain  intact and reuses to  give up any part o that 

sovereignty or the sake o money.

Egypt nationalized the Egyptian  Suez Canal 

company.  When Egypt granted the concession  to  de 

Lesseps it was stated in  the concession  between the 

Egyptian  Government and the Egyptian  company 

that the company o the Suez Canal is an  Egyptian 

company subject to  Egyptian authority.  Egypt 

nationalized this Egyptian company and declared 

reedom o navigation  will be preserved.

But the imperialists became angry.  Britain  and 

France said Egypt grabbed the Suez Canal as i it 

were part o France or Britain.  The British  Foreign 

Secretary orgot that only two years ago he signed 

an  agreement stating the Suez Canal is an  integral 

part o Egypt.

Egypt declared she was ready to  negotiate.  

But as soon  as negotiations began threats and 

intimidations started 

We believe in  international law.  But we will never 

submit.  We shall show the world how a small 

country can  stand in  the ace o great powers 

threatening with  armed might.  Egypt might be a  

small power but she is great inasmuch as she has 

aith  in  her power and convictions.  

I eel quite certain  every Egyptian  shares the same 

convictions as I do and believes in  everything I am 

stressing now.

Speech by  President Nasser of the United  Arab Republic,  

15  September 1956

Questions

1  List the  main ideas  presented in Nassers  

speech.

2  Who is  his  intended audience?

3  What is  the  message  conveyed in this  speech?

Source skil ls
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A
T
L Thinking and  self-management skil ls

Examine the map below and  consider the  importance o:

  the Egyptian  Blockade

  the reason  or Israel i  troop movements towards the Canal

  the deployment o British  and  French  paratroopers.

British  paratroops

French  paratroops

Israel i  paratroops

Suez Canal  zone

Egyptian  blockade

Israel i  troop movements

ISRAEL

EGYPT
JORDAN

Suez Canal

Cairo

Gulf of Suez

SINAI
PENINSULA

Al  Tor

Gulf of Aqaba

Ei lat

Sharm  a l -Sheikh

3 1

8

5 7

2

4 6

2

Port Sald

Ismai l ia

Troop movements rom the Israel i  actions in  October 1956 to  the Anglo-French 

withdrawal  in  December 1956:

1  29  October:  Israel i  paratroops dropped  east o town o Suez 

2 30 October:  More paratroops dropped  to  the  east o M itla  Pass.  Troops begin  

crossing the border at Qussaima

3 31  October:  British  bombs dropped  on  Cairo  and  Cairo  International  Airport 

4 2 November:  Israel i  paratroops land  near Al  Tor,  west o Sinai  

5 5 November:  British  paratroops land  west o Port Said  French  paratroops land  

south  o Port Said  

6 5 November:  Israel is capture Sharm al -Sheikh  to  l it blockade o Gul o Aqaba

7 6 November:  Anglo-French invasion  orce bombardment and  landings 

8 7 November:  Anglo-French orces claim to  have occupied  most o the Suez 

Canal  zone as ar as Ismail ia,  when UN  orders a  halt to  fghting 

  21  November:  First UN  troops land  at Port Said  

  23  November:  British  and  French  orces begin  withdrawal  rom Egypt 

  22  December:  Withdrawal  completed  at midnight
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Conceptual  understanding

Key  question

 Why did  the newly  created  state of the Congo col lapse into regional ism and  

civil  war in  1960?

Key  concepts

 Change

 Perspective

2.7  Congo Crisis,  19601964

The Congo demonstrated to  the  world the  eect o colonial boundaries  

on the  newly created states  that emerged ater the  Second World War.   

As  various groups  tried to  establish themselves  as  leaders  in the  Congo,  

European economic interests  also  intervened in the  country to  maintain 

their dominance  over resources.  The  end result was  a  splintering o the  

country that was  only solved by UN involvement.  Unlike  the  Suez C risis,  

the  UN orces  became actively involved in the  military actions  that 

eventually resolved the  crisis.

Causes

Within days  o its  independence  the  Congo presented the  world with the  

complexities  aced by ormer colonies.  Although it had a democratically 

elected government led by President Joseph Kasavubu and Prime 

Minister Patrice  Lumumba,  the  country was  raught with confict rom 

the  beginning.  The  Belgian Congo consisted o lands  taken by King 

Leopold II that bore  little  relation to  ethnic or national borders,  making 

national cohesion dicult.  As  a  resource-rich area,  Europeans  had 

little  desire  to  leave  having become rich exploiting its  resources.  Both 

the  USA and the  USSR wanted to  add it to  their list o client states  in a  

bid to  win the  global balance  o power:  E isenhower hoped or a  stable,  

pro-western government while  Khrushchev hoped or a  revolutionary,  

socialist regime.  Both were  disappointed.  

The  Congo  was  given independence  rom Belgium in June  1 960  but its  

rst government lasted barely two  weeks.  The  power structure  within 

the  country was  enough to  destabilize  it;  when the  army mutinied 

against its  B elgian ocers  in  early July,  it  undermined the  authority 

o the  government.  The  causes  o the  mutiny were  understandable:  

the  Arican Congolese  wanted better pay and opportunities  or 

advancement in the  military but the  mutiny soon turned into  a  

display o anger against remaining European residents.  In response,  

the  Belgian government sent paratroopers  that were  charged with 

protecting the  roughly 1 00  000  European residents  located in and 

around Leopoldville  (Kinshasa) .  This  was  a  clearly illegal act as  the  

Congo  Republic was  an independent country and Belgian reasons  or 

doing so  were  seen as  suspect.  
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Further complicating matters,  on 1 1  July the  southern region o 

Katanga seceded rom Congo  and a  rival government under Moise  

Tshombe  was  established there.  This  was  especially damaging to  the  

new country as  Katanga was  incredibly rich in resources   60%  o 

the  worlds  uranium and 80%  o its  industrial diamonds  came  rom 

this  region.  Due  its  wealth,  Tshombe  had the  support and assistance  

o European investors  and industrialists  who  hoped to  maintain their 

economic interests  in  the  region.  

UN, US and Soviet intervention

In an attempt to  receive  outside  assistance  in a  legal,  international 

ramework,  Lumumba appealed to  the  UN or assistance.  On 1 3  July 

1 960,  the  UN called on Belgian troops  to  withdraw and sent a  UN 

intervention orce  called Opration des  Nations  Unies  au Congo or 

ONUC.  Resolution 1 43  clearly dened the  role  o the  UN orces:  restore  

law and order and maintain it;  prevent the  involvement o other 

countries  in the  confict;  assist in building the  Congolese  economy;  and 

restoration o stability o the  country.  It was  made equally clear that 

UN orces  would not take  sides;  they were  instructed that they could 

only re  upon belligerents  i they themselves  were  red upon.  In one  o 

its  largest missions,  the  UN sent 1 0  000  troops,  mostly rom Asian and 

Arican countries,  to  serve  as  peacekeepers.

This  was  not what Lumumba had hoped or:  he  desired UN assistance  

in deeating Tshombes  competing leadership  in the  south,  arguing 

that the  Congo would never be  truly stabilized until this  region was  

under the  control o the  central government.  When UN Secretary 

Dag Hammarskjld reused,  Lumumba accused the  UN o siding with 

the  Europeans  and appealed to  the  USSR or help.  The  Soviets  agreed 

to  provide  military assistance  and Lumumba launched an attack on 

Katanga that proved unsuccessul.  

The  USA had cautiously supported the  Security Council resolution,  

hoping to  prevent Soviet intervention,  and this  turn o events  appeared 

to  be  what they eared most:  that Lumumba,  a  charismatic leader,  

was turning to  communism and that the  Congo was vulnerable  to  

Marxism.  At that moment the  USA began plans  to  unseat,  and possibly 

assassinate,  Lumumba and put pressure  on the  Congolese  government 

or his  removal.  As  a  result,  President Kasavubu removed him as  Prime 

Minister.  Lumumba,  however,  continued to  have  popular support,  

especially in the  eastern provinces.  In act,  the  parliament reinstated 

him as  Prime Minister but to  no  avail.  Lumumba established another 

government  this  one  in Stanleyville   again requesting Soviet 

assistance.  The  USSR provided him with weapons and it appeared that 

he  would be  able  to  deend his  position.  

At this  point it looked as  i the  Congo was  heading to  a  multiaceted 

civil war in which sides  and support were  unclear.  To  prevent civil war 

in the  country,  Colonel Joseph Mobutu overthrew the  government and 

ordered the  removal o Soviet orces  rom the  country in an attempt to  

stabilize  the  situation.  In the  minds o American policymakers  this  was  

sucient or him to  be  branded an anti-communist and the  USA began 

to  und him.  
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In November 1 960  Lumumba was  arrested by Mobutos  orces.  Even 

when detained Mobuto considered him a threat to  his  own control and 

eared that as  long as  Lumumba lived he  would have  a  support base  

that would be  powerul enough to  stage  a  coup  against the  Congolese  

government.  On 1 7  January 1 961 ,  Lumumba was  arrested,  publicly 

beaten and orced to  eat copies  o his  own speeches;  ater this  he  

disappeared rom public view although it was later confrmed that he  

had been murdered on the  same day.  His  government in S tanleyville  

still existed and in 1 961  our dierent groups  claimed a certain degree  o 

control or autonomy in the  Congo. 2

For its  part the  Security Council gave  the  UN orces  the  right to  use  

orce  to  stabilize  the  country,  the  denial o which had led Lumumba to  

approach the  Soviets.  Perhaps  alarmed by this  potential invasion,  three  

o the  our competing groups  convened to  agree  upon a  government.  

All  but Tshombes  action met and agreed to  accept a  government 

under Cyrille  Adoula who  appealed to  the  UN to  assist the  reunited 

government in  deeating the  Katanga government.  Surprisingly the  

UN agreed and in August 1 961  5 000  troops  launched an attack on 

Katanga.  

The  situation was urther complicated in September 1 961  when UN 

Secretary General Dag Hammarskjld died in a  plane  crash on his  way to  

negotiate  a  ceasefre  with the  rival actions.  The  reasons  behind the  crash 

remain unclear and there  are  those  who suspect it was shot down by 

parties  who stood to  lose  rom an armistice  such as  the  mining interests  

in Katanga.  Regardless  o the  reason,  the  death o Hammarskjld held up  

the  ceasefre  while  the  UN confrmed his  replacement,  U Thant.

A devout Buddhist and pacifst,  the  Burmese  leader was unaraid to  use  

orce  when necessary.  In December 1 962  Tshombe launched attacks  

on UN orces  and Thant responded with Operation Grand S lam,  a  

counteroensive  that successully deeated Tshombes  orces  and united 

Katanga with the  rest o the  country in 1 963 .  

Signifcance

The situation in the  Congo had two important ramifcations  or the  UN.   

First,  it showed that the  UN could use  orce  in a civil disturbance i asked 

to  do  so  by the  legitimate  government o that country.  Many criticized 

the  UN or what was perceived as  taking sides,  yet others  saw this  as  

necessary or preventing the  outbreak o civil war and keeping the  Congo 

as  a whole,  viable  country.  It also  helped defne the  role  o the  Secretary 

General.  Hammarskjld was not simply a  bureaucrat or public ace;  he  

was instrumental in making policies  and pushing through the  Security 

Council resolutions that allowed the use  o orce.  U Thant continued and 

expanded upon Hammarskjlds  policies  and played an equally active  

role  in UN decision-making.  Furthermore,  the  UNs  humanitarian aid  

was  seen as  critical in preventing the  spread o disease  and amine 

through ood and medical relie programmes that were  ongoing 

throughout the  crisis.

2   The  ourth government was  a  breakaway republic led by the  sel-appointed 

King Albert Kalonj i.
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However,  in the  atermath o the  crisis,  a  number o countries  protested 

against the  UNs  actions  by not providing their agreed-upon allocation 

to  pay or the  intervention in the  Congo.  This  amounted to  $400  million 

and nearly bankrupted the  UN.  In particular the  USSR,  France  and 

Belgium reused,  but this  was  seen as  sel- interest on their parts,  rather 

than criticism o UN actions.

In terms o the development o the Cold War,  the Congo Crisis  saw the  

intervention o both o the superpowers,  although Soviet involvement was  

much more open.  This historical view posits  Khrushchev as  emotionally 

involved in advancing an ideological cause,  but there are  ew studies on 

Soviet policy and motivations regarding the Congo Crisis.  When Mobutu 

demanded the expulsion o the Soviets he gave them 48  hours to  vacate  

the embassy and they burned most o their documents,  rather than 

leave them behind,  leaving a urther void in the inormation available  

regarding the USSR in the Congo.  The Soviets did try to  assist in providing 

humanitarian assistance to  the rebels by prevailing on its  ally,  Sudan,  

but it reused to  transport ood and medicine.  When the secessionist 

government in the east made requests  or assistance and the establishment 

o an embassy in Moscow,  Khrushchev delayed his responses.  In the end 

he provided $500,000 in nancial backing and coordinated with Ghanas  

leader Kwame Nkrumah but this was thwarted when the USA provided 

$30 million to  Ghana or a public works project on the Volta River in 1 961 .

Khrushchev also  miscalculated in his  dealings  with Hammarskjld.  

He  used the  Secretary Generals  expanded actions  in the  Congo as  a  

means  to  propose  a  new orm o leadership  in the  UN  a  troika o 

elected ocials  to  represent the  Soviet,  western and Aro-Asian blocs.  

In the  end,  this  made the  Soviets  seem more  opportunistic and they 

lost infuence,  even in the  Congo,  where  Lumumbas  successor Antoine  

Gizenga approached the  USA and asked or assistance,  stating that they 

were  not communists,  but politically neutral orces  trying to  reestablish 

order in the  country.  The  Soviets  admitted deeat and supported the  

ormation o government proposed in 1 963 .  Their policy appears  to  be  

the  combination o ideology and pragmatism seen elsewhere.

The Eisenhower administration initially supported the Belgian intervention 

due to its ear that Lumumba might put into place a pro-Soviet government,  

while the Soviets clearly denounced it.  When Lumumba appealed to the UN 

in 1 960,  the USA agreed to support UN orces in the area to replace Belgian 

troops.  Furthermore,  it has been argued that the CIA was very active in 

trying to assassinate Lumumba,  going so ar as to transport viruses to use in 

covert attempts.  What is a bit clearer is  that CIA chie Allen Dulles ordered 

his assassination and the agency made contact with Congolese individuals  

willing to carry out this action.  Available documentation demonstrates that 

there was no knowledge o the circumstances o Lumumbas death at the  

time,  but even the accuracy o that should be challenged.

Although the USA did not send troops to  participate in the peacekeeping 

actions,  the USA did provide air support when requested by Thant to  

airlit UN troops to  Katanga.  The USA tried to  encourage other countries  

to  apply economic pressure on Tshombe via sanctions,  but British and 

Belgian ocials  were unwilling to  do so.  Ater the deaths o Lumumba 

and Hammarskjld the US  position was much more supportive o UN 
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mediation;  it was thus very supportive of Thants  initiatives both in 

mediation and the military action that brought the collapse of the Katanga 

secessionist movement.  It even considered sending its  own forces to  assist 

ONUC  actions,  but it proved unnecessary after successes in January 1 963.

When he seized power from Kasavubu in 1 965  with the assistance of 

the CIA,  Mobuto continued to  have the support of the West who saw 

him as  anti-communist and pro-western.  His regime lasted as  long as  the  

Cold War itself,  but once the USSR collapsed in 1 991 ,  western powers no  

longer saw his  brutal,  dictatorial regime as desirable,  and his  international 

support base eroded.  In 1 996,  the opposition leader Laurent Kabila 

launched an assault on the Mobuto regime and ousted it,  placing himself 

in power.  Mobuto died one year later in exile  in Morocco.

In  their own words:  Patrice Lumumba

I am not a communist.  The colonialists have campaigned against me 

throughout the country because I am a revolutionary and demand the 

abolition of the colonial regime,  which ignored our human dignity.  They look 

upon me as a communist because I refused to be bribed by the imperialists.

From an interview to  a  France-Soir  correspondent on 22  July 1 960  

Question

How far do  you agree  with Lumumbas  view of why western powers  

opposed him?

Source skil ls

A
T
L

Social  and  communication  skil ls

Choose one of the fol lowing delegations:

  National  government

  South  Kasai

  Katanga

  Rebel  forces in  Orientale

  Belgium

  United  Nationsa

  USSR

  USA

While  accurately  representing your constituency,  

try  to  come to  an  equitable  solution  to  the  crisis 

that includes the establ ishment of a  successful  

government and  removes foreign  armies from 

Congolese soil .

National  government led  by Mobuto 

Rival  government in  Stanleyvi l le,
in itia l ly led  by Lumumba

Autonomous state of South  Kasai
led  by King  Albert Kalonj i

Independent state of Katanga
led  by Tshombe 

O rien ta le

Kivu

Kasa i

Ka tanga

Leopoldvi l l e

qua teu r

 Division  of the Congo
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Conceptual  understanding

Key questions

 Why did  Khrushchev issue his u ltimatums regarding West Berl in?

 How did  the creation  o the Berl in  Wal l  afect Germany  ater 1961?

Key concepts

 Causation

 Consequence

2.8  Berl in  Crisis  and  the Berl in  wall

With the  success  o the  Berlin airlit,  Berlin remained divided and under 

our-power control,  despite  its  location within the  Soviet sphere.  Berlin 

was an open city that allowed the  ree  movement o Germans,  which 

led to  the  loss  o East Germans on a daily basis.  To  support the  East 

German government and stem the  fow,  Khrushchev sought a  solution 

through threat o orce  that aected his  relations  with E isenhower and 

Kennedy.  Oten ignored in the  analysis  o events  in Berlin is  the  role  o 

East and West Germany,  both o which sought a  show o support rom 

the  superpowers.

Causes

The efects o a  d ivided  Germany
At Potsdam the B ig Three  agreed upon joint governance o Berlin,  and 

Berlin was treated as  an entity separate  rom Germany,  but access  to  

Berlin was never negotiated;  roads and air corridors  were  determined but 

there  was no ormal mechanism.  Allied military trac was supposed to  

be  overseen by the  Soviets  but in reality the  gates  were  controlled by East 

Germans.  From the creation o the  German Democratic Republic in 1 949,  

the  status  o Berlin was tenuous at best and touchy or both superpowers.  

The Soviets  increasingly elt pressure due to  the western presence in 

Berlin,  and Khrushchev sought to  solve the problems that the East 

Germans aced.  This  democratic,  capitalistic enclave was in the middle  

o East Germany,  and the open border urther complicated the situation.  

According to  his  memoirs,  Khrushchev wanted a peace treaty with the  

western powers regarding Germany;  as  reunication was impossible  he  

sought the ormal recognition o two German states and the establishment 

o Berlin as a ree city  a proposal rejected by the western powers.  

Beore  the  onset o the  Berlin C risis,  Berlin was  an open city,  a  situation 

that led to  two problems or East Germany.  First,  there  was the  drain 

o skilled workers  who could oten nd the  same positions  but at much 

higher pay in West Berlin or even in West Germany.  Second,  West 

Berliners  could travel reely to  the  east and purchase  goods  and services  

at much cheaper prices  than were  available  in West Berlin.  This  led to  a  

scarcity o goods  and services  or the  East Berliners  who could not aord 

the  same prices  as  West Berliners.
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Trying to  bring an end to  the  paradox o Berlin,  on 1 0  November 1 958  

Khrushchev delivered a speech in which he  unilaterally demanded 

an end to  the  our-power occupation o Berlin.  More  specically,  he  

threatened to  withdraw and turn East Berlin over to  the  East German 

government,  no  longer treating it as  its  own separate  political entity.  

In doing so,  he  thought this  might put urther pressure  on the  western 

states  who would then withdraw their own orces  and leave  Berlin to  

the  communist East Germans.

On 27  November,  he  took things  urther through ormal diplomatic 

notes  sent to  France,  B ritain and the  USA,  proposing a peace  treaty in 

which the  our occupation powers  would recognize  both German states  

and the  establishment o Berlin as  a  ree  city.  He  ollowed this  up  with a 

drat peace  treaty,  which he  presented to  them on 1 0  January 1 959.  The  

implied threat was that the  USSR would sign a separate  treaty with East 

Germany and then the  other powers  would have  to  negotiate  access  to  

Berlin with East Germany.

The USA was  earul o another blockade,  either by East Germany or the  

Soviets.  With assistance  that West Berlin received through the  European 

Recovery Program it quickly became a much larger,  industrial centre  and 

an airlit would no  longer be  sucient to  meet the  citys  needs  in the  

event o an emergency.  The  demand or a  treaty was  interpreted by the  

western countries  as  a  means  o enorcing the  integration o all o Berlin 

into  East Germany,  and this  would be  rejected.

What the  western powers  did not understand was  that Khrushchev saw 

the  lack o a  treaty with Germany ( either whole  or divided)  as  a  threat 

to  Soviet security.  The  Second World War had ended 1 3  years  ago   

but the  Soviets  still  saw a  strong,  nationalistic Germany as  a  threat,   

and Khrushchev was  particularly earul o West Germany obtaining 

nuclear weapons.  He  notied the  West German government that 

discussions  on German reunication would be  impossible  i the  German 

legislature  passed resolutions  authorizing nuclear weapons  on West 

German soil.  Even so,  the  Bundestag passed the  resolution,  provoking 

alarm in the  Kremlin.

When the  other powers  reused his  demands or a  treaty,  Khrushchev 

was  let with ew options.  He  considered the  use  o nuclear weapons,  but 

the  questions that arose  included who would be  targeted and whether or 

not Berlin was worth nuclear war.  In the  end,  he  decided that it was not,  

and this  threat was  disposed o,  but the  idea o a  conventional military 

confict between powers  in Berlin was  not abandoned.  

In act,  there  was,  at one  point,  a  stand-o right on the  border between 

US  and Soviet tanks  that was  solved diplomatically.  Ultimately,  

Khrushchev took another view in 1 961  and decided to  wait until the  

end o western occupation.  

The  western countries  were  divided in their attitude  towards  the  crisis  

in Berlin.  At the  centre  o the  crisis,  West German Chancellor Konrad 

Adenauer rejected all oers  o peaceful coexistence  and proposals  or 

reunication.  He  saw no  benet in a  treaty with East Germany and in 

act eared that the  socialists  could gain control o West Germany.  For 

him,  the  only acceptable  route  to  unication would be  based on ree  

peaceful  coexistence

A Marxist theory  often  used  by  

Khrushchev to  support his assertion  that 

communist and  capital ist systems could  

l ive together without the  threat of war.
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elections  in a  democratic government;  and the  two-state  solution was  

unacceptable  to  him.  Surprisingly,  France  was the  strongest supporter o 

the  Adenauer government.  Ater the  Suez C risis,  France  was  much more  

inclined to  work with its  ormer enemy on the  continent than rely on its  

ormer wartime allies.

US  policy changed somewhat during the  crisis,  which began under 

the  Republican Dwight D  E isenhower and ended under Democrat 

John F  Kennedy.  E isenhower,  the  general who commanded orces  in 

Europe  at the  end o the  Second World War,  was  inclined to  work with 

Khrushchev,  whom he  saw as  the  best hope  or a  peaceul solution 

despite  posturing brinkmanship .  He  liked the  idea o Berlin as  a  ree  

city under UN jurisdiction and took pains  to  inorm the  US  public that its  

government was  not willing to  go  to  war over Berlin.  

When Kennedy took oce  his  policies  were  less  predictable,  partly 

due  to  the  Bay o Pigs  debacle  which made him seem weak against 

communism.  His  initial view was  one  o fexible  diplomacy to  end 

superpower conficts  through direct negotiations.  However,  he  needed 

to  prove  that he  could take  a  hard stance  against communism,  so  he  

increased the  budget or deending Berlin,  sent 1 500  troops  through the  

Soviet sphere  and returned General Lucius  C lay,  the  military governor 

o Germany during the  1 9481 949  blockade,  to  West Berlin.  In reality,  

military options were  extremely limited and most o these  actions  were  

designed to  show support or NATO  allies;  no  one  was  really going to  go  

to  war  especially nuclear war  over Berlin.  

Perhaps  the  greatest challenge  in the  Berlin C risis  came rom the  

Kremlin:  Khrushchevs  policies  were  inconsistent and ambivalent.  

Despite  his  ear o German militarism,  Khrushchev also  elt that the  

USSR was  responsible  or East Germany.  In his  mind,  the  dismantling 

and removal o actories  rom East Germany to  the  Soviet Union had 

let East Germany in a  weakened state,  unable  to  compete  with West 

Germany.  Additionally,  he  saw in Walter Ulbricht a  commitment to  

communism that predated Nazi Germany.  For these  reasons the  Soviet 

Union subsidized the  East German economy to  the  point where  Soviet 

assistance  to  the  East was  larger than US  assistance  to  West Germany.  

There  was also  the  old Soviet desire  or a  buer state  against  

Germany  even i that buer state  was  another part o Germany.  

Another consideration or Khrushchev was the  growing rit between 

Maos  China and the  USSR.  Mao rejected Khrushchevs  policy o 

peaceul coexistence  as  insuciently revolutionary,  and too  conciliatory.  

He  was thus  very keen to  prove  that he  was  not sot on capitalism.  At 

the  same time,  he  toured the  USA in September 1 959  and proposed 

a summit to  end the  Cold War.  E isenhower agreed to  go  to  the  USSR 

but made no  concrete  promises.  The  six months  came and went and 

Khrushchev allowed the  rst ultimatum to  lapse,  partially due  to  US  

elections  and a desire  to  negotiate  with the  new president.

Khrushchev was  hopeul that he  could negotiate  a  settlement with 

Kennedy,  but their meeting in Vienna went badly and Khrushchev 

issued another six-month deadline,  exploiting what he  saw as  Kennedys  

weakness  ater a  ailed attempt to  use  Cuban exiles  to  overthrow Castros  

brkmasp  

A pol itical  tactic in  which  one power 

would  get as close to  d irect hosti l ities 

as possible  to  convince its adversary  to  

back down.
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regime.  In an attempt to  show Soviet strength,  he  also  unilaterally ended 

the  nuclear moratorium and in July 1 961  detonated a nuclear bomb in 

the  atmosphere.  

However,  Ulbricht and Khrushchev still needed to  do  something to  stop  

the  fow o people  rom east to  west.  By 1 961 ,  2 .7  million East Germans 

had let and in July 1 961  alone  it was  estimated that 30  000  let East 

Berlin.  Ulbricht had previously suggested erecting a  wall as  a  deterrent 

but the  idea had been vetoed by the  Soviet leadership  who saw this  

as  soul-destroying or the  communists.  However,  given the  economic 

distress  that this  stream o emigration was  causing,  Khrushchev reversed 

his  previous  decision and on the  evening o 1 21 3  August 1 961  the  East 

Germans erected a wall,  rst with barbed wire  and later ortied with 

concrete,  and ordered guards  to  shoot to  kill anyone who tried to  cross  

rom east to  west.  Although this  was not the  ideal solution to  the  issue  o 

Berlin,  it prevented any uture  conficts  between the  two superpowers,  

and even Kennedy admitted that the  wall was  preerable  to  war.

Shortly ater,  there  was  a  stand-o between Soviet and American troops.  

The  Soviets  received inormation that the  USA was  planning to  bulldoze  

sections  o the  wall and remove the  barbed wire.  The  Soviets  then sent 

in their own General Konev to  ght back i the  USA crossed the  border 

into  East Berlin.  I the  USA sent j eeps  into  East Berlin,  they were  to  

proceed,  but tanks  would be  received by tanks.  When this  happened,  

there  was  a  stalemate  as  the  tanks  aced each other.  Khrushchev was  

convinced that the  USA would not risk war over Berlin,  and,  to  test this,  

Konev ordered a pull-back o Soviet tanks.  Once  they did so,  the  US  

tanks  backed o equidistantly.  Khrushchev was  right;  the  USA would 

not go  to  war over Berlin.

Impact and signifcance
No one  realized at the  time,  but the  Atlantic Alliance  was  nearly 

broken by the  Berlin C risis.  GermanAmerican relations suered as  the  

West Germans elt that the  USA was  unwilling to  deend them;  West 

Germanys  main allegiance  would be  to  France  rom this  point onwards,  

and these  two countries  developed the  concept o European unity  at 

the  exclusion o B ritain,  they hoped.  The  British would be  loyal to  the  

USA above  other powers,  a  point that the  French resented.  

The  construction o the  Berlin Wall highlighted the  weakness  o the  

Soviet bloc.  Rather than direct conrontation,  the  USSR shited its  ocus  

to  wars  o liberation in Arica,  Asia and Latin America.  In January 1 963 ,  

Khrushchev proclaimed that the  wall was  so  successul that a  treaty was 

no  longer necessary.  The  ultimatum was ended by its  initiator.  

This  crisis  was,  in some respects,  a  prelude  o things  to  come  an activity 

in which the  superpowers  nearly came to  blows over ideological spheres  

and Khrushchev pulled back,  avoiding direct conrontation.  However,  

with the  resolution o the  crisis,  Berlin ceased to  be  a  pressure  point in 

USSoviet relations,  and they could turn their attention to  dtente.  

 The Berl in  Wal l  in  Chausseestrae is  complete 

under the watch  of East  German  soldiers,   

4 December 1961
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In  their own words:  John  F Kennedy  on  Berl in

There are many people in  the world who really dont understand,  or 

say they dont,  what is the great issue between the ree world and the 

communist world.  Let them come to  Berlin.  There are some who say 

that communism is the wave o the uture.  Let them come to  Berlin.  And 

there are some who say in  Europe and elsewhere we can  work with  the 

communists.  Let them come to  Berlin.  And there are even  a ew who say 

that it is true that communism is an  evil system,  but it permits us to  make 

economic progress.  Lass sie nach  Berlin  kommen.  Let them come to  Berlin.

Freedom has many difculties and democracy is not perect,  but we have 

never had to  put a  wall up to  keep our people in,  to  prevent them rom 

leaving us.  I want to  say,  on  behal o my countrymen,  who live many 

miles away on  the other side o the Atlantic,  who are ar distant rom you,  

that they take the greatest pride that they have been able to  share with  you,  

even rom a distance,  the story o the last 1 8 years.  I know o no town,  no 

city,  that has been  besieged or 1 8 years that still lives with  the vitality and 

the orce,  and the hope and the determination o the city o West Berlin.  

While the wall is the most obvious and vivid demonstration  o the ailures 

o the communist system,  or all the world to  see,  we take no satisaction  

in  it,  or it is,  as your Mayor has said,  an  oense not only against history 

but an  oense against humanity,  separating amilies,  dividing husbands 

and wives and brothers and sisters,  and dividing a people who wish  to  be 

joined together.

What is true o this city is true o Germanyreal,  lasting peace in  Europe 

can  never be assured as long as one German out o our is denied the 

elementary right o ree men,  and that is to  make a ree choice.  In  1 8 years 

o peace and good aith,  this generation o Germans has earned the right 

to  be ree,  including the right to  unite their amilies and their nation  in  

lasting peace,  with  good will to  all people.  You live in  a  deended island o 

reedom,  but your lie is part o the main.  So let me ask you,  as I close,  to  

lit your eyes beyond the dangers o today,  to  the hopes o tomorrow,  beyond 

the reedom merely o this city o Berlin,  or your country o Germany,  to  the 

advance o reedom everywhere,  beyond the wall to  the day o peace with  

justice,  beyond yourselves and ourselves to  all mankind.

Freedom is indivisible,  and when one man is enslaved,  all are not ree.  

When all are ree,  then we can  look orward to  that day when this city will 

be joined as one and this country and this great Continent o Europe in  

a  peaceul and hopeul globe.  When that day fnally comes,  as it will,  the 

people o West Berlin  can  take sober satisaction  in  the act that they were 

in  the ront lines or almost two decades.

All ree men,  wherever they may live,  are citizens o Berlin,  and,  thereore,  

as a  ree man,  I take pride in  the words Ich  bin  ein  Berliner!

Speech by  US President John  F Kennedy  del ivered  in   

West Berl in  on  26 June 1963

Questo

With reference to  origins,  content and purpose,  assess  the  values and 

limitations of Kennedys  speech for historians studying the Berlin Crisis.

Source skil ls

TOK discussion

Take the position  of either Walter U lbricht 

or Konrad  Adenauer.  Is a  d ivided  Berl in  

preferable? Why  or why  not? Support 

your position  with  the evidence that 

U lbricht or Adenauer would  use.  Is either 

position  correct?
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2.9  SinoSoviet  tensions,  the Taiwan  Strait  

and  the spl it

Two Cold War crises  regarding the  Taiwan Strait occurred in the  

1 950s  that highlight the  increased tensions  between the  Soviet Union 

and Peoples  Republic o China.  While  Khrushchev was advocating 

peaceul coexistence  and dtente  with the  West,  Mao was pursuing a 

revolutionary path that included mobilization o the  Chinese  public 

or both economic and military reasons.  These  dierences  refected the  

growing divide  between these  countries.  The  split was  ideological in 

nature,  although there  were  other reasons  or it as  well.

Sino-Soviet relations after the death of Stalin

From the inception o the Peoples  Republic o China (PRC) ,  its  relations  

with the Soviet Union were tense.  Stalin had aligned with the nationalist 

government,  counselling the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)  to  cooperate  

with it,  and when civil war erupted the Soviets provided very limited 

support.  There were also ideological and geopolitical considerations:  

CCP success in the civil war came largely due to  peasant-based support,  

leaving the Soviets to  claim that it was not entirely Marxist-Leninist in its  

orientation;  the Chinese elt that Vladivostok and the surrounding areas  

should be  returned to  China rom the Soviets.  All o these issues were  

tolerable in the early days o the PRC,  but with Stalins death a power 

struggle within the communist world emerged.  

Stalin urged the PRC  to send assistance to the North Koreans ater they 

lost signicant ground to South Korean and UN orces.  Although he was  

reluctant to do so,  Mao ound the proximity o UN troops  and US  troops  

more specically  to China enough o a threat that he bowed to Stalins  

request and launched an invasion o North Korea to assist Kim Il-Sung in 

repelling western orces.  Ater suering nearly 7.5  million casualties in the  

civil war,  the Korean War resulted in between hal a million and a million 

more casualties or the Chinese.  There is  some indication that Mao elt that 

Stalin was deliberately keeping China weak so that it could not recover.

With Stalins  death in March 1 953  there had been some hope o 

improved relations between the two largest communist states.  Once the  

major powers reached an agreement and signed a permanent ceasere  

or the Korean War,  the PRC  could nally ocus its  eorts on domestic 

development and building a socialist state.  In a show o ideological 

Conceptual  understanding

Key  question

 Was the Sino-Soviet spl it inevitable?

Key  concepts

 Change

 Perspective
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solidarity the Soviets sent economic and military assistance to  the PRC,  

ollowed by technicians to  help the Chinese develop their own atom bomb.  

From the perspective o the outside world,  the two powers appeared to  

be  closely linked,  with the PRC  in a subordinate role to  the Soviet Union.  

This was troubling to  the US  State  Department and to  Secretary o State  

John Foster Dulles,  who elt that the communist world was increasing 

its  numerical superiority over the West,  and was determined to  prevent 

urther spread o communism,  especially in East Asia.  The US  increased 

its  support or Japan,  the Republic o China (Taiwan)  and the French in 

Indo-China.  Ater the French military collapse at the Battle  o D ien B ien 

Phu in 1 954,  that support was transerred to  the nascent regimes in South 

Vietnam,  Laos and Cambodia,  where Dulles eared a domino eect could 

take place and potentially threaten even Australia and New Zealand.

Both the  nationalists  and the  communists  claimed that they were  the  

legitimate  government or all o China and neither would accept a  two 

China solution.  The  islands  o Quemoy and Matsu had been a source  o 

tension during the  Korean War as  they had been protected by US  naval 

patrols  and an American declaration that the  S trait was  neutral.  When 

E isenhower was  elected he  chose  to  remove US  ships  and hand de facto 

control over to  the  nationalists,  a  move that was  intended to  relax Cold 

War tensions  in the  area.  However,  Dulles  also  sought to  prevent the  

urther spread o communism through the  creation o the  Southeast 

Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) ,  a  collective  security agreement in 

the  region.  Like  NATO  it did not speciy an enemy or opponent but its  

geopolitical objective  o limiting the  spread o communism was  clear by 

its  membership.  Additionally,  US  policymakers  were  debating the  merits  

o signing a mutual deence  treaty with the  Republic o China.  

When examining these issues,  Mao saw the USA as an aggressor and sought 

to assert PRC  strength in the region.  Additionally,  the nationalist response  

to the end o the US  presence in the Strait was to strengthen its position 

with regards to mainland China.  To counter these actions Mao ordered the  

strategic bombing o Quemoy and Matsu in September 1 954.  These islands  

were located directly o the coast o mainland China but were held by the  

nationalists.  The shelling o the islands conrmed to US  policymakers the  

need to provide concrete support to the Republic o China and thus the  

Mutual Deense Treaty was signed.  In early 1 955  US  ocials suggested that 

use o atomic weapons was a viable option,  causing a urore among NATO  

members who opposed any attack on the PRC.  

Khrushchev was  concerned that this  confict could escalate  and involve  

both the  Americans  and Soviets,  so  he  travelled to  China to  discuss  the  

possibilities  with Mao.  To  Maos  disappointment,  Khrushchev counselled 

restraint and peaceul reconciliation.  For some historians,  this  is  seen as  

the  beginning o the  split:  Khrushchev saw himsel as  protector o the  

entire  communist world,  and Mao saw the  crisis  as  a  domestic issue.  

The  Soviet Union made it clear that it was  not willing to  go  to  war with 

the  USA over the  Chinese  confict,  a  stance  that created a divide  in the  

communist world,  even i the  West was  unaware  o it at the  time.  From 

this  point orward there  was tension between the  two leaders.

Despite  Maos  determination to  be  deant,  the combination o Soviet 

pressure and internal aairs changed the ocial view o the PRC  and 
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in April 1 955  it announced its  willingness to  negotiate with the USA 

regarding the crisis.  The USA accepted and talks began in Geneva in 

September,  thereby ending the First Taiwan Strait Crisis.  The crisis  is  oten 

shown as  an example o the US  policy o brinkmanship against the PRC.  

The efect o peaceul  coexistence on Sino-Soviet 

relations and the Second Taiwan Strait crisis
With relations already shaky,  the growing rit between the two communist 

powers continued to  widen in 1 956.  In his  speech to  the 20th Party 

Congress,  Khrushchev articulated his view o Soviet oreign policy.  With 

nuclear war looming,  Khrushchev sought to  create global stability through 

reassuring the western,  capitalist countries that his  interpretation o the  

concept o revolution was centred on the idea that workers would create  

internal revolutions in their own countries  and the Soviets would not use  

the Red Army to  expand the boundaries o communism.  

In the  same speech he  spoke  out against S talins  cult o personality  

and criticized S talins  regime or imposing monolithic control over the  

USSR and its  satellite  states.  Rather than reassure  Mao that the  Soviets  

would not do  the  same,  it urther alienated Mao who saw it as  an attack 

on his  own governance  o the  PRC  and a direct insult.  Perhaps  more  

importantly,  in this  speech Khrushchevs  acceptance  o dierent paths  to  

communism was interpreted as  a  relaxation o the  revolution.  

Mao realized that the  international Cold War system was  bipolar in 

nature,  despite  the  strength and size  o the  PRC .  His  goal became to  

destabilize  US-Soviet relations  and establish his  own global equilibrium 

where  the  Chinese  communists  would have  equal weight with the  

other superpowers.  On one  side,  this  meant that he  needed to  maintain 

some relations with the  Soviet Union as  they were  helping the  Chinese  

develop nuclear technology.  Other than this,  however,  he  increasingly 

elt that the  S ino-Soviet alliance  had outlived its  useulness  and he  

began to  criticize  the  policy o peaceul coexistence.  

He  also  began to  make a bid or leadership  o the  communist world.  

In 1 958  the  PRC  launched the  Great Leap  Forward in an attempt to  

accelerate  Chinese  economic growth.  In lieu  o a  Second Five-Year Plan,  

China would mobilize  its  massive  population to  bring about agricultural 

and industrial development.  The  PRC  might lack the  resources  o the  

USA and the  USSR but it could mobilize  its  people  to  bring China to  

parity with the  USA by 1 988.  He  also  claimed that China would achieve  

communism beore  the  Soviet Union,  demonstrating his  contempt or 

Khrushchev and Soviet leadership.  

Second Taiwan Strait Crisis,  1958
Mao was  determined to  prove  that the  PRC  was  the  true,  revolutionary 

government in the  communist world and sought to  consolidate  control 

in a  number o ways,  one  o which was renewed aggression against the  

nationalists.  In late  1 957  he  urged the  military to  consider plans or an 

aerial bombardment o nearby nationalist-controlled islands  and awaited 

completion o airfelds  to  launch strategic bombing campaigns.
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There are a number o reasons or this renewed attention on Taiwan.  First,  

the PRC  had oered a peace initiative to the government in Taipei but was  

rebued;  thus,  the ensuing crisis was an attempt to orce the nationalists to  

reconsider these peace programmes and take them more seriously.  Second,  

Dulles had expressed nearly unconditional support or the nationalists;  Mao 

wanted to gauge how ar the USA would go to support its  ally.  Lastly,  and 

critical to the Sino-Soviet split,  was Maos determination to imbue oreign 

and domestic policies with revolutionary enthusiasm.  Along with the Great 

Leap Forward,  the engagement in the Taiwan Strait was intended to send a 

message to Khrushchev that the PRC  was not araid to engage in violence  

to achieve socialism,  even i it meant the destruction o the PRC  itsel.

The  crisis  was  preceded by a  urther elevation in S ino-Soviet tensions  

that grew out o what the  USSR saw as  positive  collaborative  ideas  in 

early 1 957.  The  rst Soviet proposal was  that the  PRC  and Soviet Union 

cooperate  in the  construction o a  long-wave radio  transmission centre  

in China so  that the  Soviets  could communicate  more  eectively with 

their submarines.  The  Soviets  proposed that they would provide  70%  

o the  unding or the  endeavour.  Shortly aterwards,  Soviet specialists  

recommended that the  Chinese  purchase  new submarines,  and the  PRC  

made a request or assistance  to  do  so.  Soviet advisors  urther suggested 

a j oint fotilla so  that the  Soviets  could take  advantage  o Chinese  ports,  

and the  Chinese  would have  access  to  new technology.  Mao elt this  was 

an attempt to  keep  China in the  position o junior partner and was an 

expression o Soviet imperialism against China.

Shocked by the  virulence  o Maos  response,  Khrushchev returned to  

China in August 1 958  and spent our days  in meetings  with Mao and 

other Chinese  ocials.  Despite  his  attempts  to  paciy Mao,  and the  

signing o an agreement regarding the  radio  station,  Mao made it clear 

that he  elt that the  Soviets  were  encroaching on Chinese  sovereignty.  

During the  visit,  Mao made the  decision to  begin shelling Quemoy and 

Matsu but made no  mention o it.  On 23  August the  assault began.

The USA responded by invoking the  1 954 Treaty o Formosa and 

ordered its  navy to  assist the  nationalists  with a  blockade in the  Taiwan 

Strait to  ensure  that Quemoy would receive  necessary supplies  or the  

duration o the  crisis.  American policymakers  also  considered the  use  

o nuclear weapons to  support the  nationalists  and prevent urther 

aggression rom the  Chinese.

In late  1 957,  Mao had given a speech in which he  expressed that he  was  

unaraid o nuclear war and was willing to  sustain the  loss  o hal his  

population to  advance  the  cause  o communism.  Thus,  the  shelling and 

Maos  perceived indierence  to  US  considerations  alarmed Khrushchev 

signicantly.  The  Soviets  sent diplomats  to  Beij ing yet again to  

determine Soviet motivations.  The  USA thought that Moscow knew and 

understood Chinese  motivations but Khrushchev was at a  loss.

Part o Maos  plan was  to  mobilize  mainland China militarily as  well 

as  economically.  The  liberation o Taiwan and unication o China 

was necessary to  complete  the  revolutionary process.  The  main Soviet 

grievance  was  that the  crisis  was  not simply a  domestic aair;  due  to  

the  US-China Deense  Agreement,  it could result in global warare  

and nuclear war.  The  Chinese  emphasized that they did not want to  
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bring the  Soviets  into  the  confict;  they were  willing to  challenge  the  

Americans on their own and did not want the  Soviets  to  respond.  Once  

the  Soviets  were  convinced that Chinese  aims were  limited,  Khrushchev 

wrote  a  letter o solidarity to  E isenhower,  going so  ar as  to  state  that an 

attack on the  PRC  would be  considered an attack on the  Soviet Union,  

and the  Soviets  would react accordingly.

By this  point,  Mao elt that the  crisis  had achieved his  objectives:  he  had 

a clear sense  o the  American position on the  nationalists  and he  had 

mobilized the  opposition.  The  Chinese  had also  eectively challenged 

the  Soviets  and asserted their independence  in the  communist world,  

and Mao had expressed his  contempt or Khrushchevs  policies  o 

dtente  and peaceul coexistence.  

In October,  Dulles  visited Taiwan and,  with Jiang,  issued an armation 

o their continued cooperation.  In the  announcement the  nationalists  

stated that they would ocus their unication eorts  on political,  rather 

than military,  means.  This  was  concurrent to  US-Chinese  talks  in 

Warsaw,  which emphasized that the  crisis  was a  domestic aair and not 

intended to  provoke an international response.  Ater one  last serious  

barrage,  the  PRC  announced that it would shell the  islands  only on odd 

days,  allowing supplies  to  be  delivered on even days,  a  policy that it 

continued until 1 979.  With that,  the  Chinese  called o the  attack and 

the  crisis  was  averted.

The split 

Quemoy and Matsu would become issues  again in the  uture,  but or 

the  time being,  they were  out o the  public view as  the  nationalists  and 

communists  reached their unocial agreement to  accept the  status  quo.  

It suited both governments  to  pursue  this  line.

Ater the  Second Taiwan Strait C risis,  S ino-Soviet relations  deteriorated.  

In 1 958,  the  Chinese  constructed their rst nuclear reactor and in 

early 1 959  the  Soviets  agreed to  assist the  Chinese  in developing a 

nuclear submarine.  By June o the  same year,  Khrushchev suspended 

Soviet assistance  to  the  Chinese  nuclear programme;  the  Soviets  were  

demonstrating their strength through withdrawal o assistance.  The  

Kremlin argued that the  Soviets  could not share  nuclear technology with 

the  Chinese  given their attempts  to  sign a test ban treaty.  By assisting the  

Chinese  they could j eopardize  a  peaceul resolution to  the  nuclear issue.

The confict became apparent to  the  outside  world in August 1 959  when 

a border clash erupted between India and China.  China was  already 

dealing with a rebellion in Tibet,  and when the  Indian government 

granted reuge  to  the  Dalai Lama,  the  Soviets  did nothing.  While  the  

Soviets  wanted to  support the  Chinese,  they did not want the  Chinese  

to  deeat India.  India was  geopolitically important to  the  Soviet Union 

and Khrushchev did not want to  see  the  country destabilized.  This  

unwillingness  to  support Chinese  actions inuriated Mao.  

In September,  Khrushchev visited the  USA,  and Mao used this  to  

support his  opinion that the  Soviets  were  increasingly sot on capitalism,  

and were  deviating rom the  revolutionary path o Marxism.  He  

began to  advocate  that communist parties  split rom the  pro-Soviet 
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line  and instead adopt Mao Zedong thought.  He  began to  challenge  

Soviet authority aggressively within the  communist world,  and oered 

recognition and assistance  to  communist countries.  In Enver Hoxha,  

leader o Albania,  Mao ound a like-minded comrade who also  rejected 

the  de-Stalinization speech and was critical o Khrushchevs  shit  

in policies.  The  Albanians  became the  recipients  o Chinese   

aid  $1 25  million was  promised to  help  Albania develop its  industry 

and China supplied wheat to  the  Albanians.  While  the  strategy made 

sense  in isolation,  this  occurred during the  worst o the  amine in China;  

Albanians  were  doing well while  the  Chinese  were  starving.

In 1 960  both sides  engaged in an escalation o rhetoric aimed against 

the  other.  Mao delivered a speech in April on the  anniversary o Lenins  

birth entitled Long Live  Leninism  in which he  presented the  idea 

that a  peaceul road to  socialism was impossible.  He  indirectly accused 

Khrushchev o revisionism and suggested that he  was gaining in status  

and stature  in the  communist world,  especially as  Khrushchev was going 

to  Paris  or a  summit with the  USA.

The U-2  spy plane  incident shited the  struggle  in Khrushchevs  avour.  

On 1  May,  the  Soviets  shot down an American spy plane  piloted by 

Gary Powers,  who survived the  ordeal.  Khrushchev took a strong stance  

against this  act o US  aggression and the  peace  talks  collapsed.  This  

increased Khrushchevs  prestige  and reuted the  idea that the  Soviets  

were  sot on capitalism.  In China,  pro-USSR demonstrations occurred,  

demonstrating a  revival o Soviet popularity.

This  did not last long;  in the  ollowing month the  World Federation o 

Trade  Unions met and 60  countries  were  represented in Bucharest.  At 

this  meeting,  Mao lobbied against the  Soviets  and the  idea o peaceul 

coexistence.  This  was  seen not only by Moscow,  but the  US  C IA as  

well,  as  the  beginning o the  split,  a  position that became clear when 

Khrushchev stated,  No  world war is  needed or the  triumph o socialist 

ideas  throughout the  world.

The split was  urther confrmed when Khrushchev ordered the  

withdrawal o Soviet advisors  rom China and stopped fnancial 

assistance  on 1 55  industrial projects.  Although the  Soviets  continued 

to  help  on 66  projects,  those  larger in scope  were  cancelled.  

The Chinese  were  indebted to  the  Soviets,  so  Mao provided grain 

to  USSR to  repay its  debt as  quickly as  possible  despite  the  amine.  

Khrushchev was horrifed by the  eect this  was having on the  Chinese  

population and revalued the  yuan,  reducing Chinese  debt 77% .  He also  

oered Mao 1  million tons o grain and 500  000  tons o Cuban sugar at 

below-market prices.  Soon thereater,  military cooperation ceased.

Although they never mentioned one  another by name,  the  Chinese  

criticized the  Soviets  as  revisionists  and the  Soviets  criticized the  Chinese  

as   splittists .  The  fnal blows to  S ino-Soviet relations came in 1 962  and 

1 963 .  In 1 962 ,  Mao publicly criticized Khrushchev or backing down 

during the  Cuban Missile  C risis  and in 1 963 ,  with the  signing o the  

Test Ban Treaty,  the  Soviets  made it explicit that they would not share  

nuclear technology with any other country.  Although they had recalled 

their specialists  (nearly 3000  in all)  and cancelled some programmes,  this  

was an ofcial statement o such.  The  split was  complete.  
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A
T
L Self-management and  communication  skil ls

1  Based  on  what you  have read  and  discussed  in  class,  complete the table below.

2 Using the inormation  in  the  table,  write  a  thesis in  response to  the question:  

Why  did  the Sino-Soviet spl it occur?

3  Provide supporting arguments in  the orm o an  outl ine.

4 Each part o the outl ine  should  have a  topic sentence,  supporting arguments 

and  l ink back to  the thesis.

Reasons for the Sino-Soviet split

Arguments in  

support of this 

position

Arguments 

against this 

position

Rank from 1  to 6  

from most important 

to least important

Destal inization  

speech

Maos revolutionary  

positions in  both  

domestic and  oreign  

pol icy

Peaceul  coexistence

Border conficts

Power struggle or 

superiority  in  the 

communist world

Ideological  

d ierences in  the  

interpretation  o 

revolution

 

 Khrushchev and  Mao,  circa  August  1958
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Quemoy  and  Mastu

At the end  o the  Chinese Civi l  War when the national ists 

fed  to  Taiwan they  maintained  control  o the island  chains 

o Quemoy  and  Matsu  ater a  battle  in  October 1949.  With  

the onset o the Korean  War,  the  US government declared  

the Taiwan Strait be neutral  waters and  sent the US navy  

to  patrol  the area  as a  deterrent against an  impending 

attack on  Taiwan.  In  1953  the USA withdrew its orces in  

an  attempt to  decrease tension,  but J iang J ieshi  used  this 

shit to  ortiy  the islands and  he increased  the number o 

troops stationed  on  them.

In  response,  Mao  ordered  that the  islands be  

shel led,  starting September 1954.  The  Eisenhower 

administration  considered  a  number o actions,  

including use  o nuclear weapons,  to  end  the  

stand-o.  Instead,  cooler heads prevai led  and  the 

Formosa  Resolution  was signed  in  January  1955.  This 

stipulated  that the  USA would  assist the  national ists 

i the  communists invaded  Taiwan  but del iberately  

omitted  any  concrete  action  i Quemoy  and  Matsu  

were  threatened.  With  this,  the  PRC ceased  bombing 

the  islands in  May  1955.  However,  the  USA pursued  a  

deence  agreement with  the  national ists that threatened  

Mao  and  prevented  the  l iberation  o Taiwan  without 

engaging in  warare  with  the  USA.

Unsurprisingly  this led  Mao  to  take  action  against the 

islands again  in  1958.  Whi le  the  stated  reason  or th is 

was to  deter the  USA rom taking action,  i t was a lso  

a  symbol ic d isplay  o independence rom the  Soviet 

Union.  This time Eisenhower responded  decisively,  

reiterating the  US  commitment to  the  deence o Taiwan,  

and  imply ing the  same or Quemoy  and  Matsu.  During 

this crisis  the  US a ir orce provided  the  national ists with  

surace-to-air missi les that gave it a  tactical  advantage 

and  became a  point o contention  with  the  Soviets 

when  Mao  initia l ly  reused  to  hand  a  missi le  over to  the  

Soviets.  When  he  d id  nal ly ,  the  mechanisms had  been  

damaged  by  Chinese investigations and  i t was useless 

to  the  Soviets.  

Negotiations between Taiwan and  Beij ing were initiated  

and  Mao studiously  avoided  any  direct confict with  

the  USA but this did  not stop it rom becoming an  issue 

in  American  pol itics.  I t dominated  the US presidential  

debates in  a  manner that no  other oreign  pol icy  issue 

did.  Candidate John  F Kennedy  was asked  i Quemoy  and  

Matsu  should  be seen  as in  the US sphere o infuence.  

H is response was that the islands were not deensible,  

given  their proximity  to  mainland  China  and  that the  

USA should  ocus its attention  to  deensible  positions.  

N ixon  oered  a  counterpoint that the islands must not 

be al lowed  to  al l  to  the communists as they  provided  

the Republic o China  with  a  l ine o deence 160 km 

rom the island  itsel.  While  this did  not contradict 

Kennedy,  it provided  a  d ierent viewpoint on  how the 

islands should  be  treated  and  it created  the image that 

N ixon  would  bl indly  ol low ideology  without careul  

consideration,  which  Kennedy  seemed to  demonstrate.  

Along with  his telegenic good  looks,  this turned  Kennedy  

 Khrushchev and  Liu  Shaoqi  are  presented  as revisionists in  this street  art  in  China
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rom an  underdog to  a  contender.  He 

subsequently  won the election  and   

the  islands were recessed  rom the 

publ ic view. 

Although another crisis was averted,  

Beij ing continued  shel l ing the islands 

with  regularity   they  bombarded  the 

islands every  other day  unti l  1979.  

Quemoy  and  Matsu  remain  in  the  hands 

o the  Republic o China,  a lthough it has 

reduced  the number o troops stationed  

there substantial ly.  

There was a  third  Taiwan Strait Crisis in  

19951996 that began  when the PRC 

once again  began  to  send  missiles into 

the  Taiwan Strait.  This action  was the 

result o comments by  Lee Teng-hui,  

President o the  Republ ic o China,  in  

which  he  al luded  to  abandoning a   

one-China policy  and seemed to be  

plotting a  path or independence. The 

shell ing coincided with  presidential  

elections and implied  that a  vote or 

Lee would  be considered an act o war 

with  the PRC. The plan backred and  

Lee actually  received a  boost at the 

polls, receiving a  majority, not simply  a  

plurality. The US responded to Chinese 

aggression by  sending ships to the region  

yet again  but did  not enter the Strait,  or 

ear o provoking the Chinese. This,  along 

with  Lees victory, ended the crisis.

A
T
L

Thinking skil ls

Using the Cold  War crisis section  in  the H istory  subject 

guide,  write  an  outl ine o one o Taiwan Strait crises.  Be 

sure to  include:  

1 name o the  crisis and  the  dates o i t ( i the  duration  

is  too  long,  i t is  not real ly  a  crisis and  more o an  

ongoing problem)

2 causes o the crisis,  taking into account that d iferent 

governments may  have diferent views on  the crisis

3  actual  event:  what happened

4 impact o the crisis

5 signicance o the crisis or the course and  outcome o 

the Cold  War,  and  possibly  even its ramications today.

 The d ivision  of Chinese territory  after the  Civi l  War.  The areas cla imed  by  the 

Republ ic of China  ( Taiwan)  are  within  the  dotted  l ine
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2.10  Cuban  missile  Crisis

Conceptual  understanding

Key question

 Why did  Khrushchev want to  place missiles in  Cuba  in  1962?

Key concept

 Signifcance

The Cuban Missile  Crisis  was the direct outcome o Soviet eelings that the  

USA had nuclear superiority and eared the USA would overthrow the  

Cuban regime unless  there was a sufcient deterrent.  The result was that 

in October 1 962  the use  o nuclear weapons seemed like a real possibility 

and the resolution o the crisis  transpired through direct dialogue between 

Soviet premier Khrushchev and US  president Kennedy.

Causes

In 1 959,  Fidel Castro  came to  power in Cuba,  launching an initially 

undefned revolution.  It was evident that he  was seeking to  replace  

the  rampant corruption o the  Cuban government and economic 

dependence  on the  USA,  but beyond that he  was  deliberately vague as  

to  his  exact ideological programme.  Like  Nasser,  Castro  sought to  exploit 

the  east-west rivalry and to  advance  his  cause  domestically by railing 

against US  imperialism.  

E isenhower was  inuriated by the  success  o Castro  and his  decision to  

nationalize  American industries.  Castro  came to  power with two clear 

promises  to  his  people:  to  improve  the  social welare  o the  population 

and to  rid Cuba o the  neo-imperial dominance  o the  USA.  He  tried to  

stay away rom US  interests  but his  social and economic programmes 

were  quickly depleting the  Cuban governments  fnancial reserves  and 

he  needed money.  Thus,  the  decision was  made to  accept Soviet oil at  

below-market prices.  The  USA responded by reusing to  refne the  oil,   

so  the  Cuban government responded by nationalizing all  

American-owned refneries.  Nationalization o other oreign-owned 

entities  quickly ollowed,  mostly aecting the  US  business  interests  that 

had dominated Cuba since  its  independence.  E isenhower authorized the  

training o anti-Castro  exiles  to  attempt to  overthrow the  Cuban regime 

and Kennedy inherited this  plan when he  took ofce.  
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The Bay of Pigs 

O all the  countries  in the  region,  Cuba consumed the  most o President 

Kennedys  time.  From Eisenhower,  he  inherited an unresolved situation 

in the  Caribbean:  Cuban exiles  were  being trained to  overthrow the  

regime o Fidel Castro.  Kennedys  decision-making led to  a  oreign policy 

debacle  that had urther-reaching consequences  than anyone could have  

imagined.  During the  1 960  election campaign,  Kennedy took a tough 

position against Castro  and accused the  Eisenhower government o not 

doing enough to  combat Castro.  He  promised Cuban exiles  in the  USA 

that he  would take  every opportunity to  combat communism in the  

region and restore  Cuba as  a  democracy.  

Kennedy was  ambivalent about the  Central Intelligence  Agency  

(C IA) -directed plan that had been created by Eisenhower and Dulles.  

According to  the  plan,  the  exiles  would launch an amphibious invasion 

o Cuba that would lead to  an uprising on the  island as  it was  assumed 

that many Cubans rejected Castros  rule.  With US  air support,  the exiles  

would take a beach-head,  and a government-in-arms would ask or urther 

assistance rom the USA.  The USA would recognize this government and 

assist it in stabilizing the country and overthrowing Castro.

The plan relied on stealth,  a bit o luck and the  support o the  Cuban 

population.  The exiles  had been planning the  invasion or over a year,  and 

it is  estimated that the US  government spent close  to  $5  million on the  

project.  However,  intelligence gathered by the CIA revealed that,  despite  

the propaganda levelled against the Castro regime,  most Cubans would 

not support an armed insurrection.  The exiles  were largely hated enemies  

o the Cubans who remained and it was oolhardy to  expect them to  

support the return o those  who had exploited the  previous system.  

Kennedy himsel was unsure as to  how to proceed.  He promised to  be hard 

on communism and to  support the exiles yet the plan was highly fawed.  

A State Department memo argued or the cancellation o the invasion on 

legal grounds stating that such an action would violate  US  commitments   

to  the Organization o American States.  At a press conerence on  

1 2  April 1 961 ,  Kennedy said,  I want to  say that there will not be,  under 

any conditions,  an intervention in Cuba by the United States Armed 

Forces.  This government will do  everything it possibly can   I think it can 

meet its  responsibilities,  to  make sure that there are  no Americans involved 

in any actions inside Cuba   The basic issue in Cuba is  not one between 

the United States and Cuba.  It is  between the Cubans themselves.

Despite the internal debates on the morality and legality o US  support or 

an invasion,  an invasion took place.  It was a disaster;  at the last moment,  

Kennedy decided that the USA would not provide air support to the  

invading orce,  leaving them vulnerable to  the Cuban air orce,  and the  

exiles lacked supplies.  Casualties amounted to  the death o 200 rebel orces  

and a urther 1 1 97  were captured by the Cuban army.  The Cuban people  

did not rise.  For the USA,  it was a public relations disaster.  US  involvement 

was not covert and thus the administration was guilty not only o violating 

international law,  but also o ailing in its attempted coup.  Castro,  or his  

part,  claimed the success o his revolution over the US  operation.  But Castro  

was also shaken by the attempt and went so ar as to request assistance  

rom the Soviets in the deence o Cuba.  This,  in turn,  led to the Cuban 

Missile  Crisis and to  the decision to  install nuclear weapons in Cuba.  
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The Cuban Missile Crisis

The Soviets  had long been vulnerable  to  potential medium-range  

nuclear attacks as  the  USA had weapons deployed in B ritain,  Italy and 

most notably  in Turkey,  where  medium-range  Jupiter missiles  had 

been placed in the  1 950s.  Plus,  the  Soviets  wanted to  help  extend the  

revolution that began in Cuba into  the  rest o Latin America and the  

Caribbean,  and to  ensure  the  continuation o Castros  regime.  Thus,  in 

the  summer o 1 962 ,  the  installation o medium-range  nuclear weapons 

in Cuba began.  Throughout the  summer,  US  intelligence  operatives  

in Cuba reported increased Soviet activity in Cuba and the  location o 

Soviet material in Cuba,  but they were  largely ignored by Washington.  

However,  in October,  an American U-2  spy plane  fying over Cuba 

photographed sites  that were  easily identied as  ballistic missile  sites  

and the  President was  notied.  

On 1 6  October 1 962 ,  President Kennedy was  inormed that a  U-2  spy 

plane  had taken photos  o medium-range  ballistic missile  sites  in Cuba.  

For nearly a  week Kennedy deliberated with his  advisors  on possible  

courses  o action beore  making any concrete  decisions.  On 22  October,  

Kennedy gave  a  televised address  to  the  American public inorming 

them o the  installations and announced that a  quarantine was  placed on 

Cuba and that any violation o the  quarantine  would be  seen as  a  hostile  

action that would orce  the  USA to  retaliate;  on the  ollowing day the  

OAS  approved the  quarantine.  This  reied the  policy o brinkmanship  

in an instant,  and the  ideas  o massive  retaliation and mutual assured 

destruction became potential realities.  At the  same time,  the  Soviets  

dispatched a ship  heading to  Cuba;  the  USA would consider this  an act 

o war.  Subsequent negotiations  and compromises,  however,  resulted in 

Khrushchev ordering the  ship  to  turn around,  and the  crisis  was  averted.  

 UN  delegates examining photographic information  on  Soviet  missi les in  Cuba  in  the  

UN  Security  Counci l
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The Soviets  agreed to  dismantle  and remove the  weapons under UN 

supervision.  For his  part,  Kennedy promised that the  USA would not try 

another invasion on Cuba;  it was also  secretly agreed to  dismantle  and 

remove its  nuclear weapons in Turkey.  

 Aerial  view of the Cuban  missi le  launch site,  24 October 1962

Impact and signifcance
The implications or the Cold War were immense as  many citizens were  

conronted with the possibility o nuclear war,  and while  Castro was  

let out o much o the decision-making process,  his  regime remained 

unharmed and able  to  develop.  In the uture,  Cuba would become a 

centre or revolutionary and guerrilla activity in the region and around 

the globe.  This  did not end US  activities in Cuba;  the USA continued 

its  boycott on Cuban goods,  not allowing trade or travel with Cuba.  

Additionally,  it kept its  embassy closed although there were unocial 

American advisors  in Cuba.  Covert operations also continued.  It was later 

revealed that the CIA had made several ailed assassination attempts on 

Castro that have passed into legend:  exploding cigars  and poison-inused 

shaving cream were two reported methods used in the attempts.  

On the  one  hand,  the  Missile  C risis  refects  the  implementation o the  

policy o brinksmanship.  On the  other,  it  refects  the  determination 

o Kennedy and Khrushchev to  avoid nuclear conrontation.  In Cuba 

the  notion o peaceul coexistence  trumped brinksmanship,  and war 

was  averted.  The  superpowers,  with the  concept o mutual assured 

destruction rmly entrenched,  ound that nuclear deterrence  was  ar 

stronger than the  idea o nuclear war.  Conventional warare  and proxy 

wars  remained the  methods  by which the  Cold War was  ought.
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In  their own words:  Kennedy  and  Khrushchev

The 1 930s taught us a  clear lesson: aggressive conduct,  if allowed to  

go unchecked and unchallenged ultimately leads to  war.  This nation  is 

opposed to  war.  We are also  true to  our word.  Our unswerving objective,  

therefore,  must be to  prevent the use of these missiles against this or any 

other country,  and to  secure their withdrawal or elimination  from the 

Western  Hemisphere.

Kennedys Quarantine speech,  televised  22  October 1962

They talk about who won and who lost.  Human reason won.  Mankind won.

Khrushchev,  quoted  in  the London  Observer,  11  November 1962

Questos

1  Why does  Kennedy refer to  the  1 930s?  What message  is  he  

presenting to  the  US  public?

2  What is  the  intention of Khrushchevs  quotation?

3  Is  the  content of these  two quotations  consistent?

Source skil ls

 The d istance of US cities from Cuba,  highl ighting the  potentia l  striking d istance of Soviet  medium-range 

intercontinental  bal l istic missi les ( ICBMs)  placed  in  Cuba   they  could  hit  a l l  but  Seattle
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T
L

Thinking skil ls

Explain  how Kennedy  could  have used  each  o the ol lowing to  end  the crisis.  

Write  two paragraphs or each  option   one on  how this could  have worked,  and  

one on  why  it might not have worked.

1  Censure:  the USA could  condemn the action  and  cal l  on  the USSR to  withdraw 

the missiles

2 Sanctions:  blockade the USSR and/or Cuba to  pressure them to  remove the 

weapons.  This could  prevent the missiles rom reaching Cuba  or it could  mean 

economic blockade

3  Leave it a lone:  accept Soviet missiles in  Cuba  as part o the  Cold  War

4 Air strike:  destroy  the missile  sites beore the missiles can  be placed  and  

activated

5 Invade:  the USA could  send  in  the Marines to  invade Cuba  in  an  attempt to  

overthrow Castro

Class discussion

In  December 2014 the USA and  Cuba  

fnal ly  began  to  discuss normal ization  

o relations.  This means that the two 

countries wil l  once again  engage in  

diplomacy  and  the USA has plans to  

l it i ts embargo on  Cuba  and  to  al low 

unrestricted  travel  to  Cuba.  

Why  did  the US keep the embargo in  

place or over 50  years? Do you  agree 

with  the US pol icy? Do  you  think that 

most Americans agreed  with  the  pol icy? 

What about the pol icy  change? 

Global  spread of the Cold  War:  conclusions
From 1 950  to  1 962  the  threat o nuclear war was omnipresent as  the  

Cold War crises  illustrate.  Evidently it was  an unacceptable  means 

o warare,  even when matters  became tense,  as  hostilities  would 

escalate  to  an unacceptable  number o casualties.  Even the  potential 

conrontations  between the  USA and PRC  over the  Taiwan Strait in 1 954 

and 1 958  did not lead to  a  serious  consideration o nuclear weapons as  

there  was  the  implied threat that the  USSR would retaliate  against the  

USA i action were  taken against communist China.

The Cuban Missile  C risis  was the  apex o these  potential conficts,  and 

it was resolved because  neither Kennedy nor Khrushchev was willing 

to  initiate  nuclear warare.  And Khrushchevs  willingness  to  make the  

rst move to  de-escalate  was an act o extreme courage  that most likely 

cost him his  position as  the  head o the  Soviet Union and the  communist 

world.  Ater so  many years  o tension and ear,  it is  not surprising that 

Khrushchev was interested in peaceul coexistence,  and that he  wanted 

to  improve  relations with the  USA.

In 1 964 Khrushchev was ousted,  and it would be  let to  B rezhnev in the  

USSR and Nixon in the  USA,  neither particularly well known or peace  

initiatives,  to  engage  in dtente.  That too,  would be  short- lived as  Cold 

War rivalries  erupted anew in the  late  1 970s.  

Chinas break with the USSR opened the door or negotiations with the West 

and the beginning o what would be called triangular diplomacy among the  

three largest powers,  all o whom had nuclear capabilities by 1 964.
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Exam-style  questions
1 .  Examine the  effect of the  US  policy of containment on relations  with 

the  USSR and the  PRC  from 1 949  to  1 962 .

2 .  To what extent was  Khrushchevs  policy of peaceful coexistence  

responsible  for the  S ino-Soviet split of the  1 960s?

3 .  Compare  the  causes  of two Cold War crises,  each chosen from a 

different region.

4.  Evaluate  the  effect that two leaders,  each chosen from a different 

region,  had on the  outcome of Cold War events  from 1 949  to  1 962 .

5 .  Discuss  the  reasons why there  were  so  many Cold War crises  

between 1 949  and 1 962 .

Further reading
Billington,  James H.  The  Soviet Archives  Exhibit,  Library of Congress.  

http: // ibiblio.org/expo/soviet.exhibit/repress.html

Dobbs,  Michael.  2008.  One Minute to  Midnight: Kennedy,  Khrushchev and 

Castro on  the brink of Nuclear War.  New York,  NY,  USA.  Knopf.

Khrushchev,  Nikita.  1 974.  Khrushchev Remembers: the last testament.   

New York,  USA.  Little  B rown.

Wilson Center.  Cold War International History Project.   

http: //wilsoncenter.org

Zubok,  Vladislav and Pleshakov,  Constantine.  1 996.  Inside the Kremlins 

Cold War: from Stalin  to  Khrushchev.  C ambridge,  MA,  USA.  Harvard 

University Press.

Exam-style  questions and  further reading
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Leader:  General  Dwight D  Eisenhower

Country:  USA

Dates in  power:  19531961

main  oreign policies related to the Cold  war

  Rol lback

  New Look

  Domino theory/efect

Participation  in  Cold  war events

  Korean  War resolution

  Guatemala

  Suez Crisis

  First and  Second  Taiwan Strait Crises

  Berl in  Crisis/Khrushchevs u ltimatum

Efect on  developent o Cold  war

Eisenhower took an  even  more  aggressive  stance 

against the  USSR than  Truman.  Not content to  contain  

communism,  he  tried  to  rol l  i t  back,  meaning that the 

USA would  remove  communist governments rom power,  

even  i they  were  democratical ly  elected.  The  New Look 

encapsulated  h is  view on  the  Cold  War and  the  uture 

o warare  in  general .  He  emphasized  nuclear warare  

as  a  means o cutting deence  costs,  and  ocused  on  

expanding the  a ir orce  and  covert operations,  rather 

than  conventional  warare  which  he  perceived  as more 

expensive.  H is  pol icies led  to  an  arms race  and  the 

stockpi l ing o nuclear weapons.

Leader:  N ikita  Khrushchev

Country:  USSR

Dates in  power:  19531964

main  oreign policy related  to the Cold  war

  Peaceul  coexistence

  De-Stal inization

Participation  in  Cold  war events and  outcoe

  Summit meetings

  Hungarian  Revolution

  Suez Crisis

  Berl in  Crisis

  Cuban Missile  Crisis

  Sino-Soviet spl it

Efect on  developent o Cold  war

Khrushchev revealed  Soviet d iplomatic contradictions.  

Regarding China,  Khrushchev wanted  to  keep  i t in  

the  Soviet sphere  but ound  Mao  an  increasingly  

unwil l ing and  critical  partner.  Al though  both  were 

communists,  their interests were  d ivergent,  leading to  

the  spl it.  I n  relations with  the  west h is  pol icies seemed  

ambivalent at best.  On  one  hand,  he  advocated  peaceul  

coexistence and  sought to  engage  with  the  USA,  and  

u l timately  made  the  decision  to  end  the  Cuban  M issi le  

Crisis  by  standing down  Soviet ships heading to  Cuba,  

knowing that th is  would  make  him  appear weak to  the  

Soviet leadership.  On  the  other hand,  he  oten  made 

seemingly  unprovoked  demands,  such  as h is  u l timatum 

to  the  western  powers regarding the  evacuation  o 

Berl in .  H is  decision  to  resolve  the  Cuban  M issi le  Crisis 

peaceul ly  led  to  dtente  and  a  relaxation  o tensions 

but i t a lso  led  to  h im  being ousted  and  a  return  to  Soviet 

expansionist pol icies under Brezhnev.  
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Global  context 

 CAS E  S TU D y  2 :   GUATEMALA DURING 

THE  COLD  WAR

Ater the  bombing o Pearl Harbor,  all the  

Central American countries  dutiully declared 

war on the  Axis  powers  in compliance  with the  

spirit o the  Good Neighbour policy.  Ater the  

war ended,  the  Latin American and Caribbean 

countries  hoped or the  renewal o their special,  

regional relationship  with the  USA but the  

onset o the  Cold War led to  a  continued ocus  

on Europe,  ollowed by attention to  Asia  as  

China ell to  communism and the  Korean  

War began.  

However,  letist  movements  developed in  the  

region,  alarming the  ferce  anti- communists  

in  the  US  S tate  D epartment;  once  again,  the  

US  government saw socialism as  monolithic,  

unable  to  recognize  the  dierence  between 

Marxism-Leninism and programmes 

promoting social  welare  and social  j ustice .  

E isenhowers  S ecretary o S tate  and director 

o  the  newly created C entral Intelligence  

Agency (C IA)  not only pursued such policies  

aggressively but were  also  afliated with 

the  United Fruit  C ompany,  the  dominant 

American corporation in  Guatemala.  Its  profts  

and property were  threatened by a  new 

wave  o political  leadership  that promoted 

redistribution o wealth and rights  or  the  

impoverished day labourers .

Thereore,  US  policy on Central America was  

guided by American economic interests  and 

the Cold War political agenda.  Many citizens 

in the region opposed what they saw as US  

imperialism,  and intellectuals  were highly 

critical o US  motives and actions.  Americans  

eared that i one country ell to  communism,  a  

domino eect could sweep through the region 

and leave Mexico and even the USA vulnerable  

to  Marxist-Leninist ideology.  This view persisted 

throughout the Cold War and led the USA to  

support brutal dictatorships that oten had only 

one redeeming quality:  they opposed all orms o 

letist movements in their countries.

1944

1952

1957

1996

Overthrow of Ubico  and  instal lation  of 

Arvalo  government

Decree 900 redistributes uncultivated  land

Assassination  of Castil lo  Armas

Guatemalan  Civi l  War ends

1951 rbenz elected  president

1954
rbenz overthrown and  instal lation  of 

Castil lo  Armas government

1960 Guatemalan  Civil  War begins

Timeline
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 Map of Guatemala

Guatemala during the Cold  War

good neihbor policy

US Pol icy  articulated  by  Frankl in  D  

Roosevelt in  his inaugural  speech  and  

accepted  in  the Rio  Conerence o 1933.  

I t stated  a  commitment to,  and  non-

intererence in,  the domestic aairs 

o other countries and  hemispheric 

cooperation  among the Americas and  

Caribbean.  On  a  practical  level ,  it signied  

that the USA would  stay  out o the other 

countries and  they  would  cooperate  

economical ly  and  pol itical ly,  especial ly  

in  the ace o growing authoritarianism in  

the world.

Conceptual  understanding
Key  question

 How did  the  Cold  War infuence the Guatemalan  government?

Key  concept

 Perspective

Guatemalan politics  and government were  inextricably linked to  

the  USA from the  1 9th century due  to  the  presence  of US-owned 

corporations  operating in the  country and providing produce  to  US  

markets.  Prior to  the  Second World War,  General Jorge  Ubico  ruled as  

dictator and enjoyed the  support of US  corporations  who even provided 

him with a $1  million loan in exchange for reducing their taxes.  As  an 

avowed anti-communist,  he  also  had the  support of the  US  government,  

despite  growing concerns  over corruption in his  administration.
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There  was tremendous disparity in Guatemala;  2%  o the  predominantly 

criollo  landowning elite  owned 72%  o the  land and the  Boston-based 

United Fruit Company (UFCO)  owned the  rest o it.  The  majority o 

Guatemalans  were  indigenous landless  labourers  who suered racial 

discrimination and were  oten indebted to  the  plantations  where  they 

worked,  making it impossible  to  leave.  UFCOs  domination o the  

Guatemalan economy could not be  overstated:  by the  end o the  Second 

World War UFCO  itsel employed 5000  people,  owned 566  000  acres  

( 230  000  hectares) ,  making it the  largest landowner and employer in the  

country.  Its  subsidiary  the  International Railway o Central America   

employed an additional 5000  people  and owned 96%  o Guatemalas  

track while  UFCO  controlled the  docks  and merchant feet.  

Despite  US  support,  Ubico  was overthrown in a military coup in 1 944  

the  outcome o a middle-class  movement led by students  and young army 

ocers.  Ater Ubicos  removal,  Juan Jos  Arvalo,  an exiled philosophy 

proessor,  returned home and was elected president in a ree  and air 

election.  His  main goal was to  end the vast disparity between rich and 

poor,  and provide social services to  impoverished Guatemalans.  One 

o his  rst initiatives  was the Law o Forced Rental that stipulated that 

uncultivated lands had to  be  leased to  the  peasants at inexpensive rates  to  

allow them to  grow their own crops and improve their standard o living.

In the  atermath o the  Second World War the  US  government was 

suspicious  o any policies  that could be  construed as  socialist and 

considered Arvalos  policies  communist.  When new laws insisted 

that landowners  provide  decent housing or their employees,  and the  

communist-supported urban labour unions  achieved an 8%  wage  

increase,  this  conrmed US  suspicions.  Even a 1 949  literacy programme 

was branded as  a  means  o indoctrinating Guatemalans,  even though 

there  was  no  support or such claims.  The  newly created C IA began 

plans or intervention in Guatemala that were  quashed by Truman 

(although they were  later revived by Eisenhower)  when the  US  S tate  

Department expressed concern about violating OAS  agreements.

crill

A person  of Iberian  descent born  in   

the  Americas.

oAS

The Organization  of American  States was 

formed in  1948 to  promote hemispheric 

sol idarity  and  equal  treatment of al l  

American  states,  regardless of size or 

international  status.

 United  Fruit  Company  Workers
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Government of Jacobo rbenz,  19511954
In the  1 950  elections  centre- let General Jacobo rbenz won with 65%  
o the  vote.  In his  inaugural speech,  rbenz articulated three  objectives  
or his  people:  economic independence;  the  establishment o a  modern,  
capitalist state;  and an increased standard o living or the  population.  
He  and his  ollowers  elt that the  key to  achieving these  objectives  was  
agrarian reorm and to  this  end Decree  900  was  enacted in June 1 952 .   
It allowed the Guatemalan government to  expropriate  uncultivated lands  
rom large  plantations.  The landowners  would be  compensated through 
25-year bonds with 3%  interest on the  value o the  land determined by 
the  taxable  worth o the  land as  o May 1 952 .  Ater June 1 952 ,   
1 .5  million acres (600  000  hectares)  were  distributed to  1 00  000  amilies;  
this  included 1 700 acres  (690  hectares)  owned by rbenz himsel.

Much o the  expropriated land was  owned by UFCO  as  85%  o its  land 
was  unused.  Based on the  ocial tax value  o the  land,  the  Guatemalan 
government oered UFCO  $627  572  ($5 ,71 4,1 88  in 201 5  dollars)  in 
compensation.  But over the  years,  UFCO  had deliberately undervalued 
its  holdings  to  avoid paying tax and it now complained to  the  US  
government that it was  not being compensated airly or the  loss  o land.  
As  a  counter oer,  the  US  S tate  Department demanded $1 5  854 849  
($1 4,436,207  in 201 5  dollars) .

S imilar situations  had occurred in Bolivia  and Mexico  in the  1 930s,  
which had been resolved due  to  the  threat o war and need or 
hemispheric solidarity,  but in  Guatemala in the  1 950s  US  ear o 
communism was  probably enough to  lead to  a  dierent outcome.  
There  was  an additional confict o interest in these  negotiations:  not 
only was  UFCO  a  US  company,  but John Foster Dulles  worked or the  
law rm that represented it  and Allan Dulles  had been president o the  
UFCO  board.  

In this  case,  the  interrelationship  o US  political and economic interests  
in the  region became very clear.  The  statements  that came out o the  US  
Department o S tate  clearly charged rbenz with communism,  or,  at the  
very least,  o not stopping a communist insurgency in the  country,  yet 
they were  coupled with a demand or more  money to  go  to  UFCO  or 
the  land expropriated.  On the  issue  o UFCO  undervaluing its  land the  
S tate  Department was  silent.  

Guatemala was  seen as  a  test case  or the  domino theory;  the  US  
position was  that,  i rbenz could not be  stopped,  all o Central America 
and possibly even the  USA itsel could all to  communism.  In particular,  
it was  argued,  the  Panama Canal could become Soviet-controlled,  
thereby limiting global ree  trade.  Thereore,  it was  the  duty o the  USA 
to  act on behal o all countries  that supported ree  trade.

Despite  such accusations,  rbenz continued with his  land reorms and 
reused to  oust the  our communists  in the  legislature  (o 56) .  The  
US  responded by appealing to  the  OAS  or assistance,  hoping that the  
group would act collectively against Guatemalan actions.  Although a 
measure  or action against rbenz was  passed it did not allow or direct 
OAS  intervention and the  USA could not act under its  auspices  to  orce  
a  policy or regime change.  And while  most Latin American countries  

domino theory

A theory  popularized  by  Secretary  of 

State  Dul les which  asserted  that if one 

country  in  a  region  became communist,  

its neighbors would  fol low suit soon  

thereafter.
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subscribed to  the  Caracas  Declaration o March 1 954 that rej ected 
Marxism,  there  was  not much orce  behind such declarations.  The  US  
government resorted to  both embargoes  and covert operations to  oppose  
rbenz.  The  USA reused to  sell military equipment to  Guatemala,  
orcing rbenz,  earul o invasion,  to  approach eastern Europe  or 
military support.

The  arms shipment rom Czechoslovakia that arrived on 1 7  May 1 954 
gave  the  USA the  pretext it needed in support o its  claims that rbenz 
was communist,  and in neighbouring Honduras  the  USA assisted exiled 
Colonel Carlos  Castillo  Armas to  lead a group o exiles  in an armed 
insurrection against the  Guatemalan government.  On 1 8  June 1 954,  
Castillo  and an army o approximately 1 50  crossed into  Guatemala.   
They were  assisted by C IA operatives  who provided news reports  rom 
the  jungles  that over-reported the  strength o the  opposition to  rbenz.  
At the  same time,  US  pilots  straed the  capital,  causing minimal physical 
damage but producing the  image  o a  city under siege.  The  army reused 
to  support the  government,  earing the  outbreak o a  bloody battle,  and 
rbenz was orced to  resign and go  into  exile.

The  US  government saw the  overthrow o rbenz as  an overwhelming 
success;  it had rolled back communism via covert operations  and this  
became the  template  or uture  operations.  Even though it violated 
its  OAS  commitments,  the  USA elt it was  justifed to  take  all actions  
considered necessary to  prevent the  spread o communism to  Latin 
America.  On a practical level this  meant that the  USA established good 
relations with dictators,  tolerating them as  long as  they took a stand 
against communism.  The  negative  eect was  that Latin American 
intellectuals  opposed US  actions  in their countries  and were  always  
suspicious  o US  motives.  The  US  government ound itsel supporting 
intolerable  regimes  to  deend the  region against communist infltration,  
usually conusing anti-Americanism with communist ideology.  This  was  
the  case  in the  prolonged Guatemalan C ivil War.

The efect on Guatemala:  repression and the 

Guatemalan Civil  War
The US  ambassador assisted in the transition o power to  Castillo,  who 
installed himsel as  a provisional president and arranged elections,  all with 
the support o the US  government.  Political parties were banned rom 
participating,  the military staed the polls,  and ballots were open.  Not 
surprisingly,  then,  486  000 votes were cast or Castillo and only 400 against 
him.  His frst actions were to  reverse the rbenz reorms:  unions were  
banned,  Decree 900 was reversed and there was a return to  the brutality 
o dictatorship and the dominance o local and oreign elites.  Castillo  
established the National Committee or the Deense Against Communism 
and implemented the Preventative Penal Law against communists which 
provided the death penalty or sabotage.  In his brie tenure in ofce,  72  000  
were identifed as participating in communist activities and between 3 ,000  
and 5 ,000 rbenz supporters were murdered.  On UFCO plantations 1 ,000  
community organizers were taken into custody and murdered.  Electoral 
legislation was changed so that only literate Guatemalans could vote,  once  
again limiting the power o the indigenous peasantry.  
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In exchange or renewed loyalty,  Guatemala received $1 00 million in aid 

orm the US  government between 1 955  and 1 960,  amounting to 1 5%  o all 

aid that went to  the region.  In 1 956,  Castillo  was assassinated and replaced 

by Lpez,  another dictator,  beginning a pattern that would continue until 

the election o Jimmy Carter in the USA:  as long as its  leaders supported 

anti-communism,  racist corrupt dictatorships persisted in Guatemala.  

Guatemala willingly supported the USA and assisted in the ailed Bay o 

Pigs invasion by providing a place or Cuban exiles to be trained.  

In 1 960  a letist rebellion began that railed against government 

corruption.  Guerrilla groups  such as  UNRG ormed but opposition to  

the  regime was not well organized;  the  groups  were  unifed only in 

their determination to  reverse  the  government brutality against the  

rural population.  The  USA decided that Cuban leader Fidel Castro  was  

behind these,  even though there  was  no  evidence  o his  support.  When 

Guatemalan president Ydgoras  allowed the  exiled Arvalo  to  return 

and campaign or the  presidency in 1 963  he  was pressured by President 

Kennedy to  overturn his  decision.  When he  reused to  bow to  US  

pressure,  the  US  government once  again encouraged a military coup and 

Ydgoras  was  overthrown as  a  result.  The  new government received  

$4.3  million in military assistance  and while  there  were  subsequent 

civilian elections,  the  military had eective  control over what it 

considered to  be  internal security matters.  From 1 966  onwards,  death 

squads  made  victims  disappear,  destroyed villages  and committed 

multiple  assassinations  against those  considered to  be  anti-government.  

The letist guerrilla movements retaliated violently and even targeted US  

military advisors,  who they saw as behind the government violence.  In 1 968  

the US  ambassador was assassinated in one such action.  Rather than lead to  

US  reconsideration o its support,  Guatemala received $50 million rom the  

US  government and US  private direct investment increased steadily,  reaching 

a high o $1 86 million in 1 986.  This money,  however,  went to the military,  

not to social services,  and the disparity between rich and poor increased.  

 Guatemalan  women  hold  photographs of family  members who d isappeared  during  

the Civi l  War
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US policy  shifts in  the 1970s and 1980s
When Jimmy Carter was elected president in 1 976  he expressed a 

commitment to  human rights,  especially in the Americas.  One o his  rst 

actions was to  condemn Guatemalan death squads and stop all aid to  the  

country.  In addition to  his  actions,  death squad murders o Catholic priests  

and nuns made Americans more aware o the violence o governments  

that maintained power due largely to  support rom the USA.  

Even ater Carter lost the  1 980  elections  and Ronald Reagan became 

president,  the  US  Congress  would not authorize  military assistance  

to  Guatemala.  Reagan ound ways  around this,  however,  by sending 

civilian aid that amounted to  $38.8  million in 1 983 .  He  also  brokered 

arms agreements  so  that Israel and the  Republic o China (Taiwan)  sent 

weapons thereby bypassing the  US  legislature.  And,  there  was  always  

a  C IA presence  in the  country.  All the  while,  US  policy was  based on 

the  premise  that the  guerrilla groups  were  communists  that received 

assistance  rom the  USSR and maintenance  o the  right-wing military 

regimes  were  necessary or US  security.  

End of the Cold  War and the Civil  War:  the renewal  

of democracy
There were many sceptical o the US  ocial statement o anti-communism 

as the reason or keeping traditional elites and a brutal military in power.  

However,  there was a US  policy shit in 1 990,  ater the Cold War tensions 

eased,  eastern Europe had been liberated rom communism and Gorbachev 

engaged with the US.  In 1 990,  US  president George W Bush cut aid and 

roze arms sales to the Guatemalan government.  

By the  1 990s  it was  estimated that 1 50  000  Guatemalans had been 

killed by military and death squads;  another 200  000  fed the  country 

trying to  escape  the  violence  and another 40  000  were  missing,  

presumably dead.  The  Guatemalan government and military allowed 

and encouraged this  out o a  desire  to  preserve  the  pre-1 944 status  quo  

and prevent the  rise  o the  rural indigenous majority.  As  Liberation 

Theology  spread throughout Latin America,  the  government was also  

condemned by the  Roman Catholic Church,  losing a  valuable  ally.  With 

moral condemnation rom the  Church and loss  o US  unding sources,  

the  government lost much o its  power base.  With such pressures,  the  

government had to  engage  in peace  talks  with the  rebel groups  and 

the  1 990s  were  characterized by a  series  o such talks  that broke  down.  

However,  in 1 993 ,  discussions were  initiated and mediated by the  United 

Nations  and ater signing agreements  on human and indigenous rights  

and displaced people,  elections were  scheduled in November 1 995  and 

peace  accords  signed by the  new,  reely elected government and guerrilla 

groups  in 1 996.  

Conclusions
Guatemala is  an example  o how the  Cold War usurped democratic 

processes  and the  will o local populations.  The  USA kept a  brutal regime 

in power as  a  ballast against the  perceived threat o communism.  The  

USSR and Cuba provided very little  assistance  to  the  URNG,  and it 

liberation Theoogy

An ideological  movement that developed  

in  Latin  America  in  the 1970s that posited  

that the  Roman Cathol ic Church  should  

support and  agitate  or social  justice   

and  pol itical  reorms that beneft al l  and  

seek material  improvements or the   

less ortunate.  
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Exam-style questions
1 .  Discuss  the  claim that US  intervention in Guatemala in 1 954 was  due  

primarily to  anti-communist ideology in the  US  government.

2 .  To what extent did the  Cold War affect one  government between 

1 945  and 1 989?

3 .  Compare  and contrast the  effect of Cold War rivalries  on two 

countries  other than the  USA and USSR.

A
T
L

Research skil ls

Once you  have chosen your topic and  done some 

prel iminary  research,  i t is time to  begin  detai led  research  

o your subject.  You  may  have access to  a  university  or 

government research  l ibrary,  but it is  more l ikely  that you  

wil l  be  relying on  your school s l ibrary  and  the internet to  

conduct your research.

As you  gather inormation  be sure to  keep track o where 

it came rom. As you  write  down the material ,  develop a  

system where you  record  data  and  note where you  got 

the  inormation.  I  you  are  using books or journals,  write  

down the page number so that you  can  reerence where 

necessary  and  nd  the inormation  again  i you  need  it.

As you  progress in  your research,  revisit your research  

question  to  make sure  that you  are staying on  track.  

There is a  lot o interesting material  out there and  it is very  

easy  to  wander away  rom your question.  Periodical ly  

asking how a  book or argument pertains to  your research  

question  should  help you  stay  ocused.  

Your teacher wil l  probably  have a  preerred  method  o 

reerencing,  and  you  need  to  adhere to  those guidel ines,  

but certain  components o the works you  reerence 

must be  provided  to  the  reader:  the  author,  the title  o the 

work,  the publ isher,  the date and  place o publ ication.  I  

i t is a  website,  the date created  and  date accessed  are  

both  necessary.  I  i t is  a  journal  article,  the volume o the 

journal  is required,  a long with  the  page numbers or the 

article.  

One question  students always have is how many  sources 

are needed,  and  while  there  is no  correct answer,  a  

research  paper o 20004000 words should  have at 

least 8  to  10  sources,  and  probably  more,  depending 

on  the subject.  You  want to  include relevant primary  

sources i they  are  available  to  you,  and  you  want to  nd  

diferent historical  perspectives i you  can.  Those diferent 

viewpoints might be  ideological  or national  in  their 

orientation.

mostly took the  form of military training rather than direct assistance  

or intervention in domestic affairs.  Even so,  the  USA was determined 

to  use  Guatemala as  proof that it would not allow the  proliferation of 

leftist movements  in Central America,  and the  result was  a  C ivil War 

that lasted over three  decades  and resulted in hundreds  of thousands of 

civilian deaths  at the  hands  of the  military and right-wing militias.  
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writing an  introduction

Question

Discuss  the  impact of one  country in either Europe  or Asia on the  

emergence  of superpower rivalry between 1 943  and 1 949.

Analysis

Now that you have  written your plan ( see  page  00) ,  the  next step  in 

the  essay-writing process  is  to  formulate  your introduction.  Remember 

that examiners  will see  hundreds  of essays,  and a clear,  well-structured 

essay will stand out.  One  way to  make your essay clear is  to  provide  a  

roadmap of how you are  going to  answer the  question,  and this  is  the  

purpose  of the  introductory paragraph.  

The  most successful essays  start with a  succinct introductory paragraph,  

which,  if written properly,  will show the  examiner how you propose  to  

answer the  question and set the  tone  for the  rest of the  essay.

When writing the  introduction,  one  useful mnemonic to  remember  

is  BOLT :  

  B  =  Background information that places  the  question in its  historical 

context 

  O  =  Opposing view(s)  

  L  =  List of the  evidence  you will use  to  answer the  question (you will 

probably not have  time to  include  every example  you know of,  so  

limit your list to  the  number you can reasonably provide  in the  time 

constraints  you have)

  T  =  Thesis   this  is  how you will answer the  question 

When you made your plan ( see  page  00) ,  you decided that your central 

idea for the  question was:  

Confict over Germany was a decisive actor in the emergence o superpower rivalry.

Lets  take  a  look at how this  could be  formulated in an introductory 

paragraph:  

As decisions were being made by  the w inning powers o the Second World War about 

the postwar conditions o Europe Germany  was, o course, a  point o main  ocus.  The 

establishment, ater the Yalta  Conerence, o our sectors in  Berl in  and Germany  served 

to  underline the growing distinction  between  the US and Soviet Union. Whi le some have 

argued that the divisions between the two  superpowers had already  been  established] ,  

the real ity  is not so  clear.  By  examining the postwar division  o Germany, the Berl in  

Blockade and Airl it,  and, nally ,  the creation  o two  pol itically  diferent German states 

in  October 1949, it becomes evident that Germany  was critical  to  the development o the 

emerging rivalry  between the superpowers.  
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This  table  shows how the  BOLT mnemonic has  been applied.

As decisions were being made by the winning powers o  

the Second World War about the postwar conditions o 

Europe Germany was,  o course,  a point o main  ocus.   

The establishment,  ater the Yalta Conerence,  o our sectors 

in  Berlin  and Germany served to underline the growing 

distinction between the US and Soviet Union.

B:   background  

inormation  and  

identifcation  o 

the example

While some have argued that the divisions between the two 

superpowers had already been established,

O: Opposing view

the reality  is not so  clear.  By examining the postwar 

division  o Germany,  the Berlin  Blockade and Airlit,  and,  

nally,  the creation  o two politically  diferent German 

states in  October 1 949,

L:  List o evidence

it becomes evident that Germany was critical to the 

development o the emerging rivalry between the superpowers.

T:   Thesis is 

presented

Not all the  ideas  you listed in your plan ( see  previous Skills  section)  are  

present in this  paragraph,  but many are,  and you may use  some of that 

evidence  in the  body of your essay.

Class practice

Choose  one  of the  exam-style  questions  from this  chapter and write  it on 

the  top  of the  page.

1  Write  an introductory paragraph to  the  question,  using the  BOLT 

structure.

2  Then exchange  it with one  of your classmates  so  that you  now have  

their introduction.  Identify the  elements  of BOLT in their paragraph.  

Does  it  have  all of these  parts?  What is  missing?   

What is  not clear to  you?

3  Now discuss  this  with your classmate,  and accept feedback on your 

own introduction.  When your classmate  read your introduction,  

could they identify the  components  readily?

4 Is  your introduction focused on the  question?
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Global  context
The  C old War continued but the  way in  which 

the  superpowers  engaged one  another was 

orever changed by the  ear  o nuclear  war 

brought on by the  Cuban Missile  C risis .  D irect 

conrontation was  no  longer a  realistic  option,  

and thus  the  spheres  o  inuence  became  even 

more  important in  determining which power 

was  more  successul in  the  Cold War.

By 1 964,  Khrushchev and Kennedy had been 

replaced.  Leonid B rezhnev kept components  o 

Khrushchevs  peaceul coexistence  but  ruled 

the  Soviet  sphere  with  an iron fst,  eventually 

going  so  as  ar  as  to  prohibit  countries  rom 

abandoning socialism.  Lyndon B  Johnson 

was  more  interested in  domestic  policies  but 

he  elt  bound to  maintain  anti- communist 

countries .  Unsurprisingly,  Mutual Assured 

Destruction led to  a  thaw in  relations  between 

the  USA and the  USSR;  there  were  attempts  at 

arms  limitation,  which peaked with the  SALT 

agreement and Helsinki Accords.

Part o the  shit to  dtente  can be  attributed to  

communist Chinas  re-emergence  as  a  major 

power.  The  split between the  USSR and PRC  

led to  a  warming o relations between the  USA 

and PRC ,  culminating in diplomatic recognition 

o communist China and strong trade  relations  

between the  two powers.  By the  middle  o 

the  1 970s  many conict areas  were  heading 

towards  peace,  but the  longevity o dtente  and 

reconciliation was  questioned at every turn.  

The time period was marked by unilateral actions  

o the superpowers against those who sought to  

change the international order,  making Alexander 

Dub cek in Czechoslovakia and Salvador Allende 

in Chile  victims o the Cold War.  Proxy wars were  

increasingly the exception,  and as in Vietnam 

and Aghanistan,  wars did not start that way,  but 

instead escalated to  multipower involvement,  

although the USA,  the Soviet Union and even 

the Peoples  Republic o China strove to  prevent 

direct conrontation o their orces.

3   RECON C I L I AT I O N  AN D  REN EWED 
CON FLI CT,  1 9 6 3 1 9 7 9

1963

Limited  Nuclear Test Ban  Treaty

Kennedy  assassinated

Lyndon  B Johnson becomes President o 

the USA

1966France withdraws its orces rom NATO

1968

Nuclear Non-Prol ieration  Treaty  

Prague Spring

Brezhnev Doctrine

1970
Salvador Al lende takes ofce as president 

o Chile

1964

Khrushchev ousted

Leonid  Brezhnev in  power in  the USSR

Peoples Republ ic o China  successul ly  

detonates atom bomb

1967 Six Day  War/Third  Arab-Israel i  War

1969
Richard  M  N ixon  becomes President  

o the USA  

Sino-Soviet border clashes

1972 Moscow Summit

Timeline
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1975Angolan  Civi l  War begins

1978Camp David  Accords 

1980
USA boycott of the Moscow Olympics

Creation  of Sol idarity  in  Poland

1982Death  of Brezhnev

Allende overthrown

Augusto  Pinochet takes power in  Chile

October War/Yom Kippur War

1973

1974

Nixon  resigns

Gerald  R Ford  becomes President of the USA

Portuguese Revolution

1977

Jimmy Carter becomes President of the USA

Mozambican  Civi l  War begins

Charter 77  issued  in  Czechoslovakia

1979 Soviet invasion  of Afghanistan

1981 Martial  law in  Poland

 Cold  War a l l iances

NATO countries

Communist (Eastern)  B loc

Non-al igned

NATO a l l ies

Soviet cl ient states
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3.1  The invasion  of Czechoslovakia

Conceptual  understanding

Key question

 How did  the Soviet Unions actions in  Czechoslovakia  in  1968 dier rom its 

actions in  eastern  Europe prior to  1964?

Key concepts

 Change

 Signifcance

Czechoslovakia was  invaded by troops rom all Warsaw Pact countries  

ater attempts  at liberalization and democratization occurred in the  

spring and summer o 1 968.  As  the  ideological conict was frmly in 

the  Soviet sphere,  the  USA remained on the  sidelines,  hoping or a  

Czechoslovak victory but unwilling to  act.  The  result o the  invasion 

was not simply the  crushing o another attempt at reorm,  but the  

ormulation o a  new Soviet oreign policy  the  B rezhnev Doctrine.  

Changes in  superpower leadership
American and Soviet leadership  were  completely dierent by 1 964.  

In November 1 963 ,  Kennedy was  assassinated and his  vice-president 

Lyndon B  Johnson assumed power;  he  was  then elected in 1 964.  In 

addition to  being ten years  older than Kennedy,  he  represented a very 

dierent American reality:  he  was  rom rural Texas,  and prior to  entering 

politics  had been a school teacher.  Although he  was  more  interested in 

bringing about radical changes  to  American social structure,  he  ound 

himsel  and his  administration  increasingly judged by a  oreign policy 

that endorsed rapprochement but at the  same time,  escalated proxy wars  

to  new heights  through its  involvement in Vietnam.

Khrushchevs  all  rom power was  more  predictable .  The  outcome 

o the  Cuban Missile  C risis  and crisis  in  B erlin  were  seen as  ailures ,  

and,  perhaps  more  importantly,  his  domestic  policies  had ailed to  

increase  the  Soviet  standard o living and availability  o  consumer 

goods,  making him especially  vulnerable  ater  1 962 .  B etween January 

and September 1 964,  Khrushchev was  absent rom the  Kremlin  or 

a  total  o fve  months,  and in  this  time  a  group  o Party insiders,  led 

by Leonid B rezhnev ( the  Secretary o the  C entral  C ommittee  and 

deputy Party leader) ,  p lanned to  oust  him.  On his  return he  went on 

holiday and in  October he  was  summoned to  a  special  meeting.  When 

attacked by the  other members  o  the  Soviet  leadership  Khrushchev 

accepted the  ouster and retired,  citing poor health  and age  as   

the  reasons.  
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Leonid B rezhnev was  appointed First  S ecretary and while  it 

was  initially  stated that this  was  a  s topgap  measure,  he  quickly 

consolidated power.  This  regime  was  interested in  stabilizing the  

Soviet  Union,  both domestically  and internationally.  This  meant 

that many o Khrushchevs  policies  were  reversed,  leading  people  

both inside  and outside  o  the  USSR to  re- evaluate  the  previous  

regime.  The  promise  o economic improvements  was  unulflled and 

discontent once  again arose ,  not j ust  in  the  USSR but in  Eastern 

Europe,  most notably in  C zechoslovakia.  

The Prague Spring

Ater  1 948  the  C zechoslovak government remained steadastly 

loyal to  Moscow,  frst  under Klement Gottwald and later under 

Antonn Novotn whose  regime  was  characterized by corruption 

and stagnation that caused tensions  among the  members  o  the  

Communist  Party o  C zechoslovakia  ( CPCS ) .  In  an attempt to  reduce  

conicts  within  the  Party,  Novotn was  orced to  resign and was  

replaced by Alexander Dub cek in  January 1 968 .  He  was  a  long- term 

S lovak communist  who  appeared to  be  a  typical  Party apparatchik  

but  in  reality  he  was  a  charismatic  advocate  o political  reorm.  Like  

the  C ommunist  Party reormers  in  Poland and Hungary in  1 956 ,  

he  sought to  change  the  sociopolitical  approach in  his  country.  He  

was  the  personifcation o the  concept o  socialism with a  human 

ace ,  and throughout the  spring and summer o 1 968  he  not only 

advocated but implemented liberalizing policies  in  C zechoslovakia.  

The shit was announced by Dub cek in a speech commemorating the  

20th anniversary o the  1 948  communist coup.  He  announced that it 

was necessary or the  CPCS  to  maintain socialism in Czechoslovakia,  

while  respecting the  countrys  democratic past,  and to  align Czechoslovak 

economic policies  with global realities.  In April 1 968  his  intentions were  

explained through the Action Programme,  which stated the  CPCSs  

determination to  achieve socialism according to  a distinct Czechoslovak 

path.  To  do  so,  the  government needed to  allow:  the  basic reedoms o 

speech,  press  and movement  including travel to  western countries;  

ormal recognition o the  state  o Israel;  reedom or economic enterprises  

to  make decisions based on consumer demand rather than government 

targets;  and increased rights  o autonomy or the  politically repressed 

(and underrepresented)  S lovak minority.  

Most countries in Eastern Europe were alarmed by these actions as they 

were dominated by staunch communists who eared any challenge to the  

status quo,  but the Soviets initially watched Czechoslovakia with interest 

to see how ar the reorms would go.  When no clear opposition emerged,  

reormers in the CPCS  took things even urther,  ending all press censorship,  

planning to open borders with the West and even beginning discussions  

on a trade agreement with West Germany,  all the while insisting that 

Czechoslovakia was a loyal member o the socialist order and wanted to  

implement liberalization within the ramework o Marxism-Leninism.  

Hoping to  intimidate  Dub cek,  the  Warsaw Pact countries  conducted 

military exercises  in  C zechoslovakia  in  late  June  and,  once  completed,  

nearly 75  000  troops  remained close  to  the  C zechoslovak border.  

tck

A member of the Communist Party  and/or 

government bureaucracy.  This is usual ly  

a  derogatory  term signal ing lack of 

creativity  or initiative.
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Additionally,  they held a  meeting o the  leaders  o the  USSR,  Bulgaria,  

East Germany,  Hungary and Poland on 1 4  1 5  July and expressed  

their concerns  regarding expanded reorms  in  C zechoslovakia.   

In  the  Warsaw Letter,  they afrmed C zechoslovakias  right to  internal  

sel-determination;  however,  they also  argued that challenges  to  

socialism within one  country were  a  threat to  the  entire  socialist 

movement and should not be  tolerated as  they could lead to  a  split  in 

socialist  unity,  both internally and externally.  They called on Dub ceks  

government to  rein in  groups  that they termed counter- revolutionary 

or  rightist.

At the  end o July,  B rezhnev and Dub cek had the  last  o  s ix  meetings  

regarding the  liberalizing actions  in  C zechoslovakia.  The  Soviet  intent 

was  to  provoke  a  split  within  the  CPCS ,  hoping it  would lead to  the  

emergence  o  a  pro-Soviet  group  that could then ask the  Warsaw Pact 

to  provide  military assistance  to  maintain  order.  However,  contrary to  

Kremlin  assessments,  the  split  did not  occur.  Instead,  B rezhnev and 

Dub cek continued discussions  via  phone  conversations  on the  uture  

o  the  Warsaw Pact.  As  in  Hungary in  1 956 ,  the  Soviets  were  araid 

that political  liberalization and discussions  o  a  multiparty system 

could lead to  C zechoslovakias  exit  rom the  Warsaw Pact,  threatening 

Soviet  security.  B rezhnev pressured Dub cek to  repeal  the  reorms,  

but despite  promises  to  do  so ,  Dub cek continued with  his  liberalizing 

path,  convinced that the  Soviets  would not invade.

Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia

What outsiders  did not know was that Kremlin leadership  was  divided 

on how to  react to  the  Prague Spring.  Some  such as  Deence  Minister 

Andrei Grechko  advocated direct Soviet intervention,  but others  

were  more  measured,  arguing that Czechoslovakia could be  viewed 

as  an experiment in reorm.  One o the  main considerations  was  that 

Czechoslovakias  policy changes  regarding the  S lovak minority would 

lead its  own minorities,  especially in Ukraine  and the  Baltic states,  to  

demand similar rights  within the  USSR.  

Ultimately Brezhnev determined the Soviet course based not on 

strength,  but on a sense o political,  geographical and social vulnerability.  

Remembering the international condemnation o Soviet actions in Hungary,  

he was unwilling to act unilaterally,  and as the Warsaw Pact leaders were  

encouraging action,  he enlisted their assistance.  In addition to the Soviet 

troops,  Bulgaria,  East Germany,  Hungary and Poland also committed orces.

On the night o 20  August,  the world was surprised as tanks entered 

Czechoslovakia and quickly took control o Prague,  ostensibly responding 

rom a request or assistance rom Czechoslovak communists.  Dubcek 

knew that they could not deeat these orces and ordered the Czechoslovak 

army to avoid conrontation with the oreign troops.  Some members o 

the civilian population did fght back and in one last act o ree speech the  

radio stations alerted the world to  the real position o the population and 

government,  announcing that the invasion was a violation o socialist 

principals,  international law,  and the United Nations Charter.  Dub cek 

and other members o the government were arrested and orced to  sign a 

document agreeing to  repeal the 1 968 reorms.
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Efects o the invasion

The United States  condemned the  invasion and cancelled a  planned 

summit meeting between US  President Johnson and B rezhnev,  but took 

no  urther action,  nor did other NATO  members.  B rezhnev realized that 

the  USA was  too  deeply involved in Vietnam to  act elsewhere  and did 

not expect urther repercussions.  In the  United Nations  Security Council 

there  were  attempts  to  pass  a  resolution condemning the  act but these  

were  utile  as  they could be  vetoed by the  Soviet Union.  

There  was  outrage  and even protests  against the  Soviet actions,  but 

most o these  came rom within the  communist world.  Not surprisingly,  

western European communist parties  were  horrifed by this  action,  

but there  were  also  protests  against the  invasion in China,  Romania,  

Yugoslavia and even a small demonstration in ront o Lenins  tomb in 

Red Square.  Rather than establishing unity,  the  invasion showed the  

level o discontent in the  Soviet sphere,  and even in the  USSR itsel.  The  

governments  that supported the  invasion were  revealed as  stagnant;  

the  revolution had given way to  traditional bureaucrats  who sought to  

preserve  a  status  quo  that benefted them,  rather than the  proletariat 

they claimed to  represent.  

The  Soviets  had urther troubles;  in  the  invasion,  the  ofcers  nearly 

lost  control  o the  Red Army.  The  political  commissars  attached to  

the  invading orces  had told the  soldiers  that their  presence  had been 

requested by the  C zechoslovak people .  When they aced resistance  

rom the  citizens  o Prague,  many soldiers  recognized that  their 

leaders  had lied to  them and were  hesitant to  take  action against 

these  people ,  e specially  when they did not oppose  the  Soviets  with 

arms;  in  act,  amously,  some  o Pragues  residents  decorated the  

tanks  with  owers.  Although the  Soviets  could control the  ofcial 

reports ,  these  soldiers  returned to  the  USSR with their  eyewitness  

accounts  o the  invasion.  

 A Bratislava  man  confronts a  Soviet  tank,  August  1968
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Research and  thinking skil ls

Ater the Sino-Soviet schism, communist parties throughout the world  sought to  

emphasize their neutral ity  in  the rit.  Additional ly,  the Cuban  Missile  Crisis worried  

leaders that they  could  be  a  victim o a  nuclear attack due to  Soviet oreign  pol icy.  

Albania,  led  by  Enver Hoxha,  had  spl it with  Khrushchev over de-Stal inization  

by  1961.  I t remained  part o the  Warsaw Pact but grew closer to  communist 

China  throughout the 1960s.  Romania  was resentul  that the  Soviet Union  ound  

Romanian  natural  resources benefcial  but d id  not assist with  its industrial ization  

as it had  or other countries.

Using the internet,  research  either Albania  or Romania,  and  explain  why  they  did  

not participate  in  the invasion  o Czechoslovakia  in  1968.  In  a  one-page paper,  

provide a  clear,  d irect response to  the  question.  Then,  in  bul let orm, present the 

main  arguments and  support or those arguments.

In their  own words:  excerpt 

from the Brezhnev Doctrine 

  each  Communist Party is 

responsible not only to  its people,  

but also  to  all the socialist 

countries,  to  the entire communist 

movement.  Whoever orgets this,  

in  stressing only the independence 

o the Communist Party,  becomes 

one-sided.  He deviates rom his 

international duty

The sovereignty o each  socialist 

country cannot be opposed to  the 

interests  o the world o socialism,  

o the world revolutionary 

movement.  Lenin  demanded 

that all communists  fght against 

small nation  narrow-mindedness,  

seclusion  and isolation,  consider 

the whole and the general,  

subordinate the particular to  the 

general interest.  

Speech by  First Secretary  o the Soviet 

Union  Leonid  Brezhnev,   

13  November 1968

Question

What is  the  meaning conveyed in 

this  extract?

Source skil ls
In Czechoslovakia,  the  Soviets  ound it difcult to  fnd members  

o the  CPCS  willing to  take  control o the  regime and so  Dub cek 

remained in power until April 1 969.  The  new government,  led 

by Gustv Husk,  conormed to  the  Soviet line  and remained 

in power until the  collapse  o communism in 1 989.  It was  

dependent on a continued Soviet military presence  to  retain 

its  power,  and the  Red Army remained in Czechoslovakia 

until 1 990.  Although costly,  B rezhnev was willing to  pay or 

Czechoslovak loyalty.  

Husk repealed the  liberalizing policies  but he  also  guaranteed 

employment,  health care,  pensions  and general economic 

security to  the  country.  His  economic policies  were  sufcient to  

prevent a  general revolt,  although there  were  dissidents  who 

spoke  out against government repression,  notably in 1 977.  

Brezhnev Doctrine

The international signifcance o the Prague Spring and the  

resultant Soviet invasion was the articulation o the Brezhnev 

Doctrine in November 1 968  interestingly,  at a meeting o Polish 

workers.  In his speech,  Brezhnev made clear that the Soviet 

Union was determined to keep in place communist regimes that 

existed and would not allow them to be overthrown internally or 

externally.  This had the unintended consequence o cementing 

the Sino-Soviet split;  in the midst o the Cultural Revolution,  the  

Chinese eared that this could be used against them,  and so urther 

distanced themselves rom the USSR.  The US  government initially 

halted disarmament talks,  however,  it later chose to interpret the  

Brezhnev Doctrine as deensive in nature and determined that it 

demonstrated that the USA could reduce its orces in Europe.   

This view was later reversed in 1 979 when it was used to justiy an  

invasion o Aghanistan.
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3.2  arms rce nd  dtente

Conceptual  understanding

Key  questions

 Why  d id  the  superpowers  engage  in  dtente  after the  Cuban   

M issi le  Crisis?

 How did  superpower dtente lead  to  peace overtures in  Germany   

and  the Middle East?

 Were the heads of the US and  Soviet governments the drivers  

of dtente?

Key  concepts

 Change

 Consequence

Origins of dtente 

Dtente  is  the  name  given to  the  process  o  easing tensions  between 

the  superpowers,  especially  with  regard to  nuclear weapons.  It  is  

o ten viewed as  a  brie,  shining moment in  which Soviet  Chairman 

Leonid B rezhnev and US  President Richard Nixon managed to  

come  to  agreements  regarding nuclear  weapons  and the  status  quo  

o Europe.  In  act,  the  move  towards  reconciliation began much 

earlier  under Khrushchev and E isenhower.  The  concept o  Mutual 

Assured Destruction convinced the  leaders  o  the  two  superpowers  

to  have  periodic  meetings  called summits  to  discuss  global  issues  

o mutual concern.  The  frst  o  these  was  held in  Geneva in  1 95 5  

and also  included the  B ritish  and French Prime  Ministers .  Most o 

the  meetings  thereater  did not include  other countries  unless  their 

presence  was  seen as  necessary to  the  peace  process  or,  in  the  case  o 

Paris  in  1 960 ,  when one  o their  countries  was  chosen as  the  s ite  or 

the  summit.  

The  nuclear arms race  hit its  height just as  the  Cuban Missile  C risis  

showed the  world that the  superpowers  were  unwilling to  use  nuclear 

armaments  against one  another or ear o massive  retaliation.  In theory,  

and in military strategies  planned by generals  and admirals,  nuclear 

weapons were  seen as  an instrument to  be  used in war.  But in 1 945  

US  President Truman decided that the  use  o nuclear weapons should 

be  a  political decision,  not a  military one.  His  very public conict with 

General Douglas  MacArthur over consideration o the  use  o nuclear 

weapons against China during the  Korean War sprang rom precisely 

this  change;  never beore  had political leaders  made what could be  seen 

as  military decisions.  It was up  to  the  politicians  to  make decisions such 

as  war and peace,  and then it was up  to  the  military leaders  to  decide  

how to  implement the  decisions made.
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The  USA had a  very brie period o atomic monopoly that ended 

in 1 949  with Soviet development o nuclear technology and the  

successul detonation o its  own bomb in August o that year.  S talin 

agreed with Trumans  assessment o nuclear weapons  usage  and the  

Soviets  adopted a  similar policy regarding decision-making.  This  made 

communication between Soviet and American leaders  an important 

component in preventing superpower escalation o global warare.

Truman was  ollowed by Eisenhower,  a  military man who in some 

respects  reversed Trumans  ideas.  He  saw nuclear weapons as  an 

instrument o policy and war,  and encouraged his  Joint Chies  o S ta to  

integrate  their use  into  military strategy.  Unlike  Truman,  E isenhowers  

Joint Chies  planned extensively or total war,  including the  use  

o nuclear weapons.  One reason was  cost:  conventional military 

action required a much larger army and that was  expensive.  Instead,  

E isenhower put money into  developing American covert operations,  

air orce  and technology through a national security policy termed the  

New Look.  Khrushchev aced a similar dilemma:  when he  consolidated 

power the  Soviet Union had existed or nearly 30  years  but lagged 

signifcantly behind the  USA and the  West in quality o lie.  Khrushchev 

was looking or ways  to  decrease  military spending.  

His  answer was peaceul coexistence,  in which the  USA and Soviet 

systems might compete  in the  international market or or inuence  

over other countries  but they would avoid war as  it would mean the  

destruction o both countries.  While  not entirely trusting Khrushchev,  

E isenhower,  and later Kennedy,  accepted it and met with Khrushchev 

to  try to  keep  the  international system stable  and avoid nuclear warare.  

In the  atermath o the  Cuban Missile  C risis,  the  superpowers  signed the  

Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in 1 963 .  According to  its  terms,  the  USA and 

the  USSR agreed to  cease  underwater,  space  and atmospheric testing o 

nuclear weapons ( leaving underground detonations  as  the  option or 

testing) .  However,  the  USA and the  USSR were  not the  only nuclear 

powers:  B ritain developed its  own weapons in 1 952 ,  ollowed by France  

in 1 960.  The  situation became ar more  volatile  in 1 964 when the  

Peoples  Republic o China also  detonated its  frst nuclear weapons.  The  

superpowers  recognized the  need to  make urther agreements.  

Nuclear agreements and  the Helsinki  Accords
The  prolieration o weapons,  thereore,  was  not s imply the  

superpowers  s tockpiles  o  weapons  but  also  the  expansion o 

the  number o countries  that counted as  nuclear  powers.  This  

prolieration led to  necessary negotiations  about the  spread  and 

limitations   o these  weapons.  The  USA and the  USSR ound 

themselves  on  the  same  s ide  in  this  particular  endeavour:  neither 

sought to  spread the  number o  countries  that had nuclear  weapons;  

both  wanted to  keep  the  technology up  to  the  discretion o the  main 

powers  that could be  trusted to  be  rational actors .  Even in  the  midst 

o  conicts  in  Vietnam,  Congo  and Latin America,  the  USA,  B ritain 

and the  USSR brokered and s igned the  Non-Prolieration Treaty (NPT)  

in  July 1 968  in  which they agreed to  keep  nuclear  technology among 

those  who  had it;  they would not share  it.
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By this  time Leonid Brezhnev had established his  regime in the  USSR 

and although he  was a  hardliner with regard to  those  in his  sphere  o 

inuence,  he  was  also  a  realist,  and in 1 967  had accepted Johnsons  

invitation to  begin bilateral talks  regarding arms limitations.  The  talks  

were  hindered somewhat by the  invasion o Czechoslovakia and 

US  domestic politics  but eventually evolved into  the  S trategic Arms 

Limitations  Talks  (SALT) .  Formal negotiations began in 1 969  ater 

Richard Nixon took ofce  as  US  President.  

Given the  economic stagnation that the  USSR aced,  limiting the  

development and production o weapons was desirable.  Additionally,  

this  served to  show the  USA that while  they would maintain extant 

socialist regimes  in Czechoslovakia,  North Vietnam and elsewhere,  they 

wanted direct peace  with the  USA and avoidance  o nuclear war.  The  

desire  or agreement with the  USA may also  have  been the  result o 

border clashes  with China on the  Ussuri River in 1 969.  

SALT I,  as  it  was  later called,  was  implemented in 1 972 .  According to   

the  terms  o the  treaties  signed,  the  USA and the  USSR agreed to  

reeze  the  number o ballistic (ying)  missile  launchers  and would only 

allow the  use  o new submarine- launched ballistic  missiles  ( SLBMs)  

as  older intercontinental ballistic  missiles  ( ICBMs)  and SLBMs  were  

removed.  They also  s igned the  Anti-Ballistic  Missile  (ABM)  Treaty,  

which limited the  number o ABM systems  that would deend areas  

rom nuclear attack.

This  was  ollowed by SALT II,  brokered through a  series  o talks  

between 1 972  and 1 979.  The  main dierence  was  that SALT II involved 

negotiations  to  reduce  the  number o nuclear warheads  possessed by 

each side  to  2 , 250  and banned new weapons  programmes  rom coming 

into  existence.  The  treaty was  never ratifed by the  US  Senate,  arguably 

due  to  Soviet actions  in Cuba and in Aghanistan,  but both sides  

honoured the  terms  o the  agreement until 1 986  when US  President 

Reagan accused the  Soviets  o violating the  pact and withdrew rom the  

agreement.  In 1 983  he  announced the  decision o his  administration 

to  pursue  the  S trategic Deensive  Initiative  ( SDI)  or S tar Wars  

programme,  the  aim o which was  to  put a  shield over the  USA against 

nuclear attack.

At the  same  time,  the  USA was  engaged in another set o talks,  the  

S trategic Arms  Reduction Treaty,  or START.  Initiated in Geneva  

in 1 982 ,  these  sought to  put into  place  yet another set o limits.  The  

limit would be  placed not on weapons  but on the  number o warheads,  

which were  capped at 5 000  plus  2 500  on intercontinental ballistic 

missiles  ( ICBMs) .  S ince  both sides  had been placing more  than one  

warhead on each ICBM,  it  was  also  proposed to  limit the  number o 

ICBMs to  8501 .  This  proposal was  weighted heavily in  avour o the  

USA as  it  appeared to  be  an attempt at  parity when really the  USA had 

tremendous  superiority,  especially with ICBMs,  and thus  the  Soviets  

would be  let at  a  disadvantage.  As  the  talks  dragged through the  1 980s 

both sides  continued to  develop  and produce  more  nuclear weapons,  

rather than ewer.  In  the  end,  the  treaty signed in 1 991  allowed or 

both sides  to  possess  over 1 0  000  warheads  while  limiting the  number 

o fghter planes,  attack helicopters,  tanks  and artillery pieces.  Its  
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implementation,  however,  was  hindered by the  collapse  o the  Soviet 

Union six months  later.  Ater this,  the  USA had to  sign separate  

treaties  with Russia  and other ormer Soviet states  that possessed 

nuclear weapons.  The  USA signed treaties  with Russia  (which remains  

a  nuclear power)  as  well as  with B elarus,  Kazakhstan and Ukraine,  all 

o whom voluntarily dismantled their nuclear weapons  and sent them 

to  Russia  or disposal.

The  nuclear arms  agreements  were  the  highest profle  areas  o  

dtente,  but there  were  other treaties  that signaled a  willingness  to  

change  entrenched Cold War policies  on both sides.  The  most  

wide-ranging aspect o dtente  was  fnalized in Helsinki in 1 975  with 

the  Conerence  on Security and Cooperation in Europe  (CSCE) .  The  

Final Act contained three  categories  or baskets :  security in Europe  

in which post-war rontiers  were  accepted;  cooperation in science,  

technology and environmental concerns;  and human rights.  The  latter 

was  the  most contentious  and held up  the  negotiations;  the  Soviet 

Union applied heavy exit taxes  on  emigrants.  The  ofcial reason given 

was  that those  leaving the  country needed to  repay the  government 

or education and social services,  but these  taxes  were  mainly aimed at 

Jewish citizens  seeking to  emigrate  to  Israel or the  USA and reected 

Soviet anti-Semitism.  To  orce  the  Soviets  into  compliance,  some 

US  politicians  suggested a  retaliatory measure:  the  Trade  Reorm 

Act would have  a  proviso  that denied credit to  any non-market 

economy  that imposed an exit tax or restricted the  right to  emigrate.  

US  Secretary o S tate  and National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger 

opposed this  proposal;  he  elt that the  guarantees  o trade  should be  

used to  encourage  Soviet shits  in  policy,  and that the  Soviet Jews 

and dissidents  would be  better served by low-profle  enticements  

and diplomacy.  By making Soviet emigration a  high-profle  policy,  

the  Soviets  were  unlikely to  make  changes.  Kissingers  position was  

unpopular in the  USA,  and the  Jackson-Vanik amendment (named or 

its  sponsors)  easily passed both houses  o Congress  in 1 975 ;  the  Soviets  

withdrew rom the  trade  agreement entirely.  

What the  USA did not understand was  that the  Soviets  were  more  

concerned with the  eect o diplomacy on internal aairs.  B rezhnev 

wanted to  consolidate  power in the  Soviet sphere  o inuence  (hence  

the  B rezhnev Doctrine)  and inside  the  USSR,  where  dissent was 

growing.  Although some in the  Kremlin argued or reorms,  B rezhnev 

elt it was  too  risky.  He  saw dtente  and the  Helsinki Final Act as  a  

means  o confrming the  legitimacy o the  Soviet sphere  in Eastern 

Europe.  He  was  willing to  concede  a continued role  o the  USA in 

Europe,  via NATO,  only i it meant that the  USA and NATO  would 

accept the  post-war European rontiers.  To  gain this  he  made a number 

o concessions  that included commitment to  conormity to  the  UN 

Declaration o Human Rights  and the  principles  o the  UN Charter.  As  

analysts  later noted,  the  Soviet Union could choose  to  implement these  

terms as  it saw ft,  and under B rezhnev that meant ew changes  to  the  

status  quo  in the  USSR but this  did not stem dissent  i anything,  it 

mobilized the  common people  against their governments,  leading to  

urther repression.  
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The superpower agreements  had consequences  in two areas  that had 

been volatile  since  the  end o the  Second World War.  In Germany,  

both sides  saw a need to  change  their policies  i they wanted a change  

in Germanys  status.  In the  Middle  East,  Egypt and Israel tentatively 

approached the  USA with ideas  or negotiated settlement o their 

longstanding conicts.  

Germany and  Ostpolitik
In September 1 969,  ater SALT began,  Willy B randt  ormerly the  

mayor o West Berlin  was  elected Chancellor o West Germany.  

He  diered rom his  predecessors  in that he  elt the  key or German 

reunifcation was  rapprochement with the  communists.  Rather than 

continue a hostile  relationship,  he  elt that West Germany should 

recognize  the  East German state  and ease  tensions  with the  USSR.  

French President Charles  de  Gaulle  also  supported these  ideas;  he  

elt that agreements  with the  Soviets  would loosen their control over 

Eastern Europe  and had been the  initial proponent o dtente.  

Frances position helped West Germany in another way:  in 1 966,  France  

withdrew rom the NATO command structure,  eeling that the US  role  was  

too dominant and wanted to  pursue a more independent policy.  While   

the French were still committed to  the deensive component o NATO,  

all non-French orces departed and removed French orces rom NATO  

command.  The only French orces deployed to  NATO were those in 

Germany.  De Gaulle developed his own stockpile  o nuclear weapons as   

a urther means o protection.  The USA was unwilling to  alienate another 

NATO member,  and so,  earul that West Germany might leave NATO,   

it acquiesced to  Brandts  plans.  

In 1 970,  West Germany signed a treaty with the  USSR recognizing the  

borders  o Germany including the  OderNeisse  line  that delineated 

the  border o Poland and East Germany.  There  were  also  treaties  o 

riendship  signed between West Germany and Poland;  East Germany 

and West Germany;  and West Germany and the  USSR.  

Berlin was  still technically occupied so  a  quadripartite  agreement was 

needed.  In 1 971  an agreement was  signed in which Berlin would be  

represented by West Germany in international matters  but would not 

become part o West Germany.  Lastly with regard to  Germany,  1 972  

saw the  normalization o relations  between the  two German states  

including the  establishment o permanent missions  and the  admission o 

both states  in the  United Nations.  It was  hoped that o Ostpolitik  would 

eventually lead to  reunifcation.  

The Middle East and dtente 
Arab  hostility to  the  state  o Israel continued into  the  1 960s  and was 

bolstered by Soviet arms shipments  to  Egypt and Syria.  Seeing Israel as  

a  capitalist and imperialistic interloper in the  region,  the  Soviet Union 

oten spoke  out in support o Arab  views.  Nonetheless,  the  Israelis  

remained too  potent a  military orce  and its  neighbours  could not deeat 

it.  With assistance  rom the  USA and reparations  rom Germany,  Israel 

also  had a more  developed economy.  
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US policy supported Israels right to exist,  and generally Americans elt that 

it was US  assistance that would result in peace in the region.  However,  this  

ignored the Soviet role.  As the main supplier o Arab armaments,  Soviet 

military support was necessary or Arab moves that were subsequently 

blocked by the USA.  That meant that Soviet disengagement  rather than 

US  engagement  was the key to beginning the peace process.  

The  frst to  recognize  this  was Egyptian President Anwar Sadat.  Wanting 

to  engage  the  West,  and surprised by the  Moscow summit o 1 972 ,  he  

dismissed all Soviet military advisors  and technicians rom the  country 

and began secret negotiations  with the  US  government.  Then,  in October 

1 973 ,  Syria and Egypt attacked Israel.  To  the  USAs  surprise,  the  Soviets  

were  not involved in the  decision-making but to  ensure  the  Soviets  

would stay out o the  conict the  US  sent its  navy to  the  Mediterranean 

and issued a no-tolerance  policy regarding the  involvement o outside  

powers.  Although this  caused tension between the  superpowers  the  

USSR was  unwilling to  support its  allies  directly,  and did not challenge  

the  US  ultimatum.  Without urther military assistance,  Syria withdrew 

and while  the  Arab  powers  perormed better than they had previously,  

the  Israeli army still improved its  position.  Ater three  UN Security 

Council resolutions,  the  fnal one  held and the  war ended.  

To prevent escalation,  Brezhnev and Nixon communicated daily.  The  

ongoing negotiations over Berlin also helped the situation.  While trying to  

come to an agreement in one hotspot the superpowers did not want to  uel 

another conict.  Sadat decided that alliance with the USSR had not helped 

the Arab cause and made urther overtures towards the USA.  This change  

in policy  and orientation  led to  a series o agreements in 1 974 and 

1 975 ,  and ultimately culminated in the 1 979  Peace Agreement between 

Egypt and Israel.  In a less direct manner dtente led to  this outcome.

Conclusions

In 1 975 ,  the superpowers appeared to  be on the road to  agreement.  Due to  

domestic consideration and a ear o Mutual Assured Destruction,  Brezhnev 

and Nixon had brokered a series o agreements that promoted peace.   

In the US  State Department,  ofcials  recognized that pursuing a oreign 

policy that linked all conict areas would stabilize  all oreign pressure  

points.  Between 1 969  and 1 975 ,  the USA signed SALT I,  withdrew rom 

Vietnam and began the peace process in the Middle East.  The Soviets  

also benefted rom these agreements.  Still trying to  reduce costs,  they 

elt that the agreements regarding Berlin would allow them to reduce  

their subsidies to  the Warsaw Pact countries and SALT I would save them 

rom an expensive arms and technology race.  However,  the successes o 

dtente existed only as long as the leaders were domestically strong,  a  

circumstance that altered in 1 975 .  Nixon resigned and was replaced by 

Gerald Ford who was vulnerable simply by association with the corrupt 

Nixon administration.  In the 1 976  presidential elections he lost to  Jimmy 

Carter whose policies were tempered by domestic problems.  Brezhnev 

remained in power but was increasingly ill,  thus the military made many 

o the oreign policy decisions ater 1 975 .  The arms talks continued into  

the late  1 970s and early 1 980s but there was only one summit in that time,  

in 1 979  when Brezhnev and Carter signed SALT II.  
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 Leonid  Brezhnev and  Richard  Nixon  shaking hands,  May  1972

A
T
L

Communication  skil ls

One o the main  reasons or the disarmament talks was 

the ear o Mutual  Assured  Destruction  (MAD) .  MAD was 

the mil itary  strategy that saw the development o nuclear 

weapons as giving al l  nuclear powers the capabil ity  to  

destroy  their opponents.  Once there were enough weapons 

on  both  sides,  it was reasoned, there was enough repower 

to destroy  the world.  

In  1967,  US Secretary  o Deense MacNamara  wrote:  

It is important to understand that assured destruction is 

the very essence o the whole deterrence concept. We 

must possess an actual  assured-destruction capability,  

and that capability  also must be credible. The point is  

that a  potential  aggressor must believe that our assured-

destruction capability  is in  act actual, and that our will  to  

use it in  retaliation to an attack is in act unwavering. The 

conclusion, then, is clear: i the United States is to deter a  

nuclear attack in  itsel or its all ies were, it must possess 

an actual  and a  credible assured-destruction capability.  

Mutual  Deterrence Speech,  18  September 1967 

The  concept o MAD  remains a  theory  as  i t has not 

been  tested.  There  were  two  tests o the  atom bomb 

in  H iroshima  and  Nagasaki,  and  the  efects o nuclear 

waste  on  humans have  been  seen  in  accidents such  

as the  Chernobyl  d isaster.  But,  there  has never been  

an  attempt to  prove the  hypothesis  underly ing MAD  or 

obvious reasons.

  How do we know that MAD is a  val id  theory? 

  Does the val idity  o a  theory  real ly  matter i people 

bel ieve in  it? 

  Was MAD the main  reason  or dtente in  the 1960s and  

1970s? 

  Does MAD complement,  complicate  or contradict the 

Cold  War pol icies  

o the USA and  the USSR?

  What pol icies did  other nuclear countries have 

regarding MAD? 

  How did  non-nuclear countries react?
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3.3  sinous agreement

From suspicion to interest,  1949 to 1969
Much is  usually made o US  determination to  support the  Nationalist 

Republic o China located in Taiwan,  and its  unwillingness  to  recognize  

the  Peoples  Republic o China.  However,  Mao was equally hostile  to  the  

USA because  he  was  determined to  reassure  S talin that China was frmly 

in the  communist camp.  With S talins  death,  Mao tried to  open relations  

with the  USA as  he  was  hoping to  gain technology,  but due  to  the  

Korean War the  US  rebued Chinese  attempts,  most amously in 1 954 

when US  Secretary o S tate  John Foster Dulles  reused to  shake  Zhou 

Enlais  hand at the  signing o the  Geneva Accords.  The  ofcial animosity 

continued into  the  1 960s  when Mao proclaimed the  USA to  be  Chinas  

number one  enemy and accused Khrushchev o being sot on capitalism 

because  o his  summit meetings  with the  USA.  In 1 961 ,  the  S ino-Soviet 

split let China with ew allies  and only one  riendly neighbour:  Pakistan 

(which included present-day Bangladesh until 1 971 )  was  willing ally 

due  to  its  conict with India.  

With no  ofcial relations,  the  governments  o the  USA and China 

communicated through their ambassadors  in Poland.  When the  Great 

Proletarian Cultural Revolution was  launched Beij ing recalled all o its  

diplomats,  urther isolating China and preventing most communication 

with the  outside  world.  Both the  USA and China were  supporting 

regimes  in Vietnam,  making them adversaries  in a  lengthy and costly 

war,  with no  means o engaging one  another.

Aside  rom Vietnam,  the  main Chinese  oreign policies  concerned its  

relations with the  Soviet Union.  Although Mao initially welcomed 

Khrushchevs  ouster he  came to  ear B rezhnev.  The  two countries  shared 

a 7000-kilometre  border and between 1 964 and 1 969  there  were  over 

4000  incidents  in which Chinese  and Soviet troops  exchanged fre.  The  

Brezhnev Doctrine  urther alarmed the  Chinese  who saw it as  a  means  

through which the  Soviets  could rationalize  taking action in Chinese  

territory.  While  a  number o countries  thought Mao was paranoid,  

Soviet documents  hinted at air strikes  and regime change  unless  Mao 

became more  aligned with Soviet policies.  This  became apparent in 1 969  

when a war scare  erupted.

Conceptual  understanding
Key question

 Why were the USA and  communist China  interested  in  normal izing relations?

Key concepts

 Change

 Signifcance
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Sino-Soviet border clashes of 1969

Mao was  preparing or  the  ninth Chinese  Communist  Party C ongress  

that was  scheduled or  1  April  and wanted leverage  so  he  launched 

a  p lan that was  supposed to  create  a  small  controlled clash.  For  this ,  

he  chose  the  location o Zhenbao  (Damansky) ,  a  small  uninhabited 

is land located in  the  middle  o the  Ussuri  River,  which was  claimed 

by both  countries .  On 2  March the  Chinese  ambushed Soviet  troops,  

killing  5 4  and wounding another 95 .  Rather than retreat,  the  Soviets  

sent  in  reinorcements,  including tanks,  and the  battle  continued 

throughout March,  ultimately leading to  Chinese  withdrawal.  

The  situation was so  tense  that the  Party Congress  met in secret,  araid 

o revealing to  the  Soviets  its  location,  and Party leaders  retreated to  

nuclear shelters.  Although things died down in Zhenbao,  border clashes  

continued and the  Soviets  attacked China at its  border with Kazakhstan 

in August.  The  Red Army did not remain on the  border as  they usually 

did,  but instead went into  the  Chinese  province  o Xinj iang,  fnding 

Chinese  deences  virtually useless  against Soviet technology.  The  

situation intensifed and the  Soviet Union questioned the  USA about its  

reaction to  a  possible  attack on Chinese  nuclear acilities.  

 China-USSR Border:  Eastern  Sector
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Unortunately or  B rezhnev,  Nixon took ofce  in  January 1 969  and 

s ignalled a  desire  to  change  the  US  position regarding communist 

China.  In  the  summer o 1 969  National S ecurity  Advisor  Kissinger 

was  dispatched to  meet with Ayub  Khan rom Pakistan and 

C eausescu  rom Romania  to  express  interest  in  normalizing relations.  

Symbolically,  Nixon allowed Americans  to  travel to  China  and 

allowed the  export o grain as  well.  This  was  intended to  send a 

message  to  the  Soviets  that the  USA would not be  neutral i  the  

Soviets  attacked China.  

Mao and Nixons  interests  converged in 1 969.  Both wanted to  check 

Soviet expansion and were  troubled by the  B rezhnev Doctrine  and 

Soviet nuclear strength;  both were  concerned about the  lengthy war in 

Vietnam;  and both wanted to  restore  order in their respective  countries.  

They viewed the  Soviets  as  acting rom a position o strength,  given 

actions  in Czechoslovakia and threats  o war against China,  but in reality 

these  were  an expression o Soviet weakness.  The  USSR wanted to  quell 

conict in its  sphere  as  it eared losing its  advantage.  

In Poland,  talks  between the  US  and Chinese  resumed,  although it 

was tenuous.  On an ofcial level,  Mao still criticized American actions,  

especially those  in Vietnam,  but he  was  privately excited by the  turn 

o events.  There  was  a  brie break in secret talks  in May 1 970  as  the  

Chinese  condemned American bombing campaigns in Cambodia,  but 

otherwise  things moved orward.

USChinese rapprochement,  19711972
As oten happens,  the  trigger or political change  was  not a  particular 

diplomatic or military action.  That trigger came through a sporting 

event.  In April 1 971  at the  world championship  table  tennis  tournament 

in Japan,  a  young American ping-pong ( table  tennis)  player boarded 

the  bus  transporting the  Chinese  national team and was engaged in 

conversation by a  Chinese  player.  Much to  the  surprise  o American 

ofcials,  the  US  team subsequently received an invitation to  play in 
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Beij ing,  and was granted visas  to  travel to  China.  The  trip  was a  public 

relations  success;  ater over 20  years  o suspicion and hostility  and 

anger over the  treatment o US  prisoners  o war in the  Korean War  the  

American public was  transfxed by this  visit.  

Shortly thereater,  a  series  o articles  appeared in The New York Times  that 

presented to  the  US  public the  scale  o the  Vietnam War and length o 

involvement that went well beyond what they believed.  Later known 

as  the  Pentagon Papers,  the  Department o Deense  reports  explained in 

detail US  actions  rom 1 945  to  1 967.  Nixon needed a public relations  

success  to  counter what was quickly becoming a disaster,  so  accelerating 

the  pace  o diplomatic relations  also  became a way o producing a 

success  or his  administration.  

This led to  Kissingers  secret trip  to  China in July 1 971 .  Kissinger travelled 

to Pakistan,  and,  claiming a stomach ache,  disappeared rom public view.  

Only a handul o Americans knew that there was a Chinese delegation 

waiting or him that transported him to China,  where he met with Zhou.  

According to Chinese records,  Kissinger oered a number o enticements  

to the Chinese government without reciprocity:  acceptance in the United 

Nations and ull diplomatic recognition by 1 975  i Nixon were re-elected in 

1 972.  They also discussed ull withdrawal rom Indo-China,  and Kissinger 

inormed China o Soviet troop deployments on its borders.  Nixon 

announced that he would be going to  China and in October Kissinger 

made an ofcial,  known visit to China to  prepare.  His visit coincided with 

a vote in the United Nations on 25  October,  in which the Peoples Republic 

o China displaced the Republic o China,  giving Beij ing a permanent seat 

on the Security Council and the accompanying veto power.  

President Nixon subsequently travelled to  China in February 1 972  and 

had his  ateul meeting with Mao ollowed by a  week in which Nixon,  

his  wie  Pat,  and an entourage  that included members  o the  US  press  

toured the  country.  The  USA and China issued a j oint 

statement,  the  Shanghai Communiqu,  in which both 

countries  pledged to  do  their best to  normalize  relations,  

expanding people  to  people  relations  and trade  

opportunities.  The  USA stated its  acceptance  o a   

one-China policy,  marking a complete  change  in US  

policy that was  opposed by the  S tate  Department2.  Ater 

this,  the  USA established the  Liaison Ofce  which gave  

the  two countries  an ofcial means o negotiation.  

In 1 972  relations were promising.  In a sign o riendship,  

China sent two pandas to the USA;  the US  responded by 

sending musk oxen.  There were urther proposals that 

included the idea o a potential alliance to prevent Moscow 

rom considering a nuclear option,  but by 1 974 urther 

discussions were stalled,  not by ideology or disagreements  

but due to internal problems in both countries.  Nixon 

resigned ater a bungled burglary at the Watergate Hotel 

was revealed to be the action o those in his employ,  and 

Mao died,  leaving a power struggle in his wake.  

2   This  policy,  which most Chinese  both in Taiwan and the  PRC  subscribe  to,  

states  that there  is  one  China and Taiwan is  part o China.

 Ling-Ling and  Hsing-Hsing,  the  pandas given  to  the  

American  people  as a  symbol  of friendship  with  China
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Efects o Sino-US normalization on  the Cold  War

China continued to  provide  aid to  revolutionary governments  despite  

economic hardship.  Between 1 971  and 1 975  Chinese  oreign aid 

constituted a ar higher percentage  o government expenses  than Soviet 

and American expenditures.  At the  same time China also  embarked on 

expensive  public works  projects.  The  costs  o these  were  borne  by the  

Chinese  people  who saw their standard o living all yet again.  Opening 

China did little  or the  Chinese  people  leading them to  question the  

credibility o China and Maos  revolutionary charges.  

Mao needed the  USA to  consider him as  an ally and he  exploited US  

ears  o nuclear warare  initiated by the  Soviet Union in an attempt to  

gain improved weapons.  The  Chinese  air orce  was antiquated and China 

lacked the  new technology or improved fghter planes.

Prior to the agreements,  there were diverse opinions among the US  

governments oreign policy experts on the result o normalization.  Soviet 

specialists argued that rapprochement would lead to tension with the Soviet 

Union and would jeopardize dtente,  whereas other members elt that it 

would paciy the USSR and prevent it rom taking aggressive actions as  

it had in Czechoslovakia in 1 968,  and in some senses,  both were correct.  

Future Soviet actions assisted revolutionary groups,  but until 1 979 it did 

not intervene to maintain a socialist government elsewhere.  Brezhnev was  

sufciently alarmed by Sino-American rapprochement that SALT I was  

signed in May 1 972  and shortly thereater he participated in the Conerence  

or Security and Cooperation in Europe,  leading to the Helsinki Accords.  

However,  the  agreement urther alienated the  Soviets  rom the Chinese.  

Although there  was no  ofcial break,  in 1 979  the  Treaty o Friendship  

and Alliance  lapsed,  and neither side  approached the  other to  re-establish 

such an alliance.  The Soviets  assisted the  Indians in 1 962 ,  and in turn 

the  Chinese  assisted the  Islamists  in Aghanistan against the  Soviets.  

They also  supplied the  Contras  in Nicaragua against the  Soviet-backed 

Sandinistas,  showing that national interest trumped ideology.

Nixon made agreements with the Chinese because he had been known as an 

anti-communist in the 1 950s,  not in spite o it.  A liberal Democrat making 

a similar attempt might have been accused o being sot on communism,  

but the conservative Nixon would never ace such charges.  It was the public 

relations success he hoped or,  but Vietnam  even with the withdrawal o 

US  troops  and Watergate were impossible to overcome.  He would leave  

his vice president,  Gerald Ford,  to justiy his oreign policy actions.  However,  

up to the end o his lie,  Nixon saw rapprochement with China as his most 

signifcant achievement  even more than ending the war in Vietnam.  

It was let to  Deng Xiaoping and Jimmy Carter to continue negotiations and 

in 1 978 economic relations resumed and negotiations ended.  On 1  January 

1 979 the USA ofcially recognized the PRC  as the legitimate government o 

China with ull diplomatic relations.  This let the one-time US  ally Taiwan 

in diplomatic limbo,  unrecognized due to  the one-China policy3.

3   Currently there  are  23  countries  that recognize  nationalist China,  less  than in 

the  past.  The  issue  o recognition is  usually based on where  countries  receive  

assistance  and in recent years  the  PRC  has  outbid the  nationalists.  The  US  passed 

the  Taiwan Relations Act in 1 979  allowing them to  engage the  nationalists  

without ormally recognizing the  government.

Class discussion

1 In  his book Diplomacy,  Henry  Kissinger 

asserts that,  All  great departures in  

American oreign policy  have resulted  

rom strong presidents interacting with  

Americas other institutions.  

 To what extent do you  think this 

assessment is accurate regarding 

US relations with  China in  1971  and  

1972? Using at least one specifc 

example, deend your perspective.

2 Only  N ixon  could  go  to  China. Vulcan  

proverb,  quoted  in  Star Trek VI  (1991)

Explain  the meaning o this quotation.  
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3.4 The election,  preidency  nd  overthrow 

of slvdor al lende in  Chile

Conceptual  understanding

Key  question

 How important were US economic interests in  the  continued  attempts to   

oust Al lende?

Key  concept

 Perspective

Latin America  once  again  came  to  the  oreront o  US  oreign 

relations  when Nixon had to  contend with  a  democratically  e lected 

Marxist  president in  Chile .  With the  e lection o S alvador Allende  in 

1 970 ,  it  became  clear  that the  US  ob j ective  was  to  keep  him rom 

taking ofce ;  or,  in  the  worst  case  scenario ,  to  remove  him rom 

power as  quickly as  possible .

The Christian Democrat Eduardo Frei won the 1 964 election with the  

call or Revolution in Liberty.  He represented the let wing o the party 

and advocated economic reorms,  the cornerstone o which was the  

Chileanization  o the copper industry in which the government would 

take majority ownership in oreign-owned companies.  During his tenure in 

ofce,  Frei achieved 51%  ownership in Kennecott and 25%  in Anaconda.  

He also advocated agrarian reorm,  hoping to redistribute land to 1 00 000  

peasants but the process was slower than he expected,  and by 1 970 only 

28  000 peasants received the land.  Freis social programmes involved 

improved standards o living and access to housing and education.  

Although Freis  programmes had put Chile  on the road to  economic 

and social structural change,  many on the let elt that he did not 

bring the promised revolution and that his  reorms were too modest;  

not surprisingly,  the right elt he  had gone too ar and that Chile  was  

heading towards socialism.  In 1 970 presidential elections were once again 

scheduled and three main candidates emerged,  each representing one o 

these political viewpoints:  the conservative National Party was represented 

by Jorge Alessandri,  the Christian Democrats  by Radomiro Tomic and 

the Marxist coalition Unidad Popular (UP)  by Salvador Allende.  In 1 964 

Frei won with 56%  o the vote;  in 1 970 the votes were split airly evenly 

across the three candidates but Allende achieved plurality  with 36%  o 

the votes (as opposed to  38%  he received in his  loss  in 1 964) .  

Some Americans  were  alarmed by the  result  i a  relatively moderate  

Christian Democrat had put Chile  on the  road to  nationalization,  there  

was  concern over what a  Marxist coalition would do.  US  companies  had 

over $1  billion invested in Chile.  International Telephone and Telegraph,  

Ford and the  copper conglomerates  Anaconda and Kennecott all eared 

that an Allende presidency would mean a complete  nationalization o 

their companies  and the  collapse  o revenue streams.  

plurlity

In  elections,  a  situation  where one 

candidate  (or party)  receives the most 

votes but not a  majority.
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There  were  also  security concerns.  The  USA had intelligence  stations  

in Chile  that monitored Soviet submarine  eets  and there  was  ear o a  

domino eect in South America.  In particular,  National Security Advisor 

Henry Kissinger elt that Chile  posed a more  serious  threat than Cuba 

as  the  Marxists  in place  had been democratically elected in ree  and air 

elections,  and ratifed by the  Chilean Congress.  The  Rockeeller report 

o August 1 969  addressed Latin America and assessed that there  was  

potential or political upheaval and a strong Marxist presence  in the  

region;  it thereore  made sense  to  collaborate  with military rulers  to  

prevent the  spread o communism in the  region.  

S ince Allende won through a plurality rather than a majority,  the Chilean 

Congress  had to  approve the election.  The US  government made extensive  

use  o the CIA in an attempt to  prevent this rom happening:  it tried to  

convince members o Congress  to  elect Alessandri instead (who received 

35%  o the votes)  or recall Frei and hold new elections.  It also tried to  

convince members o the military to  hold a coup and install a temporary 

government.  Nixon amously instructed the CIA to make the Chilean 

economy scream  to  prevent Allende rom coming to  power or to  unseat 

him.  In one US-supported initiative,  the army commander-in-chie Ren  
Schneider Chereau was kidnapped and killed.  This had the opposite  eect 

and Congress  resoundingly approved Allendes  government.  

As  expected,  Allende implemented a number o drastic economic and 

social changes  on taking ofce  in 1 971 ,  most notably nationalizing 

oreign frms ( including the  copper mines) ,  banks  and large  estates,  

all o which were  approved unanimously by Congress.  He  also  used a 

traditional populist measure  o reezing prices  and raising wages,  making 

consumer goods  aordable  to  ar more  Chileans.  

While  these  were  popular with the  masses,  the  results  were  mixed at 

best.  Rather than allow government redistribution o land,  peasants  were  

seizing land at will and lacked the  means to  arm efciently,  leading to  

a  all in domestic ood production.  A number o industries  were  turned 

over to  the  workers,  also  leading to  a  all in production.  Soon consumer 

goods were  also  in short supply and ination reached 500% .

Unidad Popular tried to  maintain positive  relations  with the  USA,  while  

also  engaging with other socialist countries  and expanding its  diplomatic 

relations with Albania,  China,  Cuba,  North Korea,  North Vietnam 

and the  Soviet Union.  This  proved unacceptable  to  the  USA,  which 

continued to  use  both covert operations and economic pressure  to  try to  

oust Allende.

From 1 970  to  1 973 ,  an estimated $1 0  million was  spent in trying to  

bring about his  downall.  The  US  also  cut o all economic assistance  

to  Chile  rom the  Alliance for Progress  programme (approximately 

$70  million) ;  blocked Chile  rom receiving loans  rom the  World Bank,  

Ex-Im Bank and Inter-American Development Bank;  and discouraged 

oreign investment in Chile.  It also  put diplomatic pressure  on other 

Latin American countries  to  oppose  Allende.  

For its  part,  the  C IA provided money to  opposition political parties  

and media groups,  organized a break- in o the  Chilean embassy in 

Washington DC  and helped truck drivers  organize  a  strike  in 1 973 .  

ac  pg

A ten-year programme initiated  by  US 

President John  F Kennedy  to  promote 

democracy  in  Latin  American  through 

economic cooperation  and  social  welfare 

programmes. The points of the programme 

were developed  in  Punta  del  Este,  

Uruguay,  in  August 1961.
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Although these  charges  were  long denied,  documents  released in 2000  

demonstrate  not just C IA involvement but Nixons  knowledge  o the  

actions  and even some directions  in trying to  oust Allende.

In reality,  the  popularity o Allende  and his  UP had begun to  wane.  The  

Chilean military and middle  classes  strongly opposed his  programmes 

or social reorm and were  willing to  take  action themselves.  The  

country was  in  chaos  with costly reorms  and a  lack o income to  pay 

or ambitious  social programmes.  The  black market thrived as  the  

open economy altered.  In April  1 973  the  copper workers  went on 

strike,  devastating the  economy.  This  was  ollowed by a  truck drivers  

strike  in July that paralysed the  country.  Allende  tried to  stabilize  the  

situation but the  UP was  outnumbered by the  Christian Democrats  and 

the  National Party members,  who  blocked all constructive  measures  at 

every opportunity.  

The  middle  class  in particular was  rightened by what they saw as  a  shit 

in its  level o control o the  country and many actively entreated the  

military to  stage  a  coup  against the  government.  Initially unwilling to  

act,  the  military began to  ear that it was  witnessing large-scale  social 

breakdown.  An increase  in paramilitary groups  within the  country and 

rumors  o plans to  arm the  workers  and even abolish the  armed orces  

led the  leaders  to  conclude  that i action was  not taken soon enough it 

could lose  control o the  country.  

The  Congress  accused Allende  o violating the  constitution and called 

on the  military to  act.  In an attempt to  quell the  discontent,  Allende 

was  in the  process  o organizing a  national plebiscite  in  the  hopes  o 

establishing the  legitimacy o his  government.  In  August,  C arlos  Prats,  

Commander- in-Chie o the  Army,  resigned and was  succeeded by 

Augusto  Pinochet.  It  was  presumed that he  was  a  moderate  but in 

reality this  appointment sealed the  ate  o Allendes  government when 

he  purged the  army o all  ofcers  sympathetic to  Allende.  

On 1 1  September,  the  navy seized the  port o Valparaso  and the  air orce  

began to  bomb the  presidential palace.  Rather than ee,  Allende chose  

to  deend his  government,  along with a small group o supporters,  but by 

4 pm the  armed orces  that stormed the  presidential palace  announced 

that Allende had committed suicide.  Another 1 200  supporters  were  also  

killed in the  coup.

In Chile,  a  military junta was  in power and established what it called 

national reconstruction  as  its  primary objective.  The  Constitution 

was  suspended,  Congress  was  dismissed and all political parties  were  

made illegal.  Pinochet declared that the  army would remain in power 

or at least fve  years.  Pinochet put himsel frmly in the  US  sphere  o 

inuence,  where  he  remained,  except during the  Carter administration 

which linked assistance  to  human rights  records.  As  Chile  ailed 

miserably in this  regard it was excluded rom US  assistance  rom 1 977   

to  1 981 ,  but once  Ronald Reagan was  elected president,  positive   

US-Chilean relations  once  again resumed.
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With the  beneft o hindsight it seems that Chile  was heading towards  

political change  with or without US  intervention so  the  covert operations  

appear to  have  been unnecessary.  However,  it is  signifcant that the  USA 

was willing to  go  to  such lengths  to  overthrow a democratically elected 

government.  The  USA embraced the  Pinochet regime;  less  than a month 

ater the  coup the  USA approved a $24 million loan or the  purchase  

o US  wheat and later provided ood and other orms o assistance.  The  

determination to  pursue  an anti-communist path once  again led the  

USA to  back a brutal,  authoritarian regime,  and this  time it was one  that 

overthrew a legitimately elected government.  

The  Nixon administration was soon embroiled in its  own aairs,  and 

while  covert actions  might have  been acceptable  overseas  they were  not 

only immoral but illegal at home.  Nixon resigned,  acing impeachment,  

and leaving the  aairs  o Latin America to  Gerald Ford until the  1 976  

elections.  The  USA was successul in preventing the  urther spread o 

communism in Latin America,  but it was  at the  expense  o a  democratic 

state  in the  region.  

Soviet involvement in the  Allende regime was  limited.  As  a  Marxist 

candidate,  Allende enjoyed monetary support rom the  Kremlin that 

helped him in his  1 970  victory,  and helped the  UP gain Congressional 

seats  in the  1 971  elections.  During the  period that Allende governed,  it 

is  estimated that Chile  received $1 00  million in credit rom the  Soviet 

Union although this  was  ar less  than expected so  Allende travelled to  

Moscow to  request an increase   which was  denied.  There  were  plans  

or the  USSR to  provide  weapons to  the  Chilean army,  but the  promised 

arms did not arrive;  on hearing rumours  o attempts  to  overthrow the  

government the  Soviets  did not deliver them.  

The  Soviets  condemned and criticized the  coup but took very ew actions 

against Chile.  The  most notable  was  in the  FIFA World Cup  qualifer,  in 

which Chile  aced the  USSR.  The  frst match was held on 27  September 

1 973  in Moscow and resulted in a  0-0  tie.  A second match was  

scheduled to  be  held in Santiago on 21  November 1 973  in the  stadium 

that was  being used as  a  detention camp.  The  Soviets  reused to  send 

their team,  stating that they reused to  play on a feld stained by blood.  

FIFA declared these  reports  to  be  erroneous  and inormed the  Soviets  

that play would be  held in the  stadium.  The  Soviets  reused,  thereby 

losing the  opportunity to  advance,  but making a moral statement.  This  

was the  strongest stance  the  Soviets  took.

The coup was  condemned internationally and Chilean exiles  had 

widespread support throughout Europe  and the  Antipodes,  but  

this  had no  eect in Chile  itsel.  Pinochet remained dictator until 1 990  

and commander- in-chie until 1 998.  He  was  subsequently arrested in 

London in 1 998  and,  although he  was  released in 2000  due  to  poor 

health,  he  was  due  to  stand trial on more  than 300  criminal charges,  

including numerous human rights  violations,  when he  died in 2006.  

A
T
L

Communication  skil ls

 Fidel  Castro  and  Salvador Al lende in  Chi le,   

1  November 1971

Take the position  of a  writer from the 

Soviet News Agency,  TASS;  China Daily;   

Reuters;  or The New York Times.   

Write  a  100150 word  press release 

to  accompany  the photo above that 

conveys your publ ications position  on  

the photos meaning.
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Covert  operations during the Cold  War

Many countries have agencies dedicated  to espionage and  

covert oreign operations, but those o the USSR, UK and the 

USA were used extensively  during the Cold  War to  try  and  

gain  an advantage over their enemies. While many o these 

organizations shared  inormation, this did  not prevent them 

rom spying on one another, even i their countries were 

political  al l ies. Even those countries that seem unlikely  to  

have intell igence agencies possess them (or example,  

the Canadian Security  Intell igence Service, the Swiss 

Federal  Intell igence Service and  the New Zealand Security  

Intel l igence Service) .

Throughout its history,  the Soviet Union  had  a  series o 

secret pol ice:  Cheka,  GPU,  OGPU  and  NKVD. However,  i t 

was the KGB that captured  the international  imagination  

and  provoked  ear among Soviet citizens and  potential  

adversaries.  The Komitet gosudarstvennoy bezopasnosti  

or Committee or State  Security  existed  rom 1954 

to  1991,  and  was involved  in  espionage,  counter-

intel l igence,  oreign  intel l igence and  combating dissent 

and  anti-Soviet ideas.  Perhaps the greatest KGB success 

was the acquisition  o US atomic technology.  

MI5  has requently  been  mislabel led  the British  

oreign  intel l igence service but in  real ity  it is the Secret 

Intel l igence Service,  or M I6,  which  handles oreign  

threats.  I ts existence was ocial ly  denied  unti l  1994,  

leading James Bond  to  be erroneously  considered  part o 

MI5  by  many.  I t was MI6  that was compromised  by  Kim 

Philby,  the double agent who provided  the Soviets with  

critical  inormation  on  double agents,  oten  leading to  

their demise.  He  deected  to  the  USSR in  1963.  

In  the  USA,  the Oce o Strategic Services (OSS)  was 

created  during the Second  World  War and  d issolved  by  

executive order in  October 1945 when President Truman 

initial ly  tried  to  d ivide its tasks among several  agencies,  

but he  soon  real ized  that the USA needed  an  intel l igence 

service with  the onset o the Cold  War.  The Central  

Intel l igence Agency  was created  to  engage in  American  

operations outside o US territory  to  maintain  riendly  

governments and  oust those perceived  as a  threat to  US 

interests.  While  the CIA had  notable  successes  assisting 

the Christian  Democrats to  win  the  frst election  in  post-

war I taly  and  the removal  o Mossadegh in  I ran   they  are 

oten  best known or their ailed  attempts to  overthrow 

Fidel  Castro.

Covert operations were  intended  to  advance  the  pol i tical  

agendas o their countries,  and  prevent the  prol ieration  

o their adversaries.  They  rel ied  on  spying,  unding 

oreign  pol itical  parties and  even  torture  and  murder to  

achieve their objectives.  

 James Bond  and  KGB agent  Anya  Amasova  in  The Spy Who 

Loved Me
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3.5  Cold  Wr crii  in  ai:  soviet  invion 
of afghnitn,  1979

Conceptual  understanding
Key questions

 Why did  the USSR view Afghanistan  as too important to  lose as a  cl ient state?

 Why did  the US support rebel  groups in  Afghanistan?

Key concept

 Continuity

 Perspective

In December 1 979 the period o dtente ended when the Soviet Union 

invaded Aghanistan to maintain a ailing socialist regime.  The invasion was  

justifed by the Brezhnev Doctrine,  but there were also geopolitical reasons 

or the invasion.  In late 1 979  the Soviet Union perceived US  oreign policy 

as weak and ineective and expected little  more than protest rom the  

West.  To its surprise,  the consequences o the invasion were ar-reaching 

and marked the beginning o what is  termed the Second Cold War.

Afghanistan prior to December 1979
In the 1 970s the government o Aghanistan was oten viewed as  a   

pro-US  aux democracy but the situation was more complex.  It is  true  

that the  government o Mohammad Daoud received assistance rom 

the USA but he  tried to  pursue a neutral policy.  Soviet-Aghan military 

cooperation began in the  Khrushchev era,  when the Soviet military 

trained Aghan ofcers,  making them very sympathetic to  the Marxist 

cause in their own country and this  continued in the Brezhnev era.  

In international diplomacy Aghanistan was seen as  in the  Soviet (and 

previously,  Russian)  sphere  o inuence due to  shared borders with the  

USSR,  but Soviet direct involvement was limited until 1 978.

In April 1 978  the  Aghan army seized power,  executed President Daoud 

and installed the  Marxist Peoples  Democratic Party o Aghanistan 

(PDPA) .  Under the  governance  o Nur Muhammad Taraki,  the  country 

was renamed the  Democratic Republic o Aghanistan and began to  

implement reorms consistent with its  ideology.  In the  frst year it carried 

out land reorm and promoted gender equality and secular education.  

It expected to  gain popular support,  but the  new government aced 

actionalism within its  own party ranks along with the  problems that all 

poor,  rural countries  experienced.  

In December 1 978  the  USSR and Aghanistan signed a bilateral 

agreement in which the  USSR agreed to  provide  assistance  and advisors  

to  modernize  the  country.  It also  agreed to  assist the  government in 

Kabul i they requested military assistance.  Almost rom the  beginning 

the  PDPA government was  dependent upon Soviet assistance  or its  
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maintenance  o power,  and this  in many respects  weakened the  moral 

authority o the  government,  and anti-government attacks,  especially by 

religious groups,  increased.

The reorms were  resisted in rural areas  and thus  were  sometimes  

imposed through violence,  leading to  increased civil strie  in 

Aghanistan.  Many religious  and village  leaders  were  arrested and 

imprisoned or executed or dissidence  against the  state,  and this  urther 

increased civilian hostility to  the  state.  Members  o the  traditional 

Aghan elite  and intelligentsia went into  exile  abroad as  the  lower classes  

o Aghan society streamed into  Pakistan,  flling reugee  camps.  An 

estimated 27  000  political prisoners  were  executed by the  government  

o the  PDPA.

Rebel orces  called the  Mujahideen  began to  oppose  the  Marxist 

PDPA.  Although the  largest group consisted o pro-religious orces,  in 

reality the  Mujahideen was  a  loosely organized coalition o people  who 

opposed the  rigid socialist nature  o the  regime.  A wave o religious  

undamentalism was sweeping through Iran and Pakistan as  well as  

Aghanistan.  In all three  countries  the  religious  bodies  began to  take  

a  dominant role  because  the  religious leaders  (mullahs)  had a orum 

in which they could put orward their ideas  and put an organizational 

structure  in place  through the  mosques  and Islamic schools  that existed 

in Aghanistan.  The  Mujahideen relied on the  backing o local warlords  

who had wielded power in the  Aghanistan countryside  or years.  

The  resistance  to  the  PDPA began to  target not just Aghan but Soviet 

leaders  as  well,  and in March 1 979  alone  approximately 1 00  Soviet 

advisors  and 5000  Aghans were  killed by members  o the  Aghan army 

that had mutinied in the  city o Herat upon hearing o plans  to  install 

women in the  government.  The  Marxists  responded by attacking the  city 

and killing approximately 24 000  inhabitants.  Rather than suppressing 

opposition to  the  regime,  this  dramatic action had the  opposite  eect 

and in an army o 90  000  hal either deserted or j oined the  rebel cause.  

Further complicating the  situation,  in September 1 979,  Taraki was  

overthrown and executed by his  ormer collaborator Hafzullah Amin in 

a  struggle  within the  PDPA that was  damaging to  both sides.  C ivil war 

was  already taking place,  and the  country became even less  stable.

Amin proved to  be  both more  radical and more  unpredictable  than 

Taraki,  urther alienating the  public.  Between March and December 

he  made 1 9  requests  to  the  Soviet Union or aid,  most o which were  

rebued.  He  also  approached the  USA,  leading the  Soviets  to  worry that 

he  might shit his  allegiance  and remove himsel rom the  Soviet sphere.  

There  was  also  intelligence  that implied that the  USA was  willing to  

deploy nuclear missiles  to  Aghanistan and thus  the  Soviet leadership  

began to  reer to  Amin as  unmanageable  and unwieldy.

There  were  three  main Soviet concerns regarding an Aghan exit rom 

the  Soviet sphere:  it would be  losing power relative  to  the  USA;  the  

B rezhnev Doctrine  would seem like  a  toothless  document and countries  

in Eastern Europe  might also  deect;  and the  growth o religious  

undamentalism,  i let unchecked,  would seep  into  its  own central Asian 

republics  o Taj ikistan,  Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

mujahideen

Literal ly,  one engaged  in  j ihad;  in  the 

context of the Afghan war it was used  to  

describe guerri l la  groups that opposed  

Soviet occupation  forces and  Marxist rule.
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In the  USSR leaders  were  divided,  and the  Kremlin initially expressed 

reluctance  to  send troops  into  Aghanistan.  B rezhnev and Carter were  

scheduled to  meet in Vienna to  fnalize  SALT II and the  general sta 

opposed intervention as  it elt that it would increase  opposition to  

the  PDPA government.  Nonetheless,  Soviet deence  minister Ustinov 

and KGB  head Yuri Andropov both pushed or intervention and the  

government began invasion preparations.  They argued that intervention 

was necessary to  protect Soviet security and this  could only be  done i 

Amin was overthrown,  and the  Soviets  reinorced and protected Aghan 

borders.  They estimated that the  operation would take  34 weeks.

The invasion

In December 1 979  the USSR invaded Aghanistan,  invoking the Brezhnev 

Doctrine to  explain the invasion.  On 1 2  December,  the Politburo ratifed 

the decision to  invade Aghanistan.

The ofcial rationale  was murky:  according to  one Soviet report,  a  

rival PDPA leader,  Babrak Karmal,  seized Radio Kabul,  announced 

the overthrow o Amin and asked or Soviet assistance.  However,  this  

broadcast took place  ater 24 December when the Soviets  began to  move 

troops into  the  country.  It was also  later revealed that while  the  broadcast 

came on the  Radio  Kabul requency,  it originated in the  Soviet Union.  

Another report stated that Amin requested assistance rom the USSR but 

this  made even less  sense.  E ither way,  the  Soviets  were  attempting to  

justiy an invasion by reporting it as  an invitation.

A orce  o 1 0  000  paratroopers  was dropped into  Aghanistan to  encircle  

and take  Kabul.  Soviet orces  killed Amin and replaced him with 

Karmal.  By 27  December there  were  70  000  Soviet troops in Aghanistan 

with no  clear idea o how to  fght in such a chaotic situation or what 

their desired outcomes were.  The  situation or the  Soviets  was tenuous 

at best or while  the  Soviets  controlled the  cities  and the  highways,  the  

guerrillas   aided by the  USA  controlled the  countryside.  

By February 1 980,  1 00  000  Soviet troops  were  in  place,  their 

presence  required to  keep  Karmal in power.  By 1 981  it  was  clear that 

Soviet military orce  would not solve  Aghan domestic problems,  

but the  Soviets  elt  they had to  support Karmal and keep  a  socialist 

government in Aghanistan.

Results of Soviet intervention

This  was  the  beginning o a  ten-year intervention that cost the  Soviet 

Union billions  o dollars  and tens o thousands  o lives.  The  intervention 

led to  international condemnation,  including the  US  decisions  to  boycott 

the  1 980  summer Olympics  that were  being held in Moscow,  and limit 

grain and technology sales  to  the  USSR.  The  Soviets  were  stunned by the  

degree  o western opposition.  Although they saw themselves  as  acting 

within their own sphere  o inuence,  most other countries  viewed this  

as  unabashed Soviet aggression and expansionism.  

The rebel orces gained the support o the USA,  largely because o their anti-

socialist stance,  and intelligence orces began to assist the rebels;  President 

Carter signed an executive order allowing the CIA to conduct Operation 
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Cyclone  covert operations that included unding and the supply o anti-

aircrat missiles that were powerul enough to shoot down Soviet helicopters.  

When the USA actually began assisting the rebels is highly debated  the  

ofcial assistance began in 1 980 ater the Soviet military presence was clearly 

established,  but there is signifcant evidence to show that the USA had been 

assisting the military rebels or a considerable amount o time beore this.  US  

involvement had the unintended consequence o unding extremist religious  

groups that later became Al-Qaeda and the Taliban and declared war not just 

on Aghanistan and the Soviet Union,  but on the USA as well.  

By 1 982  the Soviet Politburo recognized that they had engaged in a war 

they could not win but they reused to  admit deeat and withdraw orces.  

S ince Aghanistan was in such a state o chaos a diplomatic solution was  

impossible.  Most o the ounders and initial leaders o the PDPA had been 

killed in the power struggles o 1 978  1 979  and thus Aghan leadership  

was weak.  The Soviets  continued to  pursue a policy that lacked coherence,  

searching or a solution and continuing a highly unpopular and costly war 

but,  having invoked the Brezhnev Doctrine,  it could not withdraw.  

The Andropov/Chernenko period rom 1 982  to 1 985  was marked by a  

continuation o oreign problems that had begun under Brezhnev.  The  

situation in Aghanistan,  which Andropov had instigated by insisting upon a 

Soviet invasion in 1 979,  deteriorated and was the main source o discontent 

with the government at the time.  Intervention in Aghanistan was never 

popular with the Soviet citizenry,  and even though the government put 

tight controls on the media 

regarding Soviet losses and 

casualties,  as the war continued 

it resulted in tens o thousands  

o casualties,  many o whom 

returned home and reported what 

they saw.  The war was a drain 

on the Soviet labour orce and 

the economy,  leading to ever-

worsening standards o living.  

C itizens were emboldened by the  

devastating consequences,  and 

dissent increased.  It was no longer 

just the intelligentsia,  but the  

general population that spoke out.

With regard to  superpower 

relations,  the  invasion o 

Aghanistan was  the  catalyst 

that led to  what is  oten called 

the  Second Cold War.  Dtente  

was  already waning,  and while  

SALT II had been signed,  it 

languished in the  US  Senate  

and remained unratifed.  There  

were  other indirect conicts  in Central America and Asia,  but it was  

Aghanistan that damaged relations  so  severely that there  was not 

another summit meeting until 1 985 ,  under the  leadership  o Mikhail 

Gorbachev and Ronald Reagan.  

 Afghanistan  and  its  border states

KAZAKHSTAN
(USSR)

UZBEKISTAN
(USSR)

TURKMENISTAN
(USSR)

AFGHANISTAN

PAKISTAN

CHINA

INDIA

TAJIKISTAN
(USSR)

KYRGYZSTAN
(USSR)

Herat

Tehran

Kabul

I slamabad

New Delhi

Gulf of Oman

Persian
Gulf

Kandahar

IRAN

Caspian
Sea
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 Soviet  troops arrive in  Kabul,  30  January  1980

Historical  perspectives

[The Soviet Union] had unilaterally sent troops into 

an  independent,  non-aligned Islamic country,  killed 

its president and installed a puppet regime.  

Martin  Ewans.  2002.  A short history of its people and 

politics.  P203.  NY,  HarperCol l l ins

The Soviet leadership completely miscalculated the 

political and military situation  in  Aghanistan.  

They were unable to  anticipate the anti-Soviet 

reaction  that was generated in  the United States 

and around the world.  They ailed to  understand 

their enemy and the power Islamic nationalism 

had on  the will o the Aghan people to  endure 

extreme hardships.  They were unable or unwilling 

to  prevent the Mujahadeen rom operating rom 

sanctuaries in  Pakistan.  

Major James T McGhee.  4 June 2008.  The Soviet 

Experience in  Afghanistan:  Lessons Learned in  

Military History Online.  www.mil itaryhistoryonline.

com/20thcentury/articles/sovietexperiences.aspx 1  

i  t w w:

There is no active support on  the part o the 

population.  It is almost wholly under the infuence o 

Shiite slogans  ollow not the indels but ollow us.  

Nur Mohammed Taraki  (transcript of Kosigyn-Taraki  phone 

conversation) .  17  or 18  March  1979  

The response o the international community to  the 

Soviet attempt to  crush  Aghanistan must match  the 

gravity o Soviet action.  

Jimmy Carter,  Soviet Invasion  of Afghanistan:  Address to  

the  Nation.  4 January  1980

Question

Compare and contrast what these  sources  reveal 

about Soviet understanding of the internal 

conditions in Afghanistan in 1 979.

Source skil ls
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Andropov and  Chernenko

Brezhnev died  in  November 1982,  leaving behind  an  aged,  stagnant pol itical  

leadership.  The Pol itburo was laden  with  his contemporaries and  it was general ly  

elt that the  status quo would  continue with  the appointment o a  new Soviet 

leader.  People  were somewhat surprised  when 68-year-old  Yuri  Andropov,  ormer 

KGB leader and  Central  Committee member,  became the new head  o the USSR.  

The end  o the  Brezhnev years were marked  by  increasing absences o Brezhnev 

who was i l l  and  weakened  and  seemed to  rely  on  his protg Konstantin  

Chernenko,  and  most insiders elt that Chernenko would  be the successor to  

Brezhnev.  However,  Andropov,  perhaps due to  his ormer position  as head  o the 

KGB,  outmaneuvred  Chernenko and  took the leadership position  in  the USSR.

Although those outside the Soviet Union may have expected policies to remain  

much the same, Andropov did  have some ideas or change. He charged many in  the 

Brezhnev camp with corruption and attempted to negate the stabil ity  o cadres 

in  avour o more accountability, in  an attempt to improve productivity. He made 

public the acts o economic stagnation and proposed a solution: people needed to  

work harder and increase individual  productivity. He tried  to put into place policies 

whereby those il legally  absent rom work would  be arrested so that the Soviet 

citizenry would have a  carrot and a  stick to work harder. In  1983, he shut down 

much o the Soviet space programme in  an attempt to save money and slow the 

accelerating oreign debt.  

Politically,  Andropov tried  to remove Brezhnevs ollowers (and Chernenkos 

supporters)  with  a  new group o nomenklatura  loyal  to Andropov and more l ikely  to  

promote changes needed in  the stagnant Soviet system. In  particular,  he promoted  

younger Party  members to the Politburo, and  with  the help o the emerging Mikhail  

Gorbachev he tried  to replace the elder Party  members at the regional  level,  too.  

Gorbachev was strengthened by  Andropovs tenure as head o the Soviet state, as 

he gained a  loyal  ollowing in  spite o Soviet agricultural  ailures.  

Regarding oreign  pol icy,  Poland  was under martial  law and  the Soviets 

unequivocal ly  backed  Wojciech  Jaruzelski  in  his suppression  o opposition  

movements within  the Warsaw Pact.  The already  poor relations with  the USA 

worsened  in  September 1983  when Soviets shot down a  Korean  Airl ines fight 

that strayed  into Soviet airspace and  kil led  al l  269  people on  board.  The Soviets 

were the rst on  the crash  scene and  appropriated  the black box,  a l l  the  while  

maintaining that they  had  been  provoked  by  the Korean  Airl ines plane.

In  late  1983,  Andropov stopped  appearing in  publ ic due to  poor health.  In  sources 

later released,  it is clear that Andropov intended  Gorbachev to  be his successor,  

a l though this was thwarted  by  Chernenko.  Upon  Andropovs death  in  1984,  

Chernenko succeeded  him,  although he proved  to  be  a  very  short-l ived  head  o 

state.  This was the Brezhnev generations last assertion  o its leadership over 

the state.  He was largely  a  gurehead  who was seen  as holding the Soviet Union  

steady  in  preparation  or a  transition  to  a  dierent level  o leadership.

There were very  ew changes in  the Chernenko period.  Domestic and  oreign  

pol icies remained  the same as the gerontocracy  spent its last days in  charge 

o the  USSR.  An  increasingly  rai l  Chernenko rel ied  on  his deputy,  Gorbachev,  

to  chair meetings and  make his ideas known. I t was his death  in  March  1985  

that marked  the real  changes in  the Soviet regime and  signied  the end  o the 

Brezhnev era.

nomenklatura

An unocial  class o people rom whom 

top ocials were chosen.

gerontocracy

Governance by  the elderly  in  a  society.
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Summit  diplomacy

A summit is a  meeting o heads o state to  discuss matters 

o critical  importance to  al l  powers invited.  The term was 

initial ly  used  by  Winston  Churchil l  in  1950,  but some 

historians include the meetings at Cairo,  Teheran,  Yalta  

and  Potsdam as summits because the dominant leaders 

o the Al l ies met to  discuss the post-war world.  More oten,  

summit diplomacy  is used  to  describe meetings between 

American  and  Soviet leaders during the Cold  War.

O al l  the  Soviet leaders,  Khrushchev and  Gorbachev were 

the most enthusiastic regarding dtente.  Khrushchev 

held  meetings with  Eisenhower and  Kennedy  in  the hope 

o al leviating the nuclear threat o both  countries,  and  is 

oten  seen  as the  greatest proponent o them, to  bring 

about his pol icy  o peaceul  coexistence.  In  his six years 

as head  o the USSR,  Gorbachev held  12  summits,  hal  

o them with  Reagan,  and  the other hal with  George  

HW Bush.  Like Khrushchev,  he was most interested  in  

arms l imitations.  

One o the  problems o the summit meetings was that the 

US president could  make and  sign  any  agreement he elt 

was just but,  as treaties,  the agreements needed  to  be  

ratifed  by  Congress,  oten  delaying the implementation  o 

the  agreements,  and  sometimes (as in  the case o SALT I I )  

never ratiying them at a l l .  

Ater the Cold  War,  summits remained  important diplomatic 

meetings but the topics ranged  ar and  wide  rom cl imate 

change to economics.  

A
T
L Thinking skil ls

NATO

WARSAW PACT

 The Cold  War a l l iances circa  1980

Questions

1 What does this map reveal  about Cold  War al l iances? 

2 I  countries are not shaded,  does that mean they  are neutral  or non-al igned? Explain  and  provide at least  

concrete examples.

3 Why do you  think some countries are shaded  yel low?
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exam-styl  qustions and  furthr rading

1 .  Discuss  the  reasons  why some historians argue  that the  Soviet 

invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1 968  was a  result of the  vulnerability 

rather than the  power of the  USSR.

2 .  Evaluate  the  effect of dtente  on two countries  (excluding the  USA 

and the  USSR)  from two different regions.

3 .  Examine the  reasons why the  Peoples  Republic of China and the  

USA began formal talks  in 1 972 .

4.  Compare  and contrast the  roles  of two Cold War leaders,  each chosen 

from a different region,  in the  thaw of the  1 960s  and early 1 970s.

5 .  To what extent was the  renewal of the  Cold War after 1 979  due  to  

the  domestic policies  of the  superpowers  throughout the  1 970s?

Further reading 

Chang,  J  and Halliday,  J.  2005 .  Mao: the unknown story.  NY,  USA.  Alfred  

A Knopf.

Kissinger,  Henry.  1 994.  Diplomacy,  Chapter 29  Dtente  and its  discontent.  

New York,  USA.  Anchor Books.

MacMillan,  Margaret.  2007.  Nixon and Mao: the week that changed the 

world.  New York,  USA.  Random House.

Perlstein,  Rick.  2008.  Nixonland.  New York,  USA.  Scribner.

Smith,  Peter H.  201 2 .  Talons of the Eagle: Latin  America,  the United States 

and the World,  (4th edition) .  Oxford,  UK.  Oxford University Press.  

S tokes,  Gale.  1 996.  From Stalinism to  Pluralism: a documentary history of 

Eastern  Europe since 1 945.  Oxford,  UK.  Oxford University Press.

Tompson,  William.  2003 .  The Soviet Union Under Brezhnev.  London,   

UK.  Routledge.
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Leader:  Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung)

Country:  Peoples Republic o China

Dates in  power:  19491976

min  ign ici t  t th C  W

  Support or revolutionary  movements

  Rapprochement with  the USA

pticitin  in  C  W vnt n utc

  Korean  War

  First and  Second  Taiwan Strait Crises

  Sino-Soviet Schism

  Vietnam War

  Dtente with  US

efct n  th vnt  th C  W

When he frst came to power, Mao deerred to Stalin and  

participated in Cold  War actions such as the Korean War, at 

the request o the Soviets. However, Mao had an independent 

streak that became apparent ater Stalin died. Mao was 

highly critical  o Khrushchev and his constant criticisms o 

how the USSR was not suciently  socialist or revolutionary  

in its oreign policy had signifcant consequences on Soviet 

policies, whether or not it was recognized at the time. Ater 

the Sino-Soviet split, Mao embraced a more pragmatic 

approach and entertained the idea o reaching an agreement 

with the USA. This triangulated power, and changed a number 

o dynamics in the Cold War.

Leader:  Richard  M  N ixon

Country:  USA

Dates in  power:  19691974

min  ign ici t t th C  W

  Nixon  doctrine

  Vietnamization

  Dtente 

pticitin  in  C  W vnt n utc

  Vietnam War

  Covert operations in  Chile

  Helsinki  Accords

  Opening o US to  China

efct n  th vnt  th C  W

Nixon won the 1968 election  with  a  promise to  get the 

USA out o Vietnam  cornerstone o his oreign policy.  

The pol icy  involved  a  gradual  withdrawal  o US orces 

while  empowering South  Vietnam to  take over mil itary  

operations. This ulfl led  the American  publ ics desires,  

but South  Vietnam was deeated  and  South-East Asia  as 

Cambodia  and  Laos also became communist countries.  

The US attempt to  destabil ize and  overthrow the 

government o Salvador Al lende in  Chile  was also a  bl ight 

on  his presidency,  as while  it was successul ,  the Chileans 

themselves were poised  to oust him. At the same time,  

he vigorously  pursued  dtente,  not just with  the USSR but 

with  communist China  as wel l .  H is eect on  the Cold  War,  

thereore,  was a  mixture o urthering rapprochement and  

a  uel l ing o social ist ears o US aggression.  
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Global  context 

Ximus nonse  elitet ugit uga.  E t latiatus,  

omnimet rempos eaquiam eos  ressitae  cor re  

delecta tendictota aut porum aborit ut odi aut 

ea is  veliaep  ererum qui ut uga.  Emporuptius  

et,  a  deni in est accullam quo ditatet es  alia quae  

eium harunturis  adi venimus est aut aut ipis  

sus.  Dolorit eatquam iunt voluptur?  Quiatesse  

arci beaquiandit eiciis  et unt int audiae  eiur,  idit,  

ommo volorum audae  rae  nonse  militaeptus 

volorum audae  rae  nonse  militaeptus.

1  J APAN E S E  E XPAN S I O N I SM  I N  

E AS T  AS I A

Global  context 

The process o decolonization that began ater the  

Second World War widened the Cold War struggle  

and no countries were immune.  Many newly 

created countries sought reuge rom the Cold 

War through the Non-Aligned Movement,  while  

still others were plunged into civil wars in which 

actions tried to achieve victory with material 

assistance rom one o the superpowers.  Ater 

occupation orces let,  a civil war began in Vietnam 

that let the country divided or 20 years.  Warare  

was perpetuated by direct US  involvement that 

escalated and prolonged the confict.  The Cold War 

had a direct eect on Vietnam that endured even 

ater the end o the Cold War.

 CAS E  S TU D y  3 :   V I E TN AM  AN D  TH E 

CO LD  WAR

Timeline

1945End  o Second  World  War

1959Second  Indo-China  War begins

1954Battle  o Dien  Bien  Phu

1946 First Indo-China  War begins

1955
Geneva  Accords divide Vietnam at  

17th  paral lel

1963
Assassination  o South  Vietnam leader 

Ngo Dinh  Diem

Tet Ofensive1968

Withdrawal  o US mil itary  orces1973

Sino-Vietnamese War1979

Gul o Tonkin  resolution 1964

Death  o Ho  Chi  M inh 1969

Creation o Socialist Republic o Vietnam 1975
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Indo-China to the end  of the Second World  War
France  had begun to  inuence  Vietnam even beore  it began military 

campaigns to  consolidate  control over Indo-China.  In the  1 7th century 

French Catholic missionaries  went to  the  region to  try to  convert the  

indigenous population and had marginal success.  As  a  result,  some 

French established themselves,  giving the  French government a  pretext 

or action in the  region.  Formal French colonization began in earnest 

in 1 859  with a series  o military campaigns  that ended with France  

establishing a protectorate  over Indo-China.  Although the  Vietnamese  

royal amily continued,  it was  largely in a  ceremonial capacity.  The  

French were  interested in Indo-China or its  strategic location,  proximity 

to  China and its  rubber production.  Indo-China was  one  o Frances  most 

prized possessions  and,  as  was  later seen,  France  was  willing to  fght long 

and hard to  retain this  possession.  Prior to  the  Second World War,  risings  

against the  French were  limited and easily suppressed.

The Second World War proved pivotal or the establishment o an 

independent Vietnam.  During the war,  Vietnam was taken by the  

Japanese but its  administration was let under the Vichy Regime in France  

because it was a member o the Axis  Powers.  However,  Vichys collapse  

in March 1 945  led to  direct Japanese annexation;  in the north,  a military 

orce called the Viet Minh (League or Independence o Vietnam)  led 

by Ho Chi Minh ought against the Japanese using guerrilla tactics and 

gained momentum as an anti-oreign orce.  When Japan surrendered on 

1 4 August 1 945  the situation reached a critical juncture.  On 2  September 

1 945  Ho Chi Minh proclaimed the creation o the Democratic Peoples  

Republic o Vietnam (North Vietnam) .  Ho Chi Minh hoped or US  support 

but ound little,  given the change in US  government.  While  President 

Roosevelt had been very sympathetic to  its  nationalist cause,  and General 

Stillwell (commander o US  orces in India,  Burma and China)  had helped 

support the Viet Minh,  the ascendancy o Harry Truman and the onset o 

the Cold War let the USA with little  ability to  support a Marxist regime 

despite  its  anti-colonial rhetoric.

The  French attempted to  molliy the  North Vietnamese  by orming 

the  Indo-Chinese  Federation and recognizing North Vietnam as  an 

independent state  within the  French Union but to  no  avail.  When the  

French Union did not immediately materialize,  the  North Vietnamese  

maintained their independence  and the  Viet Minh ought against the  

French in what is  reerred to  as  the  First Indo-China War.

Conceptual  understanding
Key questions

 Why did  North  Vietnam defeat South  Vietnam in  1975?

 Why did  Vietnam become a  social ist state?

Key concepts

 Causation

 Consequence

Vietnam and the Cold  War
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The First Indo-China War,  1946 1954
The First Indo-China War began in November 1 946 with a French assault 

on Vietnamese civilians in the port city o Haiphong.  Until 1 954 the French 

military battled against Vietnamese orces.  The Viet Minh had considerable  

popular support in the rural,  agricultural regions o Vietnam,  and the French 

strongholds were in the urban areas,  making or a long bloody struggle.  

In the  frst our years  o the  war,  there  was  actually very little  fghting.  

The  Viet Minh General  V Nguyn Gip  spent most o this  time gaining 

peasant support and expanding the  size  o his  army.  By 1 954,  Gip  had 

enlisted 1 1 7  000  to  fght with him against the  1 00  000  French and  

300  000  Vietnamese  who ought against him.  Gip  also  ound that 

he  had a strong support base  ater 1 949,  when Chinese  communists  

prevailed in their C ivil War.  The  Chinese  communists  provided Gip  

with military support that included heavy artillery,  which he  used later 

to  his  advantage  in the  last battle  o the  First Indo-China War.

Dien Bien Phu was the fnal and decisive battle in the First Indo-China War.  

It took place in an improbable mountain area near the border with Laos.  

The battle  began in late 1 953;  the French occupied Dien Bien Phu to try 

to interrupt supply routes rom Laos into North Vietnam.  The Viet Minh 

responded by blockading all roads in and out o the area,  but the French elt 

confdent that they could supply their orces through aerial drops.  However,  

they were surprised by General Gip,  who arrived with 40 000 Viet Minh 

orces that surrounded the 1 3  000 French and broke their lines.  On 7  May 

1 954,  the base was taken by the Vietnamese and the French surrendered.

Geneva Accords
At this point,  the French government decided that the conict in Indo-

China was too costly,  and they negotiated a settlement in an international 

conerence in Geneva.  Discussions had already begun in Geneva on 26  April 

and so now the object was to negotiate an end to the war.  The result was  

known as the Geneva Accords  a set o non-binding agreements:

  establishment o a  ceasefre  line  in Vietnam along the  1 7th parallel 

  300  days  or the  withdrawal o troops  on both sides

  Viet Minh evacuation rom Cambodia and Laos

  evacuation o oreign troops   except military advisors

  prohibition o dispersal o oreign arms and munitions  to  the  region 

  ree  elections  in Cambodia and Laos  in 1 955

  elections  or all o Vietnam to  be  held by July 1 956  

  the  implementation o these  to  be  conducted by representatives  rom 

Canada,  India and Pakistan.

The Geneva Accords eectively accepted the  existence  o a  communist 

regime in the  north and tried to  bring about stability in Vietnam through 

the  temporary division o the  country.  At the  signing o the  Accords,  

the  Viet Minh controlled nearly three-quarters  o Vietnam,  so  the  

non-communist countries  hoped that this  would weaken their support 

throughout the  country.  Instead,  it seemed to  consolidate  their control o 

the  north,  and gave  them a boundary behind which it could retreat.
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In 1 954,  thereore,  Vietnam was ree  o colonial rule,  but it was  divided 

into  two states:  in the  north,  the  Viet Minh under Ho  Chi Minh retained 

control;  in the  south,  a  pro-western regime was  established with support 

rom the  USA.  This  division was only meant to  last until elections could 

be  held throughout the  country.  However,  such elections  never occurred 

and,  instead,  conict in Vietnam renewed as  the  country engaged in a  

civil war in which US  orces  were  directly involved,  and in which the  

USSR and PRC  provided support.

A
T
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Communication  skil ls

In  attendance at the Geneva Conference (26 April  to  21  July  1954)  were 

representatives from:

  Cambodia

  Peoples Republ ic of China

  France

  Laos

  USSR

  Great Britain

  USA

  Viet Minh  (North  Vietnam)

  State  of Vietnam (South  Vietnam)

The Accords were agreements among Cambodia,  France,  Laos,  North  Vietnamese 

and  South  Vietnamese representatives.  Why  were American,  British,  Chinese 

and  Soviet representatives present? What did  they  hope to  achieve in  the 

negotiations? Who do you  think was the most successful?

 A bourgeois landowner executed  after a  tria l  before a  

committee  in  North  Vietnam in  1955

A divided Vietnam

The  division o Vietnam reected the  situation in the  country during 

the  remainder o Ho  Chi Minhs  lie.  Like  the  Vietnamese  themselves,  

the  country was  divided into  a  northern,  largely rural peasantry that 

supported the  Marxist ideas  o Ho  Chi Minh.  In the  south,  a  number o 

inept and corrupt leaders   beginning with the  Emperor Bao  Dai and 

D inh D iem  ruled.  In  1 959 ,  Vietnam was  plunged into  a  civil  war that 

determined most o the  policies  o both Vietnams.  Meanwhile,  Ho  Chi 

Minh became  more  o a  fgurehead and less  o an active  political fgure.  

His  death in 1 969  did not mark the  end o the  war,  or 

o revolutionary struggle  in  the  north.  

North Vietnam

The Democratic Republic o Vietnam was recognized by all 

o the communist states while  other countries waited or 

elections that never came.  The North Vietnamese received 

limited assistance rom both the Peoples  Republic o 

China and the Soviet Union,  but in the early years,  Ho  

Chi Minh was ocusing more on internal aairs in the  

north than the spread o his  revolution to  the south.

The main reason or this was that Ho Chi Minh was  

consolidating communist power.  Unlike his  counterpart to  

the south,  Ho Chi Minh was incorruptible,  but he adhered 

strictly to  his  nationalist-Marxist ideas.  This  meant the  

elimination o class enemies.  In 1 955  and 1 956,  anyone 

branded a landlord,  traitor or French sympathizer could be  

targeted,  and many were killed by the North Vietnamese.  
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Since they were seen as  pro-French,  northern Catholics were identifed,  

and so  whole villages ed to  the south.  During these years,  1  million 

Vietnamese ed to  the south,  hoping to  escape persecution or execution.

In the  north,  the  communists  continued to  implement policies  o land 

reorm,  which they had begun during the  First Indo-China War.  From 

1 946  onwards,  the  Viet Minh had launched a programme o agrarian 

reorm centred on distribution o land to  the  peasants.  Much like  their 

Chinese  counterparts,  the  Viet Minh prided themselves  on moving into  

regions,  liberating the  peasantry and assisting them in their acquisition 

o land tenure.  Landlords  lost their economic and social control over 

the  peasantry as  the  Viet Minh relieved peasants  o their annual rents  

and established communities  in which the  peasants  worked together,  

without the  dominance  o the  landlords.

He  assisted southern communists  through ounding the  National 

Liberation Front and the  Viet Cong,  and began the  construction o 

what would become the  Ho  Chi Minh Trail that went through Laos and 

Cambodia.  He  also  began to  support the  communist Pathet Lao  and 

Khmer Rouge  in Laos  and Cambodia respectively.  

He  was  recognized as  the  ather o Vietnamese  independence.  His  death 

in 1 969  did not mean an end to  the  revolutionary struggle  or the  drive  

or Vietnamese  independence.  Indeed,  many o his  ollowers  saw it as  

imperative  to  complete  his  mission.

South Vietnam

The situation in South Vietnam was more complex as a number o the  

countrys leaders had dierent plans and policies or stopping the spread o 

communism into the south;  all o them had regimes that were characterized 

by corruption,  brutality towards perceived enemies o the state and chaos.  

The  French initially had a  plan to  restore  the  Vietnamese  Emporer  

Bao  Dai to  serve  as  a  puppet leader o what they hoped would be  a  

client state,  but this  idea had been rustrated  France  had withdrawn 

and Bao  Dai proved to  be  too  weak.  The  USA,  with its  ears  o 

communist expansion,  assumed the  position o patron o southern 

Vietnam.  In the  waning years  o the  First Indo-China War,  the  USA 

had provided France  with $3  billion to  und its  war against the  Viet 

Minh.  It sought a  stronger leader or its  Vietnamese  client state  and 

ound it in Ngo  D inh D iem,  a  nationalist and Catholic who  had patriotic 

credentials  stemming rom his  open opposition to  French rule  in the  

1 930s.  Under US  direction,  Bao  Dai recalled D iem in 1 954 and made 

him Prime Minister.  In 1 955 ,  D iem ousted Bao  Dai and recreated the  

government in the  south.  In a  reerendum that was  clearly rigged  the  

south Vietnamese  voted in avour o a  Vietnam Republic with D iem as  

President.  His  regime became increasingly corrupt and brutal,  leading 

eventually to  the  renewal o war in Vietnam.

Vietnam was a rural,  agrarian society,  and so one o the frst issues that 

Diem aced was that o land distribution.  A number o radical and moderate  

groups advocated land distribution so that the Vietnamese peasantry would 

have sufcient land to  arm.  When they occupied the south,  the Viet 

Minh had helped the peasants by redistributing roughly 1 .5  million acres  

(600 000 hectares)  o land and countless peasants had acquired land tenure  

 These smil ing women  soldiers take time o 

rom fghting to  help  plant  rice  in  a  paddy  in  

North  Vietnam in  1968
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through Viet Minh occupation,  not paying rent rom the end o the Second 

World War.  In 1 955 ,  Diem reversed this,  and required peasants to pay 

rent again.  Further,  in 1 958 peasants were expected to  purchase the land 

they armed in six annual installments.  This was extremely costly,  and it 

alienated a peasantry who had come to see that land as their own.

Diems  policies  were  oten a reaction against the  communist regime 

to  the  north.  He  was  constantly araid o opposition and,  increasingly,  

assassination,  so  he  launched a widespread campaign against anyone he  

considered a threat.  In 1 956,  he  reused to  hold the  elections  stipulated 

in the  Geneva Accords,  arguing that northerners  would be  compelled 

to  vote  communist.  He  imprisoned opposition leaders  and targeted 

Viet Minh that remained in the  south.  He  also  avoured Catholics  over 

the  Buddhist majority;  roughly 1 0%  o the  population was  Catholic,  

and many were  northerners  who had escaped south as  reugees  and 

appreciated D iems  leadership.  But,  this  avouring o the  minority rom 

which he  came led to  urther dissatisaction with his  regime.  

This  in turn led to  opposition within the  south itsel.  Beginning in 1 957,  

South Vietnamese  Communists,  called the  Viet Cong,  took advantage  

o peasant alienation and began to  organize  resistance  groups  in the  

countryside  and plot political assassinations against government ofcials.  

The  number o assassinations  grew;  in 1 959  there  were  1 200  and in 

1 961 ,  4000.  Despite  these  fgures  and the  growth o the  Viet Cong and 

its  political arm,  the  National Liberation Front ( ounded in 1 960  by Ho  

Chi Minh) ,  D iem maintained control over the  cities  o South Vietnam 

and much o the  countryside.

To the ire  o many South Vietnamese peasants,  their villages were orcibly 

disbanded and the peasants were placed in what where called Strategic 

Hamlets.  While  the South Vietnamese government said that these were to  

protect the peasantry rom looting and pillaging by Viet Cong and other 

bandits,  the main objective was to  isolate the Viet Cong rom the bases and 

prevent them rom gaining any support rom the peasants.  The hamlets  

were regularly patrolled by the Army o the Republic o Vietnam (ARVN)  

to  prevent Viet Cong infltration,  but this policy was less  than successul.  

It urther alienated the peasantry,  making them less  likely to  assist the  

government in eliminating the Viet Cong.  

Even the USA was increasingly alarmed by Diems brutality.  In particular,  

his  widely publicised suppression o Buddhist monks let many Americans  

horrifed that they were supporting such a leader.  Thus,  it should come 

as  no surprise  that a plan to  overthrow Diem by members o the South 

Vietnamese military received the tacit support o the  US  government.  

In November 1 963 ,  D iem was assassinated and initially replaced by a  

military junta that had little  popular support.  In 1 965 ,  General Nguyen 

Van Thieu became President,  providing a veneer o stability,  but his  

regime was just as  corrupt,  and his  ofcers as  inept as  those  under Diem.  

His  policies  were  not ideologically based.  Instead,  they were  based on 

the  necessity o fghting the  North Vietnamese and the  Viet Cong,  and o 

maintaining his  support base through personal avours and connections 

that perpetuated the corruption o D iem,  rather than eradicating it.

On the other side,  it was under Thieu that the South Vietnamese  

government attempted land reorm.  In 1 954,  60%  o the peasantry were  

landless,  and 20%  owned parcels that were less than 2  acres   
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(0.8  hectares) .  Furthermore,  the tenant armers had to  pay approximately 

74%  o their annual crop yield to  their landlords.  In the 1 940s and 1 950s,  

the Viet Minh had gained the support o much o the southern peasantry 

through rigorous redistribution o land.  The Viet Minh had done this by 

going into villages,  imprisoning the landlords and orcing them to  cede  

their lands to  the peasants who actually armed the land.  

The Viet Cong continued these policies and appealed 

to  the peasantry through distribution o land owned by 

absentee landlords;  this  increased their support,  which 

helped the Viet Cong in their guerrilla operation.  

Diem had sided with the landlords and attempted to  

return the land to them.  To try and undercut peasant 

support or the Viet Cong and distance himsel rom Diem,  

Thieu introduced the frst o his land reorms in 1 968.  

The frst programme gave 50 000 amilies government 

land and prohibited local ofcials rom returning land 

to landlords.  Even more sweeping was the March 1 970  

Land-to-the-Tiller Act which ended rent payments or 

those who armed the land and granted ownership to  

those who worked the land.  To distribute land airly,  

he determined that the maximum amount o land that 

could be owned was 37  acres.  Through this act,  1 .5  million acres (600 000  

hectares)  were distributed to 400 000 landless peasants by 1 972,  and by 

1 973  all but 7%  o peasant armers owned their own land.  

Despite  positive  measures  o agrarian reorm,  the  poor treatment o 

the  population by the  ARVN and the  corruption and ineptitude  o 

the  leadership  continued to  alienate  much o the  population,  and the  

combined orces  o the  North Vietnamese  Army (NVA)  and Viet Cong   

who were  determined to  fght until Vietnam was  united and socialist  

ought a  war o attrition against the  USA until American public opinion 

demanded the  withdrawal o US  orces  and the  ARVN collapsed under 

the  combined assault o regular and guerrilla warare  rom the  north.

Second Indo-China War 19591975

Even more  than the  First  Indo-China  War,  this  war inicted 

tremendous  damage  on  the  people  o  Vietnam.  The  statistics  are  

horriying:  approximately 1  in  7  or  6 . 5  million Vietnamese  were  killed 

in  this  conict;  there  were  countless  casualties ;  and the  country was  

destroyed by the  massive  bombing campaigns  and the  use  o Agent 

Orange  to  exoliate  the  j ungles  and expose  guerrillas.  

Neither side could take the high ground in the treatment o the  

population.  Both sides used coercion and indoctrination to  engage the  

support o the population.  While  a ew were ideologically bound to  

supporting one side or another,  most people  chose sides by necessity.  Both 

sides augmented their armed orces through conscription  and there was 

no option to  remain neutral.  Whichever side arrived frst in a village took 

all able  men to  fght.  Not only did the Vietnamese lose  lives,  but this  also  

limited agricultural production.  The women,  children and elderly who 

remained did the best they could with the resources available,  but the  

absence o adult men led to  ood shortages in many areas.

 South  Vietnamese women  pray  or peace,  1969

 Army ofcer peers rom a  tunnel  

exit  near Saigon.  During the  war,  

Viet  Cong hid  in  the  tunnels;  now 

they  are  a  tourist  attraction.
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In South Vietnam,  the Viet Cong began guerrilla operations and the  

assassination o public ofcials in 1 957.  It was oten assumed that the  

Viet Cong were simply taking orders rom North Vietnam but this was 

untrue.  In act,  the Viet Cong were a largely autonomous group o cells  

working independently o one another and o North Vietnam,  partly in an 

attempt to keep their cadres rom being identifed by the South Vietnamese  

government.  One o the main advantages they had was their anonymity 

and their apparent ability to strike anywhere unexpectedly.  While they 

relied on military assistance rom the north,  most o their operations were  

designed by local commanders who knew well the areas where they ought.  

Throughout the 1 960s the Viet Cong became increasingly powerul and 

their ranks swelled,  reaching a high in 1 968 just beore the Tet Oensive.

Being a traditionally trained army,  the  ARVN had great difculties  in 

combatting the  guerrilla tactics  employed by the  Viet Cong.  Furthermore,  

they lacked leadership  in their military;  too many ofcers  held their 

positions due to  amily connections and tended to  be  incompetent or 

corrupt.  They were  also  infltrated by Viet Cong who worked as  their 

servants  and delivered inormation to  the  communists.  It was all too  easy 

or the  Viet Cong to  launch a guerrilla attack,  cause  destruction and then 

melt into the  jungle  where  the  ARVN could not ollow them.  

In spring 1 959  the Viet Cong elt strong enough to  engage openly against 

their adversaries  and began to  conront the ARVN in direct combat,  rather 

than keep with their initial methods o ambush and assassination.  In 

Hanoi,  the Party leadership met to  discuss the ormalization o hostilities.  

The decision to  renew war was the result o a meeting o the Central 

Committee Workers  Party in July 1 959.  There it was agreed that to  truly 

establish socialism in the north,  unifcation with the south was necessary.  

As  the  ARVN altered,  the  USA sought to  fll the  gap  by providing the  

South Vietnamese with supplies  and,  eventually,  men.  The intensifcation 

o US  involvement led to  urther escalation o the  war as  North Vietnam 

began to  treat it as  an anti- imperial war in which their objective   along 

with unifcation  was to  expel the  USA.  

To  support and perhaps  exert some control over the  Viet Cong,  the  

North Vietnamese  sent a  number o their troops  south using the  Ho  Chi 

Minh Trail to  transport them through Laos to  avoid the  border crossing.  

This  increased the  pressure  on the  ARVN and the  government o South 

Vietnam,  which proved to  be  unstable  until the  appointment o General 

Nguyen Van Thieu in 1 965 .  Even so,  South Vietnam was  in political 

disarray and the  ARVN seemed incapable  o stemming the  tide  o North 

Vietnam.  This  meant a  urther escalation in assistance  rom the  USA,  

which elt that it was  imperative  to  prevent the  spread o communism 

south.  It was  not just the  USA that believed the  idea o the  domino 

theory;  Australian and New Zealand sent troops to  Vietnam in support 

o the  Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) .  They elt threatened 

by the  idea o a  communist Vietnam,  earing that they were  puppets  o 

the  USSR and PRC  and determined to  expand as  ar as  possible.  These  

were  ears  o people  ignorant o Ho  Chi Minhs  plans  or nationalism and 

socialism,  who overestimated the  role  o larger communist powers.  

The  Tet Oensive  is  generally remembered as  a  turning point in US  

public opinion,  but it is  also  a  turning point or the  role  o the  Viet Cong 

and North Vietnamese  army in the  course  and outcome o the  war.  The  

sutht ai  Trty  orgniztin 

(seaTo)

Also cal led  the Manila  Pact,  this was a  

col lective security  agreement signed  by  

Austral ia,  France,  New Zealand,  Pakistan,  

Thailand,  United  Kingdom and  United  

States to  protect Southeast Asia  from 

foreign  aggression.  I t lasted  from 1954 to  

1977.  Interestingly,  the  Southeast Asian  

states themselves were not members of 

the agreement.
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Viet Cong,  with between 70  000  and 1 00  000  soldiers  in their ranks,  

decided to  conduct a  ormal attack on the  urban areas  o South Vietnam.  

The  attack was truly a  surprise  as  this  holiday was  traditionally a  period 

o ceasefre  or the  Vietnamese.  Thus,  the  attack o the  Viet Cong in 

January 1 968  was  a  shock or the  South Vietnamese  and Americans.  The  

Viet Cong had the  element o surprise  and the  determination to  fght,  

but in the  end they had to  withdraw.  The  ARVN did not break ranks  and 

held out until they received reinorcement rom US  troops.  

The casualties or the Viet Cong were disastrous.  It has been estimated that 

they suered between 40 000 and 50  000 deaths in the oensive and they 

never managed to regain their strength.  Instead,  their ranks were replaced 

by the North Vietnamese Army,  which began to assert itsel in the south.  

As an autonomous unit,  the Viet Cong contributed very little to the fghting 

ater the Tet Oensive,  and henceorth most o the fghting was between 

the ARVN (and the USA)  and the North Vietnamese army.

Ater the Tet Oensive,  the  USA and ARVN recovered quickly but at 

home,  American confdence was shaken and there  was increasing 

pressure  to  negotiate  or a withdrawal.  American diplomats  in Moscow 

were  used in secret talks  to  intimate  this  US  willingness.  At the  same 

time,  US  President Nixon began to  phase  in US  withdrawal,  with an 

announcement that 25  000  soldiers  would be  coming home in 1 969,  and 

plans or a urther 1 50  000  in 1 970.  This  mollifed the  public at home but 

contributed to  demoralization o those  troops still stationed in Vietnam.  

In 1 968  peace talks began in Paris  that lasted until 1 973.  The main 

participants in these talks were US  Secretary o State  Henry Kissinger 

and North Vietnamese Le Duc Tho.  North Vietnam insisted on complete  

withdrawal o American orces and the replacement o the South 

Vietnamese regime with a coalition government.  Their position was  

strengthened by an increasing number o military deeats  and the pressure  

that the US  government elt rom the public to  withdraw rom Vietnam.  

By 1 971  the USA had openly considered withdrawal,  and the North 

Vietnamese no longer insisted on a coalition government in the South.  

These two changes were compromises that allowed the talks to  move 

orward and both sides elt confdent that an agreement could be  reached.  

They did not consider the South Vietnamese,  however.  When presented 

with what they saw as  a  fait accompli,  the government in Saigon insisted on 

making changes to  the treaty to  show its  input in the process.  Kissingers  

presentation o these changes incensed the North Vietnamese who 

thought they had negotiated a settlement.  In return,  they demanded 

urther changes.  The USA responded with an intense bombing campaign 

that succeeded in bringing the North Vietnamese back to  the negotiation 

table and on 27  January 1 973  the Agreement on Ending the War and 

Restoring Peace in Vietnam was signed by representatives o South 

Vietnamese Communists,  North Vietnam,  South Vietnam and the USA.  

The USA agreed to  withdraw all its  orces in 60  days,  and a ceasefre was  

scheduled to  being on 28  January.

By March 1 973  all US  troops were gone rom Vietnam and war among the  

Vietnamese was renewed.  The North Vietnamese already had numerous 

troops in South Vietnam,  and they gained momentum ater the withdrawal 

o American orces and an end to  US  bombing campaigns.  Additionally,  
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the regime in the South was plagued with ination,  corruption and ood 

shortages,  making it even less popular than it had been.  The situation was  

exacerbated by massive desertions rom the ARVN.

In March 1 975  the North launched their fnal oensive.  Planning or it to last 

two years,  they were as surprised as anyone when it lasted or two months  

instead.  The government in Saigon collapsed and,  with it,  the army.  Thieu 

resigned rom ofce on 21  April and ed to Taiwan.  The North Vietnamese  

army took city ater city,  culminating with Saigon on 30 April 1 975.  

This action is oten reerred to as the all o Saigon,  but in reality,  the North 

Vietnamese Army marched unopposed into the city.  No army remained to  

fght against them,  and the population seemed resigned to their occupation.  

The USA evacuated,  leaving behind hundreds o thousands o South 

Vietnamese civil servants and ofcers who would ace the wrath o the North 

Vietnamese.  However,  the war was fnally over and Vietnam was unifed.  

A
T
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Research skil ls

The Vietnam War had a  number of sides and factions. Using the map, identify  the 

following countries:  

1  Social ist Republ ic of Vietnam 

2 Republ ic of Vietnam

3  Laos

4  Cambodia

Viet Cong and 
National  Liberation Front

Indo-China 1 973

THAILAND

Gulf of Thailand

Gulf of Tonkin

South  China

Sea

CHINA

MYANMAR 
(BURMA)

Ho Chi  Minh Trail

1 7th parallel

Why did  the North  Vietnamese win  the Second  Indo-China  War?
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The Socialist Republic of Vietnam
With unifcation o Vietnam,  the north sought to  impose communist 

policies  on the entire  country.  This was done systematically and ruthlessly.  

This  single-party state  prohibited opposition parties and groups,  imposed 

rule  through censorship and orced collectivization and industrialization 

on the country.  This created very negative consequences or the country 

as productivity declined and malnutrition resulted.  To  remedy this,  in the  

1 980s the country introduced market-oriented policies  and limited its  

spread o revolution to  its  neighbours.

The  surrender o South Vietnam to  the  advancing North Vietnamese  

armies  prevented the  destruction o Saigon and led to  the  consolidation 

o communist control over the  country.  In 1 976,  the  country was  

ofcially unifed and renamed the  Socialist Republic o Vietnam.  The  

country was  a  single-party state  with the  Communist Party the  only 

legal party.  The  country was  governed by executive  and legislative  

branches  that were  elected by the  population,  but the  Communist Party 

determined who could run or ofce,  and so,  as  in many other  

single-party states,  the  system appeared to  be  bottom-up democracy,   

but in reality it was top-down autocracy.

Unlike  other recently unifed and independent states,  the  Vietnamese  

political leadership  had political experience  and saw the  unifcation 

o Vietnam as  an extenuation o the  governance  they had over North 

Vietnam previously.  The  Central Committee  was  composed o colleagues  

o Ho  Chi Minh,  increasingly elderly,  and most o them ofcers  and 

active  combatants  in the  war or unifcation,  but still determined to  

implement communist policies.

The  civil servants  and military ofcers  rom the  South Vietnamese  

regime were  quickly identifed and arrested by the  North Vietnamese.  

Rather than systematic execution,  they were  instead sent to  rural  

re-education camps to  be  indoctrinated.  

In a unifed Vietnam,  80%  o the population lived in the countryside and 

most were poor peasants.  Let to their own devices they would not have  

supported the northern or southern regimes that had previously existed,  but 

they accepted North Vietnamese control because they had to.  Once again,  

the rural peasantry saw its livelihood threatened as the government insisted 

on the imposition o socialist economic policies in the countryside.

The economy
The economy was  centrally planned and rom 1 975  to  1 985  the  

government tried to  implement collectivization and the  development 

o heavy industry.  The  peasants  that had recently been granted land in 

redistribution programmes in both the  north and the  south were  now 

orced onto  government-owned collectives.  Also,  at this  time,  private  

businesses  were  seized by the  government and it was  illegal to  transport 

ood and goods  between provinces.  The  entire  economy was  directed by 

the  state,  which had very little  revenue.  As  a  result,  Vietnam joined the  

COMECON,  hoping to  have  a  market there  and,  until Gorbachev came 

to  power,  received approximately $3  billion per year in assistance  rom 

the  USSR.
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In 1 986,  however,  Vietnam changed its  economic policies  dramatically,  

with the  implementation o Doi Moi,  or renovation.  The  economy had 

stagnated,  and there  were  shortages  o ood,  uel and consumer goods  

throughout the  country.  The  people  were  so  poor that malnutrition 

was rie  and threatened the  well-being o the  population.  Furthermore,  

in the  early 1 980s  there  had been hyperination that was countered 

through the  imposition o austerity measures.  The  political leadership  

was divided:  the  reorm-minded pragmatists  advocated a shit towards  

more  capitalistic policies  while  the  ideologues  held onto  the  ideas  o 

a  socialist economy,  earing that economic liberalization could lead 

to  the  decline  o socialism in the  country.  The  pragmatists  prevailed 

and in acknowledgment o the  changing economic policies  in the  PRC  

and USSR,  Doi Moi introduced market-oriented policies,  allowing 

entrepreneurs  to  develop  businesses  that created small- scale  consumer 

goods.  This  was initially successul,  but seeing the  political problems 

aced by the  USSR ater the  introduction o glasnost,  the  government 

once  again clamped down on reorm policies.  Seeing Chinas  ability to  

implement economic reorm while  maintaining its  political control gave  

them renewed confdence  in Doi Moi,  and reorms were  once  again 

encouraged.  Vietnam achieved around 8%  annual GDP growth rom 

1 990  to  1 997  while  oreign investment grew threeold and domestic 

savings quintupled.

Social  policies

Like  other single-party states,  the  will o the  state  was  enorced through 

a secret police,  the  Cong An.  These  security orces  were  responsible  or 

maintaining order,  and any sort o negative  speech,  art or publication 

could be  a  reason or public punishment,  including imprisonment.  To  rid 

the  country o its  colonial and capitalist inuences,  paintings,  sculpture  

and literature  created beore  1 975  were  banned.  Instead,  all had to  be  

government sanctioned with pro-communist,  pro-nationalist messages.

To  this  end,  there  was censorship  o the  arts  and also  the  media.  

Government-sanctioned news agencies  produced the  news that 

was delivered in government-owned newspapers,  on the  radio  and 

eventually television.  Due  to  the  countrys  proximity to  Thailand it was  

not possible  to  keep  out all oreign news,  but it was  greatly limited.

Over 90%  o the  population o Vietnam comes rom the  same ethnic 

group,  so  minority issues  are  limited mostly to  religious minorities,  

rather than ethnic or racial minorities.  Religion was  brought under 

government control;  only state-controlled churches  were  allowed 

to  exist and their activities  were  closely monitored by the  Cong An.  

The  Protestant Montagnard o the  central highlands  and the  Hoa Hao  

Buddhists  o the  south have  made claims o religious persecution due  

to  religion and have  protested the  seizure  o their land during the  war.  

Generally,  however,  the  homogeneity o the  country has  meant that 

persecution was  due  mostly to  class,  with landowners  and southern 

elites  targeted and sent either to  re-education or labour camps.  

Like  other communist countries,  Vietnam has  had to  contend with the  

ight o reugees  rom their country.  In the  days  immediately ater the  

all o Saigon,  hundreds  o thousands  o Vietnamese  escaped in any way 
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possible  across  the  rontiers  to  bordering countries  or through the  South 

China Sea on makeshit rats  and boats.  It is  estimated that one  million 

Vietnamese  ed,  ending up  in reugee  camps in Thailand,  Indonesia or 

Malaysia or as  long as  fve  years  while  they waited or asylum.  These  

boat people  have  been accepted in Australia,  New Zealand and the  USA.  

Also,  a  number o Vietnamese  in the  north sought reuge  in China and 

remain there.  

Foreign policies

During the  Cold War,  Vietnam was  clearly in the  communist bloc,  

and at times  served as  a  bridge  between the  USSR and PRC ,  receiving 

assistance  rom both during the  Vietnam War.  However,  the  Vietnamese  

had been under Chinese  inuence  or centuries  and sought to  eliminate  

that,  along with the  western,  colonial inuences  o France  and the  

USA.  Relations  between communist China and Vietnam were  strained 

as  both sought to  establish their inuence  in Cambodia,  and in 1 979  

there  was  a  brie conict between the  two  countries  that led to  a  three-

week invasion o Vietnam by Chinese  orces.  Although the  Chinese  

withdrew and the  matter was  reconciled,  relations  were  poor between 

the  two  countries.

On the  other hand,  Vietnam enjoyed the  benefts  o  Soviet  patronage.  

In  addition to  economic assistance,  the  USSR provided Vietnam 

with military assistance  in  the  orm o training and materials .  This  

allowed or  the  build-up  o the  Vietnamese  army,  which the  USSR 

encouraged to  deter  western aggression in  the  region.  The  collapse  

o communism in  Eastern Europe  and the  end o the  USSR meant 

the  end o Soviet  assistance  and markets  or  Vietnam.  This  led to  a  

decline  in  the  economy,  and the  Vietnamese  struggled to  fnd other 

trading partners.

Twenty years  ater  its  withdrawal,  the  USA extended diplomatic 

recognition to  Vietnam,  and with  it  opened up  trade  relations.  The  

end o the  Soviet  regime  in  Russia  did not exactly beneft Vietnam 

but it  did give  the  country new markets  where  the  public  had more  

disposable  income  and more  purchasing power.  Additionally,  it 

opened Vietnam to  tourism rom the  West,  which benefted the  

country as  well.

US  bombing campaigns  and North Vietnamese  transportation networks 

had involved Laos  and Cambodia in their struggle  during the  Vietnam 

War and thus,  regionally,  Vietnam was  isolated during the  Cold War.  

Furthermore,  its  policy o supporting communist regimes  in Indo-China 

urther alienated their neighbours.  In Laos,  Vietnam assisted the  Laotian 

communists  in their attempt to  seize  power.  And,  in 1 978  Vietnam 

occupied Cambodia,  or Kampuchea.  The  Khmer Rouge  government 

under Pol Pot had Chinese  backing but the  Vietnamese  supported a  

pro-Vietnamese  regime and thus  invaded their neighbour.  This  led 

to  a  ten-year occupation;  it  was  only in 1 989  that Vietnam withdrew 

its  orces.  S ince  then,  relations  with its  neighbours  have  improved as  

Vietnam has  become less  aggressive  towards  its  neighbours  and more  

capitalistic in its  outlook.  
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Conclusion
Ater nearly 60  years  o hardship  and upheaval,  Vietnam fnally seems 

to  have  a  stable  government that is  accepted in the  international 

community.  Like  its  neighbour to  the  north,  Vietnam has  a  capitalist 

economic programme while  maintaining its  socialist government.  

There  have  been changes  in governance  since  the  collapse  o the  

USSR,  but they have  made small inroads.  The  Communist Party is  an 

institutionalized party,  and the  means or political success  in the  country.  

But,  the  country has  seen limited social and political reorms.  Despite  

the  volatility that the  country suered rom 1 945  to  1 975 ,  it is  now one  

o the  longest- lasting socialist regimes  in the  world,  politically stable  and 

economically dynamic.

TOK discussion

While the North Vietnamese Army was 

ghting South Vietnam and the USA, they  

were taught that the South Vietnamese 

people were oppressed by South  

Vietnamese and  American elites and had  

very l ittle control  over their own l ives.  

Much to their surprise, when they  began 

the occupation o the south ater the all  

o Saigon, they saw that the people in  the 

south had ar more than they did:  their 

elds were more productive and  consumer 

goods were available.  

Imagine  or a  moment that you  a re  a  

so ld ier in  the  North  Vietnamese  Army  

who  runs  across  th is  contrad iction .  

You  are  a  ded icated  socia l ist  and  have 

ought or years  to  spread  communism 

throughout Vietnam  and  to  l iberate  the 

south  rom  i ts  overlords.

For a  person  who bel ieved  rmly  in  the  

social ist ideals o North  Vietnam, how 

would  you  rational ize this discrepancy? 

To what extent would  you  admit that 

you  might have been  misled  by  your 

government? Would  this change your 

ideas about your government? What 

about towards social ism? 

A
T
L

Research skil ls

Once you  have nished  your research  and  written  your analysis you  are ready  to  

explain  your conclusion.  Remember,  a  research  paper is not a  mystery  novel    

the reader should  not nd  a  surprise ending,  that is,  an  ending that has not been  

supported  by  the research  and  analysis you  presented  in  the main  section.  

That would  make you  seem inconsistent.  I  the  paper had  a  research  question  

presented  in  the introduction,  your conclusion  should  answer the research  

question  in  a  d irect and  expl icit manner.  I  the paper was structured  with  the 

presentation  o a  thesis in  the introduction,  the conclusion  wil l  be  something o 

a  restatement o your thesis with  explanatory  comments.  I t should  be relatively  

brie,  and  perhaps point to  unresolved  issues or the bigger picture.

Ater you  have completed  your paper,  your teacher might ask you  to  refect on  the 

process.  In  this process you  should  consider how you  conducted  your research,  

what was successul  or unsuccessul ,  and  how you  made any  corrections.  

Another element to  consider is the qual ity  and  number o sources you  have 

used.  Were there enough? Was there a  good  range that considered  dierent 

perspectives? Were there enough primary  sources available  to  you? What d id  

you  learn  as a  historian,  in  the historical  process? In  answering your questions 

you  should  have a  good  idea  o what worked  wel l ,  where more assistance or time 

would  have been  helpul ,  and  what you  wil l  do  d ierently  in  the  uture.

Exam-style questions
1 .  Evaluate  the  eect o the  Cold War on Vietnam rom 1 945  to  1 975 .

2.  To what extent did the Cold War aect the outcome o the   

Vietnam War?
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Question

Discuss  the  impact o one  country in either Europe  or Asia on the  

emergence  o superpower rivalry between 1 943  and 1 949.

Analysis

Once you have  ormulated your introduction,  in which you presented a 

thesis  and identifed the  events  you would use  to  make your argument 

in answer to  the  question,  you can now structure  the  main body o 

the  essay.  When students  frst start writing essays  they tend to  either 

describe  situations  or tell a  story,  and the  words  examiners  use  or these  

types  o essays  are  descriptive  and narrative,  respectively.  However,  an 

essay needs  to  go  urther than this  and to  use  the  events  being described 

to  advance  an argument.

A body paragraph is,  in some respects,  a  mini-essay in itsel that should 

have  an introduction,  a  body and conclusion.  However,  it is  within the  

larger context o the  entire  essay so  it also  needs  to  be  related back to  the  

whole  essay.

Once  again,  there  is  a  mnemonic that can help  you:  PEEL.

  P  =  Point  your topic sentence  where  you present the  argument  

or this  paragraph 

  E  =  Evidence   the  acts  you will use  to  support the  argument

  E  =  Explanation  the  analysis  o the  evidence  you present

  L  =  Linkage   where  you relate  this  argument back to  the   

larger question.

Read through the  ollowing body paragraph:  

At Yalta the Big 3 decided they needed to make decisions about Germany as it was defnitely  

going to  all  soon. At frst they  decided to  divide Germany into three parts  one each or 

the UK, USSR and US  but later the UK wanted France to  get a  share but the Soviets 

did not want to give up their portion, so  Stalin  told FDR and Churchill  that France could 

have a  part, but it had to  come out o the US and UK spheres so the Soviets took one third 

o Germany and the other two- thirds were divided between France, the UK and the USA. 

The our were supposed to have joint command o Germany but soon ater the German 

surrender it was obvious that the western powers did not have the same goals as the USSR.

Now answer the  ollowing questions  in groups  o our:

1 .  Indo-ChineseIs  there  useul inormation in this  paragraph?  I so,  

what is  it?

2 .  How could the  inormation be  more  useul?  What would you add?

3 .  Is  there  an argument here?

Writing the body  of the essay
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4.  Is  there  any analytical content?

5 .  How does  it relate  to  the  question?

As Im sure  that youve  guessed,  this  body paragraph is  descriptive,  

with little  analytical content and some relation to  the  question.  It is  a  

useful place  to  start on an essay but it doesnt help  advance  an argument 

because  it lacks  structure.

Class practice

Below is  another example  of a  body paragraph.  While  it is  not perfect,   

it does  provide  all aspects  of PEEL.

The UK, USSR and USA worked together towards the deeat o Nazi  Germany  but 

as the postwar era  began  their undamental  diferences suraced w ith  the division  o 

Germany  between  1945 and 1948.  As decided upon  in  the postwar agreements they  

divided Germany  into  sectors, each  to  be managed by  one o the Al l ied powers.  This 

was meant to  be temporary  and in  1 947  the western  sectors (under US, UK and France)  

expressed their intentions to  begin  to  merge towards unication.  Stal in  objected and 

grew  rustrated as the other three continued w ith  their plans to  combine their powers.  

The US and UK rst combined their sectors into  bizonia,  and later France jo ined and 

it  became trizonia.  Th is angered Stal in  who  w ithdrew  rom  the Al l ied Control  Counci l .  

This series o actions showed very  clearly  how  Germany  impacted the development o a  

rivalry  between  the US and USSR.

Find all parts  of PEEL in the  section above.  (Note:  in some cases  both 

Evidence  and Explanation are  in the  same paragraph.)

If possible,  it is  good to  structure  the  body paragraphs  in chronological 

order.  That helps  both you and the  examiner keep the  sequence  of 

events  in mind.  Also,  if there  is  an alternative  perspective  that you feel 

should be  considered before  you reach your conclusion,  you can also  

present that in one  of the  body paragraphs.

Here  is  an example  of alternative  perspective:

On  the other hand,  Germany  a lso  represented a  last attempt or  the superpowers to  

work together,  in  the orm  o the Nuremberg Trials.  Beginning  in  November 1 945, 

the Al l ied  powers col laborated in  the war crimes tribunals.  Through  their  cooperation, 

many  o the surviving  leaders were convicted o crimes against humanity ,  oten  

resulting  in  executions.  Th is demonstrated that Germany  wasnt  a lways a  source o 

tension  between  the superpowers and, indeed,  was at times a  place o agreement 

between  the USSR and USA.
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Global  context 

Ximus nonse  elitet fugit fuga.  E t latiatus,  

omnimet rempos eaquiam eos  ressitae  cor re  

delecta tendictota aut porum aborit ut odi aut 

ea is  veliaep  erferum qui ut fuga.  Emporuptius  

et,  a  deni in est accullam quo ditatet es  alia quae  

eium harunturis  adi venimus est aut aut ipis  

sus.  Dolorit eatquam iunt voluptur?  Quiatesse  

arci beaquiandit eiciis  et unt int audiae  eiur,  idit,  

ommo volorum audae  rae  nonse  militaeptus 

volorum audae  rae  nonse  militaeptus.

1  J APAN E S E  E XPAN S I O N I SM  I N  

E AS T  AS I A

Global  context 

In 1 985 ,  Gorbachev came to  power determined 

to  keep  the  socialist sphere  intact through 

reforms.  No one  was aware  that his  calls  for 

change  within the  Soviet Union,  designed largely 

to  reinvigorate  a  failing economy and make the  

USSR competitive  with the  West,  would lead to  

the  end of communism in Europe.  Unlike  the  

party leadership  in China,  the  Eastern Europeans  

were  either unable  or unwilling to  engage  in 

economic reform while  continuing as  socialist 

states.  Deng Xiaoping and the  CPC  leadership  

did not hesitate  to  use  force  against protestors;  

elsewhere  this  was  not the  case.  In the  end,  

China made economic reforms that allowed 

for material prosperity but authoritarianism 

continued;  in Eastern Europe  and the  Soviet 

Union,  economic and political reforms 

emboldened the  public and communism ceased.

4  TH E  E N D  O F  TH E  CO LD  WAR

Timeline

1977
Jimmy Carter takes oce as US President

Charter 77  in  Czechoslovakia

1982
Brezhnev dies

Andropov in  power in  the  USSR

1984
Andropov dies

Chernenko in  power in  the USSR

German reunifcation;  GDR (East Germany)  

ceases to  exist

1988

1986Soviet pol icy  o perestroika  is  introduced

George HW Bush  takes oce as  

US President

Berl in  Wal l  comes down

Democracy  in  Poland  Hungary,  

Bulgaria,  Romania,  East Germany  and  

Czechoslovakia
1980

1981
Ronald Reagan takes oce as US President

Martial  law in  Poland

1983 Able Archer war scare

1985
Chernenko dies

Gorbachev in  power in  the USSR

Pol itical  l iberal ization  in  Hungary   

Soviet pol icy  o glasnost is introduced

Solidarity  trade union  is re-ormed   

in  Poland

Dissolution  o the Soviet Union

1989

1991

1990
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4.1  Eastern  European  dissent 

Conceptual  understanding

Key question

 What were the similarities and  d iferences in  the anti-government actions  

in  Czechoslovakia  and  Poland  in  the  Brezhnev era?

Key concepts

 Change

 Perspective

In the  1 980s,  in addition to  the  USSR,  seven countries  in Eastern Europe  

were  members  of the  Warsaw Pact.  Albania remained a member but had 

aligned itself more  closely with China in the  1 960s.  S imilarly,  Romania 

under Nicolae  Ceausescu pursued a more  independent path,  but 

remained part of the  treaty alliance  and did nothing to  threaten Soviet 

security interests.  After an initial phase  of brutality Hungary pursued a 

policy of liberalization characterized by its  leader,  Jnos Kdr,  in the  

statement,  he  who is  not against us  is  with us .  Bulgaria remained 

on the  fringes,  pursuing policies  that did not contradict Soviet policies  

but instead focused on ethnic unrest,  especially among the  Turkish 

community there.  In Czechoslovakia and Poland,  however,  dissent arose  

against the  communist parties,  advocating for change  through  

non-violent means.  

Czechoslovakia:  Dissidents,  Charter 77   

and Vclav Havel

Despite  the  suppression of the  Prague Spring,  there  were  continuous 

agitations  in Czechoslovakia in the  1 970s and 1 980s;  the  best known 

was the  result of the  arrest of a  Czechoslovak rock group.  In the  late  

1 960s,  a  Czechoslovak music group had formed that later became the  

catalyst for a  new round of challenges  from dissenters.  The  Plastic 

People  of the  Universe  wanted to  emulate  their musical heroes   Velvet 

Underground and Frank Zappa  but they possessed more  energy than 

talent.  Nonetheless,  they had a large  following in a  country where  pop  

music was  seen as  subversive,  and in 1 973  they were  prevented from 

performing in public.  They could,  however,  perform at private  parties,  

which they were  doing on 1 5  March 1 976  when they were  arrested for 

disturbing the  peace.  They were  later charged with alcoholism,  drug 

addiction and antisocial behaviour,  leading to  imprisonment.

A number of intellectuals  attended the  trial of these  musicians,  and 

one  of them,  Vclav Havel was  motivated to  write  a  manifesto  to  

compel the  release  band members  and call attention to  human rights  

violations  within Hungary.  Charter 77,  as  it was  called,  used the  Helsinki 
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 Vaclav Havel  circa  1976

 Mural  of Pope John  Paul  I I  and  

Lech  Walesa  in  Gdansk,  Poland

Acts  against the  repressive  measures  o the  Hungarian government,  

reminding the  government that,  as  a  signatory,  it had agreed to  respect 

the  civil,  social and cultural rights  o its  people.  Initially there  were  243  

signatories,  and Havel sent it to  Deutsche  Welle  radio  and West German 

television,  knowing this  would make it known in East Germany.  

The  repercussions  or the  signatories  made their lives  very dicult:  they 

were  dismissed rom their j obs,  their children were  not given access  to  

education,  they were  oten orced into  exile  and lost their citizenship,  or 

aced arrest,  trial and imprisonment.  To  protest against these  actions,  in 

April 1 978  another group established the  Committee  or Deence  o the  

Unjustly Persecuted.  Being public in nature,  the  leaders  were  arrested,  

ound guilty o subversion and imprisoned or ve  years.  

These  actions  were  sucient to  keep  the  majority o the  population 

rom echoing the  discontent o these  intellectuals,  plus  C zechoslovaks  

seemed much better o than their Warsaw Pact allies.  Consumer 

goods  were  available,  the  country was  an exporter nation and in the  

1 970s  the  standard o living increased.  Four out o ten households  

in Czechoslovakia had televisions   a  much higher number than 

other Eastern European states.  Thus,  protest against the  government 

remained in the  hands  o a  ew intellectuals  who insisted on non-

violence  so  that they could not be  accused o revolution and would not 

provoke  severe  reprisals.  

Havel was  arrested in April 1 979  and sentenced to  our years  hard 

labour or slandering the  state.  Upon his  release  in  1 982  he  wrote  an 

essay called The  Power o the  Powerless  in  which he  stated that the  

most important act that an individual could take  was  to  behave  as  

i  he  were  truly ree,  through which he  could then learn to  become 

ree.  Havel was  relatively afuent;  the  government did not conscate  

the  royalties  he  earned rom oreign publications,  and rather than go  

abroad,  he  chose  to  remain in C zechoslovakia,  conducting his  daily 

lie  as  normally as  possible  even while  the  secret police  had him under 

constant surveillance.

While  the  western world was  encouraged by arms agreements  and 

the  peace  movements  that fourished in western Europe,  Havel was  

critical o them.  He  argued that the  rapprochement with the  Soviet 

Union would leave  Eastern Europe  rmly under Soviet domination 

and that they would have  no  chance  or political reedom in the  given 

circumstances.  This  argument was largely unknown in the  West and,  

with the  exception o Poland and the  Solidarity movement,  much o 

the  internal politics  and opposition o Eastern European countries  was  

ignored by all but country specialists.

Poland and the role of Solidarity

Although it came immediately ater the  Soviet invasion o Aghanistan,  

and the  invocation o the  B rezhnev Doctrine  to  justiy it,  the  Polish 

reorm movement o Solidarity marked the  beginning o the  end o 

Soviet hegemony in Eastern Europe.  Historically,  Poland had led the  

push or reorms,  and had done so  more  successully than its  neighbours  

due  to  decisions  made by the  Polish Communist Party leadership  to  
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respect the  Warsaw Pact and remain within the  Soviet sphere.  In 

particular,  in 1 956  the  Poles  had been successul in gaining toleration or 

the  Roman Catholic Church and a halt to  Soviet-style  collectivization.  

This  time,  however,  the  situation was  dierent.

In the  1 970s  and early 1 980s  Eastern European countries  in general 

were  acing a  crisis  o communism in which people  were  openly 

questioning the  Party control over the  government and peoples  lives  

in communist countries.  This  dissent mirrored what was  taking place  in 

the  USSR.  The  source  or declining morale  and criticism o communism 

was  rooted in economic distress.  The  Eastern European states  were  

still lacking in consumer goods,  and the  late  1 970s  saw an escalation 

o ood prices  resulting rom crop  ailures.  The  Polish government had 

enormous  oreign debt,  which led to  economic depression.  This  in turn 

led to  strikes  that began as  early as  June  1 976  when workers  went on 

strike  in the  city o Ursus.  The  government crackdown on this  strike  

led to  the  ormation o the  Workers  Deence  Committee  (KOR) ,  which 

aimed to  provide  assistance  to  j ailed workers  and their amilies.  They,  

too,  soon ound themselves  acing government repression yet continued 

to  work underground,  publishing a  j ournal,  orming a  publishing 

company (with mimeograph machines  as  the  mode  o production)  

and creating the  Flying University,  an underground orum or student 

discussions  o orbidden topics.  The  group is  credited with the  amnesty 

that the  government granted to  j ailed workers  in 1 977  and provided a 

model or the  uture  o Polish dissent.

On 1 6  October 1 978,  the  frst non-Italian pope  in nearly fve  hundred 

years  was  elected by the  College  o Cardinals.  Cardinal Karol Woytya 

had been watched since  the  1 950s and was  seen as  a  Polish nationalist 

who delivered what were  considered to  be  subversive  sermons.  

Moreover,  he  was  charismatic and possessed a strong intellect.  When 

the  58-year-old became Pope  John Paul II,  he  used his  global pulpit to  

speak out against the  communist oppression o religion and national 

and cultural movements.  His  return to  his  country as  Pope  in June 1 979  

was marked by masses  that were  attended by literally millions o his  

countrymen,  and he  became a powerul symbol o dissent and change.  

In July 1 980,  Poland was acing serious economic problems that led 

the government to  announce yet another increase  in ood prices  while  

simultaneously deciding to  put a moratorium on wage increases.  

Once again,  this  resulted in popular discontent,  and strikes  took place  

throughout the  country in protest.  The catalyst or even urther dissent 

was the dismissal o a  worker at the  Lenin shipyards in Gdansk in August.  

Anna Walentynowicz was singled out because  o her involvement in 

an illegal trade union and or editing and distributing its  underground 

newsletter Robotnik  Wybrzeza  ( Coastal Worker  in English) ,  even to  her 

own bosses.  By the  ollowing week,  strikes  had been organized to  protest 

against her dismissal.  Lech Walesa,  an electrician and ormer employee at 

the shipyard,  led the  striking workers.  

The  protest was  soon about more  than just a  ellow workers  dismissal 

or even ood prices.  Instead,  Poles  were  galvanized and were  engaged 

in a  orm o passive  resistance  against the  communist government,  

demanding the  legalization o non-government trade  unions.  Although 
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the  government tried to  prevent the  growth o the  strike  through 

censorship  and interrupted communication,  all o Poland soon knew 

o the  strike  and it spread throughout the  country into  a  national,  

popular movement.  By 21  August,  200  actories  and economic entities  

had j oined the  strike,  and the  economy was  paralysed.  Virtually the  

entire  coastline  had been shut down by strikes,  interrupting trade  and 

construction.  

Given the  dire  situation,  the  government acceded to  strikers  demands,  

signing the  Gdansk Agreement,  which among other things,  allowed the  

creation o independent trade  unions.  This  was the  birth o Solidarity,  

the  frst national labour union created in a  communist country.  Much 

like  Russias  soviets  in the  early 20th century,  Solidarity quickly became 

more  than a union  it became a legislative  body or the  proletariat,  

a  social movement committed to  liberalizing lie  in Poland,  and an 

alternative  to  communist leadership  in Poland.  In September and 

October 1 981  the  union had its  frst Congress,  and Lech Walesa was 

elected its  president.  It is  estimated that 1 0  million o the  35  million 

Poles  j oined Solidarity and its  sub-organizations.  

Using its  vast human resources,  Solidarity pressured the  government 

to  make reorms through non-violent means so  that the  government 

would have  no  rationale  or violent suppression o the  movement.  

Even so,  the  government did react against strikers  and severely beat a  

number o Solidarity members  in Bydgoszcz in March 1 981 ,  prompting 

counteraction rom Solidarity.  On 27  March,  the  whole  country was  

paralysed as  500  000  workers  participated in a  our-hour general strike.  

This  orced the  government to  capitulate,  and make a promise  that it 

would investigate  the  beatings.  

Ater months  o hal-hearted negotiations  with Solidarity,  Polish 

communists  recognized that they needed to  take  decisive  action against 

Solidarity or ace  a  revolutionary situation.  Alternatively,  they aced the  

prospect o intervention rom Moscow and other Warsaw Pact countries  

i they did not succeed in suppressing Solidarity themselves.  The  

Communist Party leadership  tacitly decided that any repression o the  

movement should come rom within,  rather than outside,  Poland.  

The  Soviets  were  demanding a restoration o order,  or ear that 

Solidaritys  strength might encourage  the  masses  elsewhere  and be  

replicated within its  bloc.  However,  what the  Poles  did not know was  

that the  Kremlin did not want to  take  action in Poland unless  absolutely 

necessary.  The  Soviet army was  mired in the  war in Aghanistan 

and even though the  Soviets  dispatched tanks  to  support the  Polish 

communists  they were  wary o having to  occupy another country to  

enorce  the  B rezhnev Doctrine.

In October Prime Minister General Wojciech Jaruzelski was  made First 

Secretary o the  Communist Party,  a  move meant to  molliy Moscow 

as  Jaruzelski had the  reputation o a  hardliner who was  willing to  act 

against Solidarity.  On 1 3  December,  he  instituted martial law,  put into  

place  censorship  laws and arrested approximately 5000  members  o 

Solidarity,  including most o its  leadership  that had sought shelter in 

actories  in Gdansk.  When workers  once  again went on strike  to  protest 

against government action,  government orces  were  ordered to  put 
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TOK discussion

I t is oten  said  that l iterature can  portray  the emotional  efects o events in  a  way  

that actual  detail  cannot.  Ken  Fol letts novels are considered  to  be historical ly  

accurate.  Below is an  extract rom Edge o Eternity,  h is Cold  War novel .  Here,  a  

Soviet journal ist witnesses the crackdown o Sol idarity:

Tanya propped her door open with  a  chair and went out.  The noise was 
coming rom the next foor down.  She looked over the bannisters and saw a 
group o men in  the military camoufage uniorm o the ZOMO,  the notorious 
[Polish] security police.  Wielding crowbars and hammers,  they were breaking 
down the door o Tanyas riend Danuta Gorski.  

  Two big policemen came out o the apartment dragging Danuta,  her 
abundant hair in  disarray,  wearing a nightdress and a white candlewick 
dressing gown.

Tanya stood in  ront o them,  blocking the staircase.  She held up her press 
card.  I am a Soviet reporter! she shouted.

Then get . . .  out o the way, one replied.  He lashed out with  a  crowbar he held 
in  his let hand.  It was not a calculated blow,  or he was striving to control the 
struggling Danuta with  the other hand 

What can  you  learn  rom this extract that you  might not in  reading a  typical  

textbook on  the Sol idarity  movement in  Poland? Do you  agree that ction  can  

portray  truth? Are there other novels that you  eel  accurately  portray  the way  in  

which  people  reacted  to  a  historical  event better than  your textbook?

 Pol ish  citizens marching in  support  of the  Sol idarity  movement

down the  strike,  resulting in nine  deaths  at 

the  Wujek Coal Mine  and the  killing of a  

worker the  next day in Gdansk.  By the  end 

of December,  Solidarity strikes  had ceased.  

In 1 982  non-government unions  were  

once  again made illegal and Solidarity was  

forced to  disband.  The  Polish government 

faced international condemnation,  and 

the  USA put a  trade  embargo  on Poland 

that would later provide  leverage  for 

reforms to  take  place  in the  country.  Due  

to  this  international pressure,  the  Polish 

government released Walesa from prison in 

November 1 982  but continued to  observe  

Solidarity leaders  and actively suppress  the  

movement.  In 1 983  Walesa was awarded 

the  Nobel Peace  Prize  but the  government 

refused to  issue  him a passport so  that he  

could travel to  Oslo  to  accept it.  
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4.2  Cold  War crisis:  the Able  Archer crisis,   

1983

Conceptual  understanding

Key  question

 How did  the  Able Archer crisis afect relations between the US and  USSR?

Key  concept

 Perspective

The election of Ronald  Reagan and Soviet 

reaction
In 1 980  Ronald Reagan was  elected partially on a  platorm to  return 

the  USA to  its  ormer oreign policy with its  strong stance  against 

the  Soviet Union.  Like  Nixon,  he  had made  his  political career in  the  

McCarthy era  as  an anti-communist and he  used that,  along with 

serious  economic problems,  to  deeat the  sitting president,  Jimmy 

Carter.  His  slogan peace  through strength ,  convinced the  Kremlin 

that the  USA was  once  again considering the  Soviets  to  be  a  nuclear 

threat and KGB  agents  supported this  assertion.  Thus,  when Reagan 

approached B rezhnev to  renew the  arms  discussion,  KGB  head 

Andropov convinced B rezhnev that the  talks  were  pointless  and thus  

the  suggestion was  ignored.

It was  difcult to  see  Reagan as  interested in arms talks  as  his  frst term 

was  characterized by an expansion o arms that included the  building 

and deployment o 700  new nuclear weapons and a deence  budget 

that rose  to  $1 .4 trillion  an amount that was more  than the  cost o 

both the  Korean and Vietnam wars.  However,  this  was  partly due  to  

military expansions  made by Carter at the  end o his  term due  to  the  

Soviet invasion o Aghanistan and the  Iranian revolution o 1 979.  The  

administration was  largely opposed to  summit talks  and most Soviet 

intelligence  emphasized the  hawkish nature  o his  cabinet.

The  Soviets  were  convinced that a  nuclear attack was  imminent,  and 

convened a meeting o the  Warsaw Pact countries  to  alert them to  a  

change  in US  policy.  In Washington,  the  Reagan administration was 

unaware  o this,  and thus,  when Reagan gave  a  speech in March 1 983  

reerring to  the  Soviet Union as  the  evil empire   making use  o a  

popular cultural reerence  rom the  movie  Star Wars  to  attract younger 

voters   Americans  had no  idea that Andropov (now leader o the  USSR)  

took this  as  a  statement o aggression,  rather than the  political rhetoric 

that it was.  Further compounding the  issue,  the  USA began naval 

exercises  using nuclear submarines  close  to  Soviet territorial waters  to  

probe  Soviet surveillance.  This  led to  a  series  o counter-reactions  rom 

the  Soviets  in which they,  too,  began military exercises  that could be  

perceived as  deensive  in nature.
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The crux o the  tension occurred on 1  September 1 983  when the Soviets  

shot down Korean Airlines  Flight 007  (KAL 007) ,  killing all aboard.  The  

Soviet Air Deence Force  identied an unknown plane that had been 

fying in Soviet airspace  or over an hour.  An American reconnaissance  

plane had been spotted earlier that had permission to  monitor a Soviet 

missile  test but was expected to  leave Soviet territory at 5  am.  The Air 

Deence Force  thought that the  intruding plane was the  American 

engaged in espionage,  whereas  in reality that plane crossed paths with 

KAL 007.  The Korean pilot had put the  plane on autopilot and was  

unaware that he  had strayed o course  and was nearly 300  miles  into  

Soviet territory.  Although the Soviet pilot red warning cannons and 

fashed its  lights,  there  was no  response.  At 6 :21  am the pilot was ordered 

to  shoot down the unresponsive  intruder,  and heat-seeking missiles  were  

launched that destroyed the  plane.  It also  destroyed the  Soviet Unions  

reputation when the  government reused to  accept any responsibility or 

destroying a civilian plane  and even blamed the  USA or knowing that 

KAL 007  had strayed into  Soviet airspace  and had allowed it to  happen 

to  provoke the  Soviets.  

American aggression was urther conrmed by its  invasion o the  

Caribbean island o Grenada where  a  communist coup  had taken place.  

The  Soviets  were  convinced that Reagan was  planning an attack.

Able Archer 83  

On 2  November 1 983 ,  NATO  launched a series  o military exercises  

just as  it oten had in the  past,  but this  time they culminated in the  

simulation o nuclear preparedness.  These  exercises  were  known as  

Able  Archer 83  and were  on a much larger scale  than previous  exercises  

and included NATO  heads o state  to  test communications.  In addition 

to  Margaret Thatcher and Helmet Kohl,  Reagan was  also  expected to  

participate,  but withdrew at the  last moment  an action that prompted 

the  Soviets  to  believe  that this  was more  than a simulation.  

The  Soviets  were  convinced that this  was  preparation or an actual strike  

against the  Soviet Union or one  o the  Warsaw Pact countries.  The  Soviet 

plan or nuclear weapons use  involved the  decoy o military exercises  

and thus  the  Soviets  thought that NATO  would initiate  its  own nuclear 

oensive  in a  similar manner.  

Soviet orces  were  placed on maximum alert and planned to  send 

nuclear submarines  to  the  US  coast.  Warsaw Pact countries  were  also  

told to  be  prepared or military action.  Initially the  USA did not take  

these  countermeasures  seriously;  since  the  Soviets  had been inormed 

that NATO  was  involved in military exercises,  Washington thought the  

threat was overblown.  Only when British intelligence  brieed Thatcher,  

who then inormed Reagan o the  seriousness  o Soviet actions,  did 

NATO  act to  allay Soviet ears.  The  USA sent an envoy to  Moscow to  

inorm the  Soviets  that Able  Archer was indeed nothing more  than a 

simulation and that the  USA and NATO  had no  plans  to  launch an attack 

on the  Soviet Union then,  or ever.  
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Results

The Soviets  stood down rom maximum alert but remained doubtul.  

Relations between the  USA and Soviet Union seemed to  reach a new 

low and,  in December 1 983 ,  the  Soviets  walked out o disarmament 

talks  in Geneva.  Andropov remained suspicious  o American motives,  

but he  was  nearing the  end o his  lie  and would soon be  succeeded by 

Chernenko,  whose  tenure  was  even shorter.  Political stagnation in the  

Soviet Union led to  the  same in oreign policy or the  time being.  

Able  Archer stunned Reagan;  he  now realized that,  despite  the  

best o intentions,  leaders  could provoke nuclear war through 

misunderstanding.  He  became much more  open to  the  idea o 

negotiations and sought a  dierent route  to  disarmament.  Unlike  his  

predecessors,  he  did not see  Mutual Assured Destruction and nuclear 

parity as  a  key to  peace.  He  had two distinct ideas  regarding relations 

with the  Soviets.  He  expressed an interest in renewing summit 

diplomacy but complained that the  Soviet leaders  kept dying  on him,  

making it impossible.  But he  also  began to  look or deence  against 

nuclear weapons,  and ound it in a  new plan called the  S trategic Deense  

Initiative  that would shoot down deployed nuclear weapons and place  

a  nuclear shield around those  countries  under its  umbrella.  While  the  

ormer strategy would eventually be  successul,  SDI,  or Star Wars  as  it 

was  named,  led to  problems in initiating summit diplomacy.  The  key to  

diplomacy and negotiations  was  fnding a Soviet leader equally willing to  

engage,  and Reagan ound his  counterpart in Mikhail Gorbachev.  

In  their own words:  Ronald  Reagan  

So,  in  your discussions o the nuclear reeze proposals,  I urge you to  

beware the temptation  o pride  the temptation  o blithely declaring 

yourselves above it all and label both  sides equally at ault,  to  ignore the 

acts o history and the aggressive impulses o an  evil empire,  to  simply call 

the arms race a  giant misunderstanding and thereby remove yoursel rom 

the struggle between  right and wrong and good and evil.

Ronald  Reagan,  the annual  convention  of the  National  Association  of  

Evangelicals  in  Orlando,  Florida,  8  March  1983  

Do you think Soviet leaders really ear us,  or is all the hufng and pufng 

just part o their propaganda? President Reagan asked his Ambassador to  

the Soviet Union,  Arthur Hartman in  early 1 984,  according to  declassifed 

talking points rom the Reagan Presidential Library.  

From The 1983  War Scare:  The Last Paroxysm of the Cold  War Part I ,  National  

Security  Archives,  posted  May  16 2013,  edited  by  Nate Jones in   

www2.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB426/

Question

Compare  and contrast the  views expressed in the  two sources  above.  

Both eature  statements  made by Ronald Reagan.  When considering 

the  sources,  also  consider Reagans  intended audience  and how that 

might aect the  content.  

Source skil ls

 A NATO  sold ier in  a  gas mask relaxing during 

the  1983  war games exercises
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4.3  Gorbachevs  pol icies

Conceptual  understanding
Key question

 Why is Gorbachevs commitment to  communism sometimes questioned?

Key concept

 Change

Domestic changes:  perestroika,  glasnost  

and  demokratizatsiya
When Gorbachev came to  power,  he  was  the  third successor in less  than 

three  years.  The  frst our leaders  o the  USSR governed or over 60  years  

collectively;  the  fnal three  would be  in power or less  than a decade.  The  

Soviet state  had been stagnant or too  long and there  was  rising dissent 

in the  country.  Gorbachev,  a  member o the  Soviet nomenklatura ,  

recognized that it was time or much-needed reorms to  try and get the  

USSR back to  a  level competitive  with the  West and an emerging China .  

Marking a trend in the  new Soviet leadership,  Gorbachev was  relatively 

young and began his  career outside  Moscow.  Somewhat unusual 

or the  time and place,  Gorbachev was  trained as  a  lawyer and then 

elected a Party member.  He  became a regional Party ofcial in S tavropol 

(Caucasus)  and in 1 978  he  was  elected to  the  Central Committee  and 

became the  secretary responsible  or agriculture.  In 1 980  Brezhnev made 

him a ull Politburo  member at the  age  o 49,  in an organization where  

the  average  age  was  over 70.  

He attracted the attention and support o Andropov who also had elt 

the need or changes in Soviet society but knew that they would not be  

put into place during his tenure.  When Chernenko died,  Soviet Foreign 

Minister Andre Gromyko nominated Gorbachev or the position o General 

Secretary,  and he was duly elected by the Politburo,  whose membership  

was in a period o transition.  Gorbachev had a dierent leadership style  

rom his predecessors and it was under him that the USSR saw a wave o 

reorms that are oten collectively reerred to  as  perestroika,  glasnost and 

demokratizatsiya.  Although he aced ethnic unrest and political opposition,  

the main problem in Soviet society still seemed to be the economy,  and 

Gorbachev elt that it was in need o a complete reorganization.  This was  

not quite as new an idea as people generally thought;  ideas or economic 

restructuring had been proposed as early as the 1 960s but were blocked by 

Party hardliners who eared any moves away rom central planning would 

mean a shit towards capitalism.  When viewing Gorbachevs policies it 

must be remembered that Gorbachev was a true communist  he was not 

a capitalist who wanted to  end communism in the Soviet Union;  he was 

seeking to  repair an ailing system.

nomenklatura

Elite class of Soviets that held  top 

government and  Communist Party  

positions.

perestroika

Usually  translated  as restructuring,  

this term refers to economic reforms 

and, ultimately, political  changes that 

Gorbachev made in  the USSR.

glasnost

The policy  of more open consultative 

government and  wider dissemination of 

information, initiated by  leader Mikhail  

Gorbachev from 1985.
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The rst major reorm o the  Gorbachev era targeted alcohol.  Like  

Andropov,  Gorbachev was trying to  target individual productivity and 

absenteeism,  in addition to  the  tremendous social problem o alcoholism.  

With all this  in mind,  prices  were  raised on wine,  beer and vodka and the  

places  and times or selling alcohol were  restricted.  There  were  arrests  or 

public drunkenness  and or being intoxicated at work.  One clearly stated 

goal was to  decrease  vodka production by 1 0%  in ve years,  yet this  

was completed by 1 986.  In the  end it did not have  the  desired eect and 

in act it cost the  Soviet state  almost 1 00  billion rubles  in taxes  lost due  

to  a drop in ocial consumption.  It actually caused economic distress  

as  ocial vineyards and distilleries  were  orced to  close.  Unocially,  o 

course,  alcohol remained readily available  through the black market.

In the  Soviet Union,  1 986  proved to  be  a  watershed or a  number o 

reasons.  First,  the  policy o perestroika  or economic restructuring was  

announced.  The  government decided that it was  time to  decentralize  

planning and end price  controls  by the  state.  Many were  very nervous  

about these  changes  on an ideological level as  they seemed to  put 

the  Soviet state  on the  road to  capitalism.  However,  the  state  wanted 

to  allow some degree  o sel-management but did not want to  lose  

ownership  o the  actories  and other business  enterprises  that it saw 

as  necessary or state  security.  Pragmatically,  the  removal o price  

controls  would lead to  an increase  in prices  and discomort among the  

population.  Soviet citizens  beneted rom a system that allowed them to  

purchase  most goods at below the  cost o production due  to  government 

subsidies.  The  policy o subsidising goods or both Soviet citizens  and 

oreign governments  was  extremely costly.  Previously the  USSR was 

reluctant to  cut o oreign subsidies  or ear o losing its  sphere  o 

infuence  but now the  country was  acing bankruptcy and sought the  

means to  avoid this.  

The Chernobyl  disaster

In April,  the  weaknesses  o the  system were  urther highlighted by the  

explosion o the  nuclear acility in Chernobyl,  Ukraine.  The  nuclear 

power plant,  which had been opened in 1 978  and had six reactors,  

was  considered a model acility in the  USSR.  On 26  April,  a  test o one  

o the  reactors  cooling systems began at 1  am.  Almost immediately,  

the  emergency shutdown ailed and the  reactor exploded.  Fireghters  

responded to  the  explosion,  unaware  that it had released toxic levels  o 

radiation into  the  air.  Although the  inhabitants  o the  nearby town o 

Pripyat were  aware  o the  re,  they had no  idea o the  danger it posed 

and continued about their daily activities.  The  Soviet government did 

not issue  any warnings  or notiy the  public o the  disaster,  although on 

27  April Pripyat was  evacuated.  

It was only when Sweden made it known to  the  world community that 

high levels  o radiation had reached its  borders and located its  source  

in the Ukraine that the Soviet government made the accident public.  

The Soviet news agency TASS  reported that there  had been an accident 

at the Chernobyl nuclear acility and that an investigation would be  

orthcoming.  It was announced that there  were casualties,  but the  

numbers were not released.  Further evacuations were also  announced,  

expanding the evacuation area to  a 30-kilometre zone around the reactor.  
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The reactor continued to  burn until 4  May and in the  meantime,  

helicopters  dropped approximately 5000  tons  o materials  on the  fre  

in an attempt to  extinguish it.  It was  thought that the  reactor had 

ceased emitting radiation on 6  May and the  situation started to  relax,  

but evidently the  reactor had not been ully extinguished and new fres  

began on 1 5  and 1 6  May.  

The  investigation reported that the  disaster was  a  result o human error 

and equipment ailure.  There  were  a  number o inexperienced sta 

working that weekend and there  was inattention to  saety procedures.  

Additionally the  Soviet attitude  o downplaying disasters  or ear o 

repercussions  certainly exacerbated the  situation and slowed the  rate  

o evacuation rom the  aected areas.  The  Soviet government reused 

assistance  that was  oered rom oreign sources,  perhaps  in an attempt 

to  avoid international criticism,  although that had already been voiced.

In the ofcial report,  the death toll rom the disaster never went above 31 .   

The  plant operators  were  ound responsible  or the  explosion and were  

sentenced to  hard labour.  The  reality was  somewhat dierent and can 

be  seen in Ukrainian attitudes  and statements  regarding the  accident 

ater the  collapse  o the  USSR.  The  ability to  keep  inormation within the  

Soviet state  was  not possible  in the  ace  o an international incident,  and 

with changing Soviet policies  criticism came rom its  citizenry,  not just 

rom the  international community.

Treatment of opposition
In December 1 986  Gorbachev announced the  release  o the  dissident 

Andrei Sakharov rom his  exile  in Gorky.  Sakharov,  a  physicist by 

training who became the  most open opponent o the  Soviet government,  

began to  travel at home and abroad,  presenting inormation on the  

repression o USSR citizens  and explaining conditions  in Gulags .  He  

did this  until his  death,  and although his  was  the  public ace  or Soviet 

dissent abroad,  his  appeal within the  USSR was  limited.  Nonetheless,  

Sakharovs  notoriety led to  urther expressions  against the  government,  

and open criticism o the  past.

The  ofcial recognition and acceptance  o this  came in 1 988  when 

Gorbachev announced glasnost:  This  policy,  translated as  openness,  

led to  a  re-examination o Soviet history and an open debate  on past 

government actions such as  orced collectivization and party purges.  

Former enemies  o the  state,  especially those  purged and executed by 

S talin,  were  rehabilitated in this  time period.  Gorbachevs  government 

was ree  to  do  this  as  most o the  participants   and supporters   o such 

S talinist policies  were  now dead,  and the  criticisms would not cause  

serious  divisions within the  Party.

This  led to  a  urther questioning o socialist  economic policies,  and 

especially a  criticism o central p lanning.  In  re j ecting and criticizing 

orced collectivization,  the  government paved the  way or agricultural 

reorm and eventually,  wider economic changes.  The  Gorbachev era 

saw an end to  collectivization and a  transition to  privatization where  

armers  were  granted long- term leases  in  an attempt to  improve  

productivity.   

Gug

The gulag was the government agency that 

oversaw labour camps but came to mean,  

colloquially,  the labour camps themselves 

where the convicted  were sent.
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In a  nod to  the  New Economic Policy (NEP)  the  state  still  remained 

the  owner of the  land,  but farmers  paid for  their  leases  and were  taxed 

on their  product.  It  did not take  much for nascent entrepreneurs  to  

begin to  make  similar demands  for  change  regarding industrial  and 

consumer goods.

Foreign policy

Initially Gorbachevs  route  did not deviate  much from that of his  

predecessors.  In 1 985  he  renewed the  Warsaw Pact and he  continued 

the  support of leftist revolutions,  particularly that of the  Sandinistas  

in Nicaragua.  Unlike  B rezhnev,  however,  he  sought an end to  the  

costly war in Afghanistan,  and began to  announce  troop reductions,  

negotiating an agreement with the  Afghans in 1 988  that led to  Soviet 

withdrawal by 1 989.  However,  military expenses  continued to  cripple  

the  national economy and Gorbachev needed to  cut costs,  even if it was  

at the  expense  of the  Soviet empire.  

The  costliness  of Soviet subsidies  to  its  satellite  states  in itself forced a 

re-examination of the  role  of the  USSR in foreign affairs.  The  USSR 

provided goods  to  its  allies  at reduced or subsidized prices  and this  was  

costing the  state  tremendous sums of money and leaving the  Soviet 

Union indebted to  western powers.  When the  cost of oil dropped,  the  

trade  imbalance  worsened.  

B rezhnev had made relations  with satellite  states  in Eastern Europe  

a priority but Gorbachev sought to  distance  the  USSR from these  

countries.  In a  series  of speeches  beginning in 1 987,  he  encouraged  

the  states  to  follow their own paths  and be  less  reliant on the  USSR.   

He  made it very clear that the  USSR would engage  in a  policy of  

non- intervention in the  Warsaw Pact countries,  which was  a  complete  

negation of the  B rezhnev Doctrine.  Henceforth,  satellite  states  

would pursue  their own paths  to  achieving socialism and Gorbachev 

encouraged reform abroad.

The Soviets  gained further credibility in their negation of the Brezhnev 

Doctrine with the decision to  withdraw from Afghanistan.  The war had 

been extremely costly,  in terms of lives lost and public opinion,  in addition 

to  government coffers.  At its  height of intervention,  the Soviets  had 

over 1 00  000 troops stationed there with no clear objective.  The Soviets  

determined that it was necessary to  withdraw from Afghanistan;  it was 

costly,  made the USSR unpopular internationally and was extremely 

unpopular at home.  Thus,  as  early as 1 986  symbolic withdrawals began 

and in a 1 988  agreement in Geneva,  the Soviets  agreed to  full withdrawal;  

by February 1 989  all Soviet forces had left Afghanistan.  

The  Soviet-backed regime collapsed almost immediately and once  again 

Afghanistan suffered a political vacuum.  Into  it came the  religious  

leaders,  imposing a restrictive,  repressive  Islamic regime in the  country.  

Like  the  Soviet client state  before  it,  the  Taliban could not maintain 

consistent control over the  entire  country but they did manage  to  obtain 

a  level of control previously unattained in Afghanistan.  Nonetheless,  the  

warlord system that had historically dominated Afghanistan once  again 

prevailed and war continued.  

 The Chernobyl  reactor after the  

d isaster,  1986.
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The US  certainly noticed this  change  in Soviet attitudes and this  led 

to  a  series  o meetings  between Gorbachev and US  President Ronald 

Reagan.  These  summits,  notably in Geneva and Reykjavik,  signalled an 

improvement in relations  between the  USA and the  USSR,  a  remarkable  

reversal ater the  strain in their relations  that characterized the  B rezhnev 

era.  US  President Ronald Reagan had tentatively resumed arms talks  

with the  USSR in 1 982  but these  were  abandoned until Soviet leadership  

stabilized.  With Gorbachev frmly in power,  the  talks  on arms reductions  

began anew with US  determination to  continue nuclear testing and 

to  construct a  deence  shield (Strategic Deense  Initiative  or SDI) ,  

angering Soviet leadership.  Ater the  Chernobyl disaster,  limiting nuclear 

arms testing and development was  a  priory or the  Soviet regime.  

The  Reykjavik summit,  held in October 1 986,  was  seen as  a  ailure,  

particularly in the  USA,  since  it led to  no  agreement or ramework or 

an agreement,  yet the  leaders  began to  develop  a rapport and seemed 

willing and able  to  work together.  

In  December 1 987  Gorbachev went to  Washington and the  result was  

the  Intermediate-Range  Nuclear Forces  ( INF)  Treaty which eliminated 

intermediate  range  nuclear weapons  in  Europe.  The  summit meetings  

culminated in Reagans  visit to  Moscow where  the  leaders  began the  

discussions  or a  new S trategic Arms  Reduction Treaty ( START)  that 

would be  fnalized in 1 991 .  With this  treaty,  both sides  agreed to  

reduce  their stockpile  o nuclear arms   the  Soviet Union by 2 5%  and 

the  USA by 1 5% .

A
T
L

Communication  skil ls

Choose one of Gorbachevs policies and l ink it directly  to the end  of the Cold  War (for 

example, perestroika,  glasnost,  summits) .  Create a  multimedia presentation with  

57 sl ides, including slides for the introduction/thesis; arguments; and conclusion.  

The slides should  have the main point of the oral  essay presented in  one sentence 

and  then a  supporting visual. Visuals can include political  cartoons, maps or photos.

 Reagan  and  Gorbachev at  the  Reykjavik summit,  1986
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The SovietUS peace march  of 1988

In  the  midst o the  Cold  War,  individuals in  both  the USSR 

and  the USA participated  in  peace marches that were 

intended  to  show the sol idarity  o humanity  as opposed  to  

government pol icies o animosity.  They  promoted  peace 

and,  in  some cases,  the  desire  or nuclear disarmament,  

through the d irect interaction  o people,  rather than  

waiting or their governments to  take action.

The frst o these took place in  1960 and  1961.  Americans 

walked  across the USA,  boarded  a  plane to  London and  

then  crossed  the Channel  and  walked  through Europe,  or 

the  cause o non-violence and  nuclear disarmament.  Their 

walk through East Germany,  Poland  and  fnal ly  into  the  

Soviet Union  took nearly  10  months.  

The  idea  o a  peace  march  was largely  abandoned  ater 

Khrushchev was ousted;  Brezhnev was a  hard l iner and  

whi le  arms d iscussions were  progressing,  a long with  the 

Helsinki  Accords,  the  Soviets clamped  down  on  d issent 

and  were  earul  o such  actions.  

In  the 1980s the idea  was resuscitated  when Gorbachev 

came to power and  exchanges were more l ikely  than when 

Brezhnev was in  power.  Americans travelled  to the USSR 

and  vice versa.  In  the summer o 1988 approximately   

200 Americans met in  Washington DC to travel  to  Ukraine to  

march with  a  similar number o Soviet citizens rom Odessa  

to Kiev and, it was hoped, eventually  to Moscow, covering 

roughly  3200 kilometres. There were no restrictions placed  

on  the marchers and  they  provided  American culture in  the  

orm o flms such as A Night at the Opera  and  Gone with  

the Wind,  while the marchers held  potlucks with  Soviet 

vil lagers as they  marched through the Soviet Union.   

The fnal  day   in  Moscow  was scheduled  to coincide 

with  the dismantling o a  Soviet missile.  

In  retrospect,  the fnal  walk demonstrated Gorbachevs 

commitment to  glasnost:  even ater Chernobyl,  the Soviets 

wil l ingly  admitted  Americans into Ukraine where citizens 

rom both countries shared a  long march that could  not be 

easily  monitored. Openness had  come to the Soviet Union,  

and Americans were wil l ing to abandon the anti-communist 

rhetoric that stil l  dominated  domestic politics at the time.

 Gone with  the Wind,  a  US flm  that  fltered  into  the  USSR as a  

result  o the  SovietUS peace march
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Conceptual  understanding

Key question

 Did  al l  Eastern  European countries react to  Gorbachevs pol icies in   

similar ways?

Key concept

 Signifcance

4.4 the efec  o Gorbachevs  pol icies  
on  Easern  Europe and  he end  
o he Cold  War

When reviewing the  events  of 1 989  it often seems as  if there  was an 

overnight awareness  of repression that led to  a  quick,  spontaneous  

revolution in all of Eastern Europe   but this  was not the  case.  The  

Revolutions  of 1 989,  as  they are  collectively called,  were  the  result of a  

long period of struggle  against the  domination of the  Soviet Union and 

the  communist parties  in each individual country.  The  eastern bloc was  

seen as  critical to  Soviet security,  and indeed the  B rezhnev Doctrine  

of 1 968  was  issued to  justify action in Czechoslovakia and prevent its  

withdrawal from the  Warsaw Pact.  

The Brezhnev Doctrine endured well into  the  1 980s but when Gorbachev 

came to  power in 1 985 ,  change was clearly afoot in Eastern Europe.  

Gorbachev was facing the  same problems as  his  neighbours   economic 

instability,  lack of consumer goods  and was looking for ways to  divest 

the  Soviet Union of its  responsibilities  to  other communist countries,  

which had cost the  Soviets  tremendous sums of money over the  years  

and resulted in the  USSR becoming a debtor nation.

Gorbachevs  promised reforms and his  rejection of the  B rezhnev 

Doctrine  were  not welcome news to  the  Party leaders  in Eastern 

Europe.  Although intervention from Moscow was  always  a  concern,  it 

also  provided comfort,  knowing that their regimes  had the  moral and 

military support of the  USSR and other Warsaw Pact countries.  The  

changes  brought by Gorbachev threatened the  stability of apparatchiks  

in Soviet satellite  states  in Eastern Europe.  B rezhnev had seen Eastern 

Europe  as  critical to  Soviet foreign policy;  Gorbachev sought to  divest 

the  USSR from its  role  of patron.  

Seeing Soviet withdrawal from the  internal affairs  of the  Warsaw Pact 

countries  as  an invitation to  act,  dissenters  in the  eastern bloc spoke  

out once  again,  and organized themselves.  Witnessing Gorbachevs  

rehabilitation of dissidents,  and encouragement of glasnost,  opposition 

in Eastern Europe  grew.  In some cases  ( such as  Czechoslovakia) ,  there  

had been an almost constant struggle  against the  communist regime;  in 

others  there  was a  radical change  in a  very short time period.  But 1 989  

signalled the  end of communism in Eastern Europe:  the  collapse  of the  

apparachiks

Members o the Communist Party  and/or 

government bureaucracy. This is usually  a  

derogatory term signaling lack o creativity  

or initiative.
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Stalinist regime in Romania was brutal or its  totalitarian leaders,  ending 

with the  execution o Nicolae  and E lena Ceausescu,  while  the  other 

revolutions  were  notable  or the  oppositions  use  o passive  resistance  

and the  unwillingness  o Party leadership  and the  secret police  to  use  the  

typical terror and intimidation techniques.  Unlike  Chinese  communists  

in May 1 989,  the  Eastern European communists  surrendered to  popular 

revolt,  thereby changing the  system o government in the  east and 

paving the  way or integration o all Europe.

Hungary

To the  amazement o the  world,  Hungarys  movement away rom 

communism was peaceul and served as  a  model or other Eastern 

European countries.  Worsening economic conditions  in the  country 

led to  general dissatisaction,  and even dedicated communists  looked 

or alternative  routes  to  improve  the  local economy.  Economic advisors  

were  especially interested in engaging in trade  with western Europe.  In 

1 988,  Jnos  Kdr (who had been in power since  the  1 956  revolution)  

resigned as  Secretary General;  a  young Politiburo member,  Mikls  

Nmeth,  negotiated a 1  billion Deutschmark loan rom West German 

banks.  On the  strength o his  economic acumen he  was  named Prime 

Minister and ollowed economic reorms with political ones.

First,  in May 1 989  he oversaw the decision to  remove the physical barrier 

between Austria and Hungary.  The ence was now old and Hungary was 

unwilling to  make expensive repairs.  As the Hungarians  

removed the barriers,  the Soviet Union did nothing 

and,  nearly overnight,  the border between Austria and 

Hungary was removed.  This  in itsel was momentous,  

but he then announced that the citizens o other Warsaw 

Pact countries  could travel reely through Hungary and 

would not be  stopped as they crossed its  borders.  This  led 

directly to  the crisis  in East Germany in November 1 989.  

Then,  the  government adopted what was  termed the  

democracy package:  basic  reedoms,  civil  rights  and 

e lectoral  reorms.  The  communist  government was  

ready to  adopt a  multiparty system.  Symbolically,  

Imre  Nagy was  rehabilitated and reburied.  The  

government also  initiated round- table  discussions 

to  change  the  constitution that included a  number 

o new and reconstituted pre-communism political 

parties.  In  April  1 989  the  Soviets  agreed to  withdraw 

all  their  military orces  rom Hungary by 1 991 ;  in  the  end,  this  was  

completed in  1 990  with the  frst  ree  e lections  in  Hungary s ince  

beore  the  S econd World War.  

Poland

In 1 983  martial law was  lited.  Nonetheless,  anti-government activities  

continued,  and while  the  government tried to  repress  the  liberalization 

movements  that began in the  late  1 970s,  opposition to  the  regime 

continued.  In 1 985 ,  Polish opposition was urther encouraged when 

Gorbachev came to  power in the  USSR.  Encouraged by perestroika and 

 East  Germans entering Austria  in  August  1989  after the  border with  

Hungary  was opened
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glasnost,  solidarity reconstituted itsel in October 1 987.  Despite  continued 

harassment rom the  Polish government they were  certain that they 

would not ace  retribution rom the  Soviet Union.  

Due  to  continued economic problems,  the  government once  again raised 

ood prices  in February 1 988.  This  led yet again to  strikes  and demands 

or changes  in the  system.  All but the  most radical members  o Solidarity 

advocated negotiating with the  government,  showing that it was  not a  

revolutionary party in the  strictest sense;  they too  sought to  bring about 

changes  rom within the  existing system.  February 1 989  proved to  be  

a  decisive  turning point in Polish history.  In Warsaw the  government 

initiated talks  with Solidarity and other opposition groups  in an attempt 

to  maintain their power over Poland.  These  discussions led to  three  

major reorms:  legalization o non-governmental trade  unions;  creation 

o the  position o President;  and the  ormation o a  Senate  ( thereby 

giving Poland a bicameral legislature) .  In the  lower house  (Sejm)  35%  

o the  seats  would be  reely elected  the  rest would be  reserved or the  

Communist Party.  

In July 1 989  elections  were  held and Solidarity won 99%  o the  seats  

in the  Senate  and all 35%  o the  seats  in the  Sejm.  Even though he  

was the  only candidate  on the  presidential ballot,  Jaruzelski won by a  

very narrow margin.  Given the  results  o the  elections,  even the  3565  

division in the  Sejm was  abolished and by the  end o 1 989,  Poland was 

a  multiparty state  with a coalition government dominated by Solidarity.  

Polands  successul transition to  democracy was soon mirrored by other 

satellite  states  in Europe,  and by the  end o 1 989  only Albania would 

remain as  a  communist country.

East Germanys revolution and  the end  

of the Berlin  Wall  
The German revolution was  the  most televised,  well known o the  

revolutions o 1 989,  due  largely to  the  photo  opportunities  it provided.  

This  revolution inspired people  ar beyond its  borders  because  it seemed 

so  simple:  the  masses  brought about spontaneous  change  through their 

actions.  This  was  not a  revolt o the  elites  or simply a  student movement 

that spread.  

East  Germany was  a  paradox among the  satellite  states .  On the  one  

hand it  had a  reputation or  being the  most loyal  o  all  the  satellite  

states ;  its  leaders  were  communist  hardliners  and its  secret  police ,  the  

S tasi,  was  eared above  all  other  Eastern European political  police .  

On the  other,  it  received benefts  rom West Germany through Willy 

B randts  policy o Ostpolitik,  which was  meant to  build a  bridge  rom 

the  democratic,  capitalist  west  and its  communist  counterpart.  While  

B erlin  remained a  sticking point  or  the  East  Germans,  they received 

benefts  rom this  citys  location as  Moscow saw it  as  a  p lace  to  

showcase  the  benefts  o communism to  the  outside  world.  In  1 984,  

the  two  German states  reached agreements  or  cultural  exchanges 

and the  removal o mines  on  their  rontier,  s ignalling an  accord,  or 

at  least  a  commitment to  the  status  quo  or  both  states ,  rather than 

seeking the  inclusion o the  other s ide.

 Lech  Walesa
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This  policy actually began during the  B rezhnev era with the  Helsinki 

Final Acts;  in recognizing the  post-war rontiers  o Europe,  the  political 

decision to  have  two German states  was not only acknowledged by the  

33  signatories,  it was  legitimized.  Thus,  it seemed that East Germany was  

an accepted,  entrenched regime as  late  as  1 988  and no  one  oresaw the  

changes that would take  place  in the  coming year;  indeed East German 

leader Erich Honecker seemed to  ignore  the  calls  or reorm embedded 

in perestroika  and the  dissent at home and in other Eastern European 

states.  At 77,  Honecker was  the  last o the  communist leaders  who had 

come o age  at the  same time as  B rezhnev,  Andropov and Chernenko.  

He  remained frmly loyal to  the  Communist Party and was  determined 

to  keep East Germany a single-party state.

As in Czechoslovakia,  events  in East Germany were  precipitated by 

events  outside  o its  own state.  In Hungary,  there  had been tremendous 

pressure  on the  government to  relax controls  and in particular,  to  stop  

limiting travel o its  citizenry,  especially within the  Warsaw Pact.  Thus,  

on 2  May 1 989  the  Hungarian government removed the  ence  on its  

border with East Germany,  and while  travel between the  two countries  

remained legally unchanged,  in practice,  anyone dissatisfed in either 

country could cross  the  border.  By September 1 989  it is  estimated 

that 60  000  East Germans had let or Hungary,  making their way to  

Budapest (and others  to  Prague) ,  to  seek asylum in the  West German 

embassies  there.  Budapest was suering under the  weight o these  

reugees,  and when the  Hungarian Foreign Minister announced that 

East Germans would not be  stopped i they sought to  travel west to  

Austria,  22  000  East Germans crossed to  the  West.

East Germany was embarrassed by this  action and tried to  make some 

repairs  to  prevent continued exodus.  Responding to  the  actions o the  

Hungarian and Czechoslovak governments,  East Germany promised 

East Germans sae  passage  to  the  FRG in a  sealed train i they returned 

to  East Germany.  This  only served to  urther exacerbate  the  situation;  

when one  such train stopped in Dresden,  a  number o locals  tried to  

board the  train and were  beaten by the  police.  

In October ull dissent was  in the  streets  o East Germany.  Encouraged 

by actions  o opposition groups  in other Eastern European countries,  

East Germans protested at the  lack o reorms in the  Honecker regime 

and the  repressive  regime that he  embodied.  Unlike  his  counterparts  

in the  other countries,  Honecker held frm and reused to  grant any 

changes.  He  was  even unmoved by Gorbachevs  exhortations  to  reorm 

when the  Soviet leader came to  Berlin to  participate  in the  ortieth 

anniversary o the  ounding o East Germany.  Gorbachev amously 

advised Honecker that Lie  punishes  those  who wait too  long .  

Honecker would not even allow the  distribution o Soviet publications  

that he  saw as  too  liberal and reormist;  he  was  much more  sympathetic 

to  Deng Xiaoping and his  treatment o dissenters  at Tiananmen Square  

the  previous  May.

At this  point,  other members  o the  Party leadership  elt that 

they needed to  make changes  or ace  revolution.  The  number o 

demonstrators  agitating or change  increased dramatically throughout 

October,  nearing 1 00  000  in cities  such as  Leipzig.  With such startling 
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opposition to  the  regime,  the  Politburo  orced Honeckers  resignation 

and ellow member Egon Krenz became the  General Secretary o the  

Party and Chairman o the  Council o S tate  on 1 8  October.  Krenz 

immediately announced that East Germany was  going to  implement 

democratic reorms and endorsed Gorbachevs  ideas.  Even so,  

demonstrations  continued;  on 4 November alone  an estimated 300  000  

congregated in Leipzig and 500  000  in Berlin,  demanding immediate  

change.  On that same day,  Czechoslovakia opened its  border and 30  000  

East Germans let.  

In response  to  the  continued fow o its  citizenry,  the  government 

proposed relaxing travel laws on 5  November,  but rather than molliy 

the  population,  it was  criticized as  too  limited.  Change  was not 

happening ast enough or the  East Germans and they were  making 

that abundantly clear to  the  government.  The  entire  Politburo  resigned,  

leaving Krenz and his  colleagues  in the  government to  respond to  the  

population.  On 9  November another travel law was proposed;  a  news 

conerence  was broadcast live  on television announcing authorizing 

oreign travel without advance  notice  and ree  transit through border 

crossings  into  West Germany.  With this  action,  the  Berlin Wall became 

an anachronism as  East Germans poured into  the  streets,  headed to  

Berlin and entering the  West.

The  East Germany leadership  had been hoping that this  reorm would 

increase  its  credibility and popularity as  a  Peoples  Republic but instead 

it hastened its  demise.  On 1  December,  acing increased calls  or 

urther reorms,  the  government changed the  constitution,  eliminating 

the  clause  that gave  the  Communist Party a  dominant role  in the  

government.  Two days later,  Krenz and the  Central Committee  resigned.  

In place  o the  government,  a  coalition government was  put in place  

but it became clear very quickly that this  was  a  provisional government 

at best.  Most Germans wanted the  reunication o the  country,  and 

negotiations  began to  that eect almost immediately.  

The  revolution in East Germany then was  perhaps the  most dramatic 

o the  revolutions o 1 989.  Not only did communism collapse  in 

East Germany but the  map o Europe  was  redrawn as  a  result o the  

revolution.  Ater 41  years  as  a  separate  state,  East Germany ceased to  

exist and was  incorporated into  the  FRG on 3  October 1 990.

Czechoslovakia   the Velvet Revolution 

In C zechoslovakia,  the  rise  o Gorbachev and resignation o the  ageing 

General Secretary Gustav Husk in 1 987  opened up  the  country to  

urther discussion and open opposition to  the  regime.  (Husk remained 

as  President in  largely a  ceremonial capacity. )  Communists  maintained 

control until the  collapse  at the  very end o 1 989 ,  even going so  ar 

as  to  arrest demonstrators  in  Prague  who came  to  commemorate  the  

twentieth anniversary o the  Soviet invasion o C zechoslovakia.  Soviet 

troops  remained in the  country but Gorbachev made  it  abundantly 

clear that the  USSR would pursue  a  policy o non- intervention in 

Warsaw Pact countries.

 The fa l l  of the  Berl in  Wal l ,  9  November 1989
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The entire  year o 1 989  was one  o transormation or Czechoslovakia.  

In January 1 989  there  was  a  demonstration in Wenceslas  Square  in 

memory o the  suicide  o a  Czech student;  Havel and 1 3  other members  

were  arrested and j ailed or organizing this  commemoration.  Rather 

than suppress  urther opposition movements,  it seemed to  lead to  

their creation.  In addition to  protesting against political policies  o the  

government,  there  were  numerous  protests  regarding environmental 

policies.  It had been estimated that nearly hal o the  rivers  in S lovakia 

were  polluted and over three  quarters  o well water was  unsuitable  or 

human consumption.  As  early as  1 983  substantial amounts  o Czech 

orests  were  dying,  and a childrens  hospital in Prague had been built or 

the  sole  task o treating respiratory ailments  in children.

In the  1 980s  the  Czechoslovaks,  like  the  Poles,  experienced a shrinking 

economy and negative  growth.  The  country still relied on heavy industry 

or export,  leaving it at the  mercy o heavily subsidised,  antiquated 

industries.  This  was  extremely costly to  the  Czechoslovak and Soviet 

governments  who had to  help  pay or these  moribund industries.  The  

Czechoslovaks  were  increasingly relying on the  black market to  uel 

their desire  or consumer goods.  By 1 989,  the  population was tired o 

hearing and seeing western prosperity while  they still remained behind 

the  iron curtain with limited ashion and cultural developments.

The pace  o reorm accelerated in the  country as  people  participated in 

demonstrations that ostensibly honoured certain core  historical events  

in Czechoslovakia,  such as  the  overthrow o the  Prague Spring or the  

ounding o the  state  in 1 91 8,  but really they were  veiled criticisms 

o the  current government.  The situation was urther intensifed by 

actions at the  West German Embassy in Prague where  East Germans 

had historically gone in an attempt to  emigrate to  West Germany.  By 

September 1 989  there  were  thousands o East Germans camping on 

the  grounds o Bonns  embassy in Prague.  Further pressure was put on 

Czechoslovakia when the West German Foreign Minister,  Hans-Dietrich 

Genscher,  gave a speech on 30  September announcing that an agreement 

had been reached with the  communists  and that these  reugees  could 

enter Germany.  Initially the  Czechoslovaks would not allow them to  

pass,  but the  announcement meant that even more East Germans poured 

into  Czechoslovakia,  so  fnally the  government in Prague gave way and 

allowed ree  passage or East Germans on 3  November.

This  announcement and the  collapse  o the  Berlin Wall were  

urther encouragement to  students  to  speak out,  but the  real end 

o the  communist regime began on1 7  November with yet another 

commemorative  demonstration.  This  time,  police  attacked and beat 

students,  prompting a popular outcry against the  police  and the  

government.  Within a week,  the  entire  Presidium  had resigned and 

Czechoslovakia seemed to  lack a  government.  Into  the  void stepped 

Havel with the  newly established C ivic Forum.  The  Forum put orth the  

Programmatic Principles  o the  C ivic Forum  which stipulated its  basic 

desires:  state  o law,  ree  elections,  social justice,  clean environment,  

educated people,  a  return to  Europe  and prosperity.  In response,  the  

constitution was  amended and a phrase  that gave  the  Communist Party 

a  leading role  in the  government was  removed.  The  Party suggested the  

idea o a  coalition government but this  was  rej ected by the  C ivic Forum;  

presidium

The  stand ing executive  committee  

of Czechoslovakia .  
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at this  point,  the  communist leadership  resigned.  Then,  the  Forum 

agreed to  j oin a  cabinet in which the  majority o ministers  were  not 

communists.  At this  point,  Husk resigned as  President o the  country 

and elections were  hastily called.  On 28  December,  Havel was elected 

President and the  political change  was  complete.  The  year that began 

with demonstrations and arrests  o the  opposition ended with the   

re-emergence  o a  democratic,  multiparty state  in central Europe.

Bulgaria  and  Romania
The Romanian transition was ar bloodier than the  

others,  with over a thousand killed in December 

1 989,  including the head o state and his wie.  

Romania had been under the iron st o Nicolae  

Ceausescu who had been a maverick among 

Eastern European leaders,  especially ater he  

criticized the Soviet invasion o Czechoslovakia 

in 1 968.  Facing alienation rom the Kremlin,  

he remained in the Warsaw Pact but adopted 

autarchic policies and closer relations with the  

Peoples Republic o China.  Facing a high oreign 

debt,  in the 1 980s he instituted austerity measures  

that impoverished the country while he and 

his amily lived in luxury.  In December 1 989  

opposition to the regime turned violent,  rst 

in the city o Timosoara and then in Bucharest.  

The military almost unanimously turned against 

Ceausescu who tried to fee but was captured on 

22  December.  There was a quick military show 

trial in which he and his wie Elena were ound guilty and they were  

executed on 25  December,  with ree elections being held in May 1 990.

In Bulgaria demonstrations  regarding environmental policies  turned 

into  a  larger indictment o the  government in November 1 989.  Trying 

to  head o radical change,  Bulgarias  Communist Party replaced its  

ageing leader Todor Zhivkov with a younger,  more  reorm-minded 

successor,  but this  was  not sucient given the  vast changes  taking place  

in Eastern Europe.  In February 1 990  street protests  led to  a  communist 

renunciation o power and the  country held ree  elections  in June.

The Revolutions of 1989  considered
In an attempt to  correct the primarily economic problems o communism,  

reorm had been the desire  o Gorbachev and his  colleagues in Eastern 

Europe;  the result,  instead,  was revolution and the end o communism 

in Eastern Europe.  There are  a number o theories  as  to  why these  

revolutionary attempts were successul when previous ones were not.  

Some will argue that this is  a domino theory  o sorts.  When one country 

successully rejected communism,  given the strictures o the regimes and 

their interrelatedness through the Warsaw Pact,  it became inevitable  that 

the other states  would ollow suit.  For example,  the removal o electric 

ences along the Hungarian border would necessarily have an impact 

on the neighbouring countries.  Another argument is  the role  o the  

international media;  given the changes in communication,  the totalitarian 

 Bucharest,  Romania  in  the  aftermath  of the  conviction  and  execution  of 

Nicolae  and  Elena  Ceausecu
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regimes were no longer able  to  staunch the fow o inormation rom one  

place to  the next,  allowing people  throughout Eastern Europe to  see  what 

was happening,  and perhaps more importantly,  to  see  the reactions o 

other peoples and governments.

Also  o paramount importance is  the  role  o Gorbachev.  His  decision 

to  reject the  Brezhnev Doctrine or the  impertinently named Sinatra 

Doctrine  ( that is  allowing the  satellite  states  to  do it my way)  showed 

individual populations that they no longer had to  ear the  infux o troops  

rom Moscow or other Warsaw Pact countries  i they rose  up  against their 

governments.  Even in Czechoslovakia,  where  Soviet troops remained 

until 1 990,  the  citizenry did not seem to  ear external intervention.  

It was also  a time or change,  be  it within the  communist parties  

themselves  or an entire  regime change.  The leadership  o the  communist 

parties  was ageing and dying;  all the  leaders o the  satellite  states  were  in 

their 70s.  The new leaders   even within the communist parties   came 

rom younger generations who did not share  the  same experiences o 

the  horrors  o the  Second World War with their leadership,  and instead 

had memories o repression by the  Warsaw Pact governments.  Plus,  the  

students  in all o these  countries  did not want to  reorm socialism,  they 

wanted to  change it.  They saw the benets  o capitalism and democracy 

on their television sets  and wanted similar advantages.  

One  last component that needs  to  be  reinorced is  that the  protestors  

consistently reused to  engage  in the  use  o orce  to  bring about change.  

These  were  not violent revolutionaries;  they were  people  who had 

learned the  lessons  o civil disobedience  rom Mahatma Gandhi and the  

Indian independence  movement as  well as  the  US  civil rights  movement.  

As  they rejected the  use  o violence  to  oppose  the  regime,  they exposed 

the  secret police  and government and party cadres  as  needing to  use  

orce  to  impose  their will upon the  people.  Furthermore,  many people  

who otherwise  may not have  participated in the  demonstrations  o 1 989  

did so  because  they were  willing to  engage  in passive  resistance  against 

governments  they no  longer had condence  in.  

In 1 985 ,  Gorbachev came to power as a reorming communist,  but it 

seemed airly clear that he was determined to keep the socialist sphere  

intact.  No one was aware that his calls or change within the Soviet Union,  

designed largely to reinvigorate a ailing economy and make the USSR 

competitive with the West,  would lead to the end o communism in Europe.  

Unlike the party leadership in China,  the Europeans were either unable or 

unwilling to engage in economic reorm while continuing as socialist states.  

Deng did not hesitate to use orce against protestors;  elsewhere this was 

not the case.  In the end,  China made economic reorms that allowed or 

material prosperity yet the regime continued;  in Eastern Europe,  economic 

reorms worsened the situation and communism ceased.

TOK discussion

Discuss the statement below. 

Popular political  change rarely  comes rom repression; it tends to come rom 

economic distress that makes the population so uncomortable that they  are  

wil l ing to take risks to bring about change.

A
T
L

Communication  skil ls 

The role  that Vclav Havel  played  in  

the Velvet Revolution  is considered  

instrumental  to  its success.  I t is general ly  

argued  that Havel  was signifcant to  the  

revolution  and  to  the emergent opposition  

because he understood  the spirit o 

the times.  He became an  eloquent 

spokesman or those who sought to  

bring about pol itical  change due to  his 

popularity  and  his international  status.  

He  had  been  imprisoned  or ol lowing  

his own ideals  those outl ined  in  his  

The Power of the Powerless    and  was 

known as a  d issident playwright.

This brings up an  interesting question  

regarding the cult o personal ity 

concept.  Oten  considered  a  critical  

element in  total itarian  or authoritarian  

regimes,  the idea  is that propaganda,  

publ icity  and  popularity  are al l  contingent 

upon  the persona  o the pol itical  leader.

Using Havel  as an  example,  evaluate  

the claim that a  cult o personal ity is 

only  possible  in  an  authoritarian  regime.  

Consider the ol lowing points when 

ormulating your answer.  

  Can the rise and  leadership o Havel  

be considered  a  cult o personal ity?

  Can a  democratic state have a  leader 

with  a  cult o personal ity?

  At what point does the leaders 

popularity  ade or wane in  a  

democracy?
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4.5  the end  of he ussr,  19891991

Conceptual  understanding

Key questions

 Why did  the Soviet Union  last until  1991?

 What were the most important factors in  the col lapse of the USSR in  1991?

Key concept

 Change

When Gorbachev began his  tenure  as  leader o the  USSR,  he  was 

received enthusiastically at home and with cautious  trepidation abroad.  

By the  end o 1 988  (and the  end o the  Reagan era in the  USA) ,  

the  situation was  reversed.  The  Soviet economy was  ailing and the  

Chernobyl accident highlighted all that was  wrong in the  authoritarian 

system,  yet the  decisions  to  ree  political dissidents,  withdraw rom 

Aghanistan and engage  in arms limitations  discussions  created a 

paradox where  Gorbachev was more  popular in the  USA than he  was  

at home.  The  situation would continue in much the  same vein until the  

collapse  o the  Soviet state  in 1 991 .

As  the  Warsaw Pact countries  won increased autonomy,  and then ull 

independence,  the  non-Russian Soviet Socialist Republics  (SSRs)  also  

began to  agitate  or recognition.  The  Baltic countries  o Estonia,  Latvia 

and Lithuania,  with connections  and borders  with the  West,  demanded 

frst autonomy and then ull independence.  Unlike  the  other SSRs,  

these  countries  were  incorporated into  the  USSR through agreements  

with Nazi Germany.  Although their integration into  the  USSR was  not 

challenged by the  western powers,  they were  not recognized as  ofcial 

members  either.  Thus,  their political agitations  or independence  were  

supported not just by anti-communists  but also  by those  who were  

reacting against a  Nazi action that was accepted by the  international 

community.  These  were  switly ollowed by similar movements  in 

other peripheral areas:  the  Caucasus  o the  south and central Asia.  The  

government lacked the  strength to  combat the  separatist movements  

that developed in the  SSRs which were,  technically,  their own countries  

( represented in the  United Nations  at the  behest o the  Soviet Union)  

that could determine their own political utures.  

To  combat the  collapse,  in August 1 991  communist hardliners  

kidnapped Gorbachev,  announced that he  was  too  ill  to  govern and 

announced leadership  under members  o the  KGP and Communist 

Party.  The  population went apoplectic and reused to  accept this  

decision.  There  were  massive  protests  in the  main cities,  and when 

the  coup organizers  tried to  suppress  the  public,  the  military mutinied,  

reusing to  use  orce  against Soviet citizens.  Ater three  days,  the  coup 

collapsed when the  leaders  recognized they could not govern the  

country without military support.
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I anything were ever to  occur to  disrupt the unity and efcacy o the 

[Communist] Party as a  political instrument,  Soviet Russia might be 

changed overnight rom one o the strongest to  one o the weakest and most 

pitiable o societies.

George Kennan.  1947.  The sources of Soviet conduct.  

Foreign Afairs.  Vol  24,  number 4 (July) ,  p.  579580.

Questions

1  How accurate  was  Kennans  view on what might lead to  the  

collapse  of the  Soviet Union?  

2  What enabled Kennan to  provide  such a prediction?

Source skil ls

 Soviet citizens demonstrate to show support for Mikhail  Gorbachev in  August 1991

In reaction to  the attempted coup,  on 24 August Gorbachev dissolved 

the Central Committee of the Communist Party and resigned as General 

Secretary.  Shortly thereafter,  all communist elements of the Soviet 

government were dissolved,  leaving a power vacuum.  Gorbachev lost 

control of all but Moscow,  and even there,  Boris  Yeltsin overpowered him.  

Between August and December,  ten republics declared independence from 

the USSR,  events that were legitimized by the Alma-Ata Protocol.  Russia 

would be the successor to  the Soviet Union in the United Nations,  retaining 

the Security Council seat.  On 25  December 1 991  Gorbachev resigned as  

President of the Soviet Union and the Soviet Union was replaced by the  

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)  in January 1 992 .  There were  

now 1 5  independent but related countries;  the largest and most powerful 

was Russia with Boris Yeltsin as President.  There were numerous issues to  

be worked out within the CIS,  especially with regard to  nuclear weapons,  

but the dishes were done and the Soviet Union was no more.  
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Conclusions

The United S tates  is  oten seen as  the  victor in the  Cold War and 

discussion oten ocuses  on how much US  oreign policy,  and particularly 

the  policies  o Reagan and Bush,  are  responsible  or the  end o the  

Cold War.  Reagan took a very strong stance  that oten refected his  

background as  an actor,  calling the  Soviet Union the  evil empire  and 

his  SDI programme Star Wars .  While  such pop-culture  reerences  may 

seem comical today,  they were  very potent in engaging an American 

public that had been stung by Vietnam and that viewed any orm o 

aggressive  US  oreign policy with trepidation.  The  nuclear threat was  

urther heightened by the  much-publicized accidents  at Three  Mile  

Island in the  US  and Chernobyl in the  Soviet Union.  The  Cold Wars  

infuence  on American culture  was once  again renewed,  as  was  ear o a  

nuclear threat.  

The  Cold War ended quickly and abruptly,  but it was  the  result o 

long-term causes.  The  weaknesses  o the  Soviet dominion had been 

clear as  early as  1 948  when Czechoslovakia tried to  remain outside  the  

eastern bloc and ailed,  and Yugoslavia was expelled only to  experience  

economic success  beyond that o other communist countries,  due  to  a  

large  extent to  the  receipt o American aid.  Risings  in East Germany,  

Poland and Hungary in the  1 950s  showed the  tensions  within the  

Warsaw Pact,  as  did the  Prague Spring o 1 968.  Rather than a show o 

strength,  the  B rezhnev Doctrine  in some respects  was an articulation o 

Soviet weakness,  that it would need to  prevent countries  rom leaving 

their sphere.

Gorbachevs  statement that its  allies  should be  able  to  pursue  socialism in 

ways  compatible  with their histories  and cultures  had led to  the  collapse  

o communism.  In June 1 990  the  Warsaw Pact countries  agreed to  its  

dissolution,  signaling to  a  large  extent the  end o the  Cold War.  

The  Cold War did not end communism,  nor did it end ideological 

conficts.  However,  it signaled the  end o the  bipolar world that 

had existed since  1 945  and let a  power vacuum.  It has  seen the  

balkanization o central and eastern Europe  and an increase  in sectarian 

violence.  This  is  not to  say that the  Cold War was  a  desired state  o 

aairs,  but that it was  a  confict between two largely rational actors  that 

were  arguably guided by ideological dierences  and that had parity o 

power.  Communism arguably teeters  on the  verge  o extinction but 

socialism prevails  in many parts  o the  world,  even those  considered 

capitalist democracies.  
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Exam-style  questions and  further reading

Exam-style  questions
1  Discuss  and why did the  war in Afghanistan ( 1 9791 988)  contribute  

to  the  decline  of the  Soviet Union.

2  Evaluate  the  impact of Gorbachevs  policies  on two countries  

between 1 985  and 1 989.

3  To what extent was the  Cold War over by 31  December 1 989?

4 Examine the  importance  of summit diplomacy to  the  end of the   

Cold War.

5  Compare  and contrast the  contribution of two leaders,  each chosen 

from a different region,  to  the  end of the  Cold War.
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Leader:  Leonid  Brezhnev

Country:  USSR

Dates in  power:  19641982

Min  eign icie ete  t the C  W

  Brezhnev Doctrine

pticitin  in  C  W event n utcme

  Prague Spring

  SALT I

  SALT I I

  Invasion  o Aghanistan

Efect n  the evement  the C  W

Brezhnev is most commonly  associated  with  renewing 

Cold  War tensions. The creation  o the Brezhnev Doctrine 

was not initial ly  seen as threatening as the West saw it 

as a  policy  behind  the I ron  Curtain  and  not a  real  threat 

to  the international  balance o power;  his oversight o 

SALT and  the Helsinki  Accords initial ly  gave the USA hope 

that attitudes in  the USSR were sotening. This position,  

however,  was overturned by  the Soviet invasion o 

Aghanistan in  1979, and  is viewed  as the beginning o a  

second Cold  War in  which the nuclear threat was viewed  

again  as very  real,  and  nuclear stockpiles grew once more.

Leader:  Fidel  Castro

Country:  Cuba

Dates in  power:  19592011  (Castro resigned  as president 

in  2008 but remained  Secretary  o the Communist Party  

until  2011)

Min  eign icie ete  t the C  W:

  Export o revolution

  Leader o the  Non-al igned  movement

pticitin  in  C  W event:  

  Cuban Missile  Crisis

  Support or revolutionary  groups in  Angola,  Bol ivia,  

Congo,  El  Salvador,  Ethiopia,  Mozambique,  N icaragua

  Support or Black Panthers,  I rish  Republican  Army  and  

Palestinian  Liberation  Organization

Efect n  evement  the C  W

As Castro pursued increasingly letist, anti-American policies,  

the US ear o the domino efect led to a ailed CIA-backed  

attempt o Cuban exiles to overthrow Castro. This in turn led  

directly  to the Cuban Missile Crisis as Castro sought deense 

o his revolutionary government and Khrushchev wanted to  

support the successul  revolutionary, letist movement in the 

Americas and achieve parity  with intercontinental  ballistic 

missile capabilities. Once the Missile Crisis began, Castro was 

largely let out o the negotiations that took place between 

the US and USSR. Upon resolution, Castro demonstrated his 

power by reusing to allow UN supervisors to witness the 

dismantling and removal  o missiles rom Cuba. Although 

Cuba remained in the Soviet sphere its policies diverged  

rom those o the USSR, especially with regard to supporting 

revolutionary movements. Simultaneously, Cuba was 

the only Latin American country to join the Non-Aligned  

Movement and served as its chair rom 1979 to 1982. The 

end o the Cold  War orced Cuba to reassess its oreign and  

economic policies as its economy was no longer subsidized  

by the USSR and Cuba no longer had the unds or its 

ambitious social  and oreign policies.  
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Question

Discuss  the  impact o one  country in either Europe  or Asia on the  

emergence  o superpower rivalry between 1 943  and 1 949.

Analysis

In the  conclusion o an essay,  you summarize  your points  and reach 

a holistic assessment.  I you presented a thesis  in your introduction,  

you restate  it here  and explain how you proved it in the  course  o the  

essay.  You might also  decide  to  raise  other issues  that are  beyond the  

parameters  o the  essay but could provide  another line  o inquiry or 

uture  exploration.

Here  is  an example  o a  concluding paragraph:  

Germany  clearly  had  a  signicant impact on  the emergence o Soviet- American  

rivalry .  By  1 949  each  country  had  its sphere o infuence in  a  pol itical ly  divided 

Germany  and both  superpowers were determined that they  would  not lose the next 

power struggle.  Berl in  continued to  be a  source o tension,  as the US had an  enclave 

in  the m iddle o the Soviet sector,  and would continue to  be a  source o tension  

though  the early  1 960s,  but or the time being  Germany  was refective o the East

West rivalry  that dominated the globe.

The frst sentence  is  a  clear restatement o the  conclusion.  The  second 

sentence  addresses  the  points  in a  broad,  collective  manner,  and the  fnal 

sentence  takes  the  essay out to  its  broader implications.

Class practice

Read the  conclusion below.  

Ironically,  the two  nations had ormed an  all iance due to  Germany  during World War I I  to  

deeat Germany, but it was Germany  that divided the two  most sharply.  Decisions about 

postwar Germany  contributed to  the breakdown o EastWest relations between 1943 and 

1949  to  an  extremely  large extent.  The relation  between the USSR and US or the rest o 

the Cold War era  was dened through  these events in  Germany. Because they  could not 

agree on  an  action  plan, the wartime relationship began to  break down. The course that 

this rivalry  would take was muddled when the USSR detonated an  atom  bomb in  August 

1949  and the Peoples Republic o China claimed victory  in  the Chinese Civi l  War in  

October 1949. The Berlin  Blockade showed the unwill ingness o the superpowers to  engage 

one another directly, so  the result was a  series o proxy  wars that lasted unti l  the 1980s.

Try to  identiy each o the  components  o the  conclusion:  

 Answer or restatement o thesis

 Main points

 Bigger picture

 Is  there  anything you would add or delete  to  the  conclusion?

Writing the conclusion
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Now read this  third conclusion:  

In  real ity, Germany  was not as important to  the development o superpower rivalries 

as has been  presented so  ar.  Instead, the main  issue between  the two  countries was 

atomic superiority  o the United States that was negated in  August 1949  when  the Soviets 

levelled the playing feld by  detonating their own  bomb. It was this parity  that caused the 

superpower rivalry  to  emerge.

Introduction and body paragraphs presented in previous skills sections show 

the progression of the essay.  What is the problem with this conclusion?

Top tips from teachers
Here  are  some of the  best pieces  of advice  from teachers  preparing 

their students  for the  IB  examinations:  

  1  Take time to  unpack the  question so  that you know what it 

means  before  you begin to  formulate  an answer.

  2  Answer the  question you were  asked;  do  not try to  form your 

essay around what you know.

  3  Make a plan:  a  thought-out plan gives  you a document to  refer 

to  as  you write  your essay,  especially if you get stuck.

  4  Know your material:  there  is  no  substitute  for knowing the  

material well and being able  to  present it.

  5  Asking a history teacher if you need to  know names and dates  is  

like  asking a math teacher if you need to  know numbers.

  6  Keep your essay focused by referring back to  the  question or 

thesis  with each argument you raise.

  7  Make the  ending relevant:  this  is  not a  mystery novel  there  

should not be  a  surprise  ending that bears  little  relevance  to  the  

rest of the  essay.

  8  There  is  no  right answer and there  is  nothing wrong with taking 

a middle  ground.

  9  As long as  you can support your argument with relevant factual 

details,  it is  a  valid argument.

10 An essay should be  as  long as  it takes  for you to  answer the  

question;  some of the  best essays  are  shorter but loaded with 

concise  explanations  and good use  of historical detail.

11  Practice  leads  to  improvement.

Good luck!
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